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SUMMARY 

Psychokinetic phenomena are currently anomalous with respect to 
physics. They are not generally accepted as genuine nor are their 
possible physical mechanisms understood. It is argued here that a 
certain class of psychokinetic phenomena, termed "directly 
detectable" psychokinetic effects, are likely to yield possibly 
important insights into the physical mechanisms mediating psycho
kinetic phenomena generally. 

The current use within pa~sychological research of randomly behaving 
psychokinetic target systems is criticised on several grounds. They 
are of limited scope for use in delineation of physical mechanisms 
involved in psychokinesis, and their intrinsic characteristics 
prevent subjects from utilising their possible capacity to learn to 
produce larger magnitude effects. 

It is argued that instrumented directly detectable psychokinetic tasks 
have characteristics which may allow subjects to treat their psycho
kinetic ability as akin to a normal skill which can be improved with 
continued practice, using an experimental paradigm similar to that 
used in the biofeedback training of physiological functions. 

The task used in this work was a microscopic form of psychokinetic 
metal-bending, whereby subjects produce pulse-like electrical outputs 
in a ceramic piezoelectric element used as psychokinetic target. 
Subjects were not allowed to touch the target and many effects were 
obtained under witnessed conditions with subjects situated several 
metres from it. 

One pilot and three principal longitudinal training studies were 
performed with a total of seventeen subjects. Six of the seventeen 
subjects showed significant improvement in their psychokinetic 
performance in the training studies, one showed a non-significant 
increase. The other ten failed to show any convincing signs of 
psychokinetic output. Three of the successful subjects did not 
show convincing signs of voluntary control over their effects, 
three did. Large individual differences were found including different 
rates of learning and levels of initial and final ability. 

This research was performed by Julian David Isaacs in preparation 
for the degree of Doctor of Philisophy and was submitted in 1984. 
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OIAPTfR 1 

PSYOiOKIl.~IC METAL-BE.~ING 

m~LCGY AND VALIDATION SIDOIES 

1.1 Terms and Definitions 

PsychokiIlesis has teen defined l.n the following nanner, 

"psychokinesis.. cperates if there are manges in fl1ysical cbjects or 

processes due to personal influence but without the interm=diary of 

oorrna.l effecters or their IDrnal extensions" (Gregory 1983). This 

definition is theoretically reutral in the sense that it OOes rot 

imply any pu-ticular type of explanatory theory of psychokinesis. It 

differs fram the usual definition which tends to incorporate linplicit 

theoretical suggestions or assumptions such as the Collins dictionary 

definition of psychokinesis as "alteration of the state of an object 

by rrental influence alone, without any ~ysical intervention II (Hanks 

1979). 'rtE citing of "mental influence" in the Collins definition 

might l:e taken to imply a, particular view of the rnirrl-bcxly problem. ,In 

the present state of knowledge the reed for a theory-free definition 

is clear, so that Gregory's definition is preferable arrl will l:e 

adopted here. In :Parapsychological ~lications it is starrlard 

practice to refer to psychokinesis by the abbreviated foon "PK" arrl 

this form will l:e followed here. 

Psychokinetic metal-bending is ostensibly a psychokinetic effect 

and will accordingly be referred to here by the cognate form "P!<L~". 

Irrlividuals a;tensibly producing PKMB effects will be temed "PKJ.\ffi 

agents". Objects Ybich are designated to be subjected to rrodification 

by PKMB wi 11 l:e terrIEd "PK targets II or "PKMB targets". 

TtEre are twu forms of the metal-bending effect which differ 

greatly in scale. Macroscopic PKMB ("nacro PKMB") effects can be 
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defined as deformation events where changes of form of the PK target 

visible to the unassisted eye can be seen. The popular conception of 

PKMB is of the rracroscx>pic effect. 

Microscopic P!<J..~ events ("micro PKMB") can be defined as 

microscopic deformations Ybere the changes of form of the affected 

rretal object have to be detected by instI1lI1'Ental rrethods (see appendix 

I). A convenient abbreviation for the microscx>pic form is uPKl'-1B, the u 

representing an approximation to t.~e "Mu" symbol of the Greek 

alphabet, often conventionally used as a prefix representing the term 

"micro" . 

It is difficult to obtain macroscopic ~~ on objects which are 

oot harrlled by the ostensible PKMB agent Yohilst deformation occurs. If 

the object has been harrlled while the deformation occurred this type 

of deformation is terned "with-touch" PKMB. If the object is rot 

harrlled the PKMB effect is said to have occurred under "no-touch" or 

"wi thout-touch" conditions. Micro PKMB is prcrluced as a starrlard 

procedure under m-touch conditions, since the instrum:ntal detection 

of "deformation is sensitive enough to shCM effects due to haooling of 

the PKM8 target !:peCimen. 

Detailed y;ilysical analysis of uPKMB events has strongly irrlicated 

(see appendix I) that they cannot be described as simple tending 

events, 9:) that rather than the effects of PKMB being described as 

berxlings, the rrore rEutral tenn "deformation" will usually be 

enployed. It should Ce ooted that the fracture of rretal objects 

submitted to ostensible ~'-1B action does also occur. 

Since the existence of psychokinesis is still highly controversial 

there is a case for regarding all firrlings reported here with caution. 

This caution could be reflected by the use of such rrodifiers as 

"alleged", "ostensible", ~'putati ve", "apparent", "possible", "seeming" 
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prefacing every claim regarding alleged paraoornal events. 

However the constant reiteration of these modifiers 999mS likely 

to become tedious arrl to add unnecessary complication to the text so 

tha t they have mt b:en used routinely. 

It appears that the degree of credibility of claims made within 

this area of research varies. Coosequently rrodifiers of t.'1is type have 

}:):en used selectively, reflecting the degree to which it is felt the 

various claims have b:en established. Nevertheless if it is felt 

apprcpriate to the reader, rrcdifiers of this sort amId tE imagined to 

preface every statement made regarding any claim involving 

paranorrrality. 

1. 2 An OUtline Phenanenology of PKMB 

All the features described here will be reviewed in <Etail elsewhere, 

the p.rrpose of this account being to provide a context in which the 

review of evidence for PKMB can l:e presented. 

The £x)pular concept of psychokinetic llEtal-berrling typically 

involves an ir:rlividual holding an item of cutlery while it l:ends 

(Wilson 1976). However the literature on PKMB reveals that the crucial 

putati vely paranormal event is mt the defomation but a short lived 

change of the state of the rretal object (Hasted 1981a). See.ningly, it 

temporarily is rrade to lose strength and rigidity, pJssibly by sane 

process of softening, so that it becomes deformable by snaIl forces, 

either rmnually, or by the force due to the object's \\eight or by 

residual internal stresses. Defomations rray occur in an upwards 

direction against the force of gravity as \\ell as downwards in 

conforrration to gravity (Cox 1974). 

There is s::xre evidence (see l:elaw, section 1.6.4) for the 

existence of this tanporary plastic mase, but 00 serious 
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investigation of it has teen possible eecause it occurs unpredictably 

for only brief (a few seconds) r;eriods. The question of whether force 

has or has rot been applied to PKMB target objects can therefore ee 

misleading. The important question is rot whether any force was 

applied rut rather hew much w:iS applied during a p,ltatively piraoormal 

deformation. 

'lb! typical rnenanenology of the mcroscopic PKMB effect is that 

an individual will hold a rretal object, stroking it or touching it arrl 

perhaps instructing it to beni, or attenpting to visualise it eeniing, 

or {Dssibly simply intending it to berrl. After a variable r=eriod the 

object my suddenly or gradually deform, either ostensibly without 

force being exerted or with sam:: mnual force eeing used. 

It may continue to deform after the ostensible PKMB agent ends 

their attempt to affect it. Other objects Yilich ~re not fornal 

targets of the attempt my also beni (Hasted 197Gb). The r=erson 

producing the deformation my report feelings of tingling or heat in 

their. hanis or other areas during the event, or they my not. Objects 

my deform mile the ostensibly PKMB agent is rot touching them. 

Various other Iilenanena have eeen reported as sometimes occurring 

in association with PKMB. Arrcngst these is a:mronly the starting of 

Yatches ani clocks mich have been stopped for s:xne r=eriod, occurring 

apparently as a result of a PK attempt (Geller 1975). 

Hcwever this type of event cannot b= satisfactorily validated 

unless the state of the affected rrechanism is known eefore the PK 

attempt. Watch starting has been stated by critics to be a IDmel 

phenanenon occurring in response to the IIDverent arrl Y.8.rmth received 

during a with-touch PI< attempt. A ~ll conducted study (Marks ani 

Karrman 1980) has S1GWn that rrany stopped Y.8.tches will start when 

subjected to norrral haniling treatment. Watch ani clock starting will 
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therefore not be oonsidered here. 

Other types of occurrence, 9JlT\e of them of an extrerIEly 

oontroversial nature, such as alleged teleportation events, have teen 

claimed to occur in association with ocme PKMB agents but will rot b: 

considered here since they are separate categories of event fran PKMB 

(Hasted 1981a). 

1.3 A Brief History of P&~ 

Psychokinetic netal-berrling was first brought to praninence by the 

claims ani perforrrance of cne Wi vidual, the Israeli Uri Geller. M.lch 

ha.s b:en written about Geller (Geller 1975, Puharich 1974, Panati 

1976, Leslie 1974, Eben 1975, Rarrli 1975) and his status is still the 

subject of dispute. 

HONever since PKMB as a };ilenanenon exists irx1ependentl y of 

Geller's credibility it is not proposed that Geller's PKMB career ani 

claims be examined at length. Several of the validations of PKMB 

reviewed below in section 1.5 enployed him as subject. But his 

withdrawal fran experirrentation at a relatively erly stage has had 

the effect that most of the published physics-oriented material on 

PKL"1B ani virtually all of the psychological observations nade of the 

dlaracteristics of PKMB have involved other flltative PKMB agents than 

Geller. 

Geller claims first to have noticed his c1abned P&~ ability 

Wlilst still a child (1975). After exploiting his ostensible PKMB 

ability in stage p:rformances in Israel news of Geller reached the 

eccentric amateur American psychic researcher Andrija Puharich who 

went to Israel ani net him in August 1971. 

Puharich quickly accepted Geller's phenanena as ~nuJ.ne ani 

brought him to the USA in 1972 \.\here te r:erforrred as a subject in 
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tests of ES? arrl PK at Stanford Rese3.rch Institute. This research vas 

reported in a paper f:Ublished in the journal Nature (Targ & Puthoff 

1974). However, the authors considered that only his ESP abilities had 

been satisfactorily validated, the PKMB rnenanena being regarded as 

having not been produced under sufficiently controlled conditions to 

be considered as validated. Fran 1972 to 1975 Geller pirticipated in 

rese3.rch conducted by rrany groups (Panati 1976). 

However the sceptical reaction to his phenanena gathered strength 

and a book by the professional conjurer James Randi (Randi 1975) 

publicised an:i elaborated the IIBny claims by sceptics that Geller 'f.B.S 

a conjurer masqueraditig as a psychic. 

Geller has been reported as showing considerable fear at the 

thought of having to prcduce effects under laboratory conditions 

(Puharich 1974) and was noted as a difficult, s:xnetirnes uncooperati~ 

and usually rrercurial and unpredictable laboratory subject. His 

failure to honour pranises to cooperate in research with some senior 

Arcerican parapsychologists (Honorton 1974) reinforced suspicion of him 

wi thin the r:arapsychological corrmuni ty and the mutual antagonism has 

since orevented a definitive and sustained investigation of his PK .,; 

abilities. 

Geller's credibility vas mt helped by his friend arrl rrentor of 

the early p:!riod, Puharich, subscribing to the belief that he had been 

selected by intelligences fran space to te the bearer of some form of 

rressage (Puharich 1974). Geller had mt shawn any awareness of this 

mythical quest until contact with Puharich (RCXjo 1975). The fantastic 

nature of these clalins made Geller's acceptance by the scientific 

oammunity still less likely. 

However as Price and others have pointed out (1977a) the advent 

of Geller ini tia ted a lEW filase wi thin parapsychology tecause many 
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thousarxls of irrlividuals in Europe, Australia, South Africa ani Japan 

claimed to have exferienced PI<...~ events as a result of exposure to 

Geller' s. appearances on television arxi radio. 'Ihese claims v.ere 

surveyed in Germany (Bender et al 1975, 1976) and South Africa (Price 

1977a). Various follow-up studies resulted (Price 1977b, Keil 1979, 

1980, Keil & Hill 1975, Keil & OSborne 1981, cantor 1979) which 

provided preliminary evidence that SOllE of the "mini-Gellers" WlO 

clabned continuing PKMB ability could succeed at v.arious PKMB tasks. 

The redirection of attention, towards macroscopic PK effects had 

several other effects on p:irapsychology. It reinvigorated interest in 

rracro PI< generally. It also drew several tXlysicists into 

exferimentation with PKMB, sane of vtloo have nade significant 

contributions to its study (Hasted 1981a, Panati 1976, Sasaki 1976). 

Hasted in p3.rticular has developed the use of stra in sensi ti ve 

instrurrentation to detect dynamic \lPKJ.\ffi strains ani has nade a 

preliminary exploration of many of the P'lysical aspects of uPKMB 

(Hasted 198Ia). 

HO\7ever, PKMB research has received several reverses. OlE wa.s 

occasioned by a study (Collins & Pamplin 1975) in ~ich child 

"rnini-Gellers" were found. to attenpt to cheat if left apparently 

unwitnessed (in a roan with a one-YaY mirror). The P'lysicist' Joon 

Taylor first published reports of apparently successful validations of 

PKMB effects (1975, 1977) but later retracted his claims (1980). 

Tre con jurer Rarrli engaged two accomplices 'Who served as 

exferimental subjects in a newly founded -parapsychology laboratory arrl 

WlO successfully deceived the staff into thinking that their effects 

were genuine (Rami 1983, Auerbach 1983, Shafer 1983). It should tE 

rerrarked that the staff involved v.ere newly recruited am were 

parapsychologically inexperienced. 
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~vertheless, p3.rapsychological interest in PKMB terrains high in 

sorre quarters a.rxi it has had sufficient status to te the sole topic of 

a syI1l)Osium at two Parapsychological Association oonventions (Beloff 

1977, Isaacs 1983) and papers dealing with P!<A.~ have teen presented at 

several other Parapsychology Association oonventions (eg Keil & 

OSborne 1981, Shafer 1982). 

Recent developrrents within the study of PKMB have included the 

development of methods of identifying potential PKMB agents 

imeperrlently of Geller's involvem:mt. OIl:! rcethod is due to Isaacs 

(1981) and has been used in Britain, the other '...as devel~ by Houck 

( 1982) am has 1:een used rrainly in the USA. 

Psychological studies of PKIloffi lag far b:hind the P1ysics-oriented 

studies, w:::>rk being limited to a series of case studies ~rforrred by 

cantor (1979), the surveys perforrred by Price (1977a) am Bender's 

group (Gruber-Wendlardt 1977), anecdotal observations :>f psychological 

characteristics of PKMB by several indi viduals am groups (Hasted 

1981a, Shafer 1980, Keil 1983) and one p.lblished study of the training 

of uPKMB (Isaacs 1983). 

1.4.1 Validation of PKMB : Methods of Fraud 

Since the status of PKMB is still sub ject to active dispute any review 

of this field should tegin with a oonsideration of t.l1e evieeoce 

showing PKl.'"1B to b: a ~nuinely paranornal effect. Accordingly, 

validation studies of the nacrosopic effect will b: reviewed first. 

Validation studies of the instrunentally detected effect will te 

reviewed in chapter 2 dealing with physical aspects of PKMB. A first 

step in evaluating validation studies would seem to b: the 
1 

consideration of fX)ssible methods of cheating which might te at;pyed 

to produce fraudulent effects. 
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Taylor (1977), Hasted (1976a), Marks arxl Karman (1980), arrl Rarrli 

(1975) amongst others have oorrm:nted on rrethods of fraudulent 

production of defomation in Iretal specimens. 

Sane authors have hypothesised tbat rrercuric salts might te used 

to produce &:>ftening in rretal specimens (Leslie 1976). However, all 

the above authors feel certain that this \\QuId Ce hazardous (because 

rrercury salts are highly toxic a.rrl very irritant to skin) arrl that 

rretal rendered ~ by this rreans \\QuId show obvious signs of 

oorrosion. No reports of any defomed or fractured PKMB specimens 

showing evidence of chemical attack have ever reen pililished either, 

so that this rrethcd of fraud can te disoounted. 

The three authors cited above are in agreement as to the 

principal rrethcds of fraudulent production of ostensible macroscopic 

PKMB effects. Ona rrethcd is the surreptitious tending of specimens out 

of sight of the witnesses, followed by its teing held in such a 

fashion as to appear not to te bent. The specimen is either then 

uncovered or rotated &:> as to gradually disclose the tend. 

The second rrethcd, \\hich frequently produces fracture, is 

secretly to bend the specimen to and fro, tefore the fornal attempt, 

producing rretal fatigue until it weakens sufficiently to te tent by 

very slight pressure. It can then be held tetween bJo fingers or 

finger am thuinb, when pressure will prcduce visible defomation or 

fracture. 

A third technique is surreptitiously to substitute a pre-fatigued 

or pre-bent specimen for an undeform.:d one at ocxne stage, ooncea1ing 

the exchange and slowly revealing the tend. This is raturally only 

successful if the specimens are not uniquely rrarked. RaIrli has 

emphasised the effectiveness of the above rather prosaic rrethods of 

cheating am is cbubtful that rrore exotic rrethods are either necessary 
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or likely to be effective. 

In private corrmunication Rarrli (1984) has stressed the 

open-ended, creative am opportunistic ffiture of the conjurer's art. 

This precludes rigid formulae for rrethods of cheating fran b:ing 

specifiable tecause each cpportunity to cheat rray b: unique am demaIrl 

a unique method of evading the attention of witnesses and of producing 

the fraudulent effect. 

'fiE misdirection of witnesses' attention is an important 

co«p)nent of success in rrany if rot all of the rrethcds of fraud 

discussed by Randi. Another important principle is that the fraudulent 

action is ncre likely to te unobserved if it is perfonned in advance 

of the event for which it is the preparation, this l::eing a general 

principle of conjuring. 

1.4.2 Methodological Requirement~ 

Hasted has discussed the requirements he sees as applying to 

macroscopic ~~ validation attempts (1976a, 1981a). 

He reconmerrls the use of only three or four witnesses, as larger 

numbers may introduce too much attention-oonsuming interaction between 

them. Fewer witnesses v.ould each have to scan too large a visual 

angle, but multiple witnesses are less likely simultaneously to suffer 

lapses in attention. He recommends that the field of view to be 

observed by ffich witness should not exceedO. 05 steradian. This 

requirement is generally easily met in macroscopic PKMB validation 

attempts v.here the area to l::e observed is graIl. Hasted reccmneIrls 

that observation $hould take place fran a distance of not more than 

two to three feet between the PKMB target arrl b'1e witnesses' eyes. 

Lighting should be arranged so as be minimise shadows and distractions 

should te minimised. The use of a variety of different angles and 
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heights in the placement of witnesses relative to the PKMB target is 

oommended as being helpful in preventing successful concealment of 

PKMB target specimens. 

Hasted oorrments that in order for norrral bending to be ferforned 

a three r;:x:>int load has to be exerted upon the specimen. This is rore 

easily accanplished in a ooncealed rranner if the· PKL~ target specirren 

is long enough for a three r;:x:>int loading to be possible using the 

forefinger, the ball of the thumb arrl the base of the fBlm of the 

harrl. Hasted states that specimens of less than 50 nm length cannot be 

bent in this v.ay but must be bent by use of the thumb am two fingers, 

\ohich is a rruch nore difficult procedure to cx:mceal. He therefore 

chose latchkey specimens as PKMB targets since they are boo rigid to 

be bent by harrl without obvious effort being rraae. 

Defonnatioris Wlich proceed quickly are inherently nore secure 

against fraud since the witnesses' task is less exacting than when 

defonnations take protracted periods to produce. 

Hasted acknow~edges the inhibitory effect of videotape recording 

of pltative PKMB events arrl sees two useful roles fulfilled by 

videotaped records, one being the ability to review a given event rrany 

times, the other being the use of video to provide convincing evidence 

for other groups interested in PKMB. 

In comnenting on the use of sealed containers for ~~ specimens 

he claims that glass a:mtainers rrrust be used, since they can be 

checked effecti vel y for tampering. Ep:)xy-resiri sealed containers (such 

as those used by Taylor) are held by Hasted to be ineffective tecause 

according to Hasted epoxy seals can be. broken <:pen with little danage 

to the tcdy of the resin used, and resealed by the application of 

fresh resin without this necessarily being detectable. 

Hasted rrakes sane interesting observations regarding the problems 
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associated with the credibility of validation studies. He considers 

that their credibility depends rot only upon the protocol used, but 

also upon the credibility of the experimental ~rsonnel conducting the 

validation. 

He states that there is an implicit clash t:etween the requirenent 

for rraximum numl:ers of wi tnesses , to guarantee independence am 

increase credibility, am the cpposing demands of convenience am 

possib1e inhibitory effects on subjects. He notes that the credibility 

of witnesses has a corrplex relationship with their invol \ereIlt with 

parapsychology. Thus individuals mo have good academic reputations J.n 

ron parapsychological fields can lend their awn credibility to their 

accounts of validation studies they witness, but parapsychologically 

naive witnesses my either miss important events they should have 

observed, or possibly unintentionally act so as to cause inhibition. 

Parapsychologists my be seen as having too rrruch prior ClJfC'Inlitrrent 

to the field to be credib1e witnesses of PKMB. This is of a::mrse a 

sociological factor, since those most experienced in a specialist area 

of research v.ould mrnally t:e regarded as having the greatest 

expertise, so that their testirrony \\Ould, if the field \!.ere not 

subject to such fundamental dispute, be regarded as having expert 

status, rather than b:ing likely to suffer fran bias. 

The conjurer Rancii has (1975) rrade a strong case that PKMB 

validation protocols must b: designed in collaboration with conjurers 

because their skills of deception are a specialism and my not be 

obvious to scientists t.obo are nai ve with respect to sleight of haOO 

tricks. 

This point has been accepted generally by those who have sought 

to perform validations of rracro PKMB. 'rhus Hasted (197oa), Crussard 

and Bouvaist (1978) arxi Bersani (Bersani & Martelli 1983) state that 
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they have consulted conjurers, am Cox (1974) has been an arrateur 

conjurer for a long p3riod. 

Hasted rrakes the important point (1976a) that those attempting to 

validate p3.ranormal effects such, as PKMB tend to attempt to rraximise 

their cwn credibility. This rray invel \Ie their exerting a 

self-censorship over the .reporting of .results '.\hich tray be so extrerre 

or unusual as to be likely to lower their credibility in the 

estimation of sceptical critics of the field. 

He speculates that this situation rray even trigger s:me 

investigators into .resol ving the dissonance caused by this type of 

situation by denying that the extreme events in question did occur. 

His own stated approach to this problem has been to assurre that his 

avn credibility is unimportailt, thus freeing himself to rePJrt events 

which will certainly be .regarded as bnpossible and incredible by 

sceptics, such as disappearance-.reapp:arance events (Hasted 1981a). 

Finally, a rrethodological point '.\hich seemingly has been ignored 

by all comnentators on rrethodological issues in PKM8 .research but 

vbich is of crucial importance is that the fllbliShed description of 

the validation attenpt rrtust include sufficient detail. The account 

llUlSt provide details to shay that every likely source of cpPJrtunity 

for fraud has been excluded. Details of the exact chronological 

procedure followed are helpful in establishing the credibility of 

validation attempts in this T.ftB.y. Legitimate criticism could be rrade of 

both Hasted's (1981a) studies and that of Bersani and Martelli (1983) 

and others (e:; Walkowski 1977) tecause their important w:Jrk was not 

described sufficiently fully. Where lack of detail obscures the 

account this will be rrade clear. In some cases personal comnunication 

has allowed the plblished account to b= supplerrented with rECessary 

extra detail. This is particularly the case with Hasted's v-ork. 
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1.5.1 With-Touch Validation Attempts : Introduction 

Various techniques have teen developed to provide secure methcrls for 

the validation of rracroscopic P!<J.\ffi wnere the r:utati ve agent is allowed 

to touch the specimen to be tent. In all of these protocols the 

attempt at PKMB must te carefully witnessed. 

The simplest nethed 

instructed to limi t 

is for the r;.utative PKMB agent to te 
tou<.n 

his~to forms of contact or holding where 

li ttle or no rranual force can te exerted. Thus the validation attenpt 

by Hasted et al (1976) allowed Geller to touch the keys used as PKMB 

targets, but, it vas claimed, only in such a way that force could te 

precluded or certainly recognised. The childen in the Collins and 

Pamplin study (1975) had to hold their spoons in a specific rranner to 

confonn to the protocol arrl a similar approach vas taken by Osborne in 

his first stage test (Keil & Osborne 1981). 

A second approach to restricting the possibility of exertion of 

rcanual force is to allow the subject access to only some surfaces of 

the specimen, naking it impossible for him to exert a three PJint load 

upon it. 

Ore nethed of realising this approach was used by Betz (1979), 

Randall (Ranlall & Davis 1982) and Cox (1974). Flat PKMB targets v.ere 

placed on a flat surface. Pressure can then only te exerted cDwnwards 

on the specimen, v.bereas the PKMB effect can produce tends occurring 

in an upward direction against gravity. 

A variant of this approach is to e1c1ose the specimen in a 

protective shield· or cradle in such a Yay that the subject can touch 

the specimen ·but cannot exert a three point load upon it, such as vas 

used in the Osborne (Keil. & Osborne 1981) second stage test. 

A third approach is to use specimens vtlich are so strong and 

rigid that eithe+, they are too strong to te tent by haOO, or else 
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evident effort ~uld re rEeded. The Crussard and Bouvaist (1978) arrl 

the Zorka (1976) validation use this approach. 

A related approach is to use "impossible" tasks. On: type of 

impossible task is illustrated by Hasted I s (198la) use of a 

specialised bisIl'D.lth/cadmium/tin alloy cast into bars. This naterial 1S 

so brittle that it cannot re rent except by a creep ITEChanism, w,ich 

is a slow process. Exertion of rrore than very slight nanual force 

YtOuld lead to fracture of the speciIrens. Hc:wever it appears that 

ostensible PKMB agents can accelerate the rate of creep bends (see 

appeooix 1). 

Shafer has reported the use of a similar technique where a rigid 

hacksaw blade vas rent during a PKMB group rreeting (1980). Norm3.lly 

the hacksa\\1 blade ~uld break rather than berxi because of its teing 

hardened. 

AIDther type of "impossible" task is the creation of ~nnan:nt 

rends in the specialised rranory alloy Nitinol reported by Byrd (1976) 

ard Rardall arxi IBvis (1982). 

Three validation studies differ fran all the others. Tre first of 

these \.laS oonducted by Taylor (1975, 1977) who later (1980) became a 

sceptic with respect to the piranornal am therefore withdrew his 

previous cla~ vegarding his earlier validation study. 

The second \.laS oonducted by Collins arxi Pamplin (1975) arrl 

deIoonstrated that child pltati \Ie PKMB agents \\QuId attanpt to meat 

under certain circumstances. 

The third (Shafer 1982) \\as of a much rrore exploratory nature arxi 

reported apparent PKMB caused by two ostensible Pl<1"'1B agents WlO later 

turned out to have been accomplices of the oonjurer Rarrli WlO declared 

that they had cheated delirerately so as to demonstrate the 

inco~tence of the group testing them (Rarrii 1983). 
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1.5.2 Taylor's Validation Attempts 

Taylor (1975, 1977) reported a numl:::er of validation attenpts Ybich ~ 

claimed as successful. The book (1975) is a PJPular ~rk on PKMB Ybich 

ami ts certain detail~ presented in the fBper, t.\hich is of a rrore 

scientific rature (1977). His cnnclusion stated in the 1977 paper vas 

that PKMB \tas a genuine effect. 

Taylor later changed his attitude a.rxl Cecame very rruch nore 

sceptical. He is unique in this field in having reversed his earlier 

position, the rrajority of other investigators having shONIl signs of 

becoming nore, rather than less, convinced of the reality of the 

effects as their researches have proceeded (eg Hasted 1981a, Keil 

1983) . 

His change of position \tas documented in another book (1980) 

dealing c;enerally with the p:tranorma.l. Staterents are rrade in the 

later book which seem to ignore or contradict apparent staterents of 

fact made in the two earlier publications. 

Thus in the earlier book (1975) a.rxl p3.per (1977) he made a series 

of unambiguous claims to have directly witnessed various ostensibly 

genuine PKMB deformations and fractures, rome with, ani SOlIE without 

touch. 

In the later book (1980) his PKMB researches are given 

surprisingly little space. Only 14 p3.ges of the 170 p:tges of the book 

are devoted to PKMB (ibid WllO-U 4) am a srrall fraction of the 14 

pages is addressed to his awn work. There are other inconsistencies. 

While the conclusion stated in the fonard is that all claims of the 

paranorrral are invalid, in the section dealing with PKMB he states 

that the evidence" is suggestive but certainly not I,tB,tertight" rather 

e 'gh than simply repudiating it in a W101esale rranner as the fOr;Clrd ffil t 
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perhaps ruggest he v.ould (ibid pI17). 

His principal stated criticism of his own earlier work was that 

in some tests 00 did rot &:tect a.rxl record the arrount of force t:eing 

applied to PKMB target ~cimens. He also used as starrlard specimens 

rretal strips mich could re Cent by rranual force (although with 

evident effort) by his subjects I ~ereas in the second l:ook he states 

that only specimens too rigid to be rent rranually should l:e used in 

validations. Hooorton (1977) criticised l:oth these aspects of Taylor's 

research in a a:xttrent following Taylor's paper, arrl Taylor vigorously 

defended himself in a note following Hooorton's aamments (1977a). 

Ha-lever, in contradiction to the claim that re had rot used 

rrethc:xis of estimating the arrount of rranual force applied to specimens, 

in his earlier (1975, 1977) t.\Ork Taylor reports the use of a letter 

balance, on the top pan of v.hich strips of netal could re placed as 

PKMB targets, enabling the arrount of OOwnward pressure exerted to te 

observed. 

Subjects ~re asked to stroke gently the upper surface of the 

netal strip. The J;Osi tion of the balance fan was also rroni tared 

continuously by rreasurerrent of the capacity change caused by its 

nnverrent relati ve to a another plate connected to electronic 

instrwrentation. The electronic pressure ItEasuring system was 

calibrated by weights being placed on the balance fan. During PKMB 

attempts tl..o rrEasures of the p)si tion of the I;Bn (arrl hence the force 

exerted) were obtained, one by visual observation, the other by the 

continuous chart recorded output of the fan position sensing system. 

In the earlier pIDlication (1977) Taylor reported several 

instances of ostensibly successful results using this apparatus. In 

the second (1980) I::xJok he states that after consultation with the 

conjurer Janes Rarrli, h: employed video cameras to rronitor this 
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equipnent am that !'Either Geller (in one attempt of 1 hour I s 

duration) nor any other ostensible PKl.'1B agent could create any effects 

on the rretal strip PKMB target in a repeat series of tests wit..~ vieeo 

observation installed. 

He concludes by stating that since Geller has not responded to 

further invitations to be tested under these conditions he must 

therefore be fraudulent (ibid p 118). This statem:mt is clearly a non 

sequitur because there oould te rrany other reasons for Geller I s 

reluctance to submit to laboratory testing. 

Taylor undoubtedly expected to fim that PKMB W3.S caused by an 

input of electranagnetic energy fran the agent (1975). He spent 

oonsiderable effort attenpting to detect electranagnetism at the sites 

of ostensible PI<A."-1B action, but failed to Cb so (1980). 

Collins (1983) has stated that it \\as Taylor I s not finding an 

explanation for PKMB within the accepted corpus of physics which 

logically compelled him to reverse his previous acceptance of it as 

neal. The 1980 publication suggests a similar underlying attitude. 

Other factors nay have teen his colleagues I scepticism towards 

and criticism of his erlier v.ork, academic hostility, am the fading 

of rreroories of events previously felt as convincing, a I:ilenanenon 

ooITlIOnly encounted in psychical research (Inglis 1977) vtlich my J:e 

due to cogni ti ve dissonance effects. 

Taylor's change in position makes it very difficult to evaluate 

his earlier v.ork. Since he has rot specified particular faults in 

particular instances of validation attempts ror p.1blished a detailed 

analysis or critique of this v.ork it is difficult to know in what 

respects it rray have teen deficient. 

'&0 responses seen possible to the reviewer faced with Taylor IS 

publications, one J:eing to disoount and ignore this \\Ork because of 
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Taylor's later stated general caution about it, or else to review ~at 

seen to be the rrore evid:!ntial claims. The latter oourse will te 

taken, for oompleteness's sake. 

Tt"Ere also seems to be a case for thinking t.'1at this ~rk rray not 

have teen invalid arx:1 that the later repUdiation of his claims my 

have teen rrade rot on account of faults in the v.ork itself but Cecause 

of the imnensely rrore difficult p3.th represented by oontinued 

adherence to the original claims. 

Using the letter balance apparatus Cescribed above, under 

witnessed oonditions Geller succeeded in producing a 10 degree tend ill 

an upwards direction as a result of gentle stroking with a finger on 

the upper surface of a brass strip 220 rom long and 6 mm x 2 rom cross 

section. Tt"E rraxirnum pressure observed am chart recorded vas 20 

grams. The defamation occurred within 30 seconds of the start of the 

attempt. Tt"E PJinter of the balance also bent through 70 degrees, 

ostensibly without any oontact by Geller. 

Arother subject ("B") apparently succeeded under the sarre 

oonditions in producing an upward terri of 2 degrees (measured with a 

claimed accuracy of 0.2 degrees) in a copper strip of the same cross 

section but 195 nm length. Tt"E rraximum pressure app~ied vas 20 grams, 

the average pressure being 10 grams. 

In another validation attempt conducted with Geller an 

instrurcented aluminium strip of 360 x 15 x 3 mn vas used. Inset into a 

milled arx:1 drilled excavation in the center of this strip vas a 

pressure sensitive device incorporating a piezo-resistive silicon 

diaphragm arx:1 a rccnolithic integrated circuit wheatstone bridge 

amplifier. The output of this specially rrade transducer vas chart 

recorded. The strip \<as designed to be held at one end by one ham of 

the subject whilst they stroked the center s:ction tet~ forefinger 
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am thumb. 

The trial with Geller initially appeared to have teen 

unsuccessful and the instrurrented specimen YaS left alone for three 

minutes. Geller YaS with Taylor in a different part of t.l-}e laboratory 

during this p:riod and no associate of Geller \.>as present. The bar t,oBS 

then rnticed to have tent by 13 degrees at its center. The probability 

of the center section l::ending had presurrably l::een increased by the 

presence of the excavation there. Up to this time the rraximum pressure 

registered by the transducer had teen 100 grams. 

Geller then recommenced stroking the specimen, producing a 

deflection of 43 degrees. However the transducer had ceased to w::>rk 

during this second cx:mtact. Taylor then examined the transducer and 

saw a snaIl hole appear in the diaphragm. A crack slowly spread out 

from the hole and in ten seconds the entire diaphragm disintegrated. 

This w:)uld appear to have teen a p3.ranorrrally caused ever .. t, witnessed 

as it occurred. The strip YaS then placed on its side on a desk where 

wi thin three minutes it tent by a further 29 degrees without further 

contact with Geller. 

Taylor comrents that the bar could not have l::een l::ent using only 

100 grams of force and that substitution YaS not possible, since the 

bar with its associated transducer YaS a unique object, the pressure 

transducer having been designed and constructed four weeks prior to 

the validation attempt. Taylor was bnpressed by the abnormally slow 

rate of the crack propagation in the silicon diaphragm. 

Geller caused a similar fracture in a single crystal of lithium 

fluoride, originally of dimensions 6 x 3.5 x 2.5 rrm. It W3.S located 

inside a plastic oontainer and Geller held his haOOs over it without 

contact with it during his attenpt to influence it. Taylor claims to 

ha ve had a clear view of the gap i:etween Geller's haOOs and the 
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plasticoontainer at all times fran the start of the attenpt until 10 

seconds later when the crystal fractured. The piece which broke off 

WiS still in the container but part of it had teen reduced to cowa:r. 
" 

Etching and analysis of the cleavage characteristics revealed that the 

crack had started at one corner and had then rather slowly spread 

across the fracture face. 

Taylor also reports same ostensible without-contact deformations, 

although exact details in his account of the oonditions under v.bich he 

clained his subject D l:ent a spoon by 90 degrees at its rECk nerely by 

looking at it are entirely missing. Geller apparently without touching 

it spontaneously caused· an annealed strip of aluminium of dimensions 

llO x 6 x 2 rnn to l:end through 30 degrees whilst it 'laS enclosed in a 

cylirrlrical wire IlEsh tube having an end cap firmly closed on it. This 

WiS in the presence of t:v.o other witnesses and occurred during a 

p:riod of fifteeen minutes while Geller \4BS engaged in bending other 

objects rearby. 

In another test Geller held his harrl over Taylor's v.bich \4BS held 

wi thout oontact over two transparent pharmaceutical capsules in each 

of \\hich v-ere aluminium discs of 3 nm diameter, one of \\hich \4BS 

annealed, the other having l:een cold \\Orked. Within five seconds the 

annealed disc WiS found to have defomed so as to l:e elliptical in 

shape. 

AIDther subject, a 15 year old ooy, YaS given a strip of 

aluminium (of cross section 6 x 2 rnn) which had been sealed inside a 

clear plastic tube. The ends of the tube were secured with rubber 

bungs v.hich had had brass screws inserted through them ani the side of 

the tube at right angles to its axis to a depth of three-quarters of 

the width of the tube. The heads of the screws \.tere oovered with 

sealing vax which \faS rrarked to prevent opening of the tube. Within 
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seven hours of a subject 1:::eing given the tube it vas returned 

seemingly intact, with the aluminium strip 1:::ent into an "S" shape. 

The effecti~ness of the closure of this type of tube has been 

challenged by RancH (1975) who clairred that re vas able to p.lll a 

rubber bung out without disturbing the screws. Hcwever Taylor has rraae 

the counter allegation (1977a) that Rarxii broke the tube ~en he 

attempted to withdraw the bUng during the naking of a television 

prograrmre in Lcndon. Hasted (see section 1. 4.2 above) has criticised 

the use of epoxy sealing for PKMB target containers. Clearly the 

results of unwitnessed PKMB attempts using these tubes must be 

regarded cautiously. 

The other evidence cited by Taylor ~uld appear to 1:::e fair, 

except that his descriptions of the situation and circuw~tances 

surrounding rome claimed P~~ events of ten lack d=tail. 

1.5.3 The Collins and Pamplin Study 

Collins and Pinch are sociologists of science based at the University 

of Bath. They have investigated several disputes within science 

(Collins & Pinch 1979, 1982). 

Callins in association with the physicist Pamplin has published a 

participant-observer study of a PKMB validation attempt (Collins & 

Pamplin 1975). It has formed part of Callins' investigation of 

parapsychology which is of interest to him as being an instance of cne 

particular controversial area wi thin science. 

Since at the time of their invol ~nt with parapsychology ~~ 

was a prominent topic of dispute in G~t Britain they decided to 

mount a validation attempt so as to appreciate some of the issues and 

to explore the ~ctions of sceptics and believers to their study. 

They requested a protocol fran RaIrli and set up a social 
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psychology laboratory as the test site. Six local child claimants to 

PKMB ability were recruited to serve as subjects. 

The protocol ~ified by Randi involved the children holding a 

9t;>oon in 3. particular way ~ile in videocamera view. The same shot 

included first a clock, then in a m::xiified version of the protocol, a 

car.dle flame, as guarantee that the videotape had rot been edited. The 

laboratory was equipped with a one way mirror behin:i \tklich a 

videocamera and staff v.ere located, out of sight of the subjects. 

It was accidentally discovered th?it the children tended to cheat 

\tklen one of the investigators w:nt out of the laboratory arrl the 

subject TtaS observed to berxi their ~oon rranually by a nanl:er of the 

experimental team located tehirrl the one way mirror. 

The experiment was then m::xiified to explore the fraudulent 

behaviour of the subjects. The experirnenter supervising the dlildren 

was instructed to relax their vigilance after a period of ttme in each 

session. Five of the six children then proceeded to cheat. 

Interestingly, it was only Hasted's subject Julie Knowles \tklo TtaS not 

accused of ever attempting to cheat by the exp:rimenters. 

In another rrodification of the experiment, the children IM:re told 

that there was a videocarrera hidden behirrl the one '-lay mirror, yet 

\\hen the experimenter left the roan they still cheated. 

It is a oammentary on the attitude of the official bastions of 

conventional science towards PKMB that the Collins and Pamplin study 

was published in the foremost British- scientific journal Nature 

(1975), t,.,hereas Hasted's group \tas limited to a:mtributing a letter to 

the sanE journal (Hasted et al 1975), their firrlings fran their 

validation study of Geller not-being published in 3.ny 

oon-p:rrapsychological journal. Nor has any other validation study of 

PKMB been accepted for publication by any other major scientific 
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journal. 

The COllins am P~lin study W3.S given oonsiderable p.lblicity 

and influenced attitudes towards PKMB. Hcwever, the oonclusions ....tlich 

can legitimately l:e drawn fran it are rather few. 

The subjects in the study ~re placed in a situation v.bere they 

\\ere subjected to a vert high demam to produce PKMB. The lighting 

level was very high (to allow the view fran the roan l:ehind the one 

f£y mirror to l:e clear) am the protocol isolated the subjects am 

naOe them the unique focus of attention. The subjects ~re 

inexperienced at w::>rking under laboratory oonditions am they v.ere 

unacquainted with the experimenter. This provided rraximally inhibitory 

conditions so that the subjects \\ere unable to produce C}:nuine PKMB. 

The rranner in which Collins and Pamplin apparently ~cted to l:e 

able to perform their validation attempt disregarding the inhibitory 

effects inevitably elicited by the oonditions specified in the Randi 

protocol, alIrost as if PKMB ~re a rorrral skill, \tas found indicative 

of their inexperience in the field of p3.rapychology by sane 

parapsychologists (Hasted 1984, Batcheloor 1984). 

Randi has stated (1982) that dlildren or uneducated people are 

often oot credited with l:eing capable of using sophisticated rrcdes of 

cheating arrl he claims that PKMB children do use ingenious rrethods of 

cheating. Hcwever, the evidence fran this study oontradicts this 

claim, l:ecause the children cheated in very obvious am simple \tays, 

bending the cutlery by placing it under a reel as fulcrum vtlile 

pulling a1 its other end, or bending the spoon by plshing it against 

furni ture or using both harris Ybile holding the spoon out of sight. 

Ore conclusion deriving fran the study would seem to be that 

child ostensible PKMB agents will attempt to meat if placed in a 

highly demanding and inhibitory situation if they perceive that their 
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activities are not being effectively witnessed. 

Aoother is that farapsychological studies reporting subjects as 

cheating are very nuch easier to publish in the journals of orthodox 

science than are reports of ostensibly I;X)sitive results cbtained in 

parapsychological studies. 

A third is that pirapsychologically inexperienced rewcaners to 

the field may lack insight into what constitute inhibitory conditions 

for PKMB. 

1.5. 4 Shafer's Restricted-Touch Validation Attempt 

Shafer (1982) has reported an exploratory attempt to use for ItBcro 

PKMB validation p.lrposes a fErspex block with a shallow groove cut in 

it in which \>as placed a 3 rnn thick rretal rod PKMB target. The 

intention vas that the groove t,t.Ould shield the rod fran effective 

contact by the subject, because any pressure exerted o'n it W)uld have 

to be in a downward 'direction. Shafer reported the creation of a 2.5 

rnn defomation in the rod by Stephen Shaw, one of b.o claimants to 

PKMB ability employed as subjects by the laboratory. 

Tre two subjects later announced that they had been sent to the 

laboratory (the McIXnnell Laboratory for Psychical Research, St Louis, 

USA) by Rarrli in order to prove that parapsychological research 

~rforned there am. elsewhere vas incompetently nanaged (Rarxii 1983). 

The cheating vas accanplished by Shaw simply roJl'lOving the rod 

unnoticed, by pressing on one end with a finger g) that it lifted out 

of the groove, berrling it slightly by nomal rreans arrl then 

reinserting it into the groove in such an orientation tJ1at the tend 

Yas rot visible. During the forrral PKM8 attempt n: then rotated the 

rod so as to rrake the berrl appear. Rarrli claims that his two 

accomplices successfully deceived the experimenters in fraudulently 
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~rf orming many other ostensible ESP arrl PK tasks. 

In defence of other PKMB research groups it should te rrade clear 

that both of the investigators in charge of research at this 

laboratory (Mere inexperienced in the field of p3.rapsychology. Ore 

(Mark Shafer) had only just completed his PhD on a topic unrelated to 

PKMB and the other (Dr Peter Phillips, director) was a fhysicist new 

to parapsychological research. The ~ fraudulent subjects a:mferred 

wi th each other and T.Nere in constant touch with Ranch ~Nho presurrably 

directed their activities. 

Ore of the principal points rrade by Rarrli in response to their 

success \\as to point out that the subjects had been allowed to dictate 

the form of the protocol, which they certainly had. Rarrli had 

previously offered to act as a consultant in the studies of these two 

subjects but his offer had teen refused. Randi states (1983) that 00 

sent a list of 11 methodological suggestions to the laboratory. 

Randi's stated objective in this subterfuge was to draw attention to 

the recessity for professional conjurers to be consulted regarding 

securi ty in parapsychological experimentation generally. 

Urxioubtedly, reany features of the procedures used by Shafer and 

Phillips w:re ludicrously unsatisfactory, such as the use of p3.per 

labels secured by string to P~~ target objects for identification 

purposes, which could tE switched around by the subjects (Rarxii 1983). 

The experimenters also ignored a rurrour, delil:::erately spread by Randi 

a year or so refore the subjects revealed themselves, that they y.ere 

conjurers sent by him to their laooratory (Randi 1983). 

1.5.5 The Birkbeck Validation Study 

Hasted, Bohm, Bastin am O'Regan (1976) have reported briefly on a 

validation attempt mounted with Geller as subject at Birkbeck College. 
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Four witnesses v.ere present (the authors) at the first session, an 

additional four being present at the second session. 

The specimans used v.ere Yale keys vtlich had teen l1J.lIIlb:red arrl 

v.eighed to an accuracy of O. 2 reg. At the first session two keys \ooere 

used simultaneously. The keys were placed on a table top. Geller \tas 

allowed to stroke them with the forefinger arrl thumb of either ham, 

or sorretirnes by forefinger alone, with the specim:ns resting flat on 

the table am steadied by his thumb. At the second session a single 

key \\as bent similarly. 

The defomations occurred gradually, usually taking several 

minutes to a:mplete. Sane specimens continUed visibly to tend after 

Geller had stopped touching them so tbat the witnesses observed them 

resting alone on the table whilst the tent end continued to rise. The 

keys were reweighed arrl found to te of identical v.eights to the 

pre-bent v.eight to wi thin the tolerance of the balance used. This 

would have excluded substitution and the use of chemicals. 

As with sorre other of Hasted's rraterial, the account given is rot 

detailed enough to allow a precise reconstruction of events to te 

nade. The validation attanpt looks to be quite satisfactory, as the 

keys v.ere placed on a defined surface am subjected to close 

wi tnessing. But the lack of detail in the account is a v.eakness, s~nce 

potentially important details nay thereby have teen excluded. 

1.5.6 Betz's, Cox's and Randall's Use of Flat Targets 

Betz (1979), Cox (1974) am Rarrlall and Davis (1982) have 

irrlependenUy reported the successful use of virtually the same Irethod 

of preventing fraud in with-touch macro PKMB validations In each case 

the specimen vas substantially flat in shape am \tas laid flat upon a 

glass table surface during the PKMB attempt. Cox used two specimens, 
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one a flat hard steel safety~eposit Cox key too hard to te tent by 

oormal rranual force, the other he described as teing a zinc alloy 

three inch skeleton-key. 

The steel key w:lS used first. COX w:lS interested to observe 

v.hether Geller w:)uld attanpt to cheat, 9J deliterately allowed him to 

hamle the key. Geller then placed the key flat on the glass table 

top. Cox ooserved that the key w:lS perfectly flat at this stage arrl 

then placed his right forefinger on the larger end of it while Geller 

gently stroked the exposed surface with his right forefinger. The key '1 

started to tem slowly at a point just teyond Cox I s finger, the tend 

ceasing at 6 degrees. Cox then rerroved his finger and let Geller rock 

the key to and fro on the glass surface. 

Cox then placed a snaIl mirror in the palm of his left haOO and 

held it under the glass table top 9J that he oould see the underside 

of the key. He replaced the key on the table top, replaced his 

forefinger an one end and Geller recommenced stroking it. It gradually 

bent to a total deflection of 12 degrees. Geller I s stroking w:lS 9J 

light as oot to cause the key to rock under Cox's finger. The second 

bem took about a minute to achieve. Cox estimated the key to te atx)Ut 

15 inches fran his eyes. 

The second key w:lS also hamed to Geller for a brief inspection 

and was returned in a J;Erfectly straight oondition. Cox laid it on the 

glass table top and placed his forefinger on the toothed end. Geller 

stroked only 25 rrm of the shank at the hamle end and a tend appeared 

at that p:>int, 25 mn fran Cox I s finger. The key tent upwards to an 

angle of 36 degrees within one rrdnute. 

These two events must te oonsidered <pod validations. The tending 

events v.ere observed at close range while they cccurred and the 

rrovem:nt w:lS against gravity, oor oould any form of oornal pressure 
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produce such effects. 

Betz prepared strips of cretal (aluminium, CDpper arx1 iron) of 

dbnensions 120 rom length by 12 x 1 rom cross section. All of the striDs 
J.; 

were marked. In the validation attempt a strip was placed flat upon a 

glass table top. The subject vas asked to place their left thumb on 

top of one end A, holding the strip flat down an the glass surface 

\tbilst they were allowed to stroke the area of the strip near the end 

A with their right thumb. 

As g)Qnas the subject placed their right thumb on the strip the 

free end furthest fran the tVJO thumbs started to rrove upwards fran the 

glass surface as a beOO developed in the area where the strip YaS 

being rubbed. The free end rroved away fran the table top at about O. 5 

rom t:er second am after about one minute it YaS rrore than 40 rom ·fran 

the table surface, the angle of the rend baing about 50 degrees. Five 

specimens, including aluminium, CDpper arrl iron specimens Y.ere rent in 

one session, one af tar another. 

This validation also rates as g:x:xi, although the subject \oilS 

allowed to hold Cbwn the specimen as well as to stroke it. But sleight 

of haOO seems to have reen excluded by the fact that the specimen \oilS 

marked arrl kept CDntinuously in view. It should also be roted that 

Betz had started his investigations of this subject thinking that they 

Y.ere fraudulent, so \oilS extrerrely vigilant in his observation of them. 

Randall (Rarrlall & Davis 1982) has briefly reported a validation 

attanpt enploying an 11 year old roy subject. An aluminium strip \oilS 

placed in a groove cut in a steel plate. The strip fitted the groove 

tightly so that it could rot be easily rerroved. Ore end of the groove 

\oilS q;>en, the other \oilS terminated in the body of the plate, providing 

a "cuI de sac". The steel plate was placed on a table arrl the 

experimenters witnessed the subject closely. The subject gently 
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stroked too upper surface of the strip, ¥fhich after several minutes 

bent by a few millimeters. Randall (1984) regards this validation as 

infornal, but personal corrmunication regarding the event has 

established tbat the effects were probably genuine although Ramall is 

cautious arxl has mt rrade this claim. 

1.5.7 OSborne's Validation Protocols 

OSborne (Keil & OSborne 1981) has used two farms of restricted touch 

protocol for screening I;UrPOses. His w:>rk has rot reen published in 

detail but will 1:e descri1:ed in chapter 3. Although his ~rk \OB.S rot 

presented as a validation attempt a brief description will 1:e given 

tEre tecause his protocols are of high quality am no less than 40 

.subje:ts in the 800 \abo ~re tested succeeded in ferforming 

satisfactorily under the conditions he ~sed. 

In the first protocol, rormal household spoons ~re used, both 

sides of the tx::Ml teing blackened with soot. The subje:t \OB.S requested 

to hold the spoon at the end of its haOOle with me haOO and they ~re 

allowed to stroke the middle section g:ntly with me finger of the 

other haOO. This \OB.S witnessed and videorecorded, the ~imen having 

to be in video view fran the feint of its teing haOOed to the subject 

until the attempt \OB.S ended. Only berrls of rrore tban 5 degrees w=re 

considered carrlidates for consider.ation as valid effects and the 

videotape \\8S viewed by two independent judges who decided \abether the 

protocol had reen obeyed. 

TtE second stage test involved subje:ts who passed the first test 

attempting to bend a bar of aluminium alloy of dimensions 150 mn 

length am 20 x 5 mn cross section. TtE bar I£S inset into a 

rectangular shaped excavation in a s:>lid block of perspex Ythich 

allowed access only to the top surface of the bar. Too bar fitted 
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closely «1 rrm) into the excavated rectangular recess., rraking it very 

difficult to rerrove. 

T~ l:eOOing had to cause p:1rt of the bar to emerge out fran the 

excavation. Subjects were allowed to touc.'1 the bar I supper 9..lrface. 

TtE PKMB attempts were witnessed by Osborne. All of the 40 subjects 

who succeeded at the first test succeeded also at this one. 

Tn: present author has seen Osborne I s apparatus arxi the bar is 

probably too thick to l:e rent by haOO arxi fits tightly into its 

locating recess. TtE bar is rrore substantial than the rrajority of 

nacro PKMB targets. This author oonsiders it rerrarkable that any 

subject rranaged to r:erfonn the second stage test recause of its 

severity due to the cross section of the bar. It is therefore 

unfortunate that Osborne has oot fully reported his \\Ork because it 

appears to be of a high stan:1ard of security against fraud. 

1.5.8 The Crussard and Bouvaist Validation Attempt 

Crussard and Bouvaist (1978) have reported what seems to l:e an 

excellent validation attempt with the French rretal-bender Jean-Paul 

Girard as PKMB agent. 

Hcwever, the oonjurer Rarrli has dlallenged their account, both in 

orint (1982) am in oersonal amnunication (1984). Rarrli' s allegation 
~ . 
is that in a film he saw of a validation attempt oonducted by Crussard 

wi th Girard the claiined protocol \oB.S oot followed. In p3.rticular he 

stated that Girard vas allowed to turn away fran the camera Yklilst 

holding a ~iman (thus allowing surreptitious force to re exerted) 

and that Girard then held the bar in a rotated position g) as to 

oonceal the fraudulent rend v.hich YaS presented edge-on to the carrera 

and that Girard then slowly rotated the bar 9J as to rrake the bar 

appear to re rending c:n-cam:ra. 
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'Ibis author has had SOlIE experience of RaOOi I s CDnduct in 

supervising an attempt to win his $10,000 prize for the demonstration 

of a r:araoornal r:srforrranc~ (Isaacs 1984). 'This exp:rience, an::l the 

enorrrous ru.ml::er of clearly ·proven inaccuracies in Randi I S accounts of 

other experiments (see Randi 1975 and Puthoff & Targ 1977 for an 

example) leads to the conclusion that Rarxii I S accounts canoot Ce 

trusted. This situation trakes it very difficult to evaluate the 

Crussard and Bouvaist claims without seeing the film and video records 

of their study which unfortunately this author has rot seen. 

Crussard am Bouvaist state that they have selected the rraterial 

they present fram a total of 150 deformations or metallurgical 

transforrratioris (the rretallurgical aspects are revie~ in appendix 1) 

produced by Girard. Only some 20 of these events v.ere p;rforrrEd under 

conditions v.i1ich the authors felt would enable them to claim them as 

definitely r:aranorrral am 8 of these are presented in the" p3.per. 

Unfortunately they· 00 not present accounts of nany other 

interesting events \oihich occurred during their ~rk with Girard, same 

of them involving ostensible PKMB r:srformed from a distance without 

contact and others involving the ostensible deformation of specimens 

held by other individuals than Girard. They have reported only events 

\oihich occurred within a prespecified protocol. 

They acknowledge the claim rrade by Rarrli am others that Girard 

has had experience of conjuring (they state that Girard told them 

this) am YaS a mernl::er of the French Magic Circle. They state that 

they h3.ve submitted film supplied to them fram other groups showing 

Girard producing ostensible PKMB to analysis by members of the 

con juring profession and others. They rranaged to dlange Girard I s rrode 

of operation from its originally CDnjurer-like style so as to render 

it amenable to adequate scientific control. 
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Taylor (1980) has reported a subject "Alpha" W1an he claimed to 

have observed surreptitiously t:errling a spoon YA1an Rarrli (1982) has 

claimed 'laS Girard. Crussard ani Bouvaist also report that they had 

observed suspicious actions by Girard in film tendered to them by some 

other group. 

While this mayor may not constitute proof of Girard's having 

cheated, mat is certainly true is that Crussard ani Bouvaist Y.ere 

fully on guard against possible fraud by Girard in the ~rk they 

J;Srforrred with him. Hasted (1984) has reported results fran ~rking 

with Girard which suggest a genuine PKMB ability. 

The basis of the Crussard and Bouvaist validation protocol 'laS to 

employ rretal bars Wlich v.ere of too great a strength to allow manual 

berrling to Ce fSrforrred without considerable exertion. Crussard ani 

Bouvaist tested the maximum rranually produced tending rranent <Eveloped 

by adult males by neans of a dynamanetric wrench with harrlles 400 mn 

long. The authors found that the rraximum m:rnent produced varied 

between individuals in the range 20 - 38 Newton-Metres (N. m), the 

rredian baing around 25 N.m.Girard <Eveloped 26 Nm with very clear 

visible effort. The specimens to ba subjected to P&\1B v.ere 250 to 350 

rrm long ani 8 to 17 rnn thick, baing of aluminium, light alloys, 

copper, brass, mild steel, stainless steel arrl magnesium. 

The authors present ~ validation attempts as reing typical of 

those they consider satisfactory. In the first, an associate who 'laS 

in Charge of the stock of spe<::irrens located in a separate roan fran 

that in which Girard 'laS vaiting took a bar of hardened duralumin of 

length 250 mn ani diameter 8 mn, rolled it on a table, oonfirrred that 

it had no roundness defects, rrarked it to identify it, arrl placed it 

in a glass tube ....tlich vas sealed with a stopper. The minimum rmrent 

necessary to produce l:errling vas 15 N.m so that the bar oould rot 1::e 
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bent rra.nually without visible effort. 

Too associate carried the closed tube to another associate who 

gave it to Girard. Fran this point onvards the proceedings \\ere filrrEd 

and either the tube's stopper or the bar in the tube ~re always 

visible in camera view. After having concentrated am having declared 

that h: felt sarrething, Girard returned the tube, still closed, to the 

person who hamed it to him. The tube YaS cpened by this associate am 

the bar which was visibly bent was taken out am placed on a flat 

surface. It had a deformation of 2 mm. 

Th: second validation attempt employed the experimenter's largest 

bar, of length 300 rrm arx:1 d.ianeter 17 rnn, forrred fran an aluminium 

alloy. Th: bar had been provided with engraved rrarks, had been 

transported to the test site in a separate car fran that bringing 

Girard am was the only one of its type in the stock of specimens. 

Too bar had previously been subjected to beming tests by strong 

!lEn anj only one 136 kg individual had rranaged to prcrluce a snaIl but 

definite deformation of 0.6 rrm en this bar, having first ooated his 

hams with rragnesia, this d=forrration oorresponding to an applied 

rranent of 38 N.m. later tests perforrred b:fore the bar YaS submitted 

to Girard had showed that an average rran oould not increase this 

deformation even by using a support at the center of the bar arx:1 

bringing his entire \\eight (64 kg) to bear on the ~ ends. 

During the test, the two investigators sat about three feet fran 

Girard, one on each side. Girard v.orked in shirt sleeves, with the 

sleeves rolled up arrl unbuttoned. He produced four d=forrrations of 

this bar in succession, by holding one end in the right ham and 

gently stroking the free p:irt with his left ham (defamations 1 arx:1 

2), defomation 3 arrl 4 being prcduced whilst his left harrl YaS held 

sarre 5 em above the specimen. After each d=fomation one observer 
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recorded the profile of the specimen vtlile the other remained close to 

Girard. ThE! largest defomations (3 am 4) could tE followed visually. 

ThE!y l::oth occurred cbwrnards over intervals of 10 to 20 seconds. After 

each defornation it -...as dlecked that no heating vas detectable by 

touching the bar am that the deformations produced by Girard were all 

in the sarre plane W1ich vas at 34 degrees to the plane of the rending 

produced earlier during the rranual bending tests referred to above. 

Scratches rrark...Q(j on the bar indicated the previous tErxiing plane am 

served also to provide the observers with assurance that it vas always 

the sa.rre bar in view. Imrediately after the test the specimens were 

locked in a briefcase am taken to a Laboratory for examination. 

All the rrarks arx1 scratches arx1 defects in the bar were as 

originally recorded, ro substitution had taken place. An identical 

.reference bar W3.S subjected to rrechanical berxiing W1ich shCMed that to 

obtain the observed deformation of nearly 30 mm a moment of 75 N.m 

\\Ould have had to l:::e applied, about twice the m:xrent produced by the 

strongest individual tested. Changes in the hardness of the ~imen 

had also occurred. 

These validations must be considered satisfactory if the 

published descriptions are correct accounts. Since the first event \laS 

filmed it is potentially available for analysis. 

1.5.9 Zorka's Validation Attempt 

A.ct.ur Zorka is a professional JIagician and vas dlairnE.n of the Atlanta 

Occult Investigations Committee of the Atlanta dlapter of the Society 

of American Magicians at the time of the validation attempt. In June 

of 1975 he attended a recording of a television programme featuring 

Geller am afterv.ards asked him to ~rforrn in private. Geller accepted 

and he, Zorka and Ab Dickson, a fellow professional rragician tested 
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Geller in a locked roan (Zorka 1976). 

Zorka had selected as PKMB target a stainless steel fork which 

YaS so strong that he could mt terri it by haOO. The fork YaS 

constructed in two major units. The prongs formed an integral forging 

wi th a short shaft of thick stainless steel. At the bottom of this 

shaft, Y.here it rret the nylon haOOle W3.S an extension of the shaft, l.n 

the form of a cylinder of stainless steel of ~rhaps one third of the 

cross section of the shaft and about one and a half inches in length 

(estimated) which W3.S inset into the nylon harrlle so that it vas oot 

visible in the intact fork. 

Zorka tried to teoo a duplicate fork by clamping the oottan of 

the nylon harrlle in a vice am pllling on the prongs of the fork. The 

nylon harrlle broke, and the steel upper assembly pirted fran the 

haOOle, but neither the prongs section, the shaft, oor the extension 

of the shaft W3.S tent by this process. The nylon had given W3.y tefore 

the force was sufficient to tend any of the steel sections. 

Zorka gave the test fork to Geller Y.ho held it in one haOO with 

the prongs and the oottom of the harrlle protruding out of his harrl. 

Within seconds the harrl1e of the fork exploded, sending fragments of 

plastic across the roam and making a mise like cracking ice. Geller's 

haOO, with the ends of the fork protruding, had teen visible 

continuously fran the instant that Geller had teen handed the fork. 

The extension at the oottom of the steel prongs am shaft assembly was 

seen to te visibly tent. 

Sane tests of ESP ~re attempted, arrl some further PKMB, but none 

occurred until Geller YaS on the p:>int of leaving Zorka. As Geller got 

out of the car Zorka \'as in, Zorka asked him to attempt to bend a key 

\\hich Zorka had selected as teing short arrl rigid. Geller stroked it 

while zorka tEld it by its harrlle section between thumb arrl 
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forefinger. Geller did not take the key at any time. It started to 

berrl as &)On as Geller stroked it. After it tad started to tem am 

after Geller had ceased to touch it Zorka vatched the key oontinuing 

to bend in hi s own palm. 

Zorka's oonclusion was that he could not explain Geller's P&~ on 

the basis of any conjuring known to him, so that unless Geller knew 

scma other rrore advanced type of conjuring trick the events v.ere 

genuine. 

Zorka's validation attempt, although not rrounted fonrally within 

a laboratory situation ImlSt be granted credence tecause there is SPOd 

evidence that he is a competent a:mjurer and he had intended to catch 

Geller in fraudulent activities. 

1.5.10 "Inpossible" PKMB Tasks: Brittle Alloy Specimens 

Hasted (1981a) -has reported the use of the triple eutectic alloy of 

bismuth, tin am cadmium (54% Bi, 26% Sn, 20% Cd) as PKMB target in 

wi th-touch PKl.~ attempts. The alloy is brittle am does rot ~rk 

harden with deformation so that it will tend to fracture if manual 

attempts are rrade to bem it, although it can Ce tent slowly by rranual 

rreans if ext.rene care is taken. 

It will oot eeform in a ductile rranner but because it has a low 

rrelting point (103 degrees centigrade) is subject to creep deformation 

at roan t.a:nperature. CI:eep eeformation is a vert slow process caused 

by the continuous application of a load. Hasted cast this alloy into 

bars of 6 x 8 mn cross section. A bar \laS placed on knife edges set 

100 mn apart and was loaded with 3.2 Kg at its center. This produced a 

16 degree bem in 4.25 hours. A sudden application of 3.5 Kg under the 

sarre conditions WiS found to fracture the specimen. 

TtE bars v.ere p:>ssible to deform rranually if great care w:lS 
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taken, but the llBXimum rate of deformation vas found to te 10 degrees 

fer minute. Attempts to increase the rate of tending above this level 

produced fracture. 

S{;eCimens of 150 Inn length arrl 6 x 8 rrm cross section ~re gi ~n 

to subjects Arrlrew G arrl Nicholas Williams and ~re all tent without 

fracture, the teoos achieved being 135 degrees in 10 min, 100 degrees 

in 5 min, 67 degrees in 3 min, 62 degrees in 2 min, 40 degrees in 10 

min and 34 degrees in 6 min. At one session Nicholas Williams placed 

four ~cimens in his ooat fQCket arrl wi thin five minutes they ~re 

tent through ill degrees, 135 degrees, 160 degrees arrl 170 degrees. 

Hardness measurements revealed the absence of significant work 

hardening. 

For validation purposes only those ~cimens tent at a greater 

rate than 10 degrees per minute can be ronsidered. The rates achieved 

(degrees/ffiinute) for all the specimens are respecti~ly 13.5, 20, 22, 

31, 4, 5, 22, 27, 32, 34. Thus 7 of the 10 results are substantially 

(x 2 or nore) above the llBXimum rate achieved by rranual rreans. 

These results must be oonsidered <pOd evidence for the 

.t;ara normal i ty of the P!<J.\ffi effect, since the production of oomal bends 

in the times specified would appear to be impossible. As long as the 

specimens oould rot have been substituted, the validation appears to 

ha ve been sa. tisf actory. Canmunica tion with Hasted (1984) has 

established that all specimens IAere produced specially for this study 

and ~re carefully accounted for, so that the importation of pre-bent 

specimens or the stealing of existing stock ~imens did not occur. 

1.5.11 Shafer's Brittle Steel Target 

Shafer (1980) has reported the rending of a ha.cksaw blade into a "U" 

shape having a 25 mn di.a1reter. The defomation took g:me three minutes 
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to achieve am \-as accomplished in three or four discrete stages v.tiich 

v.ere estimated to have taken about one second each. The event occurred 

during one of a series of meetings of a group of ostensible PKMB 

agents run by him. This v.ork \-as accomplished prior to his appoint:m:mt 

at the McDone:ll laboratory am the rreml:ers of the group \\ere not 

accomplices of Randi. 

Identical hacksaw blades w:re used in a series of attanpts by a 

numt:er of other indi viduals to produce similar defomations but in 

every case the blades v.ere broken without any fenranent defomations 

being produced. This validation rerrains insufficiently OOcurcented 

however, because Shafer's description of the circumstances and 

precautions against substitution of specimens are not detailed enough 

for firm conclusions regarding this validation to be drawn. 

1.5.12 Detection of Touch 

Shafer (1980) has also reported an innovative but inconclusive 

validation attempt using an ingenious rrethod of detecting the force 

applied to the specimen which \-as developed by an associate. The 

attempt took place at one of the group rreetings referred to 

i.mmediately above. 

A 76 x 12 x 4 rnn aluminium bar 'NaS sprayed with lacquer ~ 

before it dried, small thin shelled spheres of nickel-cadmium alloy 

v.ere sprinkled on to its surface, leaving one srrall bare spot in the 

center of cne side. The bar \\as given a second coat of lacquer. The 

spheres covered about 1/3 of the surface area and \\ere too close to 

allow touching of the bar without contact with the spheres. The 

spheres \\ere 00 fragile that they w:>uld b: crushed by pressure v.tiich 

\-as very rruch less than that necessary to cause defamation af the 

bar. 
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Unfortunately the tending of the bar, Wlich vas accanplished 

ostensibly without contact, vas not observed by Shafer. The bar vas 

placed on a table in front of the ostensible PKMB agent WlO vas 

observed by anot.rer aan1:er of the group. After 20 minutes' 

concentration the bar bent rear the center by &:me 15 degrees, the 

bending apparently taking s::roe 5 seconds. The observer <...etching the 

attempt reported that the ostensible PKJ."1B agent had rot touched the 

bar. The exp:rim:nter vas seated rEarby ani had J;eriodically observed 

the attempt. 

wren the bar vas examined a few spheres w=re found to be broken, 

IIDStly on or rear the ends. Shafer concluded that this w:l.S due to 

handling of the bar af ter it had tent and stated that in his <:pinion 

the dafomation vas paranormally produced, although he concedes that 

the result vas not conclusive tecause of the presence of the broken 

spheres. 

1.5.13 Byrd's and Randall's Nitinol Validations 

Byrd (1976) has reported the use of the rrerrory alloy ni tinol in a 

validation of PKMB. Nitinol is a nickel-titanium alloy having the 

property of "~ring" a particular Slape which has teen impressed 

upon it at high temperature. SUbjecting it to stress at t:.allI;:eratures 

in the region of 500 degrees centigrade will produce pe~nt 

rrodifications in its rrarorised shape. Norrrally this shape is the 

as-manufactured configuration. 

Thin (0.5 nm dial nitinol wire can readily t:e daforrred by ham, 

but has the prcperty that if heated to above its transition pJint 

(usually in the region of 100 degrees centigrade) it will revert to 

its as-manufactured shape. 

However, nitinol will mly recover strain of less than 8%. If 
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subjected to extrem: stress (rrore tban 1.45 kg/nun shear stress) a 

strain of rrore than B% will be prcxiuced an:l the excess strain will 

renain to prcx:1uce a pernanent defomation (Sdletky 1979, Buehler & 

Cross 1969). Severe bends prcx:1uced by rornal rreans will therefor leave 

perrranent CEforrre.tions in nitinol wire. 

Byrd cx:mducted ~ exp=riments with Geller, the first in October 

1973, the second a year later. At the first occasion Geller attempted 

to influence a block of nitil".Dl and a thicker wire, without success. 

Byrd then cut a O. 5 mn diameter piece of ni tinal wire into three 

127 rrm lengths. He held one of the pieces tautly between the thumbs 

ani index fingers of both hams. Geller plt his thumb arrl irrlex finger 

over the wire and started to rub it. After 20 seconds he stated that 

he felt a lunp forming in the wire. wren he rerroved his fingers, the 

wire had a srrall "u" shaped kink in it. Boiling Yater vas then brought 

in and the wire vas irrurersed in it. Normally the wire W)uld have 

regained its as-IIBnufactured shape. Hcwever it dlanged shape, but the 

kink ~ an approximately right angle bend. Heating the wire with a 

rratch flarre did not change the bend. 

The second time that Byrd nEt Geller he had brought three of four 

pieces rut fran a wire which had been carefully dlecked and tnysically 

characterised by his cwn laboratory (US Naval Surface Weapons). The 

fourth piece vas left at the Laboratory be serve as a control ~le. 

Too wire YaS of 0.5 rrm diameter. 

Byrd held one piece retween his hams as in the first test, and 

Geller stroked it as before. A kink fomed in it. Byrd took a second 

p~ece, held it at one end arrl Geller stroked it, Yklereupon it too 

developed a kink. The third piece of wire YaS given to Geller be 

manipulate. He rolled it between his thumb and forefinger and it 

kinked sharply. 
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All of tie nitinol wires kinked by Geller showed a penmnent 

defomation which if the wire v.ere Cent normally by ham cnuld Ce 

restored by heating them to about 99 d=grees centigrade. Byrd 

a:mcluded his report by stating that none of the r:ersonnel wi thin his 

establishment cnuld explain the results obtained. M:tallurgical 

analysis had revealed a slight increase in crystal size in the kinked 

sections of the wire. 

Byrd's cnnclusions v.ere challenged by the sceptic Martin Gardner 

( 1977), vilo claimed that the 0.5 rnn ni tinol wire OJuld Ce kinked by 

oormal rrea.ns using pliers, fingernails, biting with the teeth or 

OJrnpression eetween t~ OJins. He claimed that Geller cnuld have 

substituted nitinol specimens which h: had secretly prepared with a 

permanent deformation or else OJuld have secretly produced the changes 

by subjecting it to compression using the above rrethods, producing 

effects vthich ally eecam= app:irent upon heating of the wire in toiling 

Yater. 

Byrd stated that in 1973 nitinol ~re was oammercially 

unavailable. Hcwever, Gardner has d1allenged this. It is difficult to 

establish this point definitively in either way. Nitinol wire of 0.5 

rnn diarreter is ro.N available fran orthodontic sources Cecause it is 

used in dental braces. 

Tests p:rforrred by this author have n:vealed that fingernails are" 

very unlikely to produce. p:!rmanent eems of rrore than a very slight 

angle in 0.5 mn nitinol wire. Hqwever, OJrnpression eetween the jaws of 

pliers or two cnins or the tee~~ certainly cnuld produce such tends. 

But the compression of the wire in the snaIl radius "u" shap:! Il2ssary 

to produce such eems al~ produces a snall relatively sharp IX'inted 

kinking vthich is impossible fully to remove, g) that pre-famEd 

speci.In=ns rrade in this WBy t,o.Ould easily have teen detected by the 
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presence of these snaIl but very definite kinks at the mint of the 
" 

r;:ermanent bend. The rrechanism of fraud, if such there ~re, rrust have 

been the unnoticed infliction of a p:nranent tend to Byrd's specimen 

while Byrd ~s rot observing. 

Gardner's case tecomes seriously ~ned eecause of this, 

because the kinks in the wire \\Ould have been visible imrrediately they 

¥.ere made, Wlereas the description given by Byrd rrakes it clear that 

the wire ~s seen as being unaffected just before Geller started 

stroking it. Despite Gardner's criticisms the Byrd validation may 

still be valid because of the bnpossibility of aoncealing the kinks 

which ImlSt have reen produced in the pre-validation preparation of the 

hypothetically substituted specimens. 

Rarrlall (Randall & Davis 1982) has reported a validation 

acoamplished in 1977 by the use of nitinol. A 688 mm length of wire of 

rrean diameter 0.361 mn vas placed over an A4 sheet of paper, about 200 

mn of its length being on the lEper, the rest exterrling eeyond it. The 

wire had b:en previously checked that it had a straight aonfiguration 

when heated to 100 degrees centigrade. The wire \l8S taped to the table 

with sellotape in tw:) places where it exterrled eeyond the lEper and 

\\8.S taped to the lEper at its erlge where it extended on to it with 

strong birding tape. 

This assenbly \>as placed on a school laboratory rench. The 

subject M.B. ~s a 13 year old schoolboy who had participated in 

earlier validation attempts using different tasks in 1975 and 1976 

(see section 1.5.6). T~ subject sat at one side of the eench am YJaS 

allowed to gently stroke the wire at a fOsi tion rear to its point of 

fixture to the fBper. Rarrlall sat at the other side of the rench 

Yatching the subject. Davis rroved around the subject cx:mstantly taking 

photographs fran various angles. 
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The em section of the wire on the fBper, Wlich had mt teen 

touched by the subject, started to deflect upwards arrl in the course 

of ten minutes developed an "S" shaped tend. Initially unnoticed to 

the ex{;eriIrenters, the [X)rtion of the wire mt on the p3.per had also 

suffered a defomation, forming a gentle curve in the form of an arc 

of a circle of spproximately 300 nm radius. At the end of ~~e curve, 

approximately 60 mn fran the end of the wire a right angle tem had 

forrred. 

After the subject had left the laboratory a IlUIlll:er of !;ilotographs 

of the wire w:re taken. Crocodile clips were then attached to its ends 

and a current was passed through it to bring its temperature to 100 

degrees centigrade. The wire resurred its straight configuration except 

for the end section where the right angle tem had teen. The current 

\\as raised and the sheet of f8.per tegan to shOll slight signs of 

charring vtlere it contacted the wire. The kink r~ined, al't::hough lits 

angle was 120 degrees. Upon cooling the kinked section of the wire 

resurred its 90 degrees bem. 

Four days later two attempts' were rrade to straighten the WIre by 

heat and tension. In the first attempt a tension of 0.5 kg \\as used 

and the wire was heated electrically to the fX)int where it f,tB.S just 

visibly red. The bem remained on cooling, although it f,tB.S rIJ.N about 

140 degrees. 

At the second attempt the tension was increased to 1 kg am the 

tenp:rature was increased to the' r::oint 'Where the wire glowed dull red, 

the authors estiroating its temperature to te about 600 degrees 

centigrade. The wire broke under this treatnent but the kinked section 

resumed its 140 degrees angle upon cooling. 

The authors a:mcluded that the rrerrory of the wire had teen 

affected by its trealIEnt by the subject and that the replication of 
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Byrd's study had been successful. This conclusion would certainly 

appear to be oorrect. 

1.6.1 Without-touch Validations : Introduction 

Without-touch macroscopic ~~ effects are generally acknowledged to 

be rrore difficult to obtain than with-touch events (Hasted 1981a, 

Shafer 1981). The degree of security against fraud of without-touch 

validations must however I:E considered potentially superior to that of 

with-touch validations because of the reduced cpportunity for 

surreptitious manipulation or substitution of PKMB targets so that 

attenpts to obtain this type of evidence have teen made by several 

groups. Various approaches have been tried. 

Hasted (1981a) has reported events where alumini urn strips were 

twisted together while he and the ostensible PKMB agent rerrained 

outside the voam in which the events took place. In experUnenta1 

sessions with his subject Nicholas Williams instrurrented latchkey PK~ 

targets suffe~ deformations under no-touch oonditions. 

There are several reports of rretal specimens deforming \tbile 

being held by persons other than the Pltative PKMB agent (Leslie 1976, 

~ 1974a, b). HOt/ever, as discussed in dlapter 3 it is rot always 

clear in this situation to whan responsibility for the effects should 

be assigned. In the accolUlt by Leslie it seems clear that Geller \<as 

the agent, but in the case of Owen the agency for the effect is less 

certain. The a.en event did rot take olace under strictly controlled 
, . .. 

oondi tions but is included here because of a..en' s experience in 

evaluating p:iraoormal claims (1964) arrl because the account is 

detailed. . 

In this type of validation the identity of the individual holding 

or otherwise in oontrol of the specimen is obviously crucial to the 
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validity of the event, since they are in as good a f:X)sition to prcrluce 

fraudulent events as a p.1tative PKMB agent ~uld t:e if allowed to hold 

the specimen • 

Although the holding of the specimen, without rontact fran the 

putati ve PKMB agent Y.Ould appear to te a secure rcethod of c:btaining 

genuine PKMB, the desirability of touch eeing completely excluded by 

the specimen 1:eing completely enclosed is obvious. Unfortunately this 

appears to te the rraximally inhibitory rranner in ~ich PKL'1B targets 

can te presented to subjects. 

'l\4.o studies have utilised total enclosure (ignoring Taylor's 

\<bich has teen reviewed above in section 1.5. 2). Bersani am Martelli 

used glued or sealed plastic containers (1983) am Wolkowski tas 

fErforrred the only validation 00 far achieved where effects Y.ere 

obtained in fully sealed glass tubes (1977). In scme respects it is 

strange that the Wolkowski study has mt received any publicity, since 

it has satisfied the criteria stated by same critics that PKMB can 

only be proved genuine by sealed glass rontainer validation rrethods. 

1.6.2 Instances fran Hasted's Work 

Hasted (1981a) describes the intertwining and folding of ooft 

aluminium strips (300 nm x 8 rrm x O. 75 nm) ~ich he had placed on a 

table in the l::edrocm of his subject Nicholas Williams. After placing 

the strips on the table, Hasted followed Williams out of the roan 

after dlecking that the strips ~re straight. Hasted am Williams 

stood outside the door of the ~ while they listened to noises 

suggesti \e of the rroverrent and folding of the strips. Hasted had 

searched the tedroan and WiS certain that there ¥as m one concealed 

within it, oor did the roan have another door. There ¥as 00 cne else 

present in the house during these events. 
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Hasted expresses caution about these unwitnessed events but it is 

difficult to explain them as fraudulent since personal cnmnunication 

with Hasted (1984) has established that the search for hidden 

confederates left little opportunity for concealment. Instrumental 

records of four of these folding events ~re obtained (see apperrlix 

I), 

With the sam: subject, in several sessions, Hasted obtained 

rracroscopic bends on instrurrented latchkey uPKMB targets which ~re 

loca ted \\ell 1:eyorrl the sub ject 's reach. 

Ore (1976a) of these sessions has 1:een published as a validation 

attempt. Tn: results must be considered seriously, since Hasted vas 

seated rE.Xt to the subject arrl the subject did not starrl up or 

approach the PKMB target (2.5 rretres distant) at any time after the 

start of the sess~on. Hasted checked the state of the key irorrediately 

prior to the start of the experimental period. He rreasured the angle 

of the bend prcrluced several times, t.-bich changed as a result of 

successive periods of action. 

Tn: chart record fran the instrurrented latchkey provided an 

addition to the security of the result, since the chart recorder pen 

mde a noise when it roved, 9J that periods of action ~re identified 

and the activities of the subject at these times \>as especially 

vigilantly attended to. A fuller account of this series of sessions 

and the validation attempt is given in Appendix 1 section 3.2. 

1.6.3.1 'rarget Under Control by a Third Party 

The Danish professional magician Leo Leslie has reported an instance 

where a key YBS bent Yhile he vas holding it arrl Geller vas mt . 

touching it (1976). Leslie vas highly sceptical of Geller IS claims and 

had been consulted by a Danish television oampany regarding the 
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coooitions to be observed in the televising of a t:erfornance by Geller 

in Cq;>enhagen in 1974. 

After the t:erformance although Geller had apparently shavn ESP 

and PKMB during it leslie vas still sceptical am told Geller 9:). 

Geller responded by asking what re OJuld do to cnnvince him. Leslie 

suggested an ESP and P:K~ test. Tl'E ESP test vas apparently successful 

and they proceeded to the PKMB test. Present were a local journalist, 

a photographer, a psychologist and a female assistant from the 

television studio. 

Leslie gave Geller a nickel-plated enamelled key. The key had 

l::een p3.inted l:::Ecause Leslie wished to exclude the fX)ssibili ty of 

chemical attack. Geller asked the journalist to hold the key between 

two fingers. Geller then rubbed it vert lightly a couple of times with 

his forefinger. Geller then said that he OJuld .oot tem that key am 

Leslie retrieved the key from the journalist and examined it closely. 

While I2slie sat looking at the key the enamel suddenly started 

to crack arrl strips of the nickel plating started to curl up while the 

key bent in Leslie's ham. Ail present concluded that the event WlS 

paraoornBl and Leslie's l:xx:>k ( 1974) endor ses Geller's claims. Since 

the key was under Leslie's control and close scrutiny at the moment of 

its deforming this rrrust te considered a OJnvincing validation, even 

though it was .oot a:mducted under formal lal::oratory conditions, 

especially in view of the fact that Leslie had been so sceptical at 

first. 

()...en (1974a) has provided a less a:mvincing but similar account. 

He, his wife arrl five me.mbers of the "Philip" sitter group (Owen & 

Sparrow 1974) attended a television t:erfornance given by Geller in 

Toronto. ()...en had contributed several items to a cnllection of rretal 

objects (chiefly keys am cutlert) which vas assembled on a bronze 
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tray placed on a low table in front of Geller am the interviewer. 

Just before the start of the prograrrme ~n examined the keys, 

spoon arrl fork he had placed on the tray to ensure tha t they ~re 

intact and undeforrred. He had also checked the other it611s to discover 

if any of them had t:een prepared by fatiguing or the oonding of broken 

parts etc arrl had found no suspicious objects. Ooce h: had rrade his 

examination of the contents of the tray te kept it under oontinuous 

observation arrl saw that none of the objects had t:een harrlled by 

anyone. 

During the first corrmercial break after the first part of the 

interview with Geller OY.en' s wife ~ned her plI'se arx1 inspected her 

group of six keys of various types. Previously they had t:een examined 

by herself, Margaret SparrON, and Bernice Marrlryk arrl had tEen 

undeformad. Ona of the yale keys vas bent aOOut 25 degrees arrl was 

examined by fNery rrernber of the group. Mrs ()r.,.en had not t:een in 

Geller's presence tefore fEr arrival in the studio irrmediately before 

the start of the interview arrl had mt talked to Geller or been rEar 

him during the r:erfonnance. 

At the resumption of the interview Geller performed same 

ostensible P~~ involving the apparent temporary plasticisation am 

then fracture of a fork which YaS later found to be the one Yilich ~ 

had contributed arrl had checked just prior to the start of the 

interview. 

Geller then selected a pair of keys v.hich ~re hanging fran a 

string loop arrl which Owen recognised as his avn, the keys teing two 

he had used at cambridge University. Geller picked them up by the 

string loop and it was noticed that one of the keys was visibly 

berrling. Geller supported this key on one finger and the 'IV camera 

provided a close-up view of t.i-}e key as it cnntinued to bend, suspended 
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fran the top by the string, its oottam end resting against Geller's 

finger. Tl'E final berri was of 15 degrees. Tl'E keys ....x:re then placed 

back on the tray arrl it and its rontents ....x:re placed at the back of 

the studio. When Ov.en oollected his specimens the key '...as found to 

ha. ve fractured. 

ttlrs Sp:irrow retrieved her old fashioned teaspoon fran the tray 

which appeared normal when she rollected it but which Y\6S found an 

hour later at her house to have tent. ~n states that in his minion .. 

the PKMB events ~re certainly genuine ani r:aranormal. Interestingly, 

Geller had told Mrs Ch.en that it ¥as she who had rent the key in her 

purse, ani the presence of the other rremters of her sitter group also 

renders ascription of responsibility for this event to Geller 

uncertain. Owen remarks on the curious roincidence that so rrany of the 

objects selected for attention by Geller ....x:re his. This account, 

although not of a oontrolled series of events, is strongly suggestive 

of senuine PKMB ooth tecause of the tending of the key in the fUrse 

which Geller had rEver g:en or touched ani recause of the precautions 

taken by Owen in checking ani observing the ~~ target objects. 

1.6. 3. 2 The Birkbeck lip lasticisa tion~' Event 

Hasted has published several accounts (1976a, b, 1981a, Hasted et al 

1976) of a rare ostensible PKMB event which is ronsidered here recause 

the specimen Y\6S held by an exp:rimenter whilst it ¥as apparently in a 

paranormally i.rrluced state. 

It will be recalled (see section 1.2) that individuals creating 

ostensible macrosoopic PKMB deformations frequently report tilat the 

specimen has suddenly become soft and pliable for a short period. 

Extreme examples of this are claimed by some subjects (Hasted 1984), 
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but the tneranenon is very difficult to validate tecause Of the short 

life of this phenanenon. 

Hasted states (1976b) t.~t he had just harrled a stainless steel 

teaspoon (which had previously been defamed slightly by a child 

subject) to Geller as S)Qn as he arrived at the Birkbeck laboratory. 

On Geller I s grasping it by one end the spoon imnedia tel y appeared to 

go soft ani sag at the r=oint of the previous h=rrl. Geller then held 

the other end as Yell and began to rem it to and fro. 

Hasted then took the spoon fran Geller. It retained its rend of 

60 degrees during the changeover arrl with a gentle action Hasted 

o:>ntinued the to arrl fro IlDtion for aJx>ut thirty seconds. He could 

sense the plasticity and describes the ~n's resistance to 

defamation vas similar to chewing gum. Hasted then very gently laid 

it on a desk. When he attempted to nove it, it fractured as a "neck" 

had developed. 

Hasted claims that the spoon IS b:haviour vas quite different am 

distinguishable fran that of a spoon vtlich has been weakened by norl1E.l 

rranual to ani fro b:rrling, ~ich carmot h= continued for this period 

before fracture will occur. Hasted has had considerable experience of 

the l::ehaviour of this type of pre-fatigued speciIren. Nornal 

nanipulation by rca.nual rreans \ot.Ould rot have produced thinning of the 

cross section of the spoon. ~ weight of the spoon vas within 0.4 reg 

of its weight prior to tveatment by Geller. 

Hasted is cautious in his published conclusions regarding this 

event, but privately (1984) feels certain that it vas genuine. It 

appears to l::e the only ;:ublished account of a Yell autrenticated 

plasticisa tion event. Tw:> wi. tnesses Yere present, the distingu ished 

theoretical physicist David Bohm, arrl a technician Nicholas Nicola. 
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1.6.4 Bersani arrl Martelli's Validation Attempts 

Bersani arrl Martelli (1983) have reported a total of ten instances 

where c.eforrrations \\ere obtained in specimens enclosed in containers 

of various g)rts. 'I\o.o of these are reported in c.etail in section 3. 4 

of appendix 1 dealing with the validation of uPKMB Cecause strain 

ga~es were used. The experimenters consulted two cx:mjurers regarding 

their exp:rirrents arrl the conjurers' opinions of each test are 

apperrled to their accounts. 

A problem affecting SJIre of the validations p:rfomed by Bersani 

and Martelli is that they used seals to secure t.~e closure of various 

of their oontainers. The seals \\ere ilnpressed with an original design 

rrade by Bersani. 

Of the eight instances reviev.ed here, five used seals am four of 

these five sealed cx:mtainers were left with subjects for ~riods of 

several days. While it rray re reyond the capacity of a mild or young 

teenager to oopy sealing W1X seals, a llOti vated adult, such as one of 

the subject's parents or relatives rray have tEen capable of rraking a 

negative rrould by rreans of a silicone rubber oovering of the seals. 

Duplicate seals could have b:en cast in the rubber rroulds am then 

secured to the oontainers by rreans of a thin layer of C"janoacrylate. 

resin. 

While this is an entirely speculative hypothesis arrl rray well not 

have b:en possible or not have occurred, the [X)ssibility of the 

duplication of their s:als seems rot to have struck: the authors as a 

serious fX)ssibility, although their oonsultant oonjurers asked whether 

the seals oould have b:en duplicated. The exp:rimenters therefore did 

rot attempt to duplicate their cwn seals, \'.hich v.ould have clarified 

this question. 

The oonsultant oon]urers also asked if the seal3 could have b:en 
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reooved fran the containers. Their adhesion ~uld have teen deperxient 

upon the state of the surfaces of the containers. The authors do mt 

deal with this question. The four validations which are subject to 

these objections will consequently mt be reviewed in detail arxi will 

be reviewed first. 

The first sealec:l-in object was a puppet a:mstructed fran coloured 

putty overlying a 2 rem copper wire. It \>as placed in a transparent 

plexiglass box. The lid of the box was secured by means of a band of 

canvas over it tearing two seals at the center of the lid arxi one on 

each side of the box. 

Within the box was placed a small closed cylindrical plastic 

container containing two layers of coloured fine fXJWcEr arrl a space 

al:ove them. If the box had reen shaken the r:owders ~uld show S.lgns of 

mixing, g) that rerrling of the specimen by shaking it against the 

sides of the l:ox was rrade impossible. This oontrol procedure was 

stated to be often used where specimens v.Bre sealed into closed 

containers. 

After reing left with the subject (0. B.) for thirteen days the 

box was returned with the seals apparently intact arxi the p,lppet 

showing visible changes in configuration. TtE p::;wders in the control 

tube v.Bre unmixed. 

Amther subject (S.G.) was given a rigid plexiglass cylirrlrical 

container within which was a plexiglass spatula coated in aluminium 

paint. The lid \as closed with two strips of rraterial which !Mere 

sealed to the sides of the box. The authors state that the unique 

pattern of t£X gutter on the strips served as an additional safeguard 

against opening of the container. 

The container was left with the subject for ten days ani was 

with the seal assembly apparently intact but the spatula 
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broken. Chips of aluminium paint were visible on the si<ES of the 

container ~ich the authors claim is irrlicative of th.e breakage having 

taken place within it. 

This subject also succeeded in creating clearly visible 

deformations in a spoon am a screwdriver placed in separate 100 ml 

rreasuring cylirrlers which were closed by rreans of rubber stoppers over 

which a strip of canvas WiS stretched and sealed at each end on to the 

cy lirrler sides. 

A similar container am plastic spatula to that used in the 

previous validation was employed in a witnessed validation attempt. 

Its lid was secured with SCOtch tape rather than 1:eing sealed. The 

subject (O.B.) held the container in front of the experimenters for 

fi ve minutes, at the end of which a sharp lDise ¥as heard. The spatula 

r,as found to 1:e fractured when the container ·...as examined, 00 

suspicious llOvertEnts of the subject having teen seen. 

Transparent plexiglass boxes were used for SJIne validation 

attempts. The boxes were sealed by having all their sides glued 

together with acrylic resin. In one experiment a zinc strip ¥as ooated 

wi th a thin layer of putty and placed in such a box also oontaining a 

control tube to <Etect shaking. The prrpose of the pltty was to <Etect 

whether <Eforrration occurred in response to the imposition of 

psychokinetic forces upon the surface of the strip. 

The box YaS given to the subject (0. B.) at his hone who went to 

the Ii ving roan unaccompanied, placed the box en the piano ani started 

playing. The experimenters heard him stop playing for a short period 

and then rontinue. After five minutes he returned to the exp2rimenters 

with the box. Ttte bar YaS bent but the pltty layer YaS undisturbed 

except for slight bulging at the toPllOst end of the bar. The fXlW<ErS 

in the control tube remained unmixed. 
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An aluminium strip of dimensions 60 x 15 x 1 Inn W3.S enclosed 

within a similar OOx also a:mtaining a oontrol tube. The oox t,.B.S given 

to the subject (0. B.) at his hone. There had eeen a slight fracas 

between tbe experimenters am the sub ject llnmedia tel y prior to the oox 

being given to h~ and the OOy first scratched the oox with a d8fiant 

gesture, left the dining roan, but :returned seconds later with the 

strip Cent and the box and its oontrol tube unaltered. The strip <:,t,5.S 

sufficiently short so that it lay on the bottom of the oox, so that 

shaking or the sudden deceleration of the box oould mt have caused 

the bend. 

Aoother validation attempt vas cnmpleted in a short p:riod. A 

spoon YaS enclosed in a PJlythene jar (described as "semi -rigid" ). The 

spoon had teen ooated with low rrel ting fX)int "rice <:,t,5.X" in order to 

detect any possible linprints. The screw cap had eeen sealed with tape 

and impressed sealing YaX seals. Too jar YaS given to O.B.' at his 

hone. He held it for an estimated ten second period, long enough to 

cpen the cb:>r, g:J into the hallway, then return .irnrre:liately. The spoon 

YaS clearly bent, but the seals \\ere still intact. An impOrtant detail 

regarding the oompressibility of the jar <:,t,5.S ammitted from this 

account, since if it YaS possible to a:xnpress the jar, the spoon oould 

ha ve tEen bent by rranipulation through the sides of the vessel. 

Bersani and Martelli I S VoOrk is of uneven evidential quality. 

Those events where the action occurred within a short time of a sealed 

oontainer being harried to the subject w:>uld appear to be likely to ee 

genuine, although the attanpt using the r:olythene jar remains 

questionable. The two instances of the use of plastic boxes sealed by 

glue on joining surfaces seem to be acceptable, especially that where 

the deformation occurred within a few seconds of the box eeing handed 

to the sub ject. 
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1.6.5 W~kowski's Sealed Glass Tube Validation 

T~ French tnysicist Walkowski has reported (1977) the defomation of 

. a strip of Iretal, a spring and a nail which had teen sealed into pyrex 

tubes of approximately 12 rrm dia.rreter. The sealing vas accomplished by 

a professional glassbLower using a glassblower's torch. The sealed 

tubes \.\ere rreasured to an accuracy of 0.1 nm am ~ighed to an 

accuracy of 0.1 reg. They .....ere then left with Girard. 

T~ tubes .....ere returned and ~re reweighed and rerreasured an::l 

examined by the glassblower. No changes in appearance, dimensions or 

\.\eight had ocurred. However, the specimens had tent. A tnotograph of 

the tubes (reproduced in Hasted 1981a p48) shows a clearly visible 

bend in the spring and metal strip ro that they could ro longer rove 

freely within their tubes, the nail being only slightly affected. 
. . 

Walkowski reported that the angles of the terrls varied fran 10 degrees 

to 30 degrees. Walkowski also reported other l:errlings of apparently 

thicker rretal objects in sealed tubes, although the details of these 

events .....ere rot given. 

1.6.6 Conclusions 

The evidence provided for the ~lity of PKMB by the validation 

attempts reviewed above obviously v.aries in quality, same being better 

than others. 

OSborne'S two validation protocols (section 1.5.7) are 

oarticularly bnpressive because in the first the possibility of the 
~ . 

imposition of a three fX)int load vas excluded by the blackening of the 

bowl of the spoon an::l the resulting videotape of each ostensibly 

successful attempt vas submitted to evaluation by two independent 

judges. In the second, the author's examination of the apparatus has 
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shCMn toth that unnoticed rerooval of the bar fran its cradle ;..Quld te 

llnpossib1eunder conditions of close witnessing, and that tending of 

the bar fNOuld demand oonsiderable tnysical effort fran an adult, 

whereas cnild subjects Y.ere used. 

The Cox and Betz accounts (section 1.5.6) are p:rsuasi ve b=cause 

the rrethod of control of the PKL'1B target, its stationary PJsition and 

the exclusion of the possibility of the exertion of a three point load 

all exclude fraud. 

Randall's use of Nitinol (section 1.5.13) is oonvincing l:ecause 

opportunity for the subject to have substituted a pre-prepared length 

of nitinol wire \\8.S excluded by the securing of the wire to the fBr:er 

and by the high level of witnessing enployed, by the short time of 

exposure of the wire to PKMB, so that lapses in witnessing were 

avoided, by the presence of two witnesses and by the character of 

RaIrlall himself, \tho is known to the author and is a sound and 

cautious investigator. 

Wolkowski I s sealed tube validations seen unassailable, although 

his written account is oot very &:tailed. Since glassbloY.ers are 

capab1e of recognising interference to structures they have rrade 

(Hasted 1981a) and the tube \\8.S carefully rreasured and weighed these 

seem to l:e adequate instances of validation. 

The other accolIDts, . such as that produced by Bersani, ( section 

1.6.4) include events which are very difficult to account for 00 the 

basis of fraud although they are rot quite as cnnvincing as the events 

cited aOOve. 

In conclusion, it 'wJuld seem that at the least a very g:xxi prirra 

facie case for the reality of PKMB has teen established by this '....ark. 
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PSYQiOLCGICAL FACIORS IN PKMB 

2.1 Introduction : The Sceptical Attitude 

Since ~~ is still the subject of active controversy it is bnportant 

that brief attention should te fBid to the sceptical interpretation of 

staterents made regarding its psychological features. 

If there ~re a large body of high quality experimental research 

ill existence which had teen corXiucted into psychological factors in 

PKMB the sceptical interpretation would lose same of its relevance. 

HO\fever, PK in general has only relatively recently been subject to 

sustained investigation of psychological factors (Stanford 1977). 

PKMB in particular vemains virtually virgin territory for the 

psychological experimenter. To date only one study has I:een plblished 

which examines psychological factors within a fully exper~tal 

context (Isaacs 1983). 

HO\fever a useful case study of twelve British child/teenage 

ostensible PKMB agents has been reported by cantor (Cantor 1979) \Ohich 

represents the only study of its kind in l:eing specifically devoted to 

the psychology of the agents arrl their families rather than l:eing 

concerned Il'Erely to docum:mt claims of PKMB. 

Physicists Hasted (Hasted et al 1976, Hasted 1981a, Hasted & 

Robertson 1980a) am Taylor (1975) have comnented briefly on a 

restricted range of psychological factors. Shafer has reported his 

running of group meetings for P&~ agents but what little comment is 

included on psychological factors deals mainly with PKMB elicitation 

techniques (Shafer 1980). 

Several surveys have l:een fErformed in the following up of 

reports of PKMB events t:eing caused by appearances of Geller on radio 



or television but only one of these, oorrlucted by a group centered 

aro\.lI'rl Berrler, included rrany enquiries directed towards psychological 

questions. Unfortunately only a sunt1E.ry of this work has tEen 

published in English (Gruber-Wendlarxit 1977), the rrain txxiy rerraining 

untranslated fran the Gennan (Bender et al 1975, 1976).· This am the 

other surveys are discussed further in chapter 4 \otthich deals with the 

incidence of PKMB ability. 

Since the ooting of psychological factors in PKMB has as yet 

relied entirely on personal observation arrl g:neralisation by those 

active in the field rather than upon oontrolled experimentation these 

observations must be regarded with appropriate caution since they may 

be contradicted or greatly nodified by later fully ext:erimental 

findings. 

A high proportion of those who have t;:erforIIEd observation or 

investigation of ~~ are physicists or other oon-psychologists whose 

psychological observations must be regarded as having only lay status. 

In addition, nany of the p:rsonal observations underlying the 

generalisa tions rrad.e by those working in PKMB derive fran situations 

where PKMB nay have occurred, but where oorrlitions of oontrol over the 

subject were oot sufficient definitely to exclude fraud. 

The sceptical attitude towards all of the psychological factors 

affecting PKMB perfonrance is that they represent fictions, broU3ht l.n 

to excuse the oon appearance of PKMB under strict test oorrlitions 

which exclude fraud. Ranii appears to relieve that these psychological 

factors have been invented by dogrratic believers in the reality of 

PKMB WlO have created an extensive am unfalsifiable mytholcgy which 

insulates them fran the unweloorne appreciation that the apparent 

effects are all created by trickery (Rarrli 1975). 

The fundamental psychological feature of PKMB inviting this 
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sceptical response is the relative lack of voluntary cnntrol over 

their effects shaYn by PKMB agents. Thus as the observational 

corriitions are rrade rrore rigorous anj the numbers of cbservers are 

increased, it O:comes increasingly difficult for the effects to be 

obtained (Hasted 1981a, cantor 1979). If PKMB cnuld be denonstrated 

reliably on demand under corriitions of close observation the sceptical 

attack ~uld probably have been overcorre within a few years of the 

effect's publicisation. 

Parapsychologists and physicists active in PKMB research 

interpret their subjects' proneness to inhibition am. cxmsequent lack 

of positive results under corditions of tight cnntrol ani good 

observation as evidence in favour of PKMB being under only partial 

voluntary control (Hasted 1981a). 

Tre high relati ve frequency of bending events which cccur at 

fll:IIEnts when the attention of t;he subject c:uD especially 0= other 

sceptical potential observers is distracted fran the PK..\ffi task is 

interpreted by rrany p:lrapsychologists as evidence that inhibition is 

caused by the effort to prOduce PK and by cnnscious attention to the 

PKMB task. Tte inhibition is released at m:::ments of inattention am 

relaxation of effort (Hasted 1981a, Shafer 1980, cantor 1979). The 

inhibition appears to be akin to an extension of the Yerkes-D<rlson law 

to p:lranormal perforrrances. 

To the sceptic both these characteristics are the hallmark of 

fraud. Bends 00 mt readily occur under oorrlitions of clos~ scrutiny 

because opportunity for frau::1 is thereby excluded~ Conversely, bends 

occur at rrorcents of distraction because undetected fraud is 

facilitated by inattention of the observers. 

Tre sceptical positions taken by critics are mt all identical 

and rray also differ greatly in their degree of sophistication. Thus 
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Ran:li appears to believe that if psi events are real, they should J:.:e 

robust am reliable (Rarxli 1975), He appears a::mnitted to an 

essentially lay ontology whereby if things exist, they can J:.:e observed 

in straightfonvard arrl reliable ways. 

SUch an ontology is rot consistent even T,ali th oorrral ~k 

psychological effects which have to be detected statistically, arrl is 

certainly rot compatible with nuch of the {ilenatEnOlogy of PKMB am 

with such relatively subtle concepts such as psychological resistance 

or witness inhibition which are employed to explain these forms of 

inhibition wi thin Batchelder's theory of PI< irouction (1968). 

2.2 The Ptenom:nology : Inhibitory Factors in PKMB 

As roted aOOve the predcminant psychological feature of PKM8 i3 its 

~dy inhibition by a variety of factors. 

This feature has had a daninating effect on the reception of PKMB 

am is directly responsible for the rrarginal status which PKMB still 

bas acoongst even the tBrapsychological rorrmunity. Yet paradoxically, 

theorising about the· mechanisms am causes of inhibition in PKMB 
-:: 

remains at a very early stage. 

It has had another important ronsequence because the risk of 

inducing inhibition has sametbnes bnposed constraints upon the 

rrethcdologies used to study PKMB. For example, Taylor (Taylor 1977) 

has J:.:een criticised by Honorton for dloosing to t,..Ork with IIEtal 

speCbnens which could J:.:e bent rranually by his subjects (Honorton 

1977), yet the dloice W3.S rrade deliberately so as to avoid giving the 

subjects specbnens Ybich they might find inhibiting because of their 

rigidity. Other examples of this tendency exi3t (see Stokes' review of 

Hasted's book (1981». 

All CDII1TeIltators on the psydlology of PKMB have shONn a\oareness 
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of the e:lse with which it can be inhibited (Hasted et al 1976b, Hasted 

1981a, Cantor 1979, Kei1 1980, Taylor 1975, Shafer 1980, Bersani & 

Martelli 1981, Price 1977, Isaacs 1981). 

Reported inhibitory factors appear to be diverse am rurrerous ani 

they have oot been sub ject to exp=rimental test as yet. They can 

usefully be divided into subject-related, setting-related ani 

task-related groups. 

SUbject-related inhibitory factors (Hasted et al 1976, Hasted & 

Robertson 1980a, Cantor 1979) include (1) anxiety or tension, (2) over 

stri ving at the PK task, ( 3) over attention to the PK task, (4) 

illness or fatigue, ( 5) nega ti ve af feet or rrcod, ( 6) serious 

a:mcurrent real life distracting concerns, (7) doubt of success or 

belief on the pirt of the subject that they will fail at the PI< task. 

Setting related factors (Hasted 1976a, Hasted 1981a, cantor 

1979) include ( 8 ) lack of familiari ty wi t:h the surroundings, ( 9) lack 

of familiarity with the ~rimental ~rsonnel, ( 10) unsupporti ve, 

hostile or sceptical behaviour on the pirt of ~rimenta1 ~rsonnel, 
I 

( 11) fonnal or "official" oorrluct of ~rimental p:rsonne1, ( 12 ) 

obtrusi ve or intense witnessing of the PI< task am sub ject by 

witnesses, (13) use of mechanical rreans of recording (film, video 

etc) • 

Task-related factors (Hasted 1981a, Cantor 1979) include (14) 

tasks which the P~~ agent oonstrues as impossible, (15) tasks which 

the agent has IDt succeeded at ~rforming before, (16) tasks at tNhich 

the PKMB agent has previously failed. 

Since the lists above are somewhat cnmperrlious they I;X)se the 

question whether there rray be a oore factor or factors which are 

responsible for the diversity of the observed phenomenology. This 

issue is discussed l::elow but here it can ba ooted as a preliminary 
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that the inhibition cperates against the cnnscious intention of PKMB 

agents, since they appear to vant to succeed arrl have everything to 

gain by exhibiting a successful performance. The inhibition can 

therefore be cnnstrued as an involuntary loss of control over their 

PKi'"1B output by a;Jents. Too weakness of . voluntary control over PK.MB is 

the cammon factor linking many. of its characteristics as will become 

evident below. 

Many other hunan perforrrances are subject to ready inhibition 

resulting from the presence of observers or experimenters such as 

creative work, s::xre forms of problem s::>lving, learning ofaxnplex 

skills, sexual activity, religious activities etc. PKMB shows a 

similar proneness to inhibition which is perhaps rrore severe than is 

encountered in other areas of hUIran perfornance. 

2. 3 SpJntaneous PKMB Effects 

It has been frequently reported by PKMB agents (and their fBrents in 

the case of child am teenage PKMB agents) that they encounter rretal 

objects which have bent inexplicably ani ostensibly paranormally arrl 

which they did oot intend to beni (Hasted 1981a, Cantor 1979). The 

impression is created by the literature that children suffer a higher 

incidence of spontaneous effects than adults, but the evidence is oot 

good enou:Jh to establish this point. 

Usually the objects have never teen the target of interrled PK arrl 

are founi after they have been bent. In sane cases the usual focus of 

this activity is d::Jrestic cutlery, but a wide range of cbjects are 

cited in scattered references in the literature on PKMB (Hasted 1981a, 

cantor 1979, Taylor 1975). 

Cantor reported that his interviewees thought that the incidence 

of their ~ntanous PKMB decreased over time as a result of their 
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increasng control over it (Cantor 1979). 

An interesting feature which has been reported in this a:mtext by 

cantor (Cantor 1979) is the selective "sparing" of valuable or antique 

cutlery or precious Iretal objects. This suggests that even the 

spontaneous effects my be under SJIl'e rather loose form of control. 

2.4 Displacement 

On: of the COlllOOn effects found in studies of PKMB Ybere the setting 

is stressful for the ostensible PKMB agent (as in same validation 

attempts) is that subjects fail to produce effects upon formally 

designated PKM8 targets but other nearby netal objects are disoovered 

to be bent after the tennination of an unsuccessful attempt (Hasted 

1984, Stanford 1977, Isaacs 1981). 

The displacerrent of effects onto other rcetal objects also occurs 

under less stressful corrl it ions , of PKMB elicitation ('Hasted 1976b, 

Taylor 1977, Srnllkler & Seifer 1977l. Geller s=ems to have deliberately 

incorporated this feature into his stage arrl nedia. perforrrances as he 

usually insists upon a number of netal objects being placed together 

frcm ~ich he selects one as target, but claims credit for any in the 

larger group which are later found to have bent (Geller 1975). 

2.5 Anticipation Effects 

Anticipation effects are rrore easily ooticed in instrurrental uP&\ffi 

~rimental sessions than with nacroscopic PKMB Cecause uPKMB 

effects I time of occurrence can be accurately recorded. Anticipation 

effects are those which occur just prior to the subject I s intending to 

start producing ~~ events. Not only does uPKMB shaw this feature 

(Hasted 1983) but Geller also produced a classic instance of this 

effect during his attempt to influence a g:iger oounter tube when he 
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performed a count 00wn fran 1 to 10 arrl produced the effect on his 

shouting "nine" rather than "ten" (Hasted 1976b). 

2.6 Release of Effort Effects 

Release of effort effects have teen reported in other areas of PI< 

research (Stanford & Fox 1975, Watkins, Watkins & Wells 1973). They 

are defined as PK effects which cccur after the end of subjects I 

formal PI< attempts. Wells arrl Watkins (1975) have comnented that the 

release of effort effects rray be a rrore reliable fiming than their 

rrain effects. The s:!lient psychological factors precipitating the 

effects rray rot just be p:rseveration but also that the PK agent 

releases the inhibition created by their trying to produce effects. 

Release of effort effects are oonmon in both rracroscopic arrl 

microscopic PKMB (Hasted 1981a, Stanford 1977, cantor 1979). Like 

anticipation effects, release of effort effects can be nore certainly 

identified with uPKMB than with rracroscopic PKMB. In uPKMB they terrl 

to cccur instantaneously upon the subject's cessation of effort, 

whereas with the rracroscopic effect the release of effort effects 

unless they are very sudden my be impossible to distinguish fran 

linger effects. 

2. 7 Distraction Effects arrl "Conversational" uPKMB 

What rray be a subspecies of release of effort effects cccurs with 

uPKMB at instants when the PKM8 agent's attention is suddenly diverted 

fran the PK task by sc.:::me m::mentary stimulus such as sorreone talking to 

them or if their attention is suddenly captured by 9)[[le event or 

object in the roan in which they are situated (Isaacs 1981, Hasted 

1981a). These effects have t:een termad "distraction" effects (Isaacs 

1981). Ore teenage t1.P&'1B agent produced effects whilst reading a bcx)k 
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of jokes apparently just at the instant \\hen she appreciated the fOint 

sc:rre of the jokes (ibid). 

Thouless, using a die face PK task with himself as subject 

reported (1951) that a severe decline in hi3 perfornance W3.S 

temporarily reversed when he read poetry durng PI< trials. The 

improvenent of performance decreased as his engageaent with the fOetry 

. lessened. 

An apparently similar type of effect has been mted (Hasted 

1981a, Isaacs 1981) which occurs in a:mversa tional settings. The 

effect is narked by the occurrence of spontaneous uPKMB events at 

~nts \\hen the conversational topic apparently acquires arotional 

salience to one or nore of the conversational p:trticipants. 

The identity with distraction effects is however aomplicated by 

the fact that because of their occurrence in a context where the 

eliciting st~ulus has an apparent arotional salience two possible 

rrechanisrns nay be involved. The effect could either re due to the 

affective reaction producing a powerful temporary distraction or else 

a nore !X)ltergeist-like psychological rrechanism (Roll 1976) could be 

invoked which would posit the affective response as the direct 

releaser of PI< as a reactive response. This is a:msidered further 1.n 

the theory section. 

Interestingly, these spontaneous uPK.."1l3 events have been reported 

as happening to groups mne of ~ose I'lB1lb:rs in:1ividually (l)uld 

produce uPKMB events delirerately (Isaacs 1981). 

2.8 Linger Effects 

Linger, or p:!rseveration, effects have been reported in other areas of 

PI< research (Watkins, Watkins & Wells 1973, Wells & watkins 1975). 

Many instances of apparent linger effects have teen reported in 
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studies of the rracroscopic effect v.bere st>ecircens which have been bent 

continue to bend after the attention of the ostensible PKMB agent has 

been withdrawn fran them (Cantor 1979, Hasted 1981a). 

Similar linger effects seem very rruch rarer in uP&\1B but Hasted 

has reported one instance where uPKMB signals a:mtinued to be recorded 

fran a uPKL~ sensor which had teen superseded as designated PK target 

by another sensor which did rot receive uPl<A.~ signals (Hasted 1981a). 

2. 9 Tanporary Transfer of Ostensible PKMB Ability 

Many reports have been nade of the apparent temporary transfer of PKMB 

ability to others by ostensible PKMB agents (Wolkowski 1977, Hasted 

1981a, Alvarado 1980). 

Ttese reports must be evaluated with caution l:ecause of the 

existence of two alternative explanations, either that the 

Wividual's own latent PKMB ability vas stimulated by the previous 

displays of PKMB by the ostensible PKMB agent present, or that the 

known ostensible agent ~sresponsible. Since ro objective rreans of 

assessing an Wi vidual's PKMB output exists which is Wependent of 

their producing effects in conformity with their intentions the 

oonclusive identification of the agency for the effects is rot 

possible. 

However, Wlen the known PKl."1B agent is in close P1ysical proximity 

to the Wi vidual who shows the apparently irrluced ability ani if the 

irxiuced ability ceases upon the departure of ~e known PKi"1B agent, it 

seems reasonable to ascribe the effects to the known agent. 

Conversely, if the P&'1B events occur in proximity to the 

irxiividual who shows the iOOuced ability but they are very distant 

fran the known agent, an:1 the distant indi vidual is unknown to the 

known agent as has happened in those cases resulting fran television 
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or radio appearances by Geller wnen rrany people have reported various 

PKMB events (Price 1977) it seems very Il1.lCh rrore likely that their cwn 

~~ ability was st~ulated into action by exposure to the suggestive 

effects of the media (see the discussion on this topic in section 

2.3.3>-

Ostensible irrluction effects occurring in the imrce:iiate presence 

of a PKMB agent can be valuable adjuncts to validation of macroscopic 

PKMB because they enable rretal specimens to be held by exp:r~enters 

a.rxi to be oot touched by the known PKMB agent t.obilst they deform. 

Hasted reports events of this ::nrt as occurring to physical scientists 

in the presence of Jean-Pierre Girard although the identity of the 

scientists vas kept secret (Hasted 1981a). 

2.10 Task-Dependent Differential Effects 

A rrajor feature of the rnenanenolog'y of PKM8 is that there appears to 

be a comoonly observed scale of difficulty involved in PKMB tasks, 

both macroscopic and adcroscopic. 

Thus with the macroscopic effect, the easiest task is frequently 

the deformation with-touch of insubstantial specimens. It is usually 

more difficult to obtain deformation of robust specimens than weak 

ones am wi th-touch Pi<L~ is very .nuh more readily obtained than 

without-touch defomation (Shafer 1980, Hasted 1984, cantor 1979). 

There are SCll'£e irxiications that the distance bet~ the ostensible 

PKMB agent arrl the Pi<L-.m target may affect the probability of a given 

without-touch task being perforrtEd. Soft rretals are rrore readily 

deformed by PKMB than hard ones (Hasted 1984). 

The sceptical response to these fea tures has been to interpret 

the events as being frau:1ulent, with-touch corrlitions being seen as 

allowing fraud nore readily than without-touch oorrlitions. Hc:.wever, 
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there are strong indications (Hasted 1984) that the transition to 

without-touch PKMB is facilitated by the subject gaining confidence 

fran the ready perfonnance of easier, with-touch tasks, t.l1e transition 

occurring as a result of the subject gradually reaching an appropriate 

involuntary belief state, as would te hypothesised by Batcheldor (Keil 

1983) . 

Microscopic PKLVlB shavs similar trends in that the distance 

tetween the uPKMB target and the subject is an important determinant 

of the occurrence of effects. Strong irrli vidual differences are shavn 

in this respect between different subjects (Hasted 1981a). Large 

amplitude uPKMB signals are rrore rarely obtained than weaker signals 

(Hasted 1984). 

2.11 Irrlividual Differences : Irrluction Techniques 

Despite many similarities of conceptualisation and approach individual 

differences seem to exist between PKMB agents across all parameters of 

their p:rformance. As yet oone of these irrlividual differences have 

been measured under controlled corrlitions, but some differences 

nevetheless appear clearly to have a basis in fact. Few investigators 

ha. ve been interested in this aspect of PKl'1B agents, the only case 

study (of twelve children) having been reported by Cantor (Cantor 
\ 

1979) . 

One of the most obvious differences between PKMB agents lS that 

they vary in the strategies which they employ to elicit PKMB. '!'he 

strategies which they use seem to represent not only their preferences 

but also their stage in a ccmnonly exhibited sequence of learning. The 

learning sequence rot only affects their capacities (see section 2.20 

below) but also appears to determine their elicitation strategy. 

Cantor W3.S struck by the apparent uni versali ty of this 
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development amongst his twelve interviewees who had seemingly follC7Ned 

sbnilar paths in the evolution of their techniques for the elicitation 

of their PKMB in isolation fran each other (cantor 1979). 

TIe sequence of elicitation strategies started with the children 

copying Geller's beba viour which they had seen or heard on radio or 

television (all twelve children had discovered their PKMB ability as a 

result of exposure to Geller). 'l'he rretal cbjects (usually cutlery) 

\\Uuld be held ani stroked or rubbed Y<tlilst being verbally instructed 

out 1000 or in interior rronologue to bend. 

Stage two of the sequence developed as they realised that rrerely 

holding the objects was sufficient to initiate their eventual bending, 

wi thout stroking. 

Stage three developed as they found that bending could OCcur 

without sustained physical contact with the object. At this stage 

contact YtOuld be rraintained for a brief period prior to the objects' 

being placed in convenient places to defonn. cantor reported that the 

transi tion to without-touch bending seened to occur in response to the 

children's appreciation of the significance of the spontaneous PKMB 

W'lich occurred to them all arxl oone of which had involved deliberate 

am. prolonged contact. 

Changes in psychological elicitation strategies also seened to 

occur in response to the gradual realisation that conscious effort ani 

stri ving were inhibitory to success. All of cantor's group started by 

telling the cutlery to bend, but rrany gradually realised that simply 

intending the objects to bend ¥as sufficient to elicit the effect. 

They had all realised that a striving, effortful approach was 

inhibi tory by the time of their encounter with cantor (ibid p39). 

Shafer reports a similar learning of a deliberately oon effortful PKMB 

elicitation approach in hi3 group of ostensible PKMB agents in 
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california (Shafer 1980). 

Visualisation strategies have varied. A distinction can be drawn 

between ~ broad types, goal oriented or instrumantal. Typical goal 

oriented imagery might be of the PK target object in its 

post-deformation state, or in process of berxiing (cantor 1979). 

Sane adults have used instrurrental visualisation which my 

incltxie various images, such as white or prrp1e radiation or light 

entering or surrounding the PK target object (Isaacs 1981) or heat 

rrelting the object (Shafer 1980). Sane adults ap~r deliberately to 

irrluce such exper~nces, others appear to 8Xferience them cccurring 

autonarnosly of their will. 

cantor reported that &:Xne child PKMB agents have deliberately 

imuced states of anger to facilitate the occurrence of PKMB arrl that 

this has been successful (Cantor 1979). This appears to be rare 

aIOOngst adult subjects. 

2.12 Experiences Reported During Product~on of PKMB 

Experiences reported as accanpanying PKMB prcx1uction have comnon 

themes am also striking variation between irrlividuals. Hcwever there 

are 00 c:Dvious oorrelations between experiences arrl the level of ' 

results. 

Many PKMB agents have felt their bodies or their hands beoaming 

varm or tingling during active tDases of PKMB (Cantor 1979 p27-, Price 

1977, Isaacs 1981). Sametbnes the PKMB metal ~c~en 15 felt to be 

hot just prior to the start of its berrling or during its deformation 

(cantor 1979, Houck 1982, Isaacs 1981). cantor (ibid) reported a wide 

range of sensations as having been felt by the child PKMB agents 

during their P~"-1B attanpts, including pains in the arm arrl sometimes 

~daches (rtDre often in the early t;:hase of their fOsession of the 
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abili ty), both in the plta ti ve PKMB agent, and in onlookers. 

2.13 Pneferences in Location 

Gantor has reported strong preferences being shown by child PKMB 

agents towards the location of PKMB attanpts, mst raving favourite 

places in their hane at which to perfonn PKMB (cantor 1979). The 

characteristics of these sites appear to include privacy and the child 

feeling secure at being on his own territory. 

Hasted reports very similar preferences being shown by his 

subjects, althou:Jh he found that Stephen North habituated \Ell to 

regular sessions held in a small private laboratory ,ani later to 

VtOrking in a small screened enclosure sited in a different roan used 

as a PKMB laboratory (Hasted 198Ia). Taylor also oonducted all of his 

WJrk on PKMB in a laboratory at Kings College (Taylor 1977). 

Hasted performed his early research during visits to the harnes of 

PKMB agents in order to llB.ke use of the favourable effects of their 

hare setting as c:pposed to their being placed in an unfamiliar 

laboratory which oouid be predicted to create stress am higher levels 

of anxiety. In this oontext it is interesting that Ellison (1977) 

obtained some ostensible PK..\ffi effects with a child subject in their 

hare which 'laS followed by a series of null results v.nen this. subject 

vas taken to a laboratory. 

2.14 PKM8 Agents' Theories of Origin of their P&~ Ability 

cantor in his interviews with twelve British child PKMB agents and 

their farralies found (Cantor 1979) that,L~ey perceived their abilities 

as deriving fran themselves rather than fran S:>Ire outside force or 

discarnate entity. Hcwever surveys of ostensible PKMB occurring in 

response to rtedia performances of Geller (Price 1977, Gruber-Wendlarrlt 
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1977) have found that rrore than 75% of respondents eelieve Geller 

responsible for the alleged effects. 

fur~n filysical rrediumship has historically develq;ed within a 

spiritualist belief system whereby ownership of paranormal abilities 

is believed to be shared retween the hunan ~nents who act as 

channels for the fBraoormal abilities am deceased iooi viduals \\ho are 

construed as the source (Fraser Nicol 1977). In this oontext it is 

interesting to rote that one PKMB agent participating in the twelve 

session stooy who was recruited fran a spiritualist group oonstrued 

herself as acting as a channel or rredium for PKMB vbich she conceived 

as originating fran her ci:ad son. 

Hasted aloo reports fDlle of his subjects as eelieving that their 

fXJWer comes fran outside them (Hasted 1981a), although they seem:rl to 

be vague as to its exact origin. Japanese rretal renders appear to 

a:mstrue themselves as channelling s:>me form of universal energy, 

although one Japanese PKMB agent has been reported as relieving that a 

discarnate t:ersonality is responsible for his PKMB (Utiloff & Uphoff 

1980) • 

At one f:Eriod Geller exhibited a well developed mythology of 

origin of his PKMB as deriving fran advanced intelligences located l.n 

deep space (Geller 1975), although it is unclear hON rm.JCh of this 

belief system W3.S created by his cnnpanion during an early fi1ase of 

his career (Puharich 1974). Apparently the swiss PKMB agent Silvio 

sees his PKMB as originating fran the forces of nature (Uphoff & 

Uphoff 1980). Adult English PKMB agents have IlBin1y ascribed their 

abilities to themselves (Isaacs 1981). 

2.15 Adjustment to PKMB 

Cantor concluded that his child interviewees and their families had 
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adjusted v.ell to the p:')ssession of their ostensibly p:lranorrral 

abilities (Cantor 1979). Their PKMB abilities had not excluded the 

children fran shONing a nornal balance of interest between Pl<L\ffi arxi 

other concerns arxi interests. They were n:ither frightened of their 

abilities nor subject to unrealistic self inflation consequent upon 

the unusual nature of their gifts, although rmny of them reported that 

since first gaining their PKMB ability their self confidence had 

increased (ibid p45). 

HClNever, nany of them had suffered a t:eriod of oocial ostracism 

by their p:=ers ar.d sometimes the staff at their schools 'Who v.ere 

sometimes sceptical or suspicious that they ~re naking inflated 

claims for themselves. 

An important firrling of cantor's \\as that at least one fBrent arxi 

usually the siblings of ostensible ~\ffi children had maintained a 

supporti ve attitude towards the child's having PKMB ability. 

Frequently the mst supportive ar.d acceptant parent YaS the child's 

lIDther (ibid p32). Hasted has also found that at least one fBrent of 

his child subjects, frequently the rrother, has had an approving am. 

supportive attitude (Hasted 1981). 

It seems likely that children whose fBrents are l"Eavily 

disapproving or anxious aOOut PKMB ~uld not be brought to the 

attention of the nedia or IBrapsychological investigators, 3) that 

this trero in the data could be anticipated. This fiming invites the 

speculation g:mane to the question of the frequency of occurrence of 

PKMB ability of how many other child PKMB agents there might be Vfhose 

abilities have not been reported b:cause of their fBrents' attitudes. 

Cantor stressed the rorrrali ty of the children am their families 

although he also roted (ibid p38) that occasionally SJIne of the 

children unintentionally used their PKMB abilities for destructive 
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purposes if they were subjected to long p:riods of frustration or 

stress. HaNever, the evident rorma.l academic am social functioning of 

the children strongly suggested that PK~ itself was not a symptom of 

psychopathology, as did the hanronious familial a:mtext. 

This is an important theOretical issue. PKMB ability could ~ 

construed as being allied to the fX)ltergeist syndrane (Roll 1976, ()...en 

1964) where individuals (frequently children ~'"rl teenagers) exhibit 

fX'Werful agressi ve am destructive spontaneous PI<. Pol tergeistery has 

often been seen as a ~tan of a:mcealed tensions and conflict in 

family settings (Roll 1976). Gantor explicitly draws a distinction 

between poltergeistery an:i PKMB, even though all of his group had 

experienced some spontaneous PI< events in addition to their PKMB (ibid 

p41) • 

A question in his questionnaire directed to uncovering 

pithological fantasies revealed a similar incidence of feelings of 

"mission" a.roongst the PKMB children's siblings as in the PKMB group 

itself. 

The intelligence range of the children, al though not tested, 

seemed to span a range fran v.ell above average ("Peter" - son of an 

Oxford academic who was Hasted's subject "Arxirew G") to perhaps 

slightly below average ("Julie" - Hasted's subject "Julie K" (Hasted 

1984) . 

2.16 t-btivation, Effort am Attention 

Hasted has reported (Hasted 1981a) that his technique for rrotivating 

his teenage and child ostensible PKMB agents was to appeal to the 

curio sity of his subjects am their families. He has also te.rrled to 

v.ork with the children of academic families. He states that he has 

avoided payne.nt for results, both ~cause this rray lead to a rroti ve 
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far atterrpted cneating arrl also because it ~uld dissipate his 

research funding. 

Hcwever it seems reasonable to conclude that other rrotivating 

factors nay also b= at ~rk because sane of his subjects have reported 

(North 1983, Kmwles 1977) that they felt a certain loyalty ani 

affection for Hasted as a person, am there nay be sane prestige felt 

to be gained by young teenagers in ~rking with a "professor" fran 

I.cndon. 
, 

Hasted states that l"e has teen careful to appear to accept null 

results (ie absence of PKMB) with equanimity in the presence of the 

ostensible PKMB agent (ibid p159) arrl that it is important mt to 

impose a };X)tentially inhibitory burden of cEmaro for };X)sitive results 

on to sub jects. 

cantor I S intervieWees reported that a reward for success was 

IEither an important ootivating oor inhibiting factor, (ibid p39). It 

should l:e mted however that one of the children is also reported in 

his irxii vidual interview- as having said that pranise of a reward by 

his oother in return for PKMB was alrrost always effective in spurring 

him to successful perfonnance (ibid 27). 

Several studies using die face arxl REx:; tasks (Camstra 1973, 

Hcnorton & Barksdale 1972, Steilberg 1975) have shown superior PK 

t:erforrrance to b= associated with conditions of less effort, where 

nore than one effort condition ¥as employed. 

Both cantor arrl Hasted have reported that although rrotivation to 

achieve PKMB results is helpful if rot at too high a level, high 

activation am direct effort is inhibitory. 

'l\a.o thirds of Cantor I s ( 12) interviewees felt that they could 

\\Ork rrore effectively if they were ~nuinely interested in the 

project, am ten thought that an uninteresting project inhibited 
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success (cantor 1979). Seven thought that it was important to \#ant 

PKMB to happen, that for them, going through the rrotions without 

caring or wanting PKMB to happen was less effective than actively 

~nting it to happen. 

HC7Never, h:! reported that rrany of the children !"ad succeeded even 

when they were oot deeply involved in wanting PKMB to happen. Too high 

a level of Yanting vas seen by the children as rrore very nuch rrore 

inhibitory than too low a level. Trey could only recall rare instances 

\>there they had succeeded at PKMB wnen they had exceedingly ~nted it 

to happen (ibid p39). 

This point should l:E ooted l:Ecause it it is consistent with the 

, inhibition which is aroused by attanpts to prcrluce the effect to order 

in front of hostile or sceptical witnesses. cantor aarnments (ibid p39) 

that the situations where the dlildren were very rruch wanting PKMB to 

happen had tended to l:E in situations where they T~re under close 

scrutiny, in public view, or in laboratory situations etc (as in the 

C~lins and Pamplin study, see dlapter 1). Gantor cites other factors 

he considers could have tEen contributory to the failure in this type 

of si tuation, such as anxiety, overwhelming desire to be telieved am 

fear of failure (ibid p39). 

Hasted has nade statements consistent with the above (Hasted et 

al 1976), and additionally places stress on the importance of the PKMB 

agent learning deliberately not to attend too closely to the !lEtal 

specimen, instrt.mentation, or task (Hasted 1981a). cantor also 

reported that inattention to the PKMB task, including not looking at 

the metal specimen vas found to be facilitating (ibid p39). As rnted 

in the section on PKMB elicitation strategies, the children had learnt 

that an initial concentration followed by the release of effort and 

attention were facilitating. Shafer noted the same characteristic 
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aIIDngst the 13 rrenbers- of his mixed group of teenage an:l acillt 

ostensible PKMB agents (Shafer 1980). 

Intense application of effort is usually associated with high 

llDtivation arrl close attention to the PKMB task. Consequently these 

three factors terrl to be closely interlinked in stressful attempts at 

PKMB which seem n=a.rly always to be unsuccessful (Hasted 1981a, Cantor 

1979, Shafer 1980, Isaacs 1981). Stanford lays rm.x:h stress on the 

inhibitory effects of "willing-wishing" inhibition (Stanford 1977). 

2.17 M:xx1 

Cantor reported that his interviewees told him that feelings of 

well-being, cnnfidence an:l happiress \Ere unlikely to inhibit them, 

but that lack of cnnfidence, sadness or lack of interest were 

inhibitory (ibid p39). 

FeN other investigators have explicitly corrrnented on the effect 

of m:x:xi on p:rforrrance, although all of them stress the proneness to 

inhibition caused by hostile or sceptical treatment of subjects which 

seems likely to be a mood associated factor (Cantor 1979, Shafer 1981, 

Keil 1980). 

Hasted has comnented (1984) that his long tenn subject Stephen 

North's PKMB p:rfonnance tended to decrement when he was feeling 

depressed am a long p:riod of unemployrrent was accanpanied by a slow 

decline. Intrcxluction of interesting am rovel features into PKMB 

sessions (such as the presence of popular music p:rforrrers whan he 

admired) temporarily improved his perforrca.nce during this ~riod, 

suggesting a possibly mood dependent cause for the observed decline. 

Recently North has become interested in the theoretical implications 

of his ex[:erirnentation with Hasted which has 1:een aCc0mp3.nied by 

improvement in his performance. 
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Very few studies of other forms of PK have investigated rrood 

effects, ani those that have (AIrlre 1972) have mt revealed 

statistically significant results, although it should b: stressed that 

very snaIl rn.unbers of subjects ~re used (3 & 6)' 

2.18 M:asurement of PKMB Ability 

Several o:mnentators have shCMn aw:treness of the problems involved in 

attanpting ~nerally to CErive rreasures of psi ability (Schneidler & 

McConnell 1958, Millar 1979). Keil (1980) has to a very limited extent 

discussed some of these problems as they apply to PKMB .. 

Problems arise both in attempting to measure PKMB ability and in 

conceptualising it. 

The conceptual prob1em arises because of the multiple parameters 

which could b: reasonably prc:posed as relevant to rreasuring PKMB 

ability and IEcause there must IE an arbitrary &=cision naqe as to 

what range of tasks the ability is rreasured across ani presurred to te 

relevant to. 

A single precisely defined task represents the rrost e:onanical 

approach, but if perfonnance at this task is oot correlated to related 

but different tasks the utility of its measurement tecames 

questionable. A wide a range ~f assesSIIent tasks nay te nore suitable 

in order to CErive a generalised rreasure of PKMB ability but nay 

generate confounding effects due to order ani preference effects, or 

differential learning by subjects acr<?ss the range of test tasks. 

Fundamental to the selection of tasks is the iCEntification of 

relevant task tarameters. 

As parameters of macroscopic PKMS's magnitude the rapididity of 

the CEformation, the severity of deformation produced, the precision 

of the resultant &=formation in rcatching a prespecified norm, the size 
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of the cross-section of the specimen which could ee successfully 

defamed arrl its strength, h:irdness arrl composition all seem to be 

reasonable factors. 

In addition there are a number of less obvious possible indices 

of control over Pl<l.\ffi, including the aIOOtmt of displacerrent of PKMB on 

to unint~ed targets, the aroount of wholly ~ntaneous PKMB, the 

range of types of rcetal specimen which can ee successfully deformed, 

the number of d:forrrations which can be achieved eefore d:cline sets 

in at eadl session (a p=u:aIX>nnal equivalent of stamina), arrl 

importantly, the distance over which effects CDuld ee obtained. 

But. there are many relevant psychological factors which present 

nuch rrore difficult problems, such as the resistance of the subject to 

the effects of various hypotbesised sources of inhibition. 

AlDther difficulty arises as a CDnsequence of the quite 9=neral 

situation that in measuring any form of ability the individual's 

perforrrance on any one occasion llUlSt naturally be construed as a 

sampling of the ,fX)ssible set of p:!rforrrances 'hbich are available fran 

that irrli vidual. The reliability of such p:!rforrmnces in providing 

accurate reflections of the tmderlying ability obviously cep:!nds upon 

their Epread, \\hich in turn will reflect 'the degree to which variable 

factors affect performance. 

Fran the ~rk perforned so far it is clear that fluctuating 

setting-related and subject-related psychological factors ,determine to 

a very great extent the performance levels available fran subjects. As 

a CDnsequence there appear to be sane indications that p:!rforrmnces by 

individuals can vary widely (cantor 1979, Hasted 1981a). 

Since the relevant p:iraneters of the subject's internal state arrl 

those of 'the setting for PKMB tests have by no rreans either teen fully 

identified or understood and !lEasures for these factors rerrain 
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uIXievelq;:led it is thel:efore premature to ~t rcore than a very crude 

am qualitative approach to the question of PKMB ability yet to tE 

available. 

This area represents an important theoretical am ~rirnental 

challenge, since dafinition arrl rreasurement of Ielevant psychological 

factors Slould if successful enable PKMB p:rfonnance to tE very rruch 

rrore accurately predicted. Delil::erate rranipulation of these factors 

rray al9:> allow the reliability of PKMB p:rforrrance to te enhanced. 

After these prefatory oorrments, it should l:e clear why at this 

stage of the progress of this field, only the infornal observations of 

the ~rimental investigators can tE offel:ed as the data base fran 

which to survey differences in PKMB ab.t-li ty . 

2.19 Diffel:ences in PKMB Ability 

TOOre appears to l:e a wide range of ability levels shONIl by ostensible 

PKMB agents as a. group, but the daveloprrent of m:asures for PK.\1B 

ability has not yet seriously been· attempted. 

Hasted has noted strong diffel:ences l:etween his subjects (Hasted 

1981a). Williams \tas able to create no-touch uPKMB effects at four to 

five times the distance that North \taS able to q;>erate over, ani his 

effects \\ere not related to the directions his hams were p:>inting. He 

also quite frequently produced without-touch macroscopic deformation 

of uPKJ.\ffi target ~imens. His subject Julie K apparently produced 

effects on very thick lIEtal rods that were superior to either North's 

or Williams' (Hasted 1984). HC1Never, his subject Arrlrew G ("Peter" of 

the cantor Study (Cantor 1979» showed the rcost detailed ooordination 

of his PKMB in producing sculpted figures fran wire. It should l:e 

noted however that Julie K's result on the bar arrl Arrlrew GiS 

sculptures were not produced under witnessed conditions. 
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The French /lEtal berrler Jean-Paul Girard has apparently produced 

deformation under well witnessed conditions upon the strongest bars so 

far affected by any PKMB agent (Crussard & Bouvaist 1978). 

'rhe PKMB agents recruited by Shafer (Shafer 1980) clearly varied 

1I1 that only soma of them VEre estimated by him to have produced 

evidential effects. Bersani (Bersani 1984) reports that there \oItere 

clear individual differences between his Italian ostensible PKMB 

agents, both in terms of the degree of rontrol they oould exert over 

the incidence of their PKMB, am also in tenns of the ItBgni tl.X3es of 

deformations produced. 

Osborne in Australia developed a severe test of PKMB which ally 

40 out of 800 self-selected irxiividuals succeeded in !=8sSing (Keil & 

Osborne 1981, see also chapter 3). If PKMB ability is distributed ov--er 

a wide range, a severe test of this type could be exr;ected to select a 

small group of superior PKMB agents fran the others. There v.ould thus 

seen to be prima facie evidence for the existence of large differences 

between the PKMB abilities of different individuals. 

The developrrent of rreasures of the abilities of uPKMB agents 

\ttOuld appear to be rrore easily accomplished than for the rracrosropic 

effet...~ tecause the quantification of chart recorded signals nay 

readily be ~rforrned (Isaacs 1983). It should l:e ooted however that 

nany of Isaacs' uPKMB subjects appeared to not be fBrticularly 

powerful as macroscopic PKMB agents (ibid), suggesting that PKMB 

ability nay be fairly task-specific. 

2.20 Learning Effects 

It is a a:mronplace of ~rimental pirapsychology that CEcliIES in 

~rforrrance are ubiquitous when forced choice tasks are used, both in 

Wi vidual test runs an:i also over the longer tenn in irrli viduals 
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submitted to extensive exp:rimentation (Rhine 1970). 

PI< studies using dice as targets have clearly shown declines, but 

REG based work seems associated with less rapid decline, or even 

rraintained p:rforrrance, although inclines seem -to t:e extremely rare or 

ron existent (Stanford 1977). On: complicating factor is that 

parapsychological interest in declines has ;.aned, so that REG results 

are not usually reported in such a way as to allow declines to be 

assessed, although if significant inclines or declines ~re obtained 

in REG studies they '..nuld t:e certain to have teen reported since 

these trerxls w:Juld l:e quickly recognised. 

Only one study of PI< training has h:en reported (Thouless 1945), 

the author serving as subject a.rrl using a spinning coin as PK task. He 

obtained an overall positive significant deviation, along with a 

statistically signifcant decline across sessions. The prospects for 

training at REG or dice tasks \\QuId appear to be dim. Tart has 

discussed the conditions he construes as recessary for irrli viduals to 

improve their scoring rate in REX; PK tasks (Tart 1983). Tre question 

of my REG am. dice PI< tasks should not t:e rearly as suitable for 

training purposes as PKMB is discussed l:elow in chapter 4 . 

In some contrast to the situation with REG PI< tasks, PKr1B has 

been reported by several sources to improve with practice. 

Cantor reported that all of his interviewees claimed that their 

PKMB ability had not declined over the four years since they had 

discovered it. Nine of the twelve claimed that control over PKi\ffi 

increases with practice. Cantor ooted that "Peter" (Hasted I s subject 

"AIrlrew G") had found his sculptural abilities to improve with 

practice. Several of the other children reported that their ability to 

control the shape of their ostensibly PKMB-caused deformations had 

improved with practice. Children who had rot exercised their PKi.'1B for 
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scm: time found that at first their ability had ceclined rut that they 

could improve their perforrrance with practice sessions (Cantor 1979). 

Hasted has reported irnprovem:nt in the PK..~ ability of his 

subjects follC1Wing practice (Hasted 198Ia). He also reports (Hasted 

1984) that while still at school Stephen North did rot p3.rticipate 1n 

PKMB experimentation during the school holidays ani that upon his 

return to exp:rimentation it 'WOuld usually take three ~y sessions 

for his performance to reach its normal level. 

Bersani (Bersani 1984) reports very similar evidence of 

improvement of PKMB with practice amongst the ostensible PKMB agents 

he \\Orked with. Lack of practice of PKMB also prc:duced cecrements In 

performa.nce analogously to those reported by Hasted am cantor. 

2.21 Within-Session Inclines and Declines 

The data relevant to this' aspect of PKMB perforrrance must be regarded 

wi th consicerable caution for several reasons. No studies of the 

within-session patterns of PKM8 output (other than those reported 

belC1W in d1apters 4) have been perforIIEd, g) that the evidence is 

dependent upon trelOOry. 

There are also in:1ications (see below) that p3.ttems of decline 

am incline nay be dependent upon the identi ty of both sub ject am 

experimenter curl can even be variable fran session to session. If, as 

will be discussed in the psychological theory section, (2.3.5) 

perfornance nay partly clepend upon rapidly fluctuating attitudinal am 

cognitive factors, this variability could be expected. 

Ore oonstant seems to· energe fran all reports, wch is that PKMB 

like other hurran capacities declines with fatigue, g) that no 

ostensible PKMB agent can prc:duce an indefinitely extended output. 

Thus all PKMB performances if protracted for long enough during a 
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single session will decline (Hasted 1981a, cantor 1979, Bersani 1984). 

Hcwever, an interesting rep:>rted fiming here (Robertson 1980) is 

that "narathon II sessions held by David Robertson (Hasted's assistant) 

with Julie K at ~r hane shewed an apparently cyclic pattern of uPKMB 

output arrl an overall incline across a protracted period. 

Robertson v-ould arrive on the Friday evening, set up arrl run t.~ 

strain gauge equipnent rontinuously for the rest of the evening. On 

the Saturday rrorning he v-ould again start the equiprrent arrl run it 

rontinuously all day, leaving on the Sunday rrorning. Typically, uPKMB 

signals ~uld te relatively infrequent on the Friday night am an 

overall incline took place whereby signals were frequent by the 

evening of the Saturday. Within the Friday night arx1 Saturday periods 

however, there v-ould te cyclic variations of the frequencies of 

signals, although no formal analysis of these sessions -was perforrred 

so that the durations arx1 spacings of bursts of signals cannot be 

rep:>rted. PKMB attenpts 'Were interspersed with quite long periods of 

inattention to the equipment during these day-long trials. 

In the single uPKMB session ~ld by Hasted with Julie K at ~r 

hane atten:led by this author, the cyclic variation of her uP&~ output 

over a period of about six hours \\8.S very evident. Unfortunately no 

other experimenter seems to ha ve ~ld similar protracted sessions with 

his PKMB subjects. 

Hasted has rep:>rted (Hasted 1984) typical p9.tterns of uPKMB 

output with Stephen North as teing a slow incline through the session. 

A similar p9.ttern \\8.S followed by rrcst of his other uPKMB agents. 

It is important to oote that Hasted encourages his uPKJ."1B subjects 

to attempt uPKMB for only fairly brief periods of between 5 and 10 

minutes (Hasted 1984). He l:elieves that effortful striving at the PK 

task is inhibitory am that even direct attention paid to the Pl<J.~ 
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task is inhibitory, so that periods of direct attention or effort are 

deliberately restricted. Stephen North also strongly I::slieves that in 

order to avoid inhibition his attention rrrust mt focus mrrcwly upon 

the uPKMB task (North 1983). The fBttem of lttOrking in Hasted's uPKMB 

exper~tal sessions therefore consists of short periods of attention 

to the uPKMB task, interspersed with longer feriods where the PI< task 

is only rather irrlirectly attended to. 

Several other ~rkers have prcrluced accounts of their PKMB 

sessions which irrlirectly imply the existence of sorce form of incline 

in r:erfonnance. The rrain evidence of this is the use of nWinn-upn ~'-1B 

tasks (Shafer 1980) where deliberate use is rrade of rather 

insubstantial cutlery under intentionally loose observational 

oonditions to provide an easily accomplished PKMB task before rrore 

secure tasks am rrore careful witnessing are intrcrluced into the 

session. 

Similar procedures have been used in Houck's PKMB party screening. 

technique (Houck 1982 see chapter 3) arrl they have also been reported 

as being used by Japanese teenage ostensible PKMB agents (UP'loff 

1980) . 

Hcwever, wi thin-session inclines in uPKMB r:erformance are by no 

rreans invariable am the suggestive evidence cited above should I::s 

viewed cautiously. This author has ooted that the tendency towards 

inclines or declines differs I::stween subjects ani also rray vary with 

the same subject on different occasions (see chapters 4, 5 arxi 6). 

2. 22 Cogni ti ve am Belief Factors 

As well as providing irrlirect evidence for a possible incline effect, 

the use of \.<ann-up PKMB tasks provides a suggestive irrlication that 

the subjects' reactions to what they ferceive as success at the 
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warm-up PKMB task rray be an important cause of increases of PKMB seen 

af ter completion of such tasks. 

Soccess at the warm-up task rray enable subjects to reach an 

involuntary belief state which has been hypothesised to strongly 

facilitate the elicitation of their PKMB (Keil1980). 

If a shift in belief state \\ere to be caused by the p:rception 

that a rretal specimen had bent, the elicitation of additional observed 

PKMB could then reinforce the belief state still further, leading to a 

sudden increase in the elicitation of PKMB. Elicitation of PKMB might 

then be predicted to occur as a step function rather than linearly 

with time, the step function occurring as some threshold of the 

subject's belief state \\as exceeded. 

sane of the attempts to elicit PKL'1B in group screening procedures 

(see chapter 3) seem to have involved this type of threshold-exceeding 

step function where ostensible PKMB effects have rather suddenly 

broken out and then spread through the group (Houck 1982, Isaacs 

1981), although these accounts must be viewed with caution because low 

staIrlards of security ~ainst d:liberate or unconscious fraud were 

applied. 

Threshold effects during Hasted's uPKMB sessions have also been 

reported (Hasted 1984), Hasted terming this the "v.e' re off" 

tilenanenon. Hasted has attempted as far as possible unobtrusively to 

reinforce this perception on the fBI't of his uPKMB subjects because he 

sees their uPKMB output as being facilitated by their construing 

themsel ves as succeeding at the PK task. 

cantor has laid emphasis on the importance of his child 

interviewees' confidence of succeeding as being an linportant 

d:tenninant of success (can'tdr 1979). 

This author (Isaacs 1981) has laid stress on the crucial role 
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played by the ostensible ~~ agent's belief state in facilitating the 

elicitation of PKMB. The source of this approach lies in the 

theoretical formulations of K.J.Batchelder (Batchelder 1968, 1979, 

1984) • 

2.23 A Physiological Study of PKMB 

Dierkens (1978) has cx:mducted the only study yet publi"shed of the use 

of EEG rroni taring during (two) nacroscopic PK.MB sessions run with 

Jen-Paul Girard as subject. The EEG WiS recorded with Girard sitting 

in a starrlard Em armchair wi thin an electrostatically shield:d 

enclosure. Electrodes \\ere placed at frontal (F3-<::3), r;:arietal (C3-P3 

and C4-P4) arrl occipital (P3~1, P4-o2 and 01-02) positions. An 11 

channel };en recorder provided a };ennanent visual record and a 7 

channel tape recorder provided an alternative record for spectral 

analysis. 

The Iretal specimens used ~re aluminium bars. Three video 

carreras ~re enployed. Ore gave a general view of Girard arrl the bars 

placed on the adjacent table, a second constantly observed his hands 

whilst the third vas focussed on the m; pen recorder. In addition to 

Dierkens and his technician, two and sometimes three other fErsons 

were present as witnesses. No attempt at fraud was seen either 

directly or on the videotape of the sessions. 

In the first session the Em recordings were reduced in value by 

artifactual signals d:riving fran the subject tensing the muscles of 

his upper jaw. In the second session Girard was requested to d:sist 

am artifact free Em recordings were obtained. Electrocardiogram 

recordings were also taken. 

At the first session Girard book sever.al hours to produce the 

first effect. He adapted to the conditions rrore rapidly at the secorrl 
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session and produced the first deformation after only 15 minutes. 

Clearly visible deformations were produced on 10 occasions at the 

second session. Girard was allowed to hamle the bar during his PKMB 

attanpts, but bars \\ere found to be rent, ostensibly without Girard 

having touched them before an:i after the formal session (possible 

anticipation arx1 release of effort effects). 

An attanpt vas rrade in this study to utilise strain gauge 

recording of possible uP&'-18 effects occurring to bars remote fran the 

subject am of specimens l:eooing whilst the subject held them. However 

an error YaS nade by IIOunting the strain gauge upon a strip of 

aluminitnn sheet which vas then taped to the bars by rreans of 

SCDtch-tape. This prevented uPKMB signals fran being recorded. 

It should 1:2 ooted that in the discussion section of the fRper 

(which vas presented at a Parapsychological Foundation cnnference) 

Dierkens vas asked whether the EEXi had been subrni tted to blind 

analysis. Dierkens misunderstood the question, so that the arlS\tASr lS 

unknown. Thus the possibility exists that the results rray be suspect 

because of analysis of the EEXi record oot being cnnducted under blirrl 

cnooitions. But the text rrakes it clear that electronic spectrum 

analysis vas perforrred, am the amplitude of the alpha wave signals 

vas large, so that error due to checker bias rray not 1:2 present either 

because estimation of alpha ~rcent-time vas rrade instru.rrentally, or 

because the alpha p:lttem daninated the EEXi when present, as Dierkens 

implies. 

Girard's resting Em showed a general background of predominantly 

beta frequency a:xnponents with bursts of alpha of a few seconds 

duration with highest amplitude in the occipital region. During the 

PKMB attanpts Dierkens found that the EEG showed two distinct phases. 

In the first phase bursts of alpha occurred rcost praninently in 
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the J;Brietalregion. wtEreas Girard's resting Em shewed a 

p:!rcent-time level of less than 20% alpha in the p:lrietal region, 

during the first phase of PKMB attempts the percent-tbne alpha rose 

above this level. The first t:base lasted variable periods, Dierkens 

stating that its length depended upon Girard's confidence, the first 

phase of the first PKMB attempt of the second session lasting 7 

minutes, the second 3 minutes, but no first phase period lasted for 

less than 20 secorxis. 

The secorrl filase w!s characteristically rrarked by a sudden 

shift in which the bursts of alpha in the fBrietal region tecame a 

continuous quite high amplitude alpha output of 10 Hz, lower but 

detectable quantities of alpha occurring g=nerally at other electrode 

sites. S~trum analysis shCINed no theta content in the EEl; fran 

either fhase one or t,t...u. Beta w!s frequently observed, although its 

frequency W3.S of exactly twice that of the alpha detected. Dierkens 

admits that this could suggest g:)f[E artifact w!s present but states 

his own opinion that it w!s not artifactual - two other individuals 

had EmS recorded under identical oonditions and their reta spectra 
--

\Ere quite different. No specific beta W!veform \tas observed at 

i~tants of PKMB action, although visual inspection probably v.ould oot 

reveal low level but PKMB-associated waveforms. 

Defomation YBS observed usually to occur during this phase and 

if the transition to continuous alpha did not occur the PKMB effects 

either did oot occur or were greatly reduced in rragnitude. 

During the secorrl r;i1ase Girard's heart rate increased rrarkedly, 

usually to tetween 95 -100 teats p:!r minute, although p:!aks of liS to 

120 were recorded at times. Despite the high heart rate Girard 

appeared to be in a relaxed and abstracted state, as if he were 

daydreaming. 
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Typically, intervals of fran 1 to 2 minutes would occur between the 

onset of the second phase ani observable o=fornation of the PKMB 

target. In conversation Girard claimed that at the start of t.~e second 

filase he VtUuld know that PKMB was about to occur. In view of the EEG 

and cardiographic changes it is mt surprising that he should be able 

to identify the internal state changes imicative of imminent P&'1B. 

When Girard was asked to J:eproduce his PKMB state in the absence 

of a PKMB target specimen his EEI3 record ViaS vert similar to those 

ootained in other attempts, but his heart rate did not show as large 

an increase as in the other attempts oonducted with a PI< target 

present. 

Girard was given a ~n bar as PKMB target which he only 

nanaged to deform to a minimal extent after a protracted effort. 

During this attempt and other unsuccessful attempts the transition to 

the second filase did mt occur. 

Girard's PKMB elicitation behaviour suggested to Dierkens a 

possible similarity to masturbation. He therefore ran a control EEG 

session on Girard whilst he did actually nasturbate but found that the 

EEI; at orgasm differed fran the PKMB EEG in that the r;arietal output, 

although of large amplitude, W3.S of 4 Hz frequency rather than 10 Hz. 

It is surprising that 00 replication of this study has been reported 

because the EEG changes accompanying PKMB appeared to be consistent 

am striking. 

2.24.1 Theories of the Psychology of PKMB : Introduction 

PKMB seems to present a r;henc:xtenology akin to that of sane only 

I;Brtially oontrollable filysiological fUnction. Unlike IIDst nomal 

sensorimotor tasks, PKMB nay not be accompanied by specific sensort or 

other awareness of when it is being accomplished am subjects have 
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only a limited oontrol over the effects they cb prOOuce (Cantor 1987). 

Many of the characteristic features of PKMB seem to derive fran 

this relative lack of voluntary oontrol. Tha lack of control IS an 

important theoretical problem \t.hich has still rot teen fully 

understood. Hypothetically, the lack of control could arise fran aany 

different sources. 

If PKMB improves with practice, Which the evidence reviewed aOOve 

(aIXl see chapters 4 to 7) suggests it cbes, one alrcost certain source 

of def iciencies in oontrol is the novelty of the PI< task as compared 

to sensorimotor abilities which are usually highly overlearned. When 

.corrprred to their level of practice of rormal sensorimotor tasks the 

c31rount of practice time spent by PK..\1B agents performing PK tasks IS 

rEgligible, even in the rrost practised PKMB agent. 

The gaining of control over PKMB seems rot to t:e a task wilich is 

facilitated by already learnt rrotor oontrol tBtterns acquired fran . 
performance of rormal sensorimotor tasks. Its improvement by practice 

seems rot comparable to the learning of the rrany specialised 

sensorimotor tasks used within experimental psychology which require 

only the incorporation and adaption of preexisting motor patterns and 

sensory skills which are already' overlearnt. 

Thare is also evidence to show that arousal itself is a highly 

inhibiting factor in PK (Robinson 1981) so that the rormal orienting, 

attentional arx1 arousal processes enployed in voluntary motor 

ooordination my, if deployed in service of PKMB, result in 

inhibition. Tha PK.."'1B phenomenology certainly strongly suggests that 

this is so. 

This probably slows the learning of oontrol, since the rorrral 

attentional arx1 vigilance sets of subjects may be extremely difficult 

fully to discard, despite the self reports of ostensible p&1I,ffi agents 
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that they are aware of the specialised attentional strategy necessary 

in order to q:>timise PKMB perforrrance (Cantor 1979). The relapsing 

into these inappropriate strategies in highly stressful PI< perfonrance 

situations, such as validation attempts, is therefore predictable and 

v.ould te predicted to result in failure at the PKJ.~ task. Stanford 

(see telOW') lays great stress on the inhibitory effects of 

"willing-wishing inhibition" (Stanford 1974b) which could te ~ted 

to be evoked by "crucial-test" a't:rrosphere of rrost validation attempts. 

2.24.2 The Biofeedback Analogy 

PI< performance has been compared by Beloff to the control of 

rDysiological functions by biofeedback rrethcx:ls (Beloff 1979). This nay 

be a fruitful perspective fran W1ich to vie'..t/ PK, b:cause there are 

undoubtedly 9Jffie r:arallels to be drawn. Beloff however goes on to 

suggest that the similarities rray be symptomatic of a deeper 

underlying identity because he advocates a dualist view of the 

rrdnd/brain relationship ~erein control over brain function to 

initiate voluntary behaviour is accomplished by PK. 

Beloff FOints to the similarities in what appear to Ce the 

optimal elicitation strategies. In roth PK ani" biofeedback, effortful 

striving is counterproductive and inhibitory of the desired effects. 

"passive volition" seems the optimal elicitation strategy for each 

(Green 1976 et al, Shafer 1980, Stanford 1977, Hasted 1981a). 

Sometimes early in biofeedback training, reverSal of the desired 

effect takes place, so that opposite changes take place to those 

intended (Green et al 1976). REG PI< tasks are subject to analogous 

psi-missing effects, where statistically significant displacement of 

effects onto unintended targets takes place (Stanford 1977). 

Both processes seem to be teyond the reach of introspective 
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a\tareness. They also seem, fran certain fXJints of view, to b: 

essentially cpal oriented or teleological in character. Goal oriented 

imagery can Ce facilitating for roth (Green et al 1976) although some 

PI< studies (eg Stanford 1969) have shown that visualisation \-as rrost 

effectively used by subjects shewing a predominantly visually.oriented 

cognitive style, non visual methods of elicitation being more 

effective for subjects having a predominantly non-visual cognitive 

style. Specification of the cpal state (plus feedback on its 

attainnent) appears to te sufficient, with practice, to allow it to l:::e 

achieved - without the individual rEeding to have any intellectual 

know ledge of the processes involved, nor any sensory awareness of 

fXJssible mediating or intermediate processes (Green et al 1976). 

Fran this perspective the prob1em of P~~ elicitation would 

appear rrerely to te that of subjects having to learn by a form of 

feedback assisted trial and error learning to ~ch the psychological 

and physiological state which is productive of PI< , errors (ie failure 

to produce PKMB) being caused by inexperience in ~ching the 

elicitation state. 

But there is an bnportant conceptual distinction to be drawn 

tetween failures of control, ascribable to various rources, and 

systematic inhibition which may at some level be rrotivated in a 

consistent fashion, although not experienced as such by subjects. 

Additionally, certain cognitive factors seem to playa rruch rrore 

crucial role in PKMB elicitation than do oogni ti ve factors in 

biofeedback control. 

2.24.3 Batchelder's Theory of PK Induction 

It is these latter factors vtlich are given an important role in 

Batchelder's theory in the form of variously titled "resistances" am 
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in Batchelder's st~ss on suggest10n as the principal P.K eliciting 

factor. If a oonvincing case can l:e presented for sc::m: fonns of 

inhibition in PKMB to be systanatic arx:l rrctivated, then the ca.rallel 
" 

with b10feedback processes weakens oon$iderably. 

HaNever, the primary factor v..bich in Batchelder's theory is 

hypothesised as cEtennining PK parforrrance (including PKMB) is a form 

of involuntary l:elief state or suggestion (Batchelder 1983). 

This ~presents a very diffe~nt oonceptual basis fran the 

biofeedback paradigm, tecause biofeedback p:rformance is generally rot 

construed in terms of a cognitive model involving suggestion or 

l:elief. 

In some forrrulations. of the theory (Batchelder 1968) this 

rrechanism is talked of in terms of l:elief or expectation, but later 

clarification of elerrents of the theory have shewn (Isaacs 1983, 

Batchelder 1983) that the central ooncept is based on suggestion, not 

directly upon l:elief, although 1:elief has a very important role. 

PK is hypothesised by Batchelder as l:eing elicited by the PI< 

agent involuntarily aCting upon a suggestion that PI< is about to occur 

or is Olrrently occurring. TtE source of the suggestion is usually 

oontextual ani implicit, although it can 1:e explicit ani verbally 

formulated, as in hypnotic iniuction practices. 

Diverse g)urces of PI< eliciting suggestions exist, sane of which 

rray l:e available for cEli1:erate use by the PK agent such as saying 

"beni, 1:eni, 1:eni", a cnmron starting point for PKi.'¥1B agents attempting 

PKMB elicitation (Cantor 1979, Shafer 1980). But the r;aradignatic 

source is the subject's oonsciously held 1:elief that PI< is about to 

happen or is in progress of occurring. This is a central axis of t.~e 

theory because it supports a rrajor hypothesis that PI< can te elicited 

by the rnisconstrual by the PK agent of moral events as l:eing PK. '!his 
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feature has been terrred the "artifact irrluction hypothesis". 

Artifacts, if misconstrued as reing genuine PI< by the PK agent can 

heighten hi3 relief state, leading to the elicitation of senuine PK. 

The artifact irrluction hypothesis \'as formulated in response to 

Batchelder's noticing that ostensible macroscopic PK effects in sitter 

groups oould seemingly be triggered by the group oonstruing a oorrna.l 

(ie ron PI<) rrove:nent of the table used as PK target as reing 

paraoorrral.. Similar elicitation of ostensible PI< VoOuld occur in 

response to nomal ooises which ~re oonstrued as psychokinetic in 

origin, \\hereupon apparently r;:e.raoornal rapping noises lNOuld occur. 

Manipulation of PI< agents' perf orrrances is hypothesised to l:e 

possible by exposure of them to delirerate artifacts which they 

misconstrue as PI<. This has been reported in a quasi -experimental 

study by Brookes-Smith (1975) using delil:erate deception of rranbers of 

a sitter group. Reichbart has axrmented on the p:>ssible use of this 

technique by shamanic ani rragical practitioners (1978). Unfortunately 

systematic studies of this potentially important factor have oot l:een 

parforned yet. HCMever, the use of deception in experimentation 

naturally raises ethical issues. Tn: artifact irrluction rrechanism is 

explici tly rrentioned by Hasted as being an effective rreans of 

precipitating increrrents in the PKNB agent's performaoce (Hasted 

1981a) . 

Batchelder's theory is also highly oompatible with the use of 

artifact-prone "\\ann-up II tasks Wlich are seen wi thin the theory as 

generating the all important relief that PK is occurring. Artifacts 

rray arise in vann-up sessions with flimsy cutlery either tecause the 

ostensible P&~ agent incorrectly senses the cutlery l:ending when it 

is rot, the illusiory sensory bnpression generating a pro-P&~ belief 

state, or artifacts nay arise Cecause the irxiividual tray not cnrrectly 
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sense that the arrount of rcarual force their are using is sufficient to 

deform the cutlery. It is also oompatible with there eeing 

within-session and across-sessions inclines in performance of PK as a 

result of a gradually accumulating confidence on the fRrt of the PK 

agent that PK is occurring. 

Tn:! belief state cannot be voluntarily attained, so that the 

onset of PK nay be slow at first, since at eNery rew PK attempt there 

is present the countersuggestion that p:rhaps PK will mt occur on 

this particular occasion, even if the context is familar. However, if 

events occur which generate a J;XJWerful suggestion that PI< is already 

occurring, elicitation nay follow a step function, as has l::een 

discussed above (section 2. 21) . 

Inplici t in Batchelder r s theory is the concept of sane fonn of 

summation process applying to the suggestions to which PI< agents are 

subject. Suggestions which imply that PI< will mt occur (such as the 

utterances or behaviour of sceptics or (bubts about their success on 

the pirt of the PK agent) enter the swmation process together with· 

suggestions that it will occur, am indepeooently of the oonscious 

intention of the PI< agent the sunmation process IEtermines the 

elici tat ion or inhibition of PK. For this reason the PI< perforrraoce of 

PI< agents is oonstrued to be largely IEtermined by external 

situational factors lNi1ich trigger certain oonstruals which serve as 

suggestions entering the summation process. 

Hcwever Batcheldor pJsits that very exp::rienced PK agents nay 

have had such a large arrount of ~rience of PK production in 

different circumstances that they will be relatively less susceptible 

to oountersuggestions generated by any new oontext l:ecause they will 

be able to class the rew situation with a pist one where they ~re 

successful. Their faith in their ability to succeed will then supply 
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the suggestion recessary for PI< elicitation. 

But the process of gaining this experience will perforce te a 

slow one. with familar tasks the knowledge of previous success is 

available to ~nerate ~sitive suggestions of success. But new tasks 

r;er se always imply failure tecause the knowledge that the PI< agent 

has been successful in that context wi 11 be lacking. 

This has the consequence that in the rrodification of PK tasks to 

rrake them llOre severe (as perceived by the P~~ agent), only slight 

m:x1ifications can be tolerated or the sumnation process will be upset 

by ooubt of success o:msequent on the construal of the rrodified task 

as sufficiently different for previous success mt to supply grounds 

for belief in success at the rew task. An essential ingredient of the 

growth of nore advanced PK displays in sitter groups is postulated to 

be its gradualism, the use of carefully grade.d tasks g) as to 

maintain plausibility of accomplishment at each step in the 

developnent (Batcheloor 1968). 

In addition to the suggestion llEChanism, Batcheloor hypothesises 

that a p:issive orientation towards the PI< task is necessary, am that 

especially during ext.rene displays of PK a ron analytical rrental state 

is recessary· for their starting am continuance. Several exp:rirnental 

studies have shewn that "nonanalytic" nodes of thinking are llOre PI< 

coOOucive than are "analytic" nodes (Arrlrew 1975, Braud, Snith, Arrlrew 

am Willis 1976). 

2.24.4 "Resistance" to PI< 

As well as positing that inhibition can be caused by 

countersuggestions of failure biassing the suggestion summating 

process or by an everly analytical nental state, BatchelCbr ~si ts the 

existence of various resistances to PK. Resistances are hypothesised 
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by Batchelder to arise as a result of a fear reaction to t:araoorrral 
'" 

P'lenanena.. 

It is important to note that Batcheloor proposes that the 

elicitation of this reaction 1S dependent on cognitive and 

personality-related factors but is also highly dependent on contextual 

and -setting factors, so that appropriate adjustments to these can 

lessen the severity of the reaction. 

In sitter group practice ownership resistance is diminished by 

the group setting naking it difficult to ascrite ownership of the PI< 

to one person. Witness inhibition is decreased by preventing direct 

visual witnessing of PI< events in the early stages of development of 

the group and in early stages of the developrrent of rEW PI< tilenanena . 

.Much of the gradualistic approach of sitter group technique seems to 

derive from the need slowly to desensitise the rreml:ers of the group to 

displays of PK. 

The fear reaction is hypothesised not to te directly experienced 

but is repressed. Hcwever the presence of the resistance is 

hypothesised to rrobilise defensive reba viour unco"nsciously directed to 

stop the display of paranormality. These eebaviours can in principle 

be used as criteria to establish the inferred existence of the 

resistances, so that the ooncept of resistance is l'Dt unfalsifiable, 

although as yet it has rot eeen I;Ut to experinental test in PK 

research. 

On: likely rreans of dealing with the implici t threat posed by the 

fear associated with psi VtOuld te to deny its existence, and 

Batcheloor has stated (BatchelCbr 1983) that resistance rray rroti vate 

some of the rrore emotional attacks upon psi and parapsychology rrounted 

by same sceptics. In a PK agent it is hypothesised to create 

inhibition of their PK output. 
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Batchelder has been reluctant to speculate as to Ybat the source 

of the fear rrctivating resistance bahaviours cnuld ba arrl the written 

formulations of his theory de not include extensive analysis of 

possible sources of the fear of psi. 

Possible sources (Isaacs 1983) might ba the fact that psi 

tDenanena are so anona.lous with respect to the nomal werld view that 

they ~te powerful cognitive dissonance. Thus Taylor (Taylor 1975) 

gave his reaction to the sight of Geller ~nding I'CEtal ostensibly 

paranornally as one of ext.rerre shock arrl intellectual insecurity 

because he thought that if real, psi tDenanena PJsed a threat to the 

cannons of science that he adhered to. 

Media treat.rtEnt of psi phenanena ras often baen to present them 

as frightening intrusions fran an unknown realm. Frequently the 

association between psi tDenanena ani death arrl fears of the 

malevolent ghosts and entities of folklore and Legend has baen heavily 

enphasised in J;XJPular treat.rrent of' psi. This is especially evident in 

the PJPular treatIrent of poltergeistery wnere the divergence batween 

current p:irapsychological thinking arxi the r:opular press's treatIrent 

is p:irticularly acute. 

This general tendency of the media rray have caused a general 

reaction that to accept the claims of p3.I'apsychology is tantarrount to 

returning to a llEdiaeval world of witches arrl deroons. It is also true 

that a fraction of spontaneous psi cases de involve its occurrence at 

tirres of death, or its association with other serious ani life 

threatening traurra (Rhine 1961). OlE of the rrost potentially fear 

inducing aspects of psi may ba its relati ve uncontrollabili ty. Tart 

has discussed the various fear reactions to psi tDenanena arrl rrethods 

of dealing with them (l983a). 

Batchelder has focussed on three rrain aspects of resistaoce to 
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psi. Ore is the existence of a general resistarx:e to. psi as outlined 

above. The second is "cwnership resistance", the third is "witness 

inhibition" (Batchelder 1966). 

The quasi~rimental data base upon which the theory r,.as 

developed has l:een g:nerated by Batchelder's extensive running of 

sitter groups (Batchelder 1979). These are snaIl groups which rreet 

under seance IOCm cx:mditions of darkness to attempt to irxiuce various 

rracroscopic PI< J;i1enonena including the llOvem:nt of cbjects 

(Brookes-Smith 1973). 

Within his groups Batchelder claimed to fim a rrarked reluctance 

of individuals to self -ascribe the PK agency to themselves. He took 

this apparently rather highly noti vated eenial of avrership of the PI< 

(hence "ownership resistance") to be a fonn of resistance, because 

irxlividuals \\ere hypothesised to firrl possession of PK ability 

threatening. 

His examination of the 19th arxl 20th century literature ~arding 

J;ilysical rrediumship revealed an analogous tendency even aaongst 

irxli viduals v.nose presence in groups apparently was responsible for 

the ostensible PK occurring in them, since ownership of the PK ability 

YaS usually vested in some fonn of discarnate teing I the living p:!rson 

cx:mstruing their role as rrerely that of a enannel to allow the ingress 

of influences fran outside. This he took to be further evidence of the 

~ration of CYmErship resistance (Batchelder 1979). 

In this context it is interesting that the ostensible PKMB agents 

Geller arxl Silvio appear to believe that their fOWers derive fran 

sources outside themselves (see section 2.14). The survey data (Price 

1977, Gruber-Wendlarrlt 1977) have shONn that nore than 75% of 

irrlividuals claiming PKMB effects resulting fran exposure to Geller 

ascribed ownership of the effects to Geller rather than themselves 
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even though in mst cases the ostensible effects alrccst certainly 

originated fran themselves rather than. Geller. 

Evaluation of the clabn that denial of ownership oonstitutes a 

s~gn of resistance rather than reing simply a syrrptan of the ego-alien 

nature of PK deperxis upon the establishrrent of the claim that 

cwn=rship of PI< ability is threatening to the Wi vidual denying 

a-mership. This has mt been done by fornal ~rimentation as yet. 

Tl'E type of ostensible rracroscopic PI< tilenanena encountered 1.n 

sitter groups is ootoriously shy of being closely observed or 

submitted to decisive tests of its genuineness (Batchelder 1979). 

Batchelder hypothesised that the direct visual witnessing of 

IIBcroscopic PI< events aroused a p:lrticularly strong em::>tional 

resistance, "witness inhibition", v.hich inhibited this type of PI< 

event if it ¥.Ould have been observed under ~ conditions, h:nce 

preventing an otherwise disturbing cbservation. 

The sight of ~ object behaving anorralously in response to PI< 

¥.Ould run directly counter to the norrral c:ogni ti ve habits of the 

observer ani thereby is hypothesised as possibly arousing fear. Where 

the observer ¥.Ould have teen the PI< agent, this is hypothesised to 

cause inhibition of their PI< output. 

In the sitter group oontext Batchelder prefers to oonceptualise 

all ItE!1lbers as playing a role as potential PI< agents, even if the 

ostensible PI< events are at first initiated by one pirticular 

Wividual. He hypothesises that {;erhaps all observers or fX)tential 

observers of PI< events nay play sorcE p:1rt in either shaping the events 

or in inhibiting them, so that there are ID PK-neutral witnesses. 

This form of inhibition vas hypothesised as general, appiling to 
).. 

any situation iIi which large scale PI< events \Ere to either be 

witnessed or instruIlEIltally detected or recorded (Batchelder 1983). 
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He hypothesised that the degree to which resistance \\QuId te aroused 

~d relate directly to hON threatening the resultant observations of 

PK \\QuId teo Ttl: cEgree of threat cEp:nds upon the extent to which the 

PK display departs fran the l:x:haviour of oorrral non psi -based 

processes. Thus for example, rracroscopic with-touch deformations are 

hypothesised to arouse less oognitive dissonance, am ~nce less 

resistaoce, than are without-touch PKMB defomations, which clearly 

depart rrore radically fran fh,ysical activities to which oolookers will 

be habituated. Since observation of rracroscopic PI< events \\Quld seem 

to pose Il1l.1Ch rrore of a threat than ooservation of REG trial h.its 

Batcheioor' s 'theory w:>uld predict that successful REG PK studies rould 

te relatively readily ~rforrred, compared to the elicitation of 

rracroscopic PI< events. 

REG PK events are hypothesised to pose much less of a threat than 

are rracroscopic PI< events teca.use for any sequence of REx:; outputs, 

hits cannot be differentiated fran the chance states of the rrachine so 

that oonfrontation with paranormality is limited to the relatively 

innocuous observation of statistical deviations fran dlance, rather 

than involving the observation of g:xre overt ananalous teha viour by an 

object, such as its rroving or deforming for 00 obvious reason. 

2.25.1 Batcheloor's Theory Applied to PKMB 

In sunmary, applied to PKMB, Batcheloor' s theory \\QuId predict that :

(1) Confidence in success or the belief that PKMB is occurring or 

imninent v.ould te PI< oonduci ve (PKMB is elicited by suggestion). 

(2) PKMB oould te elicited by artifacts or artifact-prone "v.e.rmup" 

PKMB tasks (artifacts create suggestions of success). 

(3) PKMB "contagion" (a step function in PKMB elicitation> oould 

occur in group settings, or even with irrlividuals (as a result of 
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the sudden generation of PKMB eliciting suggestions). 

( 4) Experienced PKMB agents r...auld te less readily inhibited than 

inexperienced ones (the agent I s oonfident relief state is 

hypothesised as the source of PKMB eliciting suggestions). 

(5) PKMB YOuld te IlDre readily elicited by "passive volition" 

(egocentric effort is inhibitory). 

( 6) PKMB perforrcance is facilitated by a non-vigilant, oon analytical 

fram: of rnioo. 

( 7) Orx::e started, cEforrration \\Ould oontinue IlDst readily if the 

agent arrl observers could oontinue to observe pissi vely am non 

analytically. 

( 8 ) PKMB \\Ould terXi to displace fran fornal targets onto other 

objects (because PKMB occurring unobserved creates less witness 

inhibition am active willing is inhibitory). 

( 9 ) PKMB events v.ould tend to occur unobserved, or when attention vas 

withdrawn fran the task or ~imen m::mentarily (witness 

inhibition am withdrawal of effort). 

(10) The presence of sceptics or crucial tests \\Ould l::e highly 

inhibitory (suggestions of failure). 

(11) Changes of place or situation fran settings v.here success had 

already been achieved \\Ould l::e ~tentially inhibitory 

(suggestions of failure). 

( 12) A relaxed informal nood aroongst persons present at a PKMB 

attanpt ~uld l::e conducive, am conversely, hostility or tension 

are inhibitory (stress am tension lead to egocentric effort am 

~ssible suggestions of failure). 

(13) PKMB agents v.ould tend to deny "owrership" of their J;henanena 

(ownership resistance). 

( 14) The ascription of cwnership to some other 9Jurce is facilitating 
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to PKMB (owr:ership resistance reduced and facilitation of oon 

striving attitude towards PKMB task, belief in };:OWers of other 

source generates suggestions of success). 

( 15) Micro PKMB should l:E rrore readily elicited than rracrosa:>pic PKMB 

(because of less witness inhibition). 

(16) With-contact IIB.croscx>pic PKMB effects should l:E rrore readily 

obtained than without-touch PKMB effects (belief in success is 

rrore likely if touch is allowed and resistaoce is lower for 

with-touch FKMB because the PI< action is then less dissonant with 

the normal behaviour of rranually stressed metal objects), 

As will be seen fran a oomparison of the p,enomenology of PKMB with 

the list above, Batcheloor's theory provides a good first 

approximation to much of the data as it appears to be a:>nfigured at 

present. 

In cxmnunication with Batchelder (1984) he has elaborated sane of 

the a:>ntent of his publications. He has stressed that his theory 

frequently proviqes multifactorial explanations for facilitation or 

inhibition of PI< (as for example in the bifactorial explanation for 

the increased readiness with Yfhich with-touch PKMB can be obtained in 

( 16) above). 

Batcheloor cx:msiders that serre of the I;henanenology of PK muld 

be well described by an explanation based on a:>nditioning or 

probabili ty, the likelihood of PI< occurring on a particular occasion 

depending on its frequency of occurrence ill the same setting before. 

This aspect is the feature rroti vating his anphasis on the importance 

of gradual changes in oonditions being rrade. However this elerrent has 

oot found its "lay into the later I plblished versions of the theory. 

Batcheloor also enphasises that he does oot regard his theory as final 

but as still being in evolution. 
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2.26 Stanford's 'rheoretical Formulations 

Accounts of BatchelCbr' s theory have only recently started to becane 

available in published form (Batcheldor 1983) although unpublished 

manuscripts have been available since 1968 (Batchelder 1968). 

Virtually all of its central hypotheses remain untested 

experimentally. Havever, acknowledgement of elements of Batchelder's 

theory has been rrade by the other ma jor theorists of the psychology of 

FK, Rex Stanford arxi William Braud. 

The rrain thrust of Stanford's own major p..1blished theoretical 

oontribution to the psychology of PK has been directed towards ron 

intentional PI< (Stanford 1974b), although latoratory performance has 

been discussed by him briefly in this publication am at greater 

length elsewhere (Stanford 1977). The c..~oice of ~ontaneous PK as the 

starting r;::oint for his theoretical formulations was rrade as a result 

of the reasonable assumption that if PI< abilities exist they do so 

because they have same role to play within the life activities of 

organisms, rather than existing for the sake of experimental 

p:irapsychologists. Nevertheless his hypotheses regarding ~ntaneous 

PK have been explicitly formulated so as to be exp:rimentally 

testable. 

The formulation presented in the 1974 publications (Stanford 

1974a & 1974b) is the Psi Mediated Instrum:ntal Response (PMIR) rrodel 

whereby psi responses (ESP arrl PI<) are viewed as instrurrental to 

satisfaction of the organism's needs. The view taken is deliberately 

general, encanpassing both hUll'Bn am possible animal psi am including 

both ESP arrl PK. 

TtE Conformance theory (Stanford 1978) W3.S published later 

although Stanford had already formulated it am had it in mim when 

publishing the PMIR formulation (Stanford 1976). It is presented as a 
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correlational rather than a transmission theory of psi. H< v.as 

conceptualised as an ordering, organising principle involving the 

9JffieWha t mysterious ability of the universe to recanf igure itself 1.n 

p3.rt so as to oonform to the reeds of organisms, rather than as 

involving an energy· of any kind transmi tted fran the organism. TtE 

Confonnance theory v.as interrled to be even rrore general than the PMIR 

nodel, possibly even encompassing psi events occurring in association 

with non living systems and was explicitly formulated to be compatible 

wi th the observational theories of psi (Millar 1978). 

Stanford lays stress on the reconceptualisation of ESP 

incorpora ted in the theory. ESP is lD longer pictured as an 

essentially perc~ptual-cognitive process but is seen as involving the 

facilitation of a wide tange of potentially need satisfying 

behavioural responses sorce of which my have oognitive aspects but 

others of which nay be the completely unconscious selection of 

behavioural responses not .involving psi-salient cognitive states 

atall. 

An hypothesis rrade within the Conforrcance theory is that the 

p:lradigrratic PI< target is a rarrlanly behaving system, because the 

rrajor theorists of the observational theories (Sd1mi.dt 1975, walker 

1975) have started fran a quantum-theoretic viewpoint where the 

biassing of quantum rarrlanici ty is hypothesised as being the p::>int of 

ingress of PI< into tDysical systems. R&; PI< target systems enploy 

quantum irrletenninate systems as their SJurce of rarrlanici ty, arrl 

Walker (1975) has oought to shON that dice subject to multiple oounces 

are subject to quantum in:leterminacy resulting fran the Heisenberg 

indeterminacy in their S:lape. In ESP processes some aspects of brain 

function are construed to be sub ject to quantum irrleterminacy, 

allowing psi influences to elicit ~ific responses, same of which 
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my have cognitive consequences (eg the facilitation to consciousness 

of neoories, images etc). 

In some respects the incorporation of the rarrlomly 1:ehavina 

target hypothesis could te seen as rarrowing the range of the m:del, 

since it is rot clear at this stage whether all varieties of PI< 00 in 

fact derive fram a biassing process on quantum indeterminate 

reactions. Certainly the solid state specimens used in PKMB studies do 

rot show spontaneous rarrlan 1:eha viour except to a limited extent on a 

microscopic level. 

~ m:::rlel invol ves three elements ; a "disposed" system 

(typically an organism with a rEed although in principle it oould te a 

ron living system having a presUllBbly CJ)al seeking configuration) ; a 

system Yilich is 1:ehaving rarrlanly, or which can te influenced by , 

COltp)nents sub ject to rarrlan behaviour ; sane form of outcome which 

can be provided directly or irrlirectly by the ramanly tehaving system 

which is rewarding or need satisfying to the disposed system. A 

subsidiary hypothesis YaS that the disposed system should 00 organised 

to a greater degree of complexi ty than the rarrlan. system. 

TtE ConforIlBnce nodel hypothesises that disposed systems are 

capable of influencing the behaviour of raman systems so as to bias 

their cperation in such a way as to provide a n=ed satisfying outcane 

for themselves (Stanford 1977). TtE disposed system is said to 

constrain the rarrlcrnly tehaving system to exhibit conformance 

behaviour (conforming to the disposition of the disposed system). 

Stanford agrees with Batchelder that egocentric effort arrl 

striving are inhibitory to PK, am that the externalisation of the 

responsibili ty for PK effects to s:xne other agency which is construed 

to fOssess the capability for PK is faci Ii ta ting (197 4b ). :--Uch of the 

enphasis in roth the PMlR an:1 Conformance fornrulations is upon the 
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relati ve autonany of psi fran conscious processes, PI< reing seen as 

essentially ego-alien. Eg:>centric effort rrrust on this view re "wrong 

effort" (1977). 

Hcwever because Stanf ord 's central interest in the PMIR 

formulation was concentrated on non intentional ~ntaneous PK it 

oould re questioned whether a rrodel explicitly formulated to cover 

this OOmain is lECessarily relevant to celiberate PI< p:rformances. It 

oould be that in Stanford's emphasis on the rEed satisfying role of PI< 

he does rot incltrle aspects which may superficially conflict with or 

not be bnplicit in this potentially somewhat biological view. 

Batchelder (1984) has a:mnented that Stanford's concentration on 

reed as the noti ve for PK seems rot to answer the question as to what 

detennines when psychokinetic responses are used to create need 

satisfying outcomes rather than rormal action being used. 

Prima facie there would seem to be large rrumbers of people (eg 

indi viduals in IlElltal hospitals) who ha ve ~rful oonscious arrl non 

oonscious needs who are prevented fran satisfying these n:eds by 

normal rreans, yet few instances of the use of PI< in these contexts 

seem to be documented. Equally, Batchelder comnents (1984) that sitter 

group rrembers may experience a powerful rEed or desire for PI< 

filenamena to occur, yet PI< perfonrance does rot appear to correlate 

positively with the degree of experienced reed (am seems at times to 

oorrelate regatively with rEed). 

There is indeed &Xlle evidence that ron intentional ~ntaneous PK 

can serve the satisfaction of needs arrl Stanford has successfully 

submi tted the reed-satisfaction hypothesis to ~rimental test 

(Stanford, Zenhausem, Taylor, & Dwyer 1975). Several anecdotal 

examples of PI< performing this function are also given by Stanford 

(1974b)' Sanewhat ironically, some theorists have suggested that a 
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high prcportion of the significant results achieved in 

p:irapsychological experimentation have occurred as a result of ron 

intentional psi influence by psi-gifted experimenters (Millar 1979), a 

proposition also debated by Stanford(198l). 

H~ever, there would appear to ~ at least three distinguishable 

danains where PK ti'lenomena are encountered which certainly appear 

broadly to differ in ti'lenaneoology arxl in the PI< elicitation 

nechanisms invol ved, al though there are also a::mnonali ties. Ona of 

these is the area of spontaneous ron intentional naed-satisfying PI< 

addressed by Stanford. 

Pol tergeistery (recurrent spontaneous PI< - RSPK) is the second, 

where the eliciting nechanism at least in some cases seems to ~ 

reactive rather than instrurcental, although it certainly would seem 

that instrumental axnponents do enter into the aetiology at times 

(Roll 1976, Scott Rogo 1978). 

It could also ~ argued that at SOI'£E level reactive responses 

were IEed satisfying within the economy of the irrlividual, altho\Xjh 

there is a danger in &) <Ding of rraking any hurran response 

classifiable as need satisfying and thereby trivialising the concept . 

. Tte third is intentional PI< tsrforrrance, \\hich seems to differ 

fran both of the other two };'henaneoologies, although rrany similar 

characteristics are present. It can certainly ~ argued that 

successful ~rfornBIlce of intentional PK tasks fulfills several types 

of naed, such as the gaining of approval fran the experimenter, 

maintaining a favourable self linage, self expression or achievement or 

even curio sity, as has been argued by Hasted (Hasted 1981a). All of 
.......... 

these reeds appear to ~ involved in experimentation with P&"1B (Cantor 

1979, Hasted 1981a, Shafer 1980). 

Unfortunately the need satisfaction hypothesis as an explanation 
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for intentional PK r:erformmce is always overdetennined, since a 

variety of possible reeds oould always te mustered in explanation if 

rECessary. Too problem seems to b: ~ether these hypothetical rEeds 

can be isolated and separated sufficiently to provide falsifiable 

hypotheses for testing. Non intentional studies evade most of these 

nethodological problems. 

However, what is missing fram a purely need~sed explanation is 

an account of t.'e effect of certain cognitive ani rrood factors whim 

Batchelder's theory identifies am supplies. Too fundamental drive 

activating intentional PI< could ~sonably b: hypothesised as need 

satisfaction. But the tilencmenology demarrls the recognition of t.'1e 

salience of same crucially bnportant intervening variables which 

neciiate the characteristics of the PI< ani determine its occurrence. 

Intentional attempts to prcrluce PI< must potentially b: subject to 

factors reSUlting from the involvement of the agent's oognitive state 

am fram its interaction with any PK occurring. 

By contrast the PK elicitation scenario providing the context for 

Stanford's theory is a situation where the PI< agent typically lEver 

knows that they have prcrluced a. given reed satisfying situation by PK, 

so that cognitive factors can either be discounted or presUCIEd to have 

ooly rrarginal effects. This crucial difference g:>es some vay towards 

explaining the divergences in conceptualisation and approach. 

But one central difference of approaches concerns the intended 

danains of the two theories. Stanford set out to create a very g::neral 

theory, of potential biological relevance. Too motivating impulse 

b:hirrl Batchelder I s theory vas originally to explain the occurrence of 

PK at ~ific junctures within sitter group meetings, although he is 

rr::M concerned that his theory should have as wide an application as 

possible wi thin the PI< cbrain (Batcheloor 1984). 
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Stanford I S am Batchelder's customary exp:riences of PK have also 

differed in significant ways and these differences are reflected in 

their theoretical treat:rrents. To the e>q;:erirnental r:arapsychologist, 

such as Stanford, the presence of PI< is typically detected as a slight 

but cumulative effect across rrany REG or dice trials, \tbereas the rrost 

striking feature of (rracroscopic) PK ircmediately cbvious to Batchelder 

is its ~ific sudden occurrence or non occurrence at particular 

times wi thin sittings. 

If PI< is regarded as a slight cumulative effect it is logical to 

oonsider the e>q;:erimentally detennined oondition under which it is 

produced as being stable for the period of the run of trials, this 

being an aim of the classic experimental psychology paradigm. 

Hcwever, since sitter groups involve es sent iall y rather 

uncontrolled and spontaneous shifts in the states of oonsciousness, 

rroods and relief states of the J;Brticipants, they tend to direct the 

psychological cbserver's attention to rapidly fluctuating variables, 

in oontrast to the experimental case. It is rot surprising that 

Batchelder therefore focusses upon specific potentially rapidly 

fluctuating factors, such as the relief states of the I;Brticipants and 

their role in generating PK eliciting suggestions, since this 

mechanism is much more neadily obvious in the oontext of a sitter 

group than it has teen within the classical exp=rimental designs 

usually used in ~rapsychology. 

2.27 Braud I s Theoretical Contributions 

Braud has o:mnented (1978) on psychological aspects of PI<. He agrees 

with Stanford and Batchelder that egocentric effort is inhibitory to 

PK and that externalisation of responsibility is facilitating. 

He also agrees with Stanford and Batchelder that ritual can re 
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facili t-1.ting for PI<, for which there is &)['[le suggestive evidence 

(Honorton & Barksdale 1972). Braud ascribes the facilitating effect of 

ritual to its assisting the externalisation of responsibility and .. 
~uction of striving. Interestingly, he oarnrnents that some of the 

success of psi facilitating rranipulations of subjects (Braud 1978) nay 

deri ve fran the reduction of striving due to the responsibility 

refOC)ving aspects of the "ritual" invol\ed in the perfornance of the 

ps~ facilitating procedures. 

Braw. has rontributed to the ci:bate over the observational 

theories and their bnplications regarding the nature of PK target 

systems and the role of feedback in psi processes. In a review of a 

series of 17 PK experiments (Braud 1978) where the amount of feedback 

gi van to the PK agent and to the experimenter W3.S varied fran study to 

study he found that a:xnparable PI< scores were achieved with very 

different feedback roooitions. Tffise studies deroonstrated that PI< 

rould te obtained under a:mdi tions where neither sub ject nor 

experimenter received immediate trial by trial feedback, and where 

delayed feedback to the subject and experimenter W3.S limited either to 

run scores or overall results. 

Tffi observational theories of psi rave l:a:n. ronstrued as 

predicting that the anount of PI< obtainable fran a subject (arrl/or the 

experimenter) is depeooent upon the amount and level (trial by trial : 

run score : overall scores) of feedback given to them. His results 

~uld appear to dlallenge the predictions of the observational 

theories. Hcwever these experiments were rot decisive since further 

analysis might shew that the level of PK encountered could te 

explained on the basis of a high level PK input fram the experimenter 

or subjects to create results they ¥.ere given feedback infornation 

about. 
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Braud has eeveloped a Il.llIlI:er of hypotheses aOOut the fX)ssibly 

inhibitory effects of iIrm:diate trial by trial feedback fran PK target 

systems since in same studies (1978) subjects achieved higher scores 

in the oon-feedback oondition. He prc:poses that this form of feedback 

can arouse egocentric striving am that feedback nay discourage 

subjects if they oonstrue it as shONing that they are failing to have 

an effect upon the PI< target. 

Batchelder has hypothesised that trial by trial feedback oould te 

facilitating if it created the belief in the subject that they were 

succeeding, but inhibitory if they oonstrued themselves as failing. 

Batchelder has also stated (1984) that trial by trial feedback nay 

arouse resistance if given to subjects who ~uld te threatened by 

strong fX)sitive results am that under g)f{19 oonditions trial by trial 

feedback nay eestroy the subject r s PK-elici ting non analytic state of 

oonsciousness. 

Braud has also hypothesised that psi tasks nay te llOre readily 

accomplished whilst subjects are engaged in ron demaooing oon analytic 

secondary tasks, such as appreciating nusic, rather than when engaged 

in analytical logical tasks, such as oounting the numbers of letters 

in ~rds or listening to closely reasoned pieces of prose. This 

hypothesis has been successfully tested (Braud et al" 1976), although 

Stanford (1977) has pointed out that J;Ossibly oonfounding effects " 

oould have been created by task preferences am differences in n:x:rl 

created by subjects' responses to the tw:> different subsidiary rorrral 

tasks. 

Another theoretical oontribution fram Braud indirectly eeriving 

fran the observational theorists' construal of quantum indeterminate 

systems" as the fX)int of entry for PK ooncems the relati ve 

accessibility of different types of PI< target system to PI< influences. 
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He has hypothesised (1980) that "labile" systans, those subject to 

large arrounts of spontaneous change ani having rrany fX)ssible al terna te 

states, will be l:etter PK targets than "inert" systems which 00 rot 

show spontaneous fluctuations mr have extensive repertoires of 

spontaneously attainable alternate states. 

This approach lea.ds logically to the use of highly complex 

systems, such as biological systans, as PK targets. He reviews the 

results of several studies employing PK target systems of differing 

degrees of lability arrl ooncludes that his hypothesis is supported. 

Hcwever, there is an :important oonfounding factor to which these 

studies are prone. Considered fran the p:rspecti ve of Batchelder's 

artifact induction hypothesis, labile target systems (of which dice 

and R.Ex:;s are specialised examples) oould by pure chance present 

subjects with feedback which lea.ds them to oonstrue themsel \leS as 

. succeeding ,in influencing the PK target system in the desired 

direction. This rray then lea.d to rrore effective PK elicitation because 

the d1.ange in the subject's l:elief state will, on Batchelder's 

hypothesis be PK facilitating. 

Ccnversely, the appreciation of failure by the subject 63.rly in 

their attempt to influence an inert PK target system rray lead to them 

l:eing discouraged by their apparent lack of success, fX)ssibly leading 

to increasing inhibition. 

Until studies are p:rforrred which sep:lrate the factors due to the 

feedback properties of PK targets fram factors due to their intrinsic 

P'lysical nature the interpretation of Braud's studies am hence the 

evaluation of the labile versus inert PK target hypothesis must ~in 

q'?en. 

The labili ty-inertia question 1S of direct relevance to P!<J."1B 

since PKMB targets w:mld appear to show zero lability. Hcwever, this 
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is alroost certainly highly deceptive, since on the Batcheloor v~~, 

whidl seems to offer the rrore fundamental analysis in this area, it is 

the r:erceived characteristics of the PK target (as ronstrued by the 

subject) which is crucial. M:lcroscopic PKMB targets can easily 

generate illus..pry sensations in hopeful PKMB agents that the metal ~s 

berrling or is l:ecoming softer. UPKMB target systens can generate 

feedback which subjects a:mstrue as signalling success, so that if the 

crucial feature of labile PK targets is their generation of 

artifactual signals of PK success, roth types of PKMB targets can 

appear to have this prc:perty. The uncritical acceptance of the dabate 

over lability in PK target systems on Braud's tenns ~uld te naive in 

view of the bnportant and probably salient difference of view 

introduced by the Batcheloor r:erspecti ve on these issues. 

2.28 Thou1ess's Theoretical Contribution 

Thouless (1951) reported a PK die face experiment. with himself as 

subject, using IlEChanical throwing of four dice. In this publication 

he also reported a I'll.1IllI::Er of tentative ronclusions regarding 

psychological factors. A methodological reservation regarding this 

study is that it \oBS self-scored, although Thouless shows awareness of 

this possible weakness and describes his procedures for ensuring 

scoring accuracy. The study vas lDt intended as a validation attempt 

and his perforrrances \Ere not fornally witnessed. 

He found the sarre dacline effects as have reen widely reported 

el~ere (eg Rhine 1970) in die face studies. He also found the 

declires to be specific to p:lrticular ~rirnents, 9:) that at the same 

session he would show different scoring rates according to which 

experiment tE vas rontributing SCX)res tovards. Decline seared to be a 

function of the reduction of lDvel ty am interest in an old task (it 
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shoold t:e borne in mirrl that exp:riments usually involved thousarrls of 

dice thravs W1ich could t:ecome very ooring). 

He thought PK more easily inhibited than ESP. He stressed the 

inhibitory effects of striving at the PK task, reporting that turning 

the exp:riment into a game played with his oon W3.S helpful l:ecause it 

changed the situation from being construed as an exp:riment, with 

which he became too engaged arrl anxious, to being a game towards Ybich 

he could take a less serious attitude. The group around Rhine (Rhine 

1970) had found a game like atIoosphere conducive to gxxi PK 

~rforrraoce • 

Thouless found that becoming very involved with the experiment, 

as he did with one p:rfo.med during a university vacation, \\6.S 

inhibitory. Anxiety about results YBS also highly inhibitory. He 

described the optimal approach as II I \-ant to succeed rut I oon' t 

really care whether I do or not". He described this as eml::xJdying an 

effortless intention to succeed. 

He cites an instance (ibid p123) confirming Braud's hypothesis 

about the t:Ossibly inhibitory effects of feedback. Thouless had 

oompleted 27 runs of a section of an experiment without totalling the 

scores. Upon calculating the srores he found that h= had achieved a 

good rate and urged himself to rraintain it. However he then scored 

below dlance level an the next block of 27 runs, an effect h: ascribed 

to anxiety about continuing to srore at that level. He recorrmended not 

~rking out final scores until the exp:rirnent \-as a:>mpleted. 

Thouless found a variation in scoring rate with tbne of day, 

nornings and evenings prOOucing higher rates than afternoons, even 

Yben he had not J;Erformed any norning sessions prior to the afternoon 

sessions. He noted that scoring YBS depressed if he felt tired, cross, 

ill or anxious. He reports that in ~rforming experiments with other 
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subjects te noticed that fX)sitive results Y.Ould disappear if any 

person present &lowed hostility, suspicion or if tension vas increased 

by over emphasis on experimental precautions. Rhine found a similar 

"witness" effect where intrcrluction of (;, witness who vas rot known to 

the PI< agent \lDuld temporarily depress the scoring rate, although it 

v.ould rise again if the wi tness ~re frieooly towards the subject 

(Rhine 1970). 

After a p:riod of decline in one experimental series Thouless 

tried the effect of repeating fX)etry to himself while h= performed PI< 

and found that it dramatically improved his scoring rate. He reported 

that reciting fX)etry produced an state of mild exaltation. Hcwever, 

prolonged use of this technique led to its becoming ineffective which 

he ascrit:ed toth to the fact that it no longer produced an alteration 

in his frame of mim, am also to its having teen a rovelty in the 

early stages of its use. 
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CllAPTER THREE 

IRE DISTRIBUTION CF PKMB ABILITY 

3.1 PKMB Distribution : Methodological Considerations 

An important but as yet unanswered question concerns the incidence of 

PKMB ability arrongst the general fOPulation. The distribution of PKMB 

ability has far reaching implications, not just for theoretical 

reasons but also because the distribution could te ~ted to have 

substantial practical consequences in terms of partly determining the 

potential supply of PKMB agents for use in experimentation. If PKMB 

agents show other psi abilities this consideration becomes even more 

relevant. 

The distribution of psi ability ~ins a surprisingly neglected 

question in the wider field of parapsychology. Millar (Millar 1979) 

has initiated a reconsideration of the topic by publishing a review of 

earlier work relative to this question (eg Sd1rneidler & McConnell 

1958) am giving an analysis of the effects of various different 

distributions of psi ability. ~eover s:>ree of Millar I s suggestions 

are gernane to rrethcdological issues which arise in any fom of 

attempted investigation of the incidence and distribution of psi 

abilities including PKMB. 

Farly work in the Rhine laboratory vas corrlucted using selected 

subjects but a fairly sudden change of emphasis occurred in the late 

1930s when fran that point omerds unselected subjects ~re employed 

(Pratt 1977). This terrlency has continued generally within 

parapsychology and bnplicitly enshrines the assumption that psi 

abili ty is distributed mrrnally, or near norrrally in a unimodal 

rranner. Millar dubs this the "denocratic" psi distribution hypothesi a • 

Sduneidler am McConnell (1958) speculated that psi might be 

distributed in a bimodal rranner, rrost of the ropulation being inclOOed 
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wi thin a distribution centered on a law level of psi ability (the 

dem:x:ratic component of the distribution), but that s:rcalled "star" 

subjects might constitute a second minor peak in distribution 

occurring at a much higher level of psi ability. Schmeidler and 

Mct:onnell oould rot reach any oonclusion about the actual distribution 

of psi ability because of the lack of relevant data available to them. 

Millar cc::mnents (1979) that this situation remains similar because ro 

further work on distributions has been performed, but that some rew 

data is available fran other &)urces which supports a radically 

different view of the distribution of psi ability. 

Millar argues in favour of the true distribution of psi teing 

only of "star-subject" type arocmgst a tiny fraction of the fOPulation, 

without a oorresponding "derrocratic" type wide distribution of a low 

level psi ability am:>ngst the rrajority of the PJpulation. Only star 

psi sub jects exist Ybo nay be found by screening processes arrl who . . 

will show psi effects even with experimenters who have ro psi ability 

themsel~s • 

. r.iJch rrore challengingly, re then proceeds further, to advocate 

the view that a ~ry la:rge fraction of the total parapsychological 

research employing unselected groups of subjects arrl achieving 

statistically significant results has been performed by a very suall 

~r of experimenters who are themselves cnncealed psi "stars". 

Experimenters falling into the psi star category are hypothesised 

to·be able to influence their subjects by psi .into pr~cing results 

which by am large confirm the hypot.heses brought to their experiments 

by the experimenters. Psi-rrediated experimenter effects can l:e 

produced without the experimenter having social contact with the 

subjects they influence. Ex[:erimenters who are rot psi stars fim 

either chance results or non replicable statistically artifactual 
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results fran \\Ork with tUlselected subjects. 

Hcwever only fairly ~k irrlividual psi perforrrances can tE 

created in groups of subjects by psi star exp=rirnenters, althoUjh the 

pooled results may be statistically highly significant. Millar 

considers that the apparently rather homogenous distribution of osi 
• 

scoring in groups of subjects revealed by analysis of 

parapsychological data is an important sign that it is mt subject psi 

which is cperative, because it could be exp:cted to shaN a broader 

distribution, but concealed experimenter psi (ibid p93). The ~kness 

of these psi effects have, on Millar's hypothesis, prevented a 

widescale recognition of this feature b:cause of the unavoidable 

insensitivity of tests of distribution when scoring is only slightly 

above dlance. 

The fX>ssibility and extent of ~rirnenter psi effects have been 

recognised a.rrl have occupied an increasing role in parapsydlological 

debate of late (Whl te 1976, Kennedy & Taddonio 1976). The discovery of 

psi-rrediated experimenter and data-checker effects (Feather & Brier 

1968) holds radical implications for prrapsychological rrethcrlology 

because it suggests that very nuch rrore data should l::E gathered about 

the states, rroti vations and noods of exferimental personnel in 

parapsycholog ieal experimentation than has been usual so far, ani that 

experiments nrust always be designed so as to take account of potential 

experimenter effects. Millar advocates multiple experimenter designs 

as a basic requirerrent (ibid pl06). 

Hcwever, the implications of Millar's position are also important 

for any surveyor screening v.ork because there are at least two ways 

in which psi -star experimenters might unintentionally use their psi 

ability to bias results. 

Firstly, if the test used in a screening procedure is one which 
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can be p:rfonred by the experimenter or other screening p:rsonnel, it 

oould t:e that the l1Ul1lI::Ers of screenees apparently succeeding at the 

test ~uld te artificially inflated by effects originating fran the 

exp:rimental p:rsonnel. This is of rourse an aspect of a rrore general 

question because other screenees rray rrake undetected arxi unintentional 

oontributions to other screenee I s apparent psi p:rfornances. Millar 

points out that psi effects between subjects ani experimenters uay be 

additive, still further aamplicating the picture. 

But Millar suggests that there are limits to possible psi 

oontributions llBde by irrlividuals. ~ limits are based on the 

observational theories of Schmidt ani Walker (Schmidt 1975, walker 

1975) ani are dependent on the feedback of results. 

Psi effects on the p:!rformance of subjects (or any other PI< 

sensitive systems) are hypothesised as only possible if the p:!rson 

acting as the psi &>urce receives feedback a:mceming the p:rformance 

of the ~rson or the system that they affect. Because PK can act 

ret roact i vely, results oould potentially be affected by their 

examination by a psi star iIrlividual even after the experiment had 

been ~rfonred. This &XlEWhat counter-intuitive PK rrechanism has teen 

shown to exist (Sdunidt 1976) ani at present it is unclear as to what, 

if any, limits apply to retroactive psi effects. Retroactive PK 

provides one mechanism v.bereby psi rrediated eXI;Erimenter effects rray 

q;:>erate. 

HOtlever, Braud found apparently very similar levels of PK 

parforrrence to be obtained urrler differing oorrlitions of feedback 

given to subjects (am also feedback given to the exp:rimenter) (Braoo 

1978), suggesting that the observational theory hypothesis about the 

role of feedback nay be too oonservative. Research is in too early a 

P1ase for clear conclusions to be drawn, but the oonservativ"e view is 
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that only if experimental p:!rsonnel obtain feedback about screenee' s 

PKMB results are they thereby enabled to influence them if they are 

themsel ves psi sources. A less co nservati ve view is that widespread 

contamination of screening or survey results both by experimental 

personnel and ostensible PKMB agents may be possible in the absence of 

feedback. 

The secoIrl type of o:mfounding effect prq;>esed by Millar is that 

the ~rimental personnel's psi may be capable of biassing the 

selection of populations to screen for psi ability, artificially 

inflating results (ibid p96). Stanford's PMIR rrodel (Stanford 1974a & 

b) YtOuld suggest that the unconscious manipulation by psi gifted 

screening personnel of potential psi stars' behaviour 3) as to 

precipitate their atteIrlance at psi screenings would certainly be 

potentially possible, althoU1h 00 ~rimental test of this has teen 

perforrred • 

Reports of surveys of and screenings for PK..\1B ability rrust 

therefore be regarded with caution am account taken of the psi 

performances of the screening p:!rsonnel. 

3.2 SUrveys of Ostensible PKMB Events 

1\0.0 surveys of reports of P~~ events associated with rredia 

appearances of Geller have been perforrced, one in ~Nest Gemany by the 

group centered on Bender at Freiburg (Bender et al 1974, 1975, 1976a, 

1976b, Gruber-wendlandt 1977, Bender & Gruber-Wendlandt 1977), the 

other in South Africa (Price 1976, 1977a). Both of these surveys ~re 

succeeded by follow-up studies where visits v.ere piid to irrlividuals 

reporting PKMB events in the original surveys (Keil 1979, 1980, Price 

1977b) . 

Unfortunately the Gennan survey has rot teen published in full in 
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" 

English, altholXJh all rrajor fimings were reported. 'In: questionnaire 

was CDnstructed in four sections. Section A dealt with the restarting 

of watches and clocks. Section B dealt with the deformation of 

cutlery. Section C oonsisted of questions about attitmes towards 

Geller, the resporrlents' interpretation of the claimed r;ilenanena arrl 

their dagree of familarl. ty with the piranonnal ani the occult arrl 

their opinion on future economic arrl political developments. Section D 

I£S a stamardized p:!rsonali ty questionnaire developed by the Freiburg 

group. 

Sere 2, SOO people had resporrled to Geller's rredia appearances in 

Germany in January 1974 by telephoning a r.adio station arrl notifying 

the ~wspaper Bild. The Bild nass test of PKMB involved fSOPle 

ooncentrating on Yatches or cutlery at a predetennined time when 

Geller \t.Ould try to influence them. 

Developrcent of the questionnaire t,oBS p:!rfonred in two stages. A 

sarnple of 80 respoooents t£s interviewed by Gruber-Wendlarx:1t, then a 

preliminary sample of 150 respoments vere sent the questionnaire. 

Finally a further group of 850 v.ere r.arrlanly selected and sent the 

questionnaire. Return r.ates for the two groups ~re 69% and 72%, 

irrlicating strong motivation. 

On the item analysis, 402 out of 612 p:!rsons reported 559 

influenced watches or clocks and 151 out of 612 reported 243 cutlery 

defomations. O~ quarter of those reporting effects on ~tches 

claimed spontaneous starting ; 17% of reports of cutlery deformation 

vere of £POntaneous effects. Of those resporrlents who later attempted 

to start a t£ tch, 75 % reported success. M:Jre than half those who 

attempted to repeat PKMB claime:l success. Scm: 25% of the ostensible 

PKMB agents claimed that rretal objects had deforrred in their presence 

without touch, a fifth of them reporting fractures of metal objects. 
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Slightly rrore than two thirds of the Witch am cutlery I;i1enom:na \oIere 

witnessed by at least one other p3rson. 

Half the sample thought that Geller had caused the effects 

directly, a fifth oonsidered themselves the cause of the dlenarena but ... 

felt that they had been triggered by Geller ani a third had m 

. explanation. Of those who thought Geller the cause of the P'lencmena, 

47% thought he might have done it with the help of "unknown forces" ; 

22% thought of "supernatural pDW'ers" ; 52% thought him a rcedium with 

extraordinary abilities. Only 12 persons thou;ht Geller a meat. 

A set of a:mtrol groups \laS selected on the basis of age sex arrl 

educational attainrcent, to rratch the PI< group, each oontrol group 

having 191 rrembers. The PK group reported a slightly closer connection 

with an occult attitooe towards life than the oontrols, in a ratio of 

50 to 30. Ninety fi ve percent of the members of the oontrol groups had 

lEard of Geller am half of them thought that the Geller effect \\as m 

rrore than a "good trick". 

The evaluation of the personality section of the questionnaire 

shCMed m significant deviations fran the mrm for the PI< group. A set 

of questions sensitive to deception \\as used in this questionnaire so 

that the hypothesis that dishonest ans~rs cnuld account for the 

oormality of the PK group's personality profiles seems unlikely. The 

remaining interpretations of this result "NOuld seem to be that the PK 

group YBS Weed similar to the oorm, or else that the questionnaire 

used YBS mt sensitive to relevant factors. 

An important fiming fran factor analysis of the 103 item 

attitude section (p3rt C) of the questionnaire was that 8 factors 

emerged as iooependently significant, the three llDst important being 

terrred "belief in destiny", "Geller a.rxl miracle fascination" arrl 

"intellectual interest in the occult". Intercorrelation measures 
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showed significant-interoorrelation for all factors except "Geller and 

miracle fascination", suggesting that the Geller-cult aspects v.ere 

independent of other beliefs. 

FollCM-up studies of some PKMB claimants were p:rforrced. The 

first (Bender 1977) reported that five of six "mini-<£llers" 

(presurrably dlildren ?) attempted to cheat ~en controlled exp:riments 

v.ere p3rformad with them. The sixth prcduced seemingly genuine 

phenanena which ¥.ere apparently inhibited by attenpts to film them. 

OlE family in Karlstadt seemingly were subject to an al.rrost 

pol tergeist-like attack of spontaneous PKMB wherein 54 pieces of 

cutlery ¥.ere defamed, sane of them t,.bilst being observed under 

oo-touch oonditions by rrembers of the local police force who had b:en 
. 

called in. In the ~ publication Bender reports successful 

exp:rimentation with Silvio arrl Jean-Paul Girard who both p3.rticp:ited 

in further ~riments am shcwed long term PKMB ability. 

Keil (Keil 1975) published a SOIreWhat uninforrrative brief report 

of the progress of his following-up of gxre of the respondents to the 

Bender/Gruber-Wendlarrlt questionnaire. No results are given, but 00 

rrakes the important observations that the respondents seerred to hold 

Geller ~sponsible for the results and that this would be facilitating 

for their PKMB (because of increased relaxation am decreased striving 

for results am lessening of ownership resistance). 

Keil later I;erfoIl'tEd another follow-up (Keil 1979a & b), this 

time bringing a PK task with him to the subjects I hanes, the task 

being to cause a:ropass rEedle rrovemants by PK. An initial approach vas 

IlBde by letter to 150 resporxients to the original questionnaire, but 

only 40 replies v.ere received (this W3.S some 4 years af ter the 

questionnaire had teen administered), 10 of which trade claims that 

PKMB (as q:>posed to \tB tch starting or other effects) had b:en 
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performed by them r:ersonally. Keil visited 30 subjects, but only one 

family appeared to produce results on the canpass. These were later 

thoUJht to be due to rcagnetic fields created by the lift in their 

building (Gruber 1980). Keil took a strain gall3'e apparatus with him to 

26 subjects but results were narginal. Keil estimated that 5 of the 30 

cla~nts had demonstrated some form of PK ability during his visit 

(1979b) . 

In a discussion of this follON-UP study (Keil 1984) he ventured 

the opinion that perhaps between 10% am. 20% of the original 

questionnaire cases were genuine PK.'1B. His overall conclusions were 

that directly observable PK is more commonly distributed throughout 

the PJPulation than parapsychologists l:elieve, but that the 

elicitation of PK is dependent upon particular psychological 

comitions being achieved. He states that tE thinks that Batchelder's 

concepts provide the most effective n-ea.ns whereby directly observable 

PI< effects can be elicited for study. 

Geller visited South Africa fran mid July to mid At:gUst 1974. He 

performed five 1ecture-deIronstrations and appeared on the radio four 

times, althoUJh only once did he rrake an appeal to listeners to 

attempt PKMB. 

Price has reported the results of an analysis of 137 

questionnaires received f"ran Wi viduals claiming PI< events occurr1ng 

during this r;eriod (Price 1977a). This figure represents a return rate 

of 85% of the total rruml:er sent out. A total of 144 individuals sent 

in wri tten reports of their experiences, which numi:ered 183 in total, 

.sore indi vidual 3 reporting more than one ~rience. The questionnaire 

data W3.S axnputer analysed. 

Price cites several cases as examples of the range of ostensible . 

PK p,enarena encountered. Ostensible PKMB events occurred before, 
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during ani after Geller I s broadcasts an:1 also to a few Wi viduals ~o 

did rot directly hear a broadcast themselves. 

An analysis of the ages of ~rients was perform:d which yiel&=d 

interesting ~sults. Price cites the ratios of experients in diffe~nt 

age groups compared to the proportion of the age groups given in the 

white f:XlPulation census of 1970 (all resporrlents were ~ite). 

For the 0-10 year old group this ratio was "0.2, for the 11-20 

group it vas O. 7, for the 21-50 group it vas 1.2 am for the 51-100 

group it vas 1.6. 

Toose results probably reflect the greater night-time radio 

list~er population of older and possibly relatively isolated people, 

because a breakdown by na.rital status yielded corresporrling ratios of 

0.7 for single fEOPle, 1.2 rrarried, 2.7 widowed and 1.9 divorced. ~ 

under representation of single people may reflect the fact that 

children and adolescents form a large fraction of this group. 

The sex ratio of respoooents vas rea.rly equal, correspoming 

proportions being 0.95 for nen and 1.03 for ¥OneI1. This is in sharp 

contradiction to the fimings reported by Green (1960), Dale, White 

am Murphey (1960) and Rhine (1961) which sho.v a strong apparent 

prepoooerance of wunen over llEI1 in reporting spontaneous psi events 

varying fram a ratio of 10:1 to 3:1. 

The interesting fiming of an over representation of respoments 

in the older age groups probably reflects the distribution of the 

radio listener population arrl" their neadiness to initiate written 

correspoooence, as rerrarked before, but even if this result is 

inflated to several times its true level it revertheless strongly 

contradicts the p:>pular myth tha t has gro.vn up that PKMB ability is 

restricted to the young. Ho.vever, Price r:oints out that rearly all 

those who claimed to continue to be able to create PK effects \.Ere 
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urxier 20 years of age (Price 1977a 103). This is an interesting aOO 

instructive disparity. 

The numbers of respondents were also analysed with respect to 

their occupation and educational background. 'Since the census 

categorisations of occupation were mt the same as those used by Price 

only general conclusions can be drawn. 

It appears that academic arxi professional groups were over 

represented in the PK group, professional ani technical workers 

constituting 5.5% of the census population but 23% of the respoooents. 

~ other large groups of resporxients r.-.ere "scholars" (17 %) am 

housewives (17.5%), although it should l:E ooted that the 

unclassified-others group constituted 38% of the resporrlents. 

The bnpression that academic and professional groups were over 

represented is reinforced by the fiming that the group forrtEd by 

graduates, r::ostgraduates arrl diplanates ¥as 60% of respoments, 

whereas this group constituted only 32% of the general white 

population. 

Analysis of the ostensible psi events rer::orted revealed that 17% 

r.-.ere claimed as telepathic, 36.5% as PKMB, 30% \\ere restarting of 

w:itches or clocks, 12% roving the harrls of w:itches by PK, arxl 4.5% of 

other types. 

Price claims that in 82% of cases there had teen 00 f.X)ssibility 

of Geller being able parsonally to influence the ~vents throU3"h 

trickery because of the PK target l:Eing located rerrotely:fran him. 

Only 18% of the resporXients had ~rienced the events v.hilst they 

'Nere in close proximity with Geller, 15% of the events occured while 

Geller ¥as on stage, 23 % happened while Geller \\as talking on the 

radio ani the experient vas at hane. 

A total of 25.5% were multiple experiences following more than 
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one type of contact with Geller (radio/stage, or privaterreeting). In 

all 20.5% of respoooents claimed that they had on l1l.1ln:!rous occasions 

repeated their production of PK effects without the presence or 

assistance of Geller arrl 4% felt that they cx:mld do 9) but had rot yet 

tried. 

Sane respondents (23%) claimed that they had directly vatched the 

PK events as they occurred, sanetirnes for several minutes, 36% stated 

that they had rot seen the events in progress arrl in 41.5% of cases it 

w:lS impossible to judge one way or the other. Price shews a suitably 

cautious attitude towards these figures arrl points out that it is 

difficult to be certain whether the respondents had seen the PK action 

actually in progress or had just <DIllp:lred the before and after states. 

Eighteen respoooents experienced ostensible PK events during a 

li ve broadcast by Geller, whereas fifteen had experienced them during 

a recorded broadcast. Price tDints out that this is strong evidence in 

favour of the ostensible PK originating with the respoooents rather 

than Geller, an linpression all other similar Y.Ork has reinforced and 

which is cx:msonant with Batchelder I s hypothesis of suggestion being a 

principal PK eliciting factor (Batchelder 1984). 

Nearly half (43%) of the respondents reported a sensory or 

eootional experience associated with the PK event. Sane 14% of 

respondents reported a feeling of warmth or tingling, another 9% 

experienced this and same other enotional experience. Thus over half 

of all those reporting as socia ted experiences reported wrrmth or 

tingling, 17.5% reporting other forms of eootional experience. 

Price (1977a) includes data on changes in attitwe caused by the 

respondents I experiences. Hcwever a feature which should lead to these 

results to being viewed with caution is that the pre-experience 

attitOOes y.ere reported retrospectively, 9) lray have teen influenced 
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either way by the resporxients I subsequent e>q;Eriences. 

The distribution of pre-experience attitudes was centered on 

m:x:Jerate positions. There ~re only 13% sceptics arrl 13% confiI'IIEd 

believers but 36.5% v.ere doubtful ani 38% were "well disposed". 

Unfortunately the exact questions to which the attitudes v.ere evinced 

~re rot cited. Only 38% of resporxients had had previous psi 

experiences. 

After their ostensible PI< experiences the resporrlents' attitudes 

changed. Only 6.5% remained sceptical, 12.5% were still doubtful, 28% 

were well disposed arrl 53% classed themselves as confirnEd l:elievers. 

Hewever, the scale of the change in belief ¥as surprisingly rroderate, 

41 % shewing no change, 42 % shcwing a one step shift fran one c:a tegory 

to an adjacent one (eq fran sceptical to' doubtful or fran well 

disposed to amf iInEd reliever), 12.5% showing a two step mange arxi 

3.5% shewing a three step mange. Only 1.5% shewed a mange in a 

negative direction. 

Price nakes the point that these results appear to cnntradict the 

psi "sheep-goat" firrlings (Sdnneidler & Murphey 1976) which ha~ 

irrlicated that psi believers tend to obtain positive scores in forced 

choice ESP tests Ybereas psi sceptics te.n:1 to score in the rega ti \Ie 

direction. 

Clearly the tasks arxi attitudes are rot canparable, but the fact 

that half the resporxients were seemingly on the doubtful side of 

neutral r.eg.arding the ~lity of psi before their experience is an 

interesting f irrling . 

A similar independence of REG and die face PK scoring rates fran 

stated attittrles towards PI< has been ooted by Stanford in his review 

of experimental PI< (atanford 1977). 

This feature appears to cnntradict Batcheldor I s theory if t..'1e 
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elicitation na:hanism is expressed in tenns of belief, rather than 

suggestion. Batchelder hypothesises that PI< nay be elicited by 

suggestion even when the conscious beliefs of the individual are 

sceptical towards PK. AIDther factor prqxJsed by Batchelder to explain 

this type of si tuation is the temporary irrluction of "instant II 

short-lived positive beliefs contradicting the individuals' long tenn 

beliefs, in this case resulting fran exposure to the Geller broadcasts 

and stage t:erfoIm3.llces. A further I,X>ssibly relevant factor vas that it 

W3.S rot the PK ability of the respoooents which vas construed as being 

involved but Geller's, 78% of respoooents balieving that Geller had 

produced the ostensible PK events rather than themselves. 

Price ccmnents that Batchelder I s witness inhibition appeared to 

playa part in inhibiting the mini~lers if they started their PKMB 

attempts whilst observed, althou:;h <Dce the effects had started they 

w::>uld nore. easily con~inue whilst baing witnessed. He explicitly 

ascribes responsibility for the elicitation of ostensible PK events to 

the effects on the respoooent' s beliefs of Geller's apparently 

successful performances on radio am the stage and likens this effect 

to that of the artifact induction rrechanisrn. 

Price's publication includes a histogram shewing the I1\.1ID1::ers of 

respondents producing ostensible PK events and the relation in tbne 

of their ostensible PK events to the rrarent of the respoment having 

first direct exposure to Geller. Three respoooents shewed anticipation 

effects where ostensible PK occurred 24 hours, .15 and 15 minutes 

before exposure to Geller, bUt the largest two peaks (of 7 persons 

each) occurred in the intervals fran 1 to 11 and U to 24 hours after 

exposure to Geller, shewing .what Price terms "lag" effects. 

In his follow-up study Price (1977b) states that the previous 

survey had discovered 10 "mini -Gellers" , 6 being children, 3 teenagers 
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ani 1 adult, WlO claimed a oontinuing PKMB ability, 7 being nales am 

3 fenale. Only 5 of the 10 claimants oould t:e investigated. 

Three groups of PKMB targets were prepared by Price for 

submission to the ostensible PKMB agents. Each group included a number 

of oopper ani stainless steel strips sealed in glass tubes and other 

rretal am plastic objects. OIE group was locked inside a metal box, 

another T£S locked in a \*oOCden box, tNhilst the third T£S left 

unenclosed so as to be harrlled freely by the subjects. The three 

target assemblies were left with the sub jects at their hatE. 

The results were largely IEgative. Only the objects left out of 

the boxes were affected, 00 strips enclosed in glass tubes were 

deformed and all deformations book place under unwitnessed oonditions. 

Four of the five ostensible PKi.'1B agents reported a:forrning rretal 

specimens, but only if they CDuld touch them. TrhC subjects broke rretal 

specimens and bent and broke plastic objects. 

Price mentions a number of factors which he thought ~ght explain 

the results. He believed, on the basis of his visits and interviews, 

that it vas unlikely that deliberate fratrl had t:een ~rpetrated. 

Possible inhibitory factors he mentions include inhibition due to 

enclosure of the PK targets, possible rDysical shielding by the boxes, 

and the possible veduction in interest excitement and motivation 

caused by the I,:8ssing of time since the original events had t:een 

reported. 

3.3 Osborne I s Australian P~~ Screening Tests 

Keil has reported survey ~rk perforIlEd by Osborne in Meloorne 

Australia (Keil & Osborne 1981). Geller has visited Melbourne on three 

occasions. Osborne first obtained a video recording of Geller Which he 

replayed to a total of UO sttrlents, without any PKMB being 
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forthcoming. 

He lExt rrade a televised appeal for experients of PKMB to oontact 

him. Sane 1000 irrli viduals did so a.rrl at the time of the report (1980) 

OEborne had tested 800 people of whan 40, rrany children, had prOOuced 

deformation of ~bnens under his test conditions. 

OSborne used two levels of-test. The first employed household 

spoons Yhich 'ltere blackened on the front and back of the bowl. The 

spoons had to be bent with one haIXi holding the ext.rem: end cpposite 

the bowl and one finger gently stroking the middle section of the 

spoon. The action vas witnessed and videotaped. The tend, to be 

oounted as successful, had to exceed 5 degrees a.rrl any blackening of 

the subject's harrls invalidated the attempt. The spoon had to be in 

video view for the entire duration of the deformation. The videotape 

of each valid attempt vas submitted to btJO independent judges and if 

they judged the protocol to have l::een obeyed, the subject vas sumitted 

to the secorrl level test. 

The second level test vas to bem an aluminium bar of 5 rnn 

thickness, 20 rnnwidth and approximate length 150 rnn. The bar was 

inset into a close fitting slot cut into a per~x slab which 

surrourrled all of· the back of the bar and which came up to aOOut half 

of the thickness of the bar around its perimeter, rraking it impossible 

for the bar to be tEnt by application of pressure to any exposed 

surface. To bend the bar it had to be defamed so that part of it 

ererged fran the slot in the perspex slab. Forty subjects passing the 

level one test succeeded at the second level test. 

OEborne also attempted to use strain gauges to register uPKMB 

events, but vas rot certain that the results obtained 'ltere definitely 

not artifactual. 

Osborne's screening test 1S by far the mst severe yet used by 
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any worker attent>ting to screen large numbers of ostensible PKI"ffi 

agents. It is therefore of oonsiderable interest that he found even 40 

of the 800 individuals tested able to perform the two tests 

successfully. His results suggest that levels of PKMB ability, am 

possibly resistance to inhibition, vary across PKMB agents, as might 

be expected, alhoU1h this has rot yet been established in fornal 

studies. His results would appear to suggest that careful screening of 

large numbers of ostensible PKMB agents may produce a small set of 

highly inhibition resistant individuals Who oould make a significant 

oontribution to the establishment of the existence of PKMB by 

sucessfully performing in very severe validation studies. 

3.4 A Mass Public Experiment 

Smukler an:1 Seifer (1977) have reported what they teno a mass public 

ext;eriment in PI< arrl ESP, using Geller as agent. The I1UItll:Er of 

participants in the experiment \laS estimated by Scm.lkler to lie retween 

15,000 and 50,000 althoU1h this is a ~lative estimate. 

Geller's filotograph vas reproduced on the oover of the Aaerican 

rragazme ESP, \O.hich had a circulation of 40,000 for that issue. Across 

Geller's forehead in the picture vas printed "This CDver can bend your 

key on September 1, 1976 at ll. 00 EDI'''. Inside the rragaz me \laS 

printed a positive', illustrated article about Geller written by 

Smukler. 'l\o.o pages described the prcposed exp:riment. 

Readers Y.ere told to place keys, silverware am broken vatches 

am appliances on the oover. Srnukler reports that Geller vas very 

exacting in prescribing the form of words used in the instructions. 

The readers Y.ere instructed to ooncentra te am to repeat the words 

n\t.Ork" arrl "bend" over and over again. Participants ~re also 

requested to attempt to receive a simple picture sent by Geller. If 
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any ostensible psi events occurred p:irticipants 'Ere requested to fill 

in and serxi back a coupon fran the rragaz ine. 

Sane 100 copies of the rragaz ine were fX)sted to Wi viduals 

appearing in the American Society for Psychical Research's education 

directory which included a number of p:irapsychologists. Aoother 200 

copies ~re sent to radio and 'N stations, l'Ewspapers am prominent 

personalities. The response to these fOstings appears to have tEen 

very slight. 

Attanpts using the cover ~re t:erfornai live at three television 

am one radio station but rone succeeded in the studios, ror did any 

of the ex;;eriments performed in the presence of Srnukler or Seifer. 

Hc:wever ~ 150 responses ~re rrade to the live t:erforrrances of 

the experiment at the TV stations and radio station. The failure of 

the in-studio broadcast attempts did rot appear to prevent the 

IT=porting of ostensible PK events by viewers, over 100 calling the 
. . 

Cleveland TV station w']w-'IV. Unfortunately ro effective attempts ~re 

nade by the authors to follow-up the responses they provoked. 

A total of 127 coupons were returned fran approximately 142 

p3.rticipants. Fran the names of the respoooents it vas ooncluded that 

77 \Ere ferrale and 65 were nales. Resporrlents appeared to be 

distributed across the USA fairly evenly. Sixteen letters clabned PKM8 

deforrced cutlery, of which 14 people involved ~re 'NCIIleIl am 5 rtEl1. 

These claims \Ere oot followed up by the authors because they felt 

that it vas too e3.sy to bend cutlery by fraooulent rreans. Thirty seven 

respoooents clalined to have restarted vatches or clocks, of which 12 

were rren and 25 \A01leI1. 

Sixteen coupons clabned bent, broken or twisted keys, these 

incidents involving 9 female and 20 male p:irticipants. These 

ostensible PKMB incidents were taken more seriously by the authors and 
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a follow-up letter ~s sent requesting that the affected Objects te 

sent to them. Six p::!Ople sent 7 keys', a nail file am a nail, the 

objects showing various degrees of deformation. 

Tha authors report the results of examinations of these objects 

which led them to oonclude that probably only the nail file showed 

evidential deformation, as a oonsultant had expressed the q;>inion that 

it would be very difficult to reproduce the· observed defomation by 

oomal rreans. Hcwever the [ilotograph of the nail file (ibid pIS) seems 

oot to be very oonvincing. 

It is of oourse impossible to estimate the g:!nuineness of the 

ostensible PKMB defomation of d:>jects which have teen deforrred under 

unwitnessed oomitions arrl which have rot b:en extensively examined 

beforehani unless very carefully prepared specialist objects are used, 

or else ~bnens sealed in glass or plastic tubes. Spec~ens showing 

very extrerre defomation which v.ould oorrrally be accanpanied by 

fracture nay be exceptions, but 00 such itans ~re received in this 

study. Tha results of the ESP test will oot be reviewed since the 

evaluation of the results perfonred by the authors vas wholly 

uncontrolled. 

Tha mst interesting results to ererge to fran this sttdyare 

only suggestive, but appear to irrlicate that PKMB elicitation is rore 

effectively I;Erforned by exposure to a live TV or radio appearance or 

exposure to a group attempt at PKMB elicitation than via a rragazine 

oover and article. 

Too mst apparently successful results are those reported by an 

amateur psychical research group named MESA rreeting in Toledo, Ohio. 

The group net and shouted "'WOrk" am "bend" to start wi th ani 

rraintained their PKMB attempt for &lme 20 minutes. At the errl of this 

period 5 keys had b:mt, the best result being obtained by a 10 year 
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old ooy. The group credited their apparent success to "oonfidence' PJ..us 

expecta tion plus exci tem:mt n (ibid p9). Treir procedure resembled the 

Houck "PKMB p:irty" screening technique reviewed b:low. 

Aoother fX)tentially interesting result T.-aS the report received 

fran one f:erson that all the cutlery in their house had defonned 

(similarly to the case reported by Bender et al above). Havever the 

ostensible PKMB stopped shortly before investigators arrived (ibid 

p21) . 

~ value of this stlrly YaS greatly reduced by the alncst 

cnnplete lack of follow-up. It seems ood that the authors took so much 

trouble to set up a PKMB elicitation attempt without intending to rrake 

any serious efforts to later check the claims of PKMB in any effective 

way. 

3.5 Houck PKMB "Parties" 

Houck has described (1982) a technique te has o:veloped for eliciting 

PKMB in a group setting. In oontrast to the Gernan am South African 

surveys reported above, the technique is used to detect possible PKMB 

agents within a deliberately a:mtrived setting rather than st1.X1ying 

PKMB events occurring in response to Geller. 

Both the Houck am Isaacs (1981) screening techniques are 

essentially methods of identifying fX)ssible PKMB agents for use ~n 

future research, rather than being intended as met..~ods for researching 

the incidence of individuals in the population possessing ~~ 

ability. This difference of aim is an important distinguishing feature 

separating them fran the surveys reviewed above. 

Irrportantly, the. Houck technique incorporates several features 

which are intended to promote the facilitation of ~~, so that it 

represents a screening process which deliberately attempts to 
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rranipulate the screenees' state during attanpts to elicit PKMB. This 

characteristic is shared by Isaacs' nass screening technique revierNed 

.irrm:rliately belON. 

Unfortunately, there is as yet m written account of the results 

obtained by use of the Houck technique am Cecause of the deliberate 

use of oon secure PKMB tasks the rate of PKMB agents identified by 

Houck's rrethod remains unknown. Houck has hONever pri vately ~lished 

a cescription of the rrethod (1982). 

The rrethod calls for the assembly of a group in a a:mgenial 

setting, preferably in one of the IlEIllbers' hone. Cutlery is used as 

PKMB target. Selection of the cutlery is performsd by what is 

presented as a OClwSing technique using a perxlulum. This is a possibly 

PKMB facilitating procedure because it allo.vs for the rejection of 

cutlery which is felt to be impossible to bem or otherwise 

uncongenial by participants. If available, videotape of previous 

successful "PK prrties" is shOlln, vtlich is intended to create a 

favourable belief state am to provide potentially PKMB eliciting 

suggestions. CUtlery bent at previous sessions may be exhibited. 

A short talk is given to participants by a .rrember of the 

screening team. Enphasis is laid on the widespread distribution of 

PKMB ability and on the fact that up to 85 % of r:articipants at 

previous PKMB pirties have achieved tends in cutlery. Expectation of 

success is celiberately created. Tte cutlery used is celiberately 

selected to be Y.eak enoUJh to be fairly readily bent by nanual rreans. 

TtE group is told that their cutlery nay becane soft for a brief 

period of time. MJch emphasis is laid on the rEed to catch the cutlery 

in its temporarily soft state am that r:articipants should 

deliberately exert steady pressure· on their cutlery so as to detect 

the appearance of the soft I;ilase because deforrration will start during 
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it. Participants are told that when they detect the cutlery becaning 

soft, they nust then use rranual force to sorce extent to rapidly deform 

it. 

Too PKMB attempt is then ini tia ted by the group dlanting "bend, 

bend tErxl" and rt1.lCh shouting arrl la~hter usually then occurs, group 

excitatEIlt tEing deliberately encouraged. Defomations then start to 

occur am rray spread rapidly throughout the group. 

Ooce deformations are freely taking place, a much rrore severe 

test is then perfonned. In this test the tBrticipants typically hold a 

spoon or fork in each haOO. '1b:! cutlery is then instructed aloud to 

bend as before, an:] s:xre "flop-overs" nay occur YJhereby some of the 

cutlery defonns under its cwn veight, flopping over as it does so. No 

rranual force should tE used in the secorxi stage PKMB attempt. 

Irrlividuals succeeding at this secom stage are oonsidered to be <p:rl 

candidates for, possession of PKMB ability. 

Fran the r;erspecti ~ of Batchelder I s theory rrany PK rorrluci ve 

features are present in the Houck llEthod. Firstly, deliberate attempts 

are rrade to rranipulate the belief state of the group to be favourable 

to PI< by the talk, videotape arrl display of bent cutlery. The 

experience of seeing others prcx1ucing apparent PKMB effects nay also 

elicit PKMB in onlookers in the group. 

Secondly, the m::xJd of the group is encouraged to be carefree, 

relaxed am oon analytical, in analogous manner to that of a sitter 

group (Batchelder 1966). The disinhibition caused by the ritualised 

shouting of "berxi" etc contributes greatly to this l:ecause the group 

is thereby forced to perceive their own performance as having a 

hl1['(lJrous aspect. 

Thirdly, the first stage berrlings are set up in such a rranner as 

to nake it very likely that artifactual, ronnal defonnations rue to 
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manual force will be accepted as having at least a PKMB oamponent, if 

oot as being altogether genuine. 

The presentation of the PK..~ effect as occurring suddenly and as 

therefore requiring the sudden application of rranual force is an 

effective means of precipitating relatively unnoticed violent rranual 

rranipulation, because the sudden an:l swift defomation of cutlery my 

not be sensorially felt as much as if the cutlery \\ere to be subjected 

to sIaN defamation which would make the fact that romal force ¥as 

responsible for results much rrore obvious. Participants scm=times 

interpret the swiftness of the defamations as evidential of genuine 

PK..~. Given the p::>sitive encouragerrent rot to be afraid of exerting 

mnual force it is rot surprising that incidences of defamation as 

high as 85% are reported. 

It is rot possible to obtain an exact estimate of the prcportion 

of individuals \ttho succeed at the secooo stage test because of the 

lack of published results am l::Ecause different observers give 

different estimates of results. Estimates fran those familar with sorre 

of the Houck PKMB tarty screenings vary fran 5% passing the secorrl 

stage test (Alexamer 1982) to 1% (Hansen 1982). These results would 

seem to be in agreerrent with those of Isa.acs' lYBSS screenings, 

al though the latter \\ere coooucted using groups W10 might be ~ed 

to shew a higher incidence of PKMB ability than the unselected groups 

generally employed in the Houck screenings. 

3.6 lsa.acs' Mass Screening Technique 

Isaacs (1981) has published a detailed account of the technique used 

in his mass sc~ing attempts bogether with a description of results 

obtained. 

The rtBSS screenmg technique has three variants for suggested use 
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in three different situations. OIE, for graIl (10 to 20 individuals) 

group use, resanbles the Houck rtEthod. A secorrl a:msists in setting up 

a starrl at exhibitions, festivals etc at which individuals may attempt 

both uPKr-1B and macroscopic deformation as they I£nt. 

These two methods are described as possibly less effective than 

the principal rrethod used, Yklich oonsists essentially of an exterrled 

lecture about PKMB during which the atrlience attempts to create 

deforrcations in cutlery haIX1ed out to them. The saall group arrl stall 

rrethods do rot allow the sta te of the screenees to b:! nanipulated as 

effecti vely as is felt to occur during the lecture process. 

Similarly to the Houck llEthod, attempts are rrade to ItBnipulate 

the beliefs arrl m::xxi of the audience. In the lecture the research into 

uPKMB arrl the rracrosoopic effect is presented in such a W3.y as to 

provide oonvincing evidence for PKMB' s rea Ii ty. The lecture is 

delivered in an informal ItBIU1er s:> as to create relaxation, security 

aBl trust in the atrlience. The mnnali ty of PI< ability is stressed so 

as to reduce fX)ssible inhibition due to fear. The atrliences for 

screening \Ere carefully selected arrl the lIBjority have been either 

members of spiritualist churches or practitioners of healing, 

alternative therapies, NeN Aq: groups etc, all of \tthich ~uld have a 

pro-psi attitude am an already established acceptant attitooe towards 

PKMB. 

Many of the (erly> screenings employed strain gauqe based uPKMB 

detection equipnent q;>erating during the oourse of the lecture. The 

occasional occurrence of ~taneous uPKL\1B effects vas used to 

reinforce the belief that PKM8 events ~uld occur. 

The cutlery harried out to the atrlience W3.S done so explicitly on 

the understarriing that if any rrembers of the atrlience did rot firrl 

their piece to b:! congenial they oould replace it with a rrore 
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satisfactory ~imen. This feature is similar to Houck I S use of 

dcMsing to select cutlery, the Houck incorporation of a cnmpletely 

free dloice probably being cptimum. 

An important difference tetween Isaacs I and Houck I s techniques is 

that Isaacs has specifically discouraged the use of force to defonn 

cutlery. This has produced a oonsiderable disparity in tenns of the 

incidence of reported defomations, Isaacs reporting an average rate 

of ooly sam: 5 % of the aulience as producing rracroscnpic deformations. 

Sate 2,500 irxlividuals have been screened to date (1984), althoU]h the 

publication (1981) ci tes only 1,500. Since rei ther screening uethod 

employs secure conditions they are regarded by their originators as 

being efficient IlEthods of selecting irrlividuals fran a large group 

who rray repay further careful investigation of their p)ssible PKMB 

ability, rather than as producing good evidence for PKMB. 

Isaacs has incorpora ted a test of uPKJ.'1B in serre screenings, 

subjects being encouraged either to form a queue in front of the uPKMB 

inst..rtuIentation or else to attend for a uPKMB test in a roan separate 
. . 

fran the min atrlitorium. \liPKMB success rates are d:lmparable to those 

for the rracroscopic effect ( 5%) but although the uPKMB and rracroscopic 

test results overlap, the overlap is limited am it is estimated that 

only about 25% of successful screenees cause both ostensible 

rracroscnpic and uPKMB effects. Same of this discrepancy rray be 

explicable in tenns of task differences and SOfiE as due to ostensible 

rracroscnpic ~~ effects being produced by normal·manual effort. 

In order to decrease the incidence of unintentional rranual 
, 

bending and in order to uaise to the full the :fi1encmenology of PKr-1B 

" Isaacs has incorporated several features into his screening procedure 

whereby the attention of screenees is diverted fran their Oltlery. 

Screenees are requested to place their Olltery unatterrled into a 
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pocket for sane fB,rt of the lecture arrl are encouraged to continue to 

gently handle it during other periods when their attention is 

presurrably fully focussed on the lecture presentation which 

incorporates showing of a videotape of ostensible P~~ deformations, 

defamed netal specimens, slides arrl oometimes atrliotape. 

Rather than a single attempt at PKl.'v18 being used, the auiience at 

screenings are told that there will be several attenpts to produce 

PKMB, \\hich is intended }:X)th to relax the screenees relative to any 

one attenpt, arrl to allow time l:etween delil:erate attempts during 

which spontaneous effects can rranifest. 

PKMB elicitation strategies employed during deliberate PKMB 

attanpts start with the first attempt being preceded by a rruch 

shortened version of Jacobson's progressive relaxation procedure 

(Jacobson 1938). This is used as much for its invocation of a slightly 

ritualised atmosphere which Isaacs feels may heighten suggestibility 

as for any direct effect upon the screenees' PK. Screenees are then 

talked throU3'h a sequence of visualisations Yilich are intended as <pal 

oriented representations of the PI< effect required. Later attempts are 

perfornEd without the relaxation procedure but my include other 

imaginative evocations of the required <pal state, such as the 

screenees feeling the cutlery becoming &>ft in their harris. Sore five 

or six separate attelr1?ts nay l:e nade during the course of a screening. 

Screenees are requested to inform the screening personnel as soon 

as they mtice any deformation of their cutlery. the occurrence of 

defamations is ircm3diately announced to the atrlience anj the 

successful screenee is deliberately treated in a friendly anj 

acceptant rranner, even if the" screening personnel rray harbour doubts 

as to the 9=nuineness of their results. 

Only a limited i1umber of screenees producing ostensible PKMB have 
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been investigated in follow-up examinations tecause rrass screening was 

developed as a rreans of fiming subjects rather than surveying 

populations. Since it has provided the rrajority of subjects used in 

the presently reported exp:rimentation described in chapters 5, 6 am 

7 it ~uld therefore appear to justify the investm:nt of time am 

effort W1ich ha.s been rrade in its developrrent. 

3. 7 Conclusions 

It is clear that ro firm oonclusions can be drawn fran the limited 

arrount of survey am screening work 3:) far p=rforned. 

In all of the surveys am other stuiies reviewed the r:opulations 

studied rray have differed in distribution fran that of the g:neral 

popula tion. None of the studies other than Osborne I s arx1 the follow-up 

studies used a secure PKMB task which adds another dimension of 

uncertainty to the reported results. Generalisation fran these 

fimings therefore nay be hazardous. 

Ad:iitionally, these studies seem to suggest that as Price (1977), 

Keil (1983), Houck (1982) arrl Isaacs (1981) argue, the elicitation of 

PKMB is depeooent upon the individual being in a restricted range of 

PKMB-favourable psychological states which implies that PKMB ability 

will only be detected as a successful PKMB p:rfornance under certain 

com i tions • 

This oomplicates any attempt to survey PKMB ability am ~uld 

seem to demand that reliable rreasures of PKl.\ffi-favourable states be 

available arrl be applied to screenees at the ,pJint of screening before 

accurate est~tes of the- incidence of PKMB ability can in principle 

be derived fran screening data. Th= ,pJtential interaction of these 

factors with personality factors adds to the possible complexity of 

this question. 
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There is also the question raised by Millar regarding the role of 

possible psi -star rtEmbers of PKMB survey or s:reening teams in 

biassing results. 

Sane features do seem to arerge, even if they are rot certain. It 

appears fran Bender am Gruber-Wendlamt's (1977), Keil's (1979) am 

Price's (1979) follow-up studies, all comucted nore than a year at ter 

the original elicitation of ostensible PKMB, that the majority of 

adults ext:eriencing PKMB as a result of exposure to Geller do rot 

maintain a PKMB capability. 

But Cantor's fimings (Cantor 1979) strongly suggest that once 

stabilised, PKMB ability is retained over long J;eriods, SOIlE of these 

rr:JW adult subjects are known to have kept their ability for 9 or 10 

years to date (Hasted 1984). Although definite data is rot available 

on all of cantor's interviewees the suggestion is that PKMB ability 

my J;ersist in all of the individuals he visited. 

There seem to be two relevant variables which nay complicate this 

. picture. Both the Bender am Price surveys revealed that nore than 75% 

of resporXients believed Geller to be essential for the occurrence of 

the r;i1enom:ma. 

Both found an apparently higher incidence of children claiming a 

continued PKMB capability than the adults, alrrost as if the adults 

~re content to have simply observed salE PKMB, ascribing its 

occurrence to Geller, whereas the dlildren rEeded to be able to 

possess the "nagic" PKMB ability themselves. In Batchelder tenns the 

dlildren showed much less avnership resistance than did the adults. 

This my have l::een possibly as a result of less deep 

enculturation to psi-antagonistic social oorms, or possibly as a 

response to the ra:rl to have an ability which conferred some 

attention, status arrl possible ~r upon them. In Cantor's study, 
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several of the dlildren stated that they had geO-Il Geller on television 

an:i had thoU:Jht to themselves that they a:mld 00 as r,..ell as him 

(Cantor 1979). 

An attitudinal difference l::etween dlildren arrl adults ~uld seem 

to exist. If adults a:msider themselves unable to produce PKMB without 

Geller's involvem:mt they will, on Batchelder's arrl Stanford's views, 

be unlikely to exhibit the ability in the absence of Geller. '!his 00es 

oot rrean that they nay oot possess the capability, but that its 

elicitation in performance may be bnpossible to achieve in the absence 

of <Dntaet of sc:me form with Geller. 

The largely null results achieved by Price am. Bender with their 

child subjects suggests that they ~re either making false claims or 

that they are ~dily inhibited under test <Dnditions. Bender's 

finding of atteIt1?ted cheating in 5 of 6 child subjects follcwed up 

(1977) is <Dnsistent with the Collins arrl Pamplin study (1975) arrl 

suggests that dlildren subjected to high levels of demarrl will 

frequently attempt to cheat in preference to failing. '!his :implies 

that unchecked self reports of PKMB ability terrlered by children 

should l::e viewed with caution. 

On the other harrl, Osborne's fiming that the rrajority of 

screenees passing his severe tests 'Ere dlildren, and the fact that 

all of cantor's child PKM8 interviewees had succeeded in producing 

ostensible PKl.\offi to the satisfaction of Taylor or Hasted (Cantor 1979) 

suggests that at least same dlild claimants of PKMB ability appear to 

be genuine. 

In the absence of Geller, same other P~~ eliciting manipUlation 

of screenee' s states ~uld appear to be ~cessary. Fran the axnparison 

of SmJkler's reported rate of ostensible PKJ.'w1B deriving fran the use of 

a ~otograph of Geller with the results reported by Houck am Isaacs 
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it would appear that p3.rticipation in group rreetings \\here ooliberate 

use of putatively PKMB favourable nanipulations is rrade is rrore 

effective. This rray be explicable in terms of differences of rrccd, 

belief states and the mediation of PKMB eliciting suggestions. 

Very severe (ie fX)tentially inhibitory) tests of PKMB can be 

perform:rl only by a small (5%) minority of those claiming ostensible 

PKMB events, apparently, suggesting that wi thin the group possessing 

PKMB ability, the ability itself my vary as also nay the imividual' s 

proneness to inhibition. This ~uld appear to be an area which might 

repay the investnent of research effort. 

Finally, the question of the incidence of ~~ ability v.emains 

essentially unanswered. Millar's estirrate of the incioonce of psi 

stars is 1 per 1000 population (Millar 1979). T~ firrlings of Isaacs 

(1981) and Houck (1982) appear to irrlicate a much higher figure of 

between 5 an:] 1 per 100. But Isaacs has screened groups \lbich are 

likely to include a higher frequency of psi stars than the general 

population and Houck's figures are as yet rot oofinite. Because of 

lack of follO'W-up studies using a secure PKMB task neither of the 

estirrates fran these two sources are certain. 

Additionally, it is possible that both Isaacs an:] Houck may be 

disguised psi stars who may either bias att~~a~cesh~p at their 

screenings or else contribute some component to the PKMB perforrrances 

of their screenees. 

The uncertainties in the estimates of the number of Wi viduals 

exposed to Geller in the surveys prevents any even tentative estirrate 

of the incidence of PKMB fran being deri ved fran those sources. 

Hcwever, all of the above rrentioned investigators with the 

exceotion of Keil am Srnukler have seemingly rranaged to fim .. 
ostensible PKi'1B agents W'ho \\ere available for further ext;:erirnentation. 
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The important I;XJint seems to have been established that groups wishing 

to conduct intensi ve stooies of limited rrumbers of cstensible PKMB 

agents can reasonably ext;ect to be able to obtain a supply of t..'1ese 

irxli viduals in any areas cx:mtaining substantial populations. 
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OlAPI'ill FOUR 

4.1.1 The Context of the Pres~lt Research 

rl1e research reported here and in later Chapters derives fran an 

analysis of same of the long tenn needs of parapsychology, a critique 

of the pres~t state of PI< research, contact wi~~ Batcheldor's theory 

of PK induction and a construal of the significance of directly 

measurable PK effects which may differ fram the accepted view within 

parapsychology. Since this analysis largely detennined many of the 

decisions made vegarding the research topic, the methodology anJ 

general orientation of the studies reported here, it should be 

explained. 

4.1.2 The Need for a Theory of ~~e Physics of Psi 

An overriding need within parapsydl0logy is for a physical explanation 

of psi effects. The absence of a well constrained phys~cal theory is 

one of the factors which currently prevents parapsychology fran being 

accepted by the scientific community. Whilst psi phenamer4 are still 

seen as conflicting with current physical theory there will always be 

a tendency for the physical science cammuni~y to prefer to write off 

psi phenomena as non existent or llnpossible rather than contemplate 

any far veaching modifications or additions to physical theory fram 

this source. 

'rhe canplementary 3!;,--pE:ct of this situation is that 3~nce 9S~ 

phenomena are currently anomalous with respect to present physical 

theories the developnent of a physical theory of psi is clearly of 

linportance for the advance of cur general understanding of physics, as 

psi phencmena could be argued to imply that our concepts of time and 
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space may require possibly far ~ching revisions. 

Irrportant changes in the estimation of hurran powers and 

capacities are also linplied by psi, which in turn may dramatically 

alter the concept of human identity. It is not surprising that ?si 

phenanena are difficuLt to reconcile with present knowledge and have 

encounteDed sceptical opposition because the ~lications of psi seem 

to promise a radical revision of several bnportant areas of our 

know ledge of the war ld. 

Central to this endeavour 1S the accumulation of data which may 

contribute towards the construction of a theory of the physics of psi. 

Whilst ESP research can contribute greatly to this project, since 

current theories of the physics of psi hav-e consequences which predict 

certain characteristics of ESP (eg Walker 1975), it would seem 

Deasonable to expect that a major contribution of relevant data should 

derive fram PK research. Psychokinesis offers the opportunity for 

paranormally caused physical processes to be monitored and detected as 

they occur in inanimate systems. The difficulties of monitoring 

probably subtle paranormally created physical interactions within 

living tissue may well prevent gathering of data fram ESP research 

which could be incisive for the physics of psi, leaving PK as the 

principal field for the gathering of the necessary data. 

4.1.3 A Critique of the REG as PK Detector 

The electronic 'random evant generator (Schmidt 1969) is now the 

predaninant device used to detect PK effects in experimental studies 

of PK. It has eclipsed all other methcds of PK detection in use for 

research of psychological characteristics of PK. The REG has g1ven 

good service in this role and its ability to produce digital outputs 

frakes it convenient to interface with cc:mputer systems '..;hich can then 
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be programned to run experimental trials and perform the subsequent 

statistical analysis. 

However, ~~e REG as a PK detection system has a number of 

features which it will be argued nay be responsible for limiting the 

progress of PK research in areas relevant both to physics am the 

psychology of PK. The universal use of randomly behaving probabilistic 

PI< detection systems (dice and RfGs) nay have led parapsychology into 

a construal of the nature of PK 'Nhich is artificially limiting because 

it is subject to the instrinsic limitations of this type of target 

systen. 

OrE limitation is that althoUJh the REG is suitable for certain 

types of physics-relevant PK experiment, such as exploring the effects 

of cbservation of the output of a PI< target system, an area of great 

relevance to the observational theories of psi, (Millar 1978) it does 

not lend itself to investigation of PK mechanisms. 

Weed, the use of REGs has led sane parapsychologists to regard 

PK target systems as being "black boxes" about which questions of 

lYEChanism should not be asked (Schmidt 1975). while it nay be true 

that PK operates entirely teleologically, without need of intervening 

filysical mechanisms of any sort, a discovery of this type can only be 

rrade thro~h exp:rimentation, oot by fiat.· Research is in too early a 

stage for the search for PK mechanisms to be abandoned. other forms of 

PI< target than the REG, of which instances are the m:tal targets of 

PKMB action, nay yield a much richer harvest of data relevant to the 

elucidation of PK mechanisms, if they exist. 

But the use of RtX; PK target systems has also had a subtle 

effect upon the m:thodology am the emerging conceptualisations l.n the 

field of the psychology of PK ~nich may also drastically limit 

research. 
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The features of the REG which are responsible for this situation 

are its intrinsically probabilistic type of output, the law rates of 

hitting achieved on it, the fact that the REG scores of groups of 

subjects can be surrmed and the fact that the REG does rot detect 

fluctuating PK effects efficiently (Schmidt 1977). 

REGs are usually configured to produce discrete output states at 

predetermined rates. As L~e random event generator's name suggests, 

ideally, the output states are randan in frequency, distribution am 

sequence. Current REGs conform closely to the ideal and their outputs 

in the absence of subjects appear to be truly raman. The presence of 

a PK effect is detected as a bias imposed on the frequency of the 

target state by the subjects in the experiment. 

The hit rates usually encountered in ext:erimentation are of the 

order of 3% bias, that is, for a 2 state device instead of an 

approximately 50% incidence of hit and miss output states the ratio 

nay be 53% of hit states versus 47% misses. Over thousands of trials 

this law percentile bias can produce highly significant statistical 

cdds against chance (eg Schmidt 1973). 

Feedback of the output states is usually given to subjects via a 

visual or auditory display which has as many states as the output of 

the REG, although recent developments include the use of REG based PK 

games where feedback is given in video form (eg Schechter, Barker & 

Varvoglis 1982). 

HaNever, since the hit ra te produced by sub jects is so law, for 

any hit observed by them, the chances are very rruch rrore 1n favour of 

it being due to the natural spontaneous raooan activity of the REG 

than that it Ytas caused by their PK. The problem can economically be 

described by stating that with REGs the PK "signal" is lost in the 

background "noise" of their nomal randan behaviour. 
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Given this situation it becomes Dnpossible for the subject to 

discriminate hits due to PK from hits due to chance. If this cannot be 

done, the feedback signal cannot be used as a cue upon which to base 

learning. 

By this argument, which assumes t.ha.t cues provided by feedback 

from" the PK target system are essential in order that subjects rray 

learn, learning effects ou;;ht oot to happen in Rffi studies. 

The bnplication deriving from this analysis, that across-sessions 

inclines should not appear, seans to be extremely well proven by the 

absence of reports of inclines in the parapsychological literature on 

PK (Rhine 1970, Stanford 1977). If experimenters found statistically 

significant inclines in REG data they would be certain to report them. 

This situation has had the effect t.ha.t parapsychologists do oot 

expect to find PK to be improved wi th practice. Rather, in the 

literature of the statistical detection of PK using various 

probabilistic PK detection systems (dice, counters, water drops etc 

prior to the use of REGs), the decline of scoring rates within and 

across sessions has been almost universal (Rhine 1970, Stanford 1977). 

REG results seem not to shaN such rrarked (ie statistically 

significant) declines as the earlier dice based work, and this has 

been hypothesised as possibly due to the irrmedia te feedback provided 

by electronic REG systems (Tart 1983). 

The absence of learning effects in PI< data has led rrost 

parapsychologi3ts to accept that experimentally elicited intentional 

PK effects will always only be detectable as snaIl, and in practical 

tenns, rather insignificant biasses upon systems. As subjects cannot 

learn to prcrluce larger scoring rates on REGs their p:rformance is 

viewed as essentially static, as given, althoUCJh psychological factors 

present in the test situation are naturally seen as determining the 
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degree to which the subjects I fixed PI< ability gains expression l.Il 

perf orrrance. 

Hcwever, the fact that the results fran individual subjects in 

REG exper~ents can be pooled has meant that statistically significant 

results can be obtained fran groups of subjects rone of whan is 

capable singly of producing a statistically significant result over a 

rn:::derate number of trials. This has been an important determinant 1n 

the acceptance of relati vely low levels of PK performance fran 

irrlividuals. Subjects are recruited for limited, often single psi 

performances and are rot regarded as iOOi viduals, but as a nass 

resource. Since experiments can be run without individuals shoving 

spectacular perfornances there has been little reason for 

parapsychologists to shaw interest in high levels of PK performance or 

in the possible training of EK. 

4.1.4 Macroscopic PK Effects 

Large scale (rracroscopic) PK effects nay be Hare fruitful phenanena 

for fhysical stw.y than REG PK because the PK rrechanisms involved nay 

be more readily accessible to detection arrl monitoring. Performance at 

nacroscopic PK tasks rray also be subject to learning effects as is 

discussed below. EEG studies conducted upon PK agents accomplishing 

nacroscopic tasks may provide valuable inforrretion ~arding the 

neurophysiological basis of PK perforrrence (eg Dierkens 1978). 

Hcwever, rracroscopic PK stw.ies largely rerrain (excepting PKMB) 

at the somewhat primitive stage of attempts to validate the !.=henClilena. 

'rhe principle reason for this is that rracroscopic PI< effects cannot be 

sumnated across a group of unselected subjects in the way TNhich 103 

possible using probabilistic PI< target systems such as the Rffi. This 

feature forces would~ investigators of nacro PK phenomena to depend 
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upon finding individuals shewing relatively high levels of PI< 

perforrra.nce who are essential for the execution of t.l-)is type of 

research. Yet in spite of some interest in this type of PI<, very 

little has been done effectively to address the problem of developing 

efficient methods of finding such subjects or of increasing the 

abilities of those subjects shewing same PK capacity of lower level. 

For example, the telekinetic abilities of the Russian ostensible PK 

agent Kulagina rave been examined several times by Western 

I;Brapsychologists (Pratt, Ullrnan, Keil & Herbert 1976), but t."1is has 

not led to the ini tia tion of studies of telekinesis with ArrErican or 

European subjects (apart fran Honorton I s brief preliminary study of an 

American ostensible Kulagina-style PK agent (1974)). Few other 

individuals clabning telekinetic ability seem yet to have volunteered 

for research. 

Parapsychologists have also occasionally ~ked upon the fact 

that the filysical rrediurns of the p:1st who produced a wide range of 

!YB.croscopic PK r:bencmena seem no longer to exist. The causes of this 

situation seem to be regarded as obscure and sane.vhat inscrutable, as 

if there were inexplicable fashions in PK. 

Such an atti ttrle might seem to ignore some important historical 

and social factors which provide important clues. In the days of the 

seemingly widespread occurrence of ostensible rracroscopic PK (so 

called "physical phenanena") rcany physical rrediums errerged fran 

protracted periods of "devel~ment" in hone circles (Inglis 1977). The 

existence of an active spiritualist movement provided a social context 

in which the presence of large numbers of spiritualist home circles 

and developmmt seances gave widespread cpportunity for irrlividuals 

with latent rracroscopic PK gifts to l:e identified and tx'ssibly learn 

to produce effects of a larger rragnitude and greater variety. A small 
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mino~ity of these individuals then became available for scientific 

research. With the decline of spiritualism am the reduction in 

numbers of spiritualist seance groups due to rrany causes the older 

spiritualist "development" tradition has faded away. 

The decision of Rhine to utilise dice for investigations of PK 

led to the rapid developrrent of methcx:1alogically sound am 

sophisticated experimental research employing probabilistic PK target 

systans, of which the Rffi is the latest example (Stanford 1977), but 

at the cost of the bnplicit acceptance of the intrinsic limitations of 

statistical methcx:1s of detecting PK. 

A consequence of Rhine's decision has been that the . outlook on PK 

bred by the use of randomly behaving statistical detection systems has 

led to an acceptance of the status quo regarding the non appearance of 

gifted macroscopic PK subjects. 

PK ability is seen as fixed am unalterable because it cannot be 

trained using probabilistic REG type PK targets. This has led to the 

grONth of very p3.ssi~ attitooes towards the "gifted" PK subject. 

If subjects are regarded as either "gifted" or not, then the rrost 

that it seems possible to do is to r.-.ait, rrore or less passively, for 

the spontaneous appearance of individuals with the requisite PK 

abilities. Since subjects having well developed macroscopic PK ability 

do oot in general present themselves, this field of PI< research has 

tended to languish. 

But this attitooe ignores the strong suggestion fram the history 

of P'lysical rrediumship that even if irrlividuals are born PK-gifted, 

the developnent of their abilities may be CEceSsary t:efore their 

potential becanes realised. This is oot to deny that instrinsic 

differences in PK ability may and probably do exist, but most 

so-called gifted subjects who have entered research have had to 
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develop their PK gift by themselves before entering research. In same 

ways this seems a peculiarly irresponsible and uncurious attitude on 

the f:8rt of parapsychologists and, rrost importantly, this situation 

seems mt to be acknowledged at present. 

It is as if the training of PI< skills 1.S regarded as being 

sanehow the subject's job, an infornal process which is rot the 

responsibility of the parapsychologist. However a few past 

investigators of physical rrediumship (Bisson 1914, Schrenck-Notzing 

1933) have sometimes undertaken the training of individuals showing 

ostensible IIBcroscopic PK ability, but this tradition seems roN to be 

rroribund. Umoubtedly social factors are relevant to this situation, 

since the REG offers a clinically tidy and relatively unproblematical 

rretbodology compared to the difficulties inherent in the unm:x1ified 

seance roan investigatory rrethods. REGs offer an acceptable 

canputer-based rcodem technological irrage which is in stark contrast 

to the suspect events of the darkened seance roan v.hich bear the old 

fashioned rrarks of "ectoplasm" and fraud. 

The difference between the approach advocated here am the 

customary parapsychological attittrle towards nacro PI< subjects could 

aptly be rrarked by redescribing PI< agents as "skilled" rather than 

"gifted", since skills are trainable, whereas the lal::el "gifted" 

emphasises intrinsic, genetically determined ability. This is not to 

deny that the skilled PI< agent rray not have been gifted above the norm 

with PK in the first place, but it is to emphasise that even the 

gifted rray rot initially be capable of a PK performance which exceeds 

marginal levels without training and protracted practice. The 

situation rray be analogous to that fNith other high level hUIIBn 

ooordinatory skills, such as musicianship, archery or shooting. By 

only accepting fully trained rracroscopic PI< agents into their 
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laboratories parapsychologists may be denying themselves a potentially 

fruitful source of pc1tVerful PK agent subjects. 

The attitude of contemporary parapsychology towards the 

recruitment of gifted subjects seems to have b:en passive am the 

possibility that PK ability may be trainable has been virtually 

ignored, apart fran the honourable exception of some of Morris' s ~rk 

an subject PK elicitation strategies used in influencing REG's (Morris 

& Harnaday 1981, Levi 1979). In the context of REG PK being seen as 

the paradigmatic example of PK this attitude is not surprising. 

Because of its early stage of evolution macroscopic PK research 

is seen as essentially non-instrumented, cumbersome and primitive 

oompared to R.EG PK, so that research effort has not teen directed to 

it. The process has established a vicious circle, where the primitive 

stage of the field has deterred those who might lead to its 

development fran becaning involved. This has contributed to an 

attitude of fatalism ~arding the scarcity of suitable subjects. 

4.1.5 Directly Detectable PK - A Class of Learnable PK Tasks? 

Because the view being advocated here is at variance with current 

parapsychological orthodoxy, terminological problems arise when 

attempts are made to define the type of PI< effects which are thou:Jht 

to be in principle learnable, or at least likely to be subject to 

bnprovernent with practice. It is hypothesised that there is a large 

class of PK tasks which potentially are learnable. 

This type of PK effect, which nay (as with uPKMB) involve the 

detection of microscopic changes of state of the PK target could be 

ternEd "directly detectable" PK, as contrasted to ITB.croscopic PK which 

by definition excludes microscopic effects, althou:Jh all ITB.cro effects 

fall within the class of directly detectable effects. The "directly 
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detectable" nanenclature specifically distinguishes such effects fran 

those which are only detectable using statistical means of evaluation 

(PK bias effects on dice, counters, water drops, REGs - any form of 

rarrlanly behaving system with an indeterminate, spontaneously 

fluctuating output). 

The directly detectable PK approach is quite 9=neral am oot 

lbnited be PKMB. The general principle of the approach is that an 

instrinsically stable PK target system be rronitored and the signal 

derived fran it fed back to the subject in same easily discr~inable 

for.m. PKMB represents only one of a potentially large class of 

directly detectable PK effects rrost of wbich have oot yet been 

exploited in experimentation. 

Examples of already used directly detectable PI< effects are the 

"thennistor PK" studies of Sdnneidler (Sc:hrneidler 1973), the use of a 

superconducting rragnetometer as PI< target by Puthoff am Targ (1975), 

Hasted I s ~rk on paranormal electrical effects (see appeooix 1), the 

use of infra red occultation equipment pioneered by Osty (1931), 

irrlependently repeated by Hcpe (Hq:>e et al 1933) and recently 

replicated by Gregory (1983), the use of light beams am P'lotocells as 

PK targets (Herbert 1974), the use of the discharging of fu~ 

electrically charged capacitor as PK task (Wells & Watkins 1975) am 

the use of a Fabry-Perot interferometer as PK target by Jahn am his 

group (Nelson, Dunne & Jahn 1982). Tt:ris list is by 00 rceans 

exhaustive. Other tasks have been used am rrany other fX>ssible types 

of directly detected PI< effects rray be available by the use of 

suitable instrumentation. 

If the PK target system is intrinsically stable, the resultant 

electronic signal derived fran it (using suitable instrurrentation) 

will also be stable in the absence of PK. Changes of state of the PI< 
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target system will then potentially be detectable with <pod signal to 

noise r.atio, in complete contrast to REG outputs 'Nhich by design are 

subject to a daninating r.andan fluctuation. 

The good signal to mise r.atio of such systems nay also allow 

very Sll'all PK induced changes of state to be detected, so that PI< 

~rfornBnce at lew levels can be detected, ~rhaps allowing initially 

relatively modestly gifted PK agents to learn to produce 

macroscopically observable effects. 

The approach advocated here predicts tha t instrumented 

rracroscopic PI< targets o~ht to provide outputs with a g:x:rl eno~h 

signal to mise r.atio to enable subjects to improve both the rragnitude 

of the effects they create upon them and the reliability of their 

perfornBnce. Such targets llB.y also provide useful systems for use in 

studies of the physics of EK. 

4.2.1 The Choice of uP~~ as PK Training Task 

It is believed that the approach outlined in the previous sections 

will prove a realisable research cbjective. The principal hypothesis 

is that directly detectable PK effects provide PK tasks which will be 

subject to learning effects if subjects are allowed to perform series 

of training sessions with them under certain psychological and 

feedback a:nXiitions. The general approach has been outlined t:ecause it 

VtOuld te seriously misleading to consider that the use of instrumented 

PK target systems for PK training purposes is necessarily limited to 

P~iV1B. 

InstrunEnted PKt.\ffi was chosen as the PK task of choice because the 

advent of Geller and the mini-Gellers had demonstrated the possibility 

that ostensible PK~ agents llB.y exist in the general population in 

much larger numbers than had been thought possible for gifted PK 
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agents. The author's (Isaacs 1981) experience of mass screening for 

uPKMB and nacro PKMB agents had also led to the exp:cta tion that 

sub jects found in the Midlarrls would be available in suff icient 

numbers to enable exp:riments ·to te p:rformed. 

Hasted had also demonstrated the feasibility of the elicitation 

of uPKMB under controlled conditions (1976a) which rtEant that a secure 

PKMB task existed. 

The macroscopic PKMB effect appeared to be so prone to inhibition 

if perforrred without touch that it would oot be suitable for 

experimental purposes unless exceptional subjects oould be found. If 

subjects were allowed to touch rretal specimens this would impose the 

difficult task of. finding a method where this oould be alla.ved without 

either breaching standards of security against artifact and fraud or 

else incurring the risk of oon perforrrance because of inhibition. 

Adiitionally, the fact that electrical outputs were ava~lable 

fram uPKMB equipment meant, that in principle the effects oould readily 

be quantified, a task which would appear to be very rruch rrore 

difficult for the macroscopic effect. Instrumental detection of PKMB 

Y.Ould also allow imnediate feedback to 1:e given to subjects which 

ought to provide cues for learning purposes. 

4.2.2 Initial Decisions on Me~~odology and Instrumentation 

It ~s decided initially that uPKMB training sessions would be based 

upon dasted' s rrethod of working, whereby sub jects v.ould be presented 

with a netal strip specimen as target for their Pl<L~. Strain gauges 

\\Quld be used as transducers and records of training sessions ~uld be 

obtained by means of a chart DeCorder. 

The fundamental p:iradigm r...ould be the use of irrrnedia te feedback, 

1Il an analogous fashion to that used in biofeedback training. Rather 
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than simply aliC1Ning the chart recorder p:n ro~se to act as an 

aLXiitory feedback signal to the subject as Hasted had, it was decided 

to explore different types of visual am auditory feedback in an 

effort to ~tirnise learning perforrrance. 

It vas clear fran Hasted's early work (1976a) that subjects 

~rforrred well in their hones. According to Hasted subjects perform 

~timally in areas which they construe as being in sorre way in their 

aNn ~ssession (l981a) am subject inhibition seem:d likely to be 

IC1Nest in their own home. It was therefore decided that training 

sessions would re oold with subjects in their hones. Although use of 

the subjects' hanes recessitated careful inspection to select suitable 

roams for experbnentation, it was felt that the psychological 

advantages of the familar setting \\Ould outweigh the disadvantages 

involved. 

The fact that it VoUuld re the experimenter who l,\Ould have to do 

all the travelling meant that ~ssible problems incurred by asking 

elderly or busy subjects to travel fairly large distances across the 

West MidlaIrls connurbation ("which is 60 miles across) could re 

avoided. It was also felt that subjects would re rrore reliably 

. contacted for training sessions if the experimenter had to travel to 

them rather than if they had to travel to hbn. 

It vas realised that the development of suitable uP~~ training 

devices would take considerable time am effort to perform. At first 

it was unclear tNhether visual or .auditory feedback should te produced 

by the training instrumentation. 

Early pilot experimentation was therefore directed towards 

developing th~ experimenter's experience with the training session 

format am to the evaluation of different types of feedback systems. 

As the y,ork progressed, the input of time am effort into 
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electronic development became very IlUlCh greater than originally 

planned, leading eventually to the exp:rimenter himself having to 

develop, design an::1 construct all of the equiprrent used in the 

reported studies. 'This became an unavoidable task eecause it became 

apparent after rrore than a year's preparatory and pilot "NOrk corxiucted 

whilst waiting for suitable equipment to be developed that the only 

W3.y in which suitable equipment would be developed would be for the 

experbnenter to build it. 

Ore problem \>bich greatly affected the developm:nt of the 

instrumentation was that after each rrodification had been rrade which 

might have some effect upon the relationship of subjects to the 

equipment it was necessary to go back to the subjects in order to test 

it. It was essential to firrl a device which In every aspect would t:e 

felt congenial to work with by subjects. 

4.2.3 Pilot Work with Mark, S~on an::1 Justin J 

The J family are relatives of the author. Mrs J and her daUJhter have 

each reported one spontaneous non intentional macroscopic PKMB event. 

Since the author initially tested rrany friems am relatives for uPKMB . 

ability the three J brothers Mark, Simon an::1 Justin were tested. 

'This work was performed very early on in the :research. Sane of 

the earliest sessions, which TM:re conducted with Mark J as subject, 

utilised an amplifier donated by Hasted. The series of sessions held 

with Justin J used a strain gauge based device built by a friend. This 

instrumentation provided an audio frequency sine wave output 'which was 

frequency rrodulated by the uPKMB signal, inceases in strain gauge 

output causing increases in pitch. 

As I'D dunmy channel was employed all the results obta ined with 

the J brothers must be regarded as purely exploratory an:i rot 
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validated, because it 15 possible that mains borne electranagnetic 

transients a:mld have been responsible for some or all of the results. 

This is felt unlikely to b: the case but no rrore definite clai.rn can be 

justified. The equiprrent also exhibited considerable mise am mernal 

drift, which helped to identify the problem of drift. Many of the 

results, especially with Justin J, were of such law amplitude that the 

claim that they be regarded as PI< rather than noise must b: regarded 

as doubtful. However, an important finding t,Bs rrade during the Justin 

J series which led to the development of some of the signal processing 

techniques used in later studies. 

Three exploratory sessions were held with Mark J. It was found 

that apparently he could create uP~~ effects by tensing the muscles 

of his hand in the vicinity of the metal strip specDnen. Up£ortunately 

the chart records of these inf orrral sessions were oot kept. Mark J 1S 

a professional sculptor, so that his orientation to the uPKMB task as 

if it were a difficult-to-form scuptural object \Vas interesting. He 

had seared to be YA:)rth testing for uPKMB ability because he had a 

history of finding things prone to "fall apart in his harris" for no 

very obvious reason, a trait which b'1e author I s PKLl\1B screening 

activity had led him to believe vas possibly diagnostic of latent PKMB 

ability. Mark JI S professional comit~ts prevented him fram b:ing 

able to participate in further exp:rimentation, but the fiming of the 

first subject who shewed a fairly definite ostensible ~~ output was 

taken as an encouraging sign. 

Simon J \>as oot interested in serious r:articipation as an 

experimental subject but was present during same of Justin JI S 

sessions am asked to be allowed to attempt uPK.'V!B. It appeared that 

Simon J could produce uPKI.\ffi effects fran several rretres distance, 

principally at instants when his gaze fell on the uPKMB target (a 
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steel 3trip with two electrostatically screened strain gauges crounted 

on c.pposite sides), although the effect was rot reliable or fully 

under his CDntrol. At the k::eginning of Justin J' s 7th training 

session, before Justin's attempt, Sbnon created three ostensible uP&~ 

pulses which exceeded the 0.2 mv cri terion and \tlere larger than mst 

of Justin J's ostensible uPKMB signals. Hcwever as both Justin arrl 

Simon \tlere present the ownership of these signals is rot certain. 

Justin J had not participated in Mark J's sessions and was 

interested to see whether he too CDuld produce uP&\ffi effects. It l',o,lQuld 

probably be correct to guess that Justin wished to join the family 

"club" of ostensible PKMB agents since at 15 years old he was the 

youngest of the three brothers (Mark was 34, Simon 17) am the two 

elder brothers had produced ostensible uPKMB effects at their first 

attempts, whereas ~ had rot. 

After several very short am casual preliminary attempts ten 

chart recorded sessions were held with him. Many additional later 

sessions \tlere corrlucted which 'N'ere not chart recorded. These later 

sessions used an oscilloscope with a long persistence screen to 

provide feedback. At various later tbnes Justin provided a useful 

service in being prepared to try out different uPKMB detection am 

feedback systems as they ~re developed. 

T~ sessions were held in Justin's bedroom which served as his 

"den". This room \,\9.S at the top of a three storey house situated in 

the CDutryside. The steel strip uPKMB target was suspended by rubber 

bands fram a wooden frame which was placed on a desk at which Justin 

~s seated. The floor was composed of a thin layer of CDncrete on top 

of floorboards. AltholXJh experbnenter and sub ject did rot crove around 

during trial periods, the slight shaking of the top floor of the house 

when the wind blew probably CDntributad to the relatively high level 
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of ooise recorded on the chart recorder trace. 

Sessions varied in length but averaged about 45 minutes. During 

the session the subject was self paced and usually trial r:eric:xis 

lasted approximately 10 minutes, with inter-trial rest perioos reing 

between 5 and 20 minutes. Several distances l:etween subject and ~'1B 

target were tried, as were several different psychological 

orientations to the uPKMB task. 

The results were very marginal early in the practice series 

(which includes all chart recorded sessions). What events did occur 

tended to favour the corrlition where the subject was sitting at the 

desk on the top of which the specimen holder r,.,as situated. 

The results are shewn in figure 1, and suggest a decline, 

althoU;h the events were so rrarginal that it cannot definitely be 

claimed that there was any PI< registered in this series. Perhaps the 

decline was due to boredcm since the early exciterrent rapidly faded as 

rrost of the chart results were so rrarginal am because the audio 

feedback output fran the instr'uIrentation rever indicated a shift due 

to uPKMB. 

The results have been ~uted by :rreasurement of the chart 

record. The short tenn noise level was estimated as being 0.2 mv peak 

to peak, altho~h the very much slCMer thernal drift was several times 

this figure. Only signals of fast rise time were considered as 

possible uP~'1B - the pen trace had to be horizontal, or very rearly 

so, for the event to be considered as possible uPKJ.'1B. Only signals 

which were 0.2 mv larger than the largest r:eak of the immediately 

neighbouring backgrourrl trace were counted as pJssibly being uPKMB. 

At the end of the ten sessions I suggested to Justin that we use 

an oscilloscope to view the ouput waveform of the strain gauge 

amplifier. This would enable the amplitude/time characteristics of the 
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uPKMB signals to be carefully examined am might al30 9rovide a rrore 

interesting rreans of feedback for him, since his ooredom with the 

chart recorder system had beccme evident. 

Results with the oscilloscope were most revealing. The subject 

resporrled with imnedia te interest and uPKMB signals several times 

larger than those previously chart recorded were seen. Signals 

increased in frequency. The oscilloscope al30 shewed that rrost uPKMB 

signals '~re of only a few milliseconds or tens of milliseconds 

duration. These signals Ylere net registered on the chart record at 

their correct amplitude and also, IIDSt importantly, prcxiuced 00 

auiible change in output of the feedback tone (which had a resting 

frequency of aOOut 440 Hz, uPl<L"-1B signals should have rrade the pitch 

increase) . 

M:)st signals appeared to occur at rranents of the subject lapsing 

in his concentration on the task, such as when distracting events 

occurred in his vicinity, or before the start of the fo.rnal test 

period, or just at the cessation of effort. Althouc:Jh the chart records 

shew a decline (if they shew anything atall), the later oscilloscope 

sessions appeared to suggest that given a quite large total practice 

time (23 hours overall, including chart recorded plus oscilloscope 

sessions> improvenent in uPKMB output could occur. 

Justin had started off shewing no signs of uPKMB output (in the 

earliest sessions where the chart record was rot retained>, but by t-~e 

end of the 23 hours of oractice sessions had started to produce 
'" 

rracroscopically bent cutlery, although it was rot deforrred under 

controlled corxiitions. Justin himself was e.xtrerrEly cautious in the 

claims he rrade arrl rather than adopting a l:x:astful "psychic star" 

attitudeterrled to be very modest and doubting of his ability. It is 

felt extrerrely unlikely that tE attempted any form of fraud in 
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producing the bent cutlery, altho~h the amount of oor.rcal force ha 

used was oot rreasured or nonitored. 

4.2. 4 Conclusions Fran The Justin J Series 

Several conclusions were drawn. First, it appeared that if uPK:1B 

signals were of only a few milliseconds duration, SOIlE form of signal 

processing ~uld be essential to enable them to became audible to 

subjects. They ~uld have to be lengthened so as to be audibly 
.,.. 

discJminable • 

But the problem created ,by fast signals also exterrled to chart 

recording. Since the chart recorders in use were of slew ri se time (70 

- 100 IllS fsd) it would be essential to lengthen pulses so that they 

oould be accurately recorded. 

Although the oscilloscope display was apparently acceptable am 

attractive to subjects it had several irnp)rtant drawbacks ~ich led to 

the decision oot to use visual feedbac.~. Several informal trials of 

the oscilloscope for uPKMB feedback to a variety of putative uPK..~ 

agents were made - these results were largely negative am the trials 

were carried out purely to assess its acceptability and its possible 

effects. 

It appeared that looking at the oscilloscope screen tended to 

induce subjects to adopt boo effortful an orientation to the task. It 

tended to produce a very vigilant state am to prevent the subjects 

fram being ~ble partially to withdraw their attention fram the PK 

task. It also tied them to a specific position so that they oould see 

the screen and obviously would oot allow them to close their eyes 

whilst attempting uP~~ or else bnmediate feedback would be lost. 

Too 440 Hz tone tended to beCOITE objectionable after long ~riods 

of ~sure to it am it also seared likely that a very rruch lawer 
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frequency 'fJOuld enable changes in absolute frequency to be detected 

rrore easily. 

The thermal drift and no1se characteristics of the strain gauge 

uPKMB detection were unacceptable. Although a noisy uPKMB trace was of 

benefit fram the point of view of Batchelder's theory of PK induction 

because it allowed the subject to oonstrue themselves as just starting 

to succeed in producing uPKMB signals before they became of sufficient 

amplituie to be oonsidered as definite uPl<LlIw1B, the resulting chart 

record would oot allow small uPKMB events easily to be differentiated 

fran ooise. An improved systen \\Quld be ra:ded. 

In order to exclude airborne or aains borne electranagnetic 

transients fram being undetected and possibly being incorporated into 

the chart record sorre form of extra circuitry lM:)uld I:e recessary to 

detect potential electrical interference. 

A rrruch less CErtain conclusion was that perhaps subjects without 

very pronounced uP&~ ability produced shorter duration signals than 

rrore fOWerful sub jects. 

Finally, Justin had shown 00 PKMB ability beforehand arrl his 

chart recorded results \tlere rrarginal. Future subjects should therefore 

be chosen who had already shown PKMB ability in order to rraximise the 

possibility that they would produce oon rrarginal uPKMB signals. 

4.3 Developrrent of Inst.ruIreI1tation 

A long period of electronic instrurrenta tion developrrent was then 

initiated. Several different types of strain gauge based uPKMB 

detection systems giving different types of output were evaluated. 

Since it had originally teen hoped to loan subjects snaIl uPKL'1B 

detection and feedback devices for home use to practise uP&'1B this 

cx:msideration entered the design criteria. It was during this phase 
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that the experimenter decided to undertake the design arrl building of 

suitable equiprrent himself, since other demands on technician time 

meant that the pace of development of the new equipment "NaS 

unacceptably slow. 

Ore of the design requirements for home-use uPK..'1B training 

devices was low battery consumption, and strain gauges demand the use 

of a fixed quantity of bridge current in order to function. It was 

decid-od to evaluate the use of piezo materials as transducers for 

uPKMB. 

-roo experimenter had earlier been told by Hasted that piezo 

materials were of no use for detection of uPK~. Hasted's conclusion 

was based on his brief evaluation of piezo elements made fran organic 

materials. As a result of this advice the experimenter did not 

consider the possible use of piezo materials for same time. Eventually 

he obtained same ~les of PZT cer.amic piezo material manufactured by 

Mullard (row p:irt of Phillips). The rraterial is a lead zirconate 

titanate ceramic which is a good insulator but has excellent 

piezoelectric sensitivity. This rapidly proved of potential and piezo 

electric multfmorph strip was obtained from the same source. The 

nultimorph strip is approximately 2 Inn wide by 1 Inn thick am. consists 

of layers of piezo rraterial. The strip is rrore compliant than the 

solid crystal discs and bars and it was rapidly appreciated that this 

\\Quld re very suitable as the transducing elercEnt for use in uPl<J.\1f3 

inst.rtlm:mtation, assunung that subjects ~uld te capable of prooucing 

effects upon it. 

Having decided upon the use of piezoelectric mult~orph strip as 

uPK..~ sensor, conditioning circuitry was then designed and built. One 

persistent and difficult problem which consumed much t~e in its 

oolution vas the decision over how to lengL'1en uPK.."-1B signals to enable 
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them readily to be heard when converted to frequency changes of the 

amio frequency output circuit. Several cptions \>lere fnssible. One 

would t:e to use ~k-holding circuitry the output of which would be 

raised to the rraximum voltage level of an incoming uP&'18 'Waveform ani 

then stay there. This solution was unacceptaqle t:ecause it :.-JOuld rrean 

that successive closely spaced signals would not l:::e recorded if they 

were of lesser amplitude than the first signal. 

Another approach would be to use a ~k-holding circuit which had 

a high "droop rate", whereby the p:ak would only l::::e held for a 

relatively short time. This circuit would allow \>lell spaced signals to 

be sep3.rately registered. Hcwever t:ecause the decay in voltage stored 

\\Quld be exponential it would be unsuitable because a droop rate slOW' 

enough to give a satisfactory hold period at the highest level of 

voltage input would necessitate the droop rate being too slOW' near the 

zero voltage input end of the range, so that srca.ll input signals would' 

not be resporxled to. 

After considerable time am effort had eeen ~nded on the 

evaluation of different systems it 'Was decided to go back to the 

original slow droop rate ~k-hold system, but inste3.d of it being 

rranually reset to zero volts, an internal electronic clock would be 

used to provide regular periodic automatic zeroing at a preset time 

interval. This 'Was tried and found very suitable. 

Fast incoming signals oould be held for detenninate periods, 

after tNhich the automatic reset function would once again nake the 

instrum::mtation sensitive to snaIl signals rEar the zero volts level. 

AcXlditional circuitry detected when an incoming uPKMB W3.veform vas 

greater than a predetennined level so that the reset clock 'Was itself 

delayed whenever a pulse above the threshold 'Was detected, rraking 

satisfactory chart recording and audio feedback of the event certain, 
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whatever t.."1e time of its occurrenc~ within the clock cycle. Without 

this facility, uPKMB events occurring near to the erxl of a clock cycle 

would be cancelled out by being reset to zero before adequate time for 

registration and perception had occurred. Refinerrent of the autocratic 

resetting circuitry reduced the noise contributed by it to the signal 

trace to the point that the final rccdel shcws effectively zero short 

teon noise, since the noise amplitude is smaller than the width of the 

pen trace. 

The audio feedback facility was found to be apparently least 

disturbing to subjects and probably most easily discrbninated when set 

to produce square wave outputs of resting frequency in the 1 to 5 Hz 

range. 

It was decided that instead of using a dumny channel for 

detection of mains transients it would be more effective to monitor 

the mains supply directly. The rrains could be exp:cted to corrluc.t 

transients which are of boo low an amplitude effectively to be 

broadcast, so that superior sensitivity to transients ought to be 

achieved by using direct monitoring rather than the dummy channel 

technique. 

Circuitry was developed which provided broad band monitoring of 

the mains live and neutral lines. Since the range of transients was 

expected to be large, a semi logaritlnnic amplification stage was 

incorporated to enable a wide range of transient voltages to be 

registered wi thin the span of the chart recorder. The same problem 

regarding registration of fast events as with uPKMB events is posed by 

rrains transients so that the same periooic autorraticall.y reset 

peak-holding technique was used. The mains monitoring channel was 

found very effective in practice, clearly detecting transients which 

\\ere of too low an intensity to break through L'1to the uP&~ channel. 
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'rhreee proving trials of these systems \.\ere teld. The first 'NaS 

with Stephen North, hasted's subject, fairly as.rly on in the 

development of the piezo based system, \4ihen a prototype hare use 

device \>as used to investigate whether uPKMB signals could b: detected 

with PZT transducers. The results were encouraging, so development 

continued. The second trial, with a rrore sophisticated but essentially 

very similar system, vas held with Paul McElhaney. A rrains rronitoring 

channel was used in both sessions. These sessions are descrit:ed 

imnediately below. 

The session with Paul McElhaney revealed that the piezo uPKMB 

transducer vas now so sensitive that loud llnpulsive noises or 

vibrations of the support on which the stand holding the PZT sensor 

system was placed would produce recorded outputs in the uPKi'1B channel. 

Th: noise level of the previous strain gauge systems had J:een 

sufficient to prevent this degree of sensitivity fram being attained. 

It was therefore decided that an ambient sound and vibration 

rroni tor ing channel should be used, providing rroni tor ing of fX)ssible 

sources of sound and vibrational interference by means of a microphone 

ani amplifier system. This was developed and used similar peak-holding 

circuitry to the rrains rronitoring channel am uPKMB channel. Ta: t.~ree 

channel device was used in the study reported in chapter 6. 

Th: sessions with Stephen North and Paul McElhaney were oonducted 

wi th a uPKMB sensor \4ihich oonsisted of a srrall spoon onto the back of 

which ....as borrled a strip of PZT rrultimorph. SLice it vas important to 

utilise starrlard sensors which must shew similar characteristics it 

was decided to abandon the use of rretal specimens and to adopt the 

pract~ce of using the PZ'f strip alone, without a rretal substrate. This 

type of sensor has been used for all subsequent studies. 
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4.4.1 The Stephen North Session 

Three uPKMB sessions were reId to evaluate the proposed final 

prototype equipment with individuals whose uPKMB abilities could 

presurrably be relied upon. For the first session Stephen North was 

chosen as subject because he was at that time the only uPKA.'1B agent "in 

training" as he W3.S regularly attending experimental sessions with 

Hasted at Birkbeck College. 'I\a.o later sessions were held with Paul 

Mc.EJhoney who claimed lX'Nerful PKMB ability. 

The first session was held in the living room of North's house on 

the 2nd of July 1981. Only Stephen and the exp:rimenter were present. 

TwJ uPKMB devices were present, a prototype of the hane-use rrachine 

and the exper~ter's proposed machine for his awn use in training 

and testing uPKMB agents which W3.S at that stage equipped with two 

channels, one being the uPl<A.~ channel, the other the mains rronitoring 

channel. Both devices used srrall spoons as substrates" with strips of 

PZT llllltimorph being bonded to the backs of their necks. 

Just as the equiprrent was being set up before the fornal start of 

the session the exp:rimenter watched as the spoon attached to the 

hare-use uPKMB detection device slowly bent before his avn eyes. The 

device was wi thin 1 rretre of the experimenter and North vas several 

netres away and had rEver touched any of the equipment (p:irticular 

care \.+as taken that he did rot touch any of the equipment prior to or 

during the experimental session). The deformation took place during 

about 5 minutes as the equiprrent \.+as set up by the experimenter. 

The spoon wired to the exp:rirnenter's uPKMB device also bent 

slightly during this period, although the tending was less marked and 

~s rot fast enough to be perceptible to direct observation. 

The mains monitoring channel \.+as set to produce a 1 volt output 

111 response to a 1000 volt rmins transient. The chart recorder channel 
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recording the rrains rronitoring channel output was set at 1 volt full 

scale deflection (fsd). Signals in the uPKMB d1annel were discounted 

if theyoccurred s~ultaneously with a mains transient which registered 

60 rnv or rrore on the chart record. 

The chart recorder sensitivity of the uPK~ channel was set at 1 

volt, such a la+! level of sensitivity being used tECause North was 

known to be a t;XJWerful PKMB agent. The total gain of the uPKi"18 d1annel 

was 22 across an effective frequency range fran 4 kHz to 15 kHz. The 

noise level of the uPKMB channel as estiIDated by rreasurem:mt of the 

chart record is essentially zero, because of the extre.rcely reduced 

sensitivity of the chart recorder setting used. The noise level 

delivered by the sarcE sensor, uPKMB amplifier anj chart recorder 

operated in a very much more acoustically and vibrationally noisy 

environrrent w:lS estimated.fran the chart record of i\1cElhoney's second 

session reported immediately below as being 2 mv rraximum peak to peak. 

It was therefore unmeasurable on the chart record fran the Stephen 

North session, since the thickness of b~e fen trace was equivalent to 

approximately 15 mv. 

To s~plify analysis all putative uPK~ signals of less than 60 

mv 'Were discounted in the analysis of the chart record. It is not 

known whether a significant data loss was incurred by use of such a 

low chart recorder sensitivity. If there had been large numbers of 

small signals generated the loss of their surnnated amplitudes rray have 

been considerable. The stability of the pen trace suggests that a few 

large uPKMB events occurred, rather than rrany suall ones. For this 

early test the exp:rimenter simply wanted to see if very large signals 

\\hich were of sufficient rragnitude unquestionably to be not due to 

electronic or acoustic mise could 00 recorded with North as subject. 

'I'Y.o trial periods were t=erformed, separated by a 34 minute rest 
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when experimenter and sub ject played haOOball together. North appeared 

to be slightly nervous at the start of the first trial period Y.t1ich 

I£S begun as soon as the equipm:nt 'Was functioning. During both trial 

periods the position of North and his hands relative to L~e uP~~ 

sensor was very carefully witnessed by the exp:rimenter. North 

rerrained seated at some 1.5 rretres fran the sensor. At ro time ~re 

any suspicious actions seen to occur. Too uP~"-1B sensor was in full 

view during the occurrence of all uPKMB events and I£S carefully 

examined to exclude the r:ossibility of threads etc teing attached. 

TtE frequency of cccurrence of signals sho.ved a steep decline 

within each of the two trials and tetween the first and secorrl trial 

of the session. Figures 2 and 3 sho.v the surrmed amplitudes of the 

uPKMB signals occurring within each three minute t:eriod of each trial. 

The first uPKJ.~ signal appeared only 50 secorrls after the equiprrent 

\\as switched on. As can be seen fran the graph (fig 2) the ITOSt 

producti ve p:riod occurred at the very start of the session, the uPKL\ffi 

output falling to zero in the third period of three minutes and 

continuing at that level until period 7 and 8 during which a 

subsidiary peak in output occurred. TtE first trial p:riod was 

continue:i with ro further output for a further 15 1/2 minutes af ter 

which a rest period was instigated. During the 34 minute rest period 

the ~rimenter and subject played harrlball in the garden of the 

subject's hane. 

A second trial session \-as then starte:i (figure 3). A similar 

pattern of steep decline in uP&~ output occurred in the second 

session, with the difference that the secorrl, rather than the first 3 

minu te period was the ITOst prcxiucti ve. After the fourth 3 minu te 

~riod ro further uPKMB events were registered, al tho~h the trial was 

extended a further 30 minutes. 
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The results obtained with ~rth were notable in two W3.ys. First, in 

a.pr:arent contradiction to Hasted's reported finding (1981a) that 

North's usual pattern' of uPKMB performance shewed wi thin-session 

inclines of uPKl.ffi output, in this session very rrarked declines \Alere 

shONn. 

It is tempting to speculate that the high level of rrotivation 

created by anticipation of the visit by a relatively unfamiliar 

experimenter may have precipitated the immediate burst of large 

ampli tooe events, follewed by the decline. North shewed considerable 

frustration at the decline of the effects during the latter parts of 

each trial session which nay have reinforced an over striving 

orientation. He is well aware of the inhibitory effects of over 

striving but may have been inhibited by his desire to produce a good 

performance for the new experimenter. 

nle secOrxl striking feature of this session 1S the unusually 

large amplitude of effects which were generated. The total sunmed 

output for the session was 3,200 mv. This output W3.S produced fran 

only 22 uPKMB events, 14 of which were of 100 mv, amplitude or greater, 

the mean being 145.5 mv. By contrast, in Paul McElhaney's first (and 

better) session his total output was ,1448 rnv achieved with 38 uPKMB 

events. Only 3 of the 38 events were of 100 mv or larger amplitude, 

the crean being 38 rnv. 

4.4.2 The Paul McElhoney Sessions 

1w:> exploratory sessions were held with Paul McElhoney as subject. ' 

McElhoney clabned PKMB ability am stated that he had developed his 

Pfu~ ability as a result of daily practice during he lunch hour at 

\oK:lrk. He claimed a variety of PK abilities and was at the tbne of the 

uP&~ sessions also holding regular seances for ostensible macroscopic 
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PK effects. 

The two sess~ons were held under very different conditions. At 

the first session McElhoney's wife and a friend were present in 

addition to the ~rimenter and the atmosphere YaS relaxed and 

relatively underranding for the subject. 

At the first session one channel of the chart recorder was set to 

a sensitivity of 100 mv, another being set at 1 volt. The mins 

nonitoring channel was set to 1 volt fsd. The same uPKMB sensor, 

amplifier system and mins monitoring system was used as had been used 

with Stephen North. The subject I s behaviour was carefully witnessed by 

the experimenter and' it vas ensured that no contact between them and 

the uPKMB sensor took place. ~t signals occurred when the nearest 

p:irt of the subject's body was rrore than 100 rrm fran the uPKMB sensor, 

sane being obtained at distances of 2 metres. The sub ject was not 

t:e~tted to approach nearer than 100 nm to the PI< target. 

The criterion beloW which signals in the uPKMB channel were 

excluded fran consideration as possible PK was 14 mv. The noise level 

estima ted fran the chart record was 2 mv. As figure 4 shews, a large 

burst of uPKMB activity took place during the first two 3 minute 

p:riods. There was then a pause of same 12 minutes which YaS follcwed 

by another 6 minute burst of activity. The final burst of activity 

occurred after another p3.use of only 3 minutes and lasted until wi thin 

3 minutes of the termination of the session. As remarked in the 

account gi ven of the Stephen North session, McElhoney' s effects were 

more numerous (38 events versus 22) but smaller (mean of 38 rnv versus 

145.5 mv) than North's. There appeared to be a p:rsistent background 

of smaller signals which were probably of paranormal origin because 

they are of .too great an amplitude (around 10 mv) to be noise or due 

to ambient acoustic transients. 
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At t.l-}e secorrl session Dr Anita Gregory (parapsychologist ani ex 

honorary secretary of the Society for Psychical Research) was present, 

but no other witnesses other than the experimenter. Several different 

types of macroscopic PKMB task were attempted at this session, 

including sarre exploratory videotaped rracroscopic PKL'vlB validation - -

attempts and some of the uPKi.\1B events at this session were al50 

videotaped as they occurred. The atnDsphere at the secorrl session was 

much less relaxed than during the first. McElhaney had ~ticipated in 

'" PKMB experimentation during. the morning and afternoon of the previous 

day with the experimenter. In addition, he had J:een up writing until 2 

am on the morning of this second day of experimentation. ~oney 

appeared visibly tired at the second session. 

The ~e equipment was used as had J:een employed for the first 

sesslon. The two uPKL~ channels on the chart recorder were set at 10 

mv and 100 mv, the third channel being used for the rrains monitoring 

channel at a sensitivity of 1 volt fsd. 'I'he noise level was estimated 

. at 2 mv rraximum peak to peak am a criterion of 3 rnv TNaS used in 

evaluating the chart record l::elow which no events were counted as 

possible uPKMB. The mise level was increased above its intrinsic 

level of O. 4 mv because the sensor I s stani was placed on the winlow 

sill which was subject to vibration arising fram the wind gusting 

bnmediately outside it. The subject was witnessed carefully by both 

the experimenter am Dr Gregory. The subject was rot permitted to 

bring his harris closer than 100 nrn to the uPKMB sensor and the gap 

l::etween his harris am the sensor was under continuous surveillance. 

As is displayed in figure 5 a total of 6 short trial periods were 

p:!rformed. The trial periods were terminated by the experimenter. This 

procedure was utilised in an attempt to forestall decline effects by 

termination of the trial period l::efore decline had l::ecome apparent. 
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The subject shewed quite a srrall total sumned output for the 

sess~on (452 mv, 43 events, rrean event amplitude of 10.5 mv). The 

srraller total output canpared to McElhoney' s first session (1448 mv) 

may have been due to his tiredness, the presence of another unfamiliar 

witness and the videotaping of part of t..~e session. Hcwever the 

sub ject shewed an impressive degree of control over the onset of the 

effects, since Ln 5 of the 6 trial periods the first uP~~ event 

c:ccurred wi thin 20 seconds of the attempt starting. 

The apparent success of limiting trial lengths suggested that at 

least with same subjects the use of short trial periods might enable 

decline effects to be avoided and might result in a greater number of 

-events being produced in sessions. McElhoney comnented that he had 

changed his attitude towards uPKMB since his success in the first 

session and f'C)W felt roore confident. Batcheldor' s theory would predict 

linproved perf~rmance resulting fram McElhoney's increased belief in 

his ability to perform well. 

The degradation of the mise level of the uPKJ.'w1B detection system 

was noticed and led to an increased aWareness on the experimenter's 

part of the need to use vibration free surroundings for uPKMB t~sting, 

althoUjh this factor would only be of crucial importance in the case 

of marginal uPKMB signals of small amplitude. In the case of this 

session the proportion of such marginal signals was fairly low -

increasing the criterion level fram 3 mv to 5 rnv 'would reduce the 

summated score by only 10%. -However it became clear fram the sessions 

a:mducted with ~Elhoney that the only certain rrethcd of controlling 

for artifact due to noise and vibration would _be to incorporate 

another d1annel dedicated to monitoring for noise and vibration. It 

was therefore decided that a mise and vibration monitoring channel 

v.ould l:e designed and built. 
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4.5.1 The Juliet B Pilot uPKMB Training Series 

Juliet B was reported by her parents as having macroscopic ~~ 

ability. She discovered this as a result of apparently successfully 

attempting ~~ after attending a talk ~iven by the experLrnenter. She 

was a 15 year old schoolgirl at the time of the pilot study. Since 

Juliet lived quite near to the experimenter and wap willing to 

p3rticipate in a training study she vas chosen as sub ject for the 

study even though her rracroscopic effects 'Here rot such as to suggest 

that she was a very powerful PKMB agent. It was decided to hold weekly 

training sessions at which the subject would be largely self paced. 

Since the series was expected to be exlora tory in a number of 

respects, new instrumentation was utilised as soon as it became 

available. By the end of the series standardised instrumentation and 

procedures had been developed. 

~ locations in the house were used for sessions, both of which 

\\ere at ground floor level and had stone or concrete floors. The old, 

solidly built house was situated in a quiet location in a country 

village. The ambient acoustic and vibrational noise level of the 

envirorurent was very low. Sessions were conducted with only the 

subject and exr::erLrnenter present in the roan except for periods in 

some early sessions when Juliet's father rNaS present. Although a shy 

girl, Juliet shewed considerable interest in uPKMB and proved easy to 

relate· 00. 

At the start of the study the ambient acoustic noise and 

vibration channel (henceforth referred to as the "microphone" channel) 

was still being developed and it was used only fran the third sesslon 

oo\lards. The microphone channel enployed a crystal microphone insert 

am. an amplifier gain of 20. In use the micr~hone was firmly fixed to 
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the uPKMB sensor's starrl so as efficiently to detect vibration as <:Nell 

as acoustic noise. In sessions three to six the microphone c~nnel 

chart recorder sensitivity was set to 1 volt fsd. Fran session seven 

it ·...as set at 100 mv fsd. 

',&0 types of uPKMB sensor were used. In the first three sessions 

the same spoon with its bonded strip of PZT multimorph \'as used as l.n 

the sessions with North and McElhoney. Subsequent sessions used a 

uPKMB sensor assembly which had as its transducer a 20 rom strip of PZT 

rrultimorph, insulated and electrostatically screened with a IlEtallic 

silver based t;aint and secured to the lowest point of a 60 gm pear 

shaped lead fishing weight which \'as suspended canpliantly fran a 

wooden frame. The PZT strip was mounted within a transparent plastic 

tube which vas open at its lower end (details are in apperrlix 1). 

The amplifier and signal processing unit was the same as used in 

the sessions with Stephen North am Paul McElhoney ani had the 

identical gain of 22. The noise level of the uPKMB channel as ItEasured 

on the chart record was 1 mv rraxiroum peak· to peak for the first six 

sessions but was reduced by slight circuit modifications before 

session seven and again prior to session eight so that by session 

eight the systen instrinsic noise was at the level of 0.4 mv. In the 

eValuation of the chart record a criterion level of 2 mv vas used, 

signals belCIN this amplitude being discarded. The three channel chart 

recorder was set to a sensitivity of 10 mv fsd for the uPKMB dlannel. 

Fran the fourth session onwards a set;arate single chart recorder \'as 

also used "Which vas set to a sensi ti vi ty of 100 mv, exparrling the 

range of accurate rtEasurement up to 100 mv. The nains nnnitoring 

channel was set to a sensitivity of 1 volt fsd. 

During the first session Juliet's father was present for about 

half of the time. A very surprising result achieved in the first 
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session vas that when the subject imagined pushing the PZT strip, 

negative pulses were registered by the chart ~order. In principle it 

would have been bnpossible for negative-going pulses to be ~istered 

because the output fran the uPKMB sensor was full wave rectified, 

rraking all signals positive-going. As is shavn in the graph of the 

SUmmated uPKMB per session for this series "(figure 6) the uPKMB output 

per session increased fram session one to session six. ~n though 

Juliet's output in the first session was low compared to either 

North's or McElhoney' s the fact that she had produced vA1.at seerced to 

be definite uPKMB signals was presented to her as a very encouraging 

sign by the experbnenter. 

The uPKMB score in the second session was approximately double 

that of the first, although the number of events 'NaS comparable (13 as 

compared to 10 for the first session), indicating an increase in 

average signal amplitude (3.2 mv versus 1. 9 rnv). During the secorrl 

session several interesting events occurred. The first uPKMB pulse 

occurred just as the subject released her effort and stepped back fram 

the uP~"-18 task, as did the seventh. These pulses appeared rot to be 

caused by the sunject' s rrovements since other s1milar rroverrents were 

perforIIEd at that distance fran the sensor by the subject and 00 

further uPKMB signals were registered. 'l\a.o pulses occurred during 

conversation, one while the I;X>ssibility of Juliet's hare being haunted 

~s being discussed, the other occurred vA1.ile attitudes towards uPKMB 

were discussed, the event occurring just as Juliet stated "of course 

it can happen" (referring to uPKJ.'18). OlE snaIl pulse occurred as the 

subject and e~rimenter were walking around the garden of her hane 

during a rest break. 

'I\t.o instruIrental changes were rrade in the third session. A secorxi 

chart recorder was used fran then onYards. It was set to a sensitivity 
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of 100 mv. The vibration and sound detecting channel was first used in 

this session, the chart DeCorder sensitivity for this channel being 

set to 1 volt. 

A pulse of 8.8 rnv occurred at the beginning of the session prior 

to its formal start, as Juliet was rerrembering hOf\1 she had once picked 

up a log and had kEen stung by a concealed tee hidden wi thin it. The 

pulse happened just as she remembered being stung. During this uPKMB 

event she was seated approximately 5 rretres fran the uPl<A.~ sensor and 

equipment. The feature noticed in the first session of negative-going 

pulses being produced continued in this session, 15 of the total being 

~gative-going, 8 being positive-going. and 4 being bipolar. The number 

of pulses in this session increased fran 11 to 27 compared to the 

previous one, although the average pllse amplitude was similar (3 mv 

versus 3.8 mv). The distribution of pulse amplitudes in this session 

is shOf\1n in figure 9 (i). 

Fram the fourth session onwards the new sensor employing a strip 

of PZT rrultimorph without a !lEtal substrate was used. During rart of 

the fourth session a 6 x 6 x 50 rnn PZT block was used as PK target 

but 00 signals 'Were recorded fran it am the mul timorph sensor was 

used for the rest of the session. The first part of the session was 

conducted using a prototype home-use uPKMB training device which had 

been loaned to the subject for her evaluation. No pulses \\ere recorded 

using this device. 

During the session a total of 18 pulses occurred, 12 of which 

happened as the sub ject was situated at 6 rretres fran the sensor. The 

distribution of the pllses is shotVn in figure 9 (ii). The surrmated 

output was larger than the third session (113.2 mv) as was the average 

pulse amplitude (6.3 mv). 

The fifth session surnnated output shONed a fourfold increase 
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( 403.2 mv) canpared to the preVIOUS one. Pulse number (16) W3.S 

canparable to the fourth session so that the increase in surrrnated 

signal was contributed by a fourfold increase in mean pulse amplitude 

to a value of 25.2 mv. Ti-us change in output is shcwn by the p.1lse 

distribution, figure 9 (iii), where it can be seen that pulses of very 

much larger amplitude than those occurring in previous sessions are 

scattered across a r.ange of pulse amplitudes which exceed 100 rov. 

Severcal interesting events happened during this session. In order 

to prevent Juliet fran striving at the PK task she had reen given a 

cartoon jake bcok to read as a subsidiary task. A total of 7 pulses 

occurred while she read the l::x:ok, 5 of which happened just as she 

appreciated the PJint of s:xne of the jokes. This suggests that a 

distraction effect nay have been cperating. While the exp:rimenter an:1 

subject were walking in the garden 3 pulses happened. It was estimated 

that at the time of their occurrence Juliet had teen sitting on the 

garden 5e3.t thinking about the uPKMB equipment. Only Juliet's parents 

were present in the house during this period and they stated that they 

had rot entered the roan. One pllse happened as Juliet was looking out 

of the wirrlow, just as she suddenly started thinking of the uPKL'v18 

sensor. 

During the sequence of sessions Juliet had reen aware of the 

increase of uPKMB occurring in them. ~t of the uPKMB events seem:rl 

to happen when her attention vas mt directed primarily towards the PK 

task, althou:Jh 00IlE occurred in response to her deliberately 

attempting to produce them. The impression was gained by the 

experimenter that she showed an increasing ability to produce effects 

intentionally. '!he chart records were analysed after each session arrl 

the steep increase in su.rcnated output led the ~rimenter to approach 

each session feeling confident that the n=xt 'M:)uld see a further 
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increase in output. 

Juliet reported after the sixth session that she had felt that it 

v.ould be very successful. Given the history of the preceding sessions 

this was hardly surprising, but Juliet claimed that she had felt that 

she was in an especially psi favourable state prior to the sixth 

session an:i that she had felt excited but relaxed orior to the ... 

session. The exp:rimenter 'NaS also in a happy and relaxed frame of 

mind just prior to this session. Juliet al30 stated that she had 

practised ~~ with her horne-use machine several times during the 

week prior to session six although her practise results had not been 

very successful. 

The sixth session surrmated PI< output was Sl.X times the rragnitude 

(2,419 mv) of the fifth session. The m=an pulse amplitude was slightly 

laver than session 5 at 22. 4 mv bu.t the number of pulses was the 

highest in the series at 108. The distribution of pulse amplitudes of 

this session shewn in figure 10 includes 8 pulses of more than 100 rov. 

Due to the full scale value of the single channel chart recorder reing 

set to 100 mv this represents an unknown loss of signal g) that the 

total ou~ut was above the figure cited since the 8 over-scale events 

\\ere counted as being 100 mv in. the surrmation of output. 

Near ly half (46) of the uPKMB events of this session happened 

while the subject was situated at 4 rretres fran the sensor arrl other 

instrunentation examining a tilotograph album in company with the 

~rimenter. 

The seventh session saw a virtual disappearance of uPKMB oompared 

to the previous session, a score of only 27 mv being achieved with 4 

pulses. Several possible exlanatory factors were present. Juliet's 

sleep t:attem had teen disturbed on several preceding nights. Her 

nomal timetable was to g:J to bed at 22.00 hrs am rise at 7. 30. 
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However on the :imnediately preceding Thursday night she had retired at 

midnight and had risen on friday at 7.15. On the Friday night she had 

attended her parent's firework party and had drunk quite a lot of 

punch and oot ~ne to ted until 2 in the rrorning. On the Sa.turday she 

had ~t up at 8 arrl had again drunk quite a lot of wine at her 

parents' dinner party that night and had oot risen until 9.45 on the 

Sunday norning. She reported having a headache for the whole of the 

session and clearly had a hangover. The uPK..~ session was started at 

10.45 in the morning. 

Juliet's sleep deprived and hung-over state was probably 

sufficient explanation for her lack of performance in the seventh 

session. Hovever a n:w uPKMB sensor IM3.S used at first, although it was 

identical in design to that used previously. Strong subject 

preferences might have been present since many other subjects have 

appeared to establish a relationship with particular ~~ sensor 

assemblies (see chapters 6 and 7). 

Batchelder has speculated (Batcheldor 1984) that rer behaviour in 

putting herself in a position where her PK perforrrance vas seriously 

affected rray have been a response of resistance to PK. He hypothesises 

that the steeply increasing PK performance of the earlier sessions may 

have led to the prospect of results in the seventh session teing 

threatening. wrule this is possible, given Juliet's relative lack of 

e.x[:erience and young age it seems rrore likely that she over imbibed 

slinply as a result of inexperience. 

Juliet's PK performance never recovered to its previous level. In 

session 8 the surrmated output was 8.6 mv, arrl in session 9 it was 12.4 

IIlV. Tre relationship betwveen the exp=rimenter arrl subject seared to te 

very nuch as before am 00 procedural or instruI'lEIltal changes ~re 

rrade. 
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In session 10 Juliet's tendency to produce bipolar signals 

reenerged in a very striking fashion. The session \\as dlaracterised by 

a very large nurnb:r of bipolar signals which cc:curred in prolonged 

continuous bursts, of a dlaracter quite different fran the usual 

single unipolar p.1lses associated with "nomal" uPKMS production. Very 

few oorrnal uPKMB signals \\ere produced. 

The fonn of the bipolar signals was of roughly triangular shape 

and their amplitude varied fram being just perceptible in the oormal 

noise of the pen trace to signals that VJere of alrrost full scale (10 

mv) amplitude. The IIB.ssive number and bipolar nature of these signals 

rrade estimation in the oonral way rreaningless, but rreasurem:nt of the 

dlart record shaved that the bipolar signals lasted for 38 minutes of 

the 110 minute session, sorre 35% of the total time. This was an 

unusual PI< display and careful dlecking of the equipnent at the time 

revealed 00 obvious fault or loose connection. The equiprrent ~rked 

perfectly when checked by the ~rimenter in the afternoon, away fran 

the subject and has rever again produced a similar output. Sane 

bipolar signals VJere recorded while the experimenter am sub ject were 

ill the garden of the sub ject 's hane. 

The bipolar signals VJere unique, ill the sense that ro other 

subject has ever produced similar signals since. It was impossible to 

tell whether the locus of action \\as upon the electronics of the 

amplifier or chart recorder or whether it \\as a direct rrechanical 

effect upon the pen of the chart recorder. The fact that the oorna.l 

signal fram the uP~~ signal amplifier and processing unit was 

rectified rrade it llDSt unlikely that the signal deri vedfran the uPK.."v1B 

sensor. The fact that ro similar signals have teen produced by any 

oth~r subject tenis to add to the impression that the locus of their 

PK action has irrleed teen upon the uPKL"1B sensor, rather than upon the 
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electronics or chart recorder system. 

No uPKMB output was recorded for session 11 ani session 12 only 

produced an output of 5.6 rov. Since it appeared that, at least in the 

short term Juliet's PK output was rot going to recover it was decided 

to terminate the series at that point. 

4.5.2 Conclusions 

The series with Juliet B had been promising but also highly 

frustrating. Her output in the first half of the series had increased 

in a dranatic fashion, culminating in the sixth session \o.here large 

numbers of signals were recorded under corriitions ~ere fraud by the 

subject seem:d to l::e excluded. Either learning or some form of 

deinhibition process had presumably occurred. The increase in her 

output certainly strongly suggested that uPKMB performance could be 

~roved with practice. 

If sorce undetected local source of artifact had been responsible 

for results it v.ould be curious that it could show an increase across 

sessions, yet disappear when Juliet was suffering fran a hangover. No 

heavy rrachinery, radio transmitter or high voltage electrical 

equipment was present nearby. The dependence of the effects upon 

obviously psychological factors, such as Juliet's suddenly thinking of 

the sensor causing an effect, or uPK.."-1B events occurring at the instant 

of her perceiving the point of a cartoon jake seemed to identify her 

as the causal agent responsible for them. 

The reduction in striving arxi attention towards the task caused 

by her being gi ven an undemanding secondary task to p:rform seemed to 

facili tate her PK, as it rray have done for Hasted's subject Nicholas 

Williams (Hasted 1981a). She had produced anticipation effects, 

release of effort effects and distraction effects. In addition she had 
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shaam that at tines she cx:>uld prcxiuce effects on request. 

HOi/ever, after the seventh session her failure to achieve her 

previous levels of perfonnance was inexplicable. Even had she started 

slCMly, if she had rraintained a cx:>nsistent incline in p:rforrrance fran 

session 8 onwards, by session 12 it cx:>uld be anticipated on the basis 

of her earlier perforrrance that she ~uld shew an appreciable output, 

yet it D:rnained at a tiny fraction of that of even her second session. 

Clearly it -:,.Quld be reasonable to hypothesise the cx:>ntinued 

existence of her p:>tential ability. Given this hypothesis it therefore 

followed that at same level an inhibition was operating of which the 

subject (am experimenter) vas apparently unaw:ire. It might be thought 

that the events of session 7 could have caused a loss of faith in her 

PKMB ability, but this did oot appear to be the case. It must be 

admi tted that only speculative hypotheses can be offered as to why she 

failed to resl..1ITE her previous level of r=erforrrance. Perhaps Batcheldor 

was cx:>rrect in speculating that either for subject or experDnenter 

(assuming that he would be capable of influencing the results, which 

. is itself very unclear) the PK of session 6 represented a sufficient 

threat to cause a virtually oamplete inhibition of subsequent effects. 

Batchelder has mted the seeming occurrence of "catastrophic 

~tions" in sitter group practice (1984) where the sitting 

following a sitting where exceptionally dramatic and powerful PK 1S 

frequently barren of PK. Yet su,Perficially at least Juliet seemed oot 

to ex{;erience any fear of the PK she produced, so tha t the imputing of 

a fear reaction to her ~ins highly ~ulative. Extensive informal 

interviewing of her prcduced 00 further leads as to the r:ossible 

source of ~~ inhibition. 

Certain procedural lessons were learnt fran the ser1es which were 

applied to the 12 session study reported 1n the n:xt chapter. The use 
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of the rnicrcphone channel had derIDnstra ted over rrore than ten hours I 

running of the equipzrent that it vas effective in resporrling to 

environmental noise and vibration. The chart ~rder sensitivities 

were standardised at 1 volt for the mains rronitoring c~annel and 100 

mv for the microphone channel. The PZT IlUlltimorph strip uP~~ sensor 

had proved acceptable to the sub ject and had suffered 00 apparent 

darrage fran its exposure to uPK..~. Hcwever the fact that a large range 

of uPKMB signals had been encountered, some of Ybich had exceeded the 

upper limit of the 100 mv sensitivity chart recorder suggested that 

the answer to the accurate recording of a wide range of uPK...'1B signals 

could rot lie in the use of further chart recorders since this 

represented a significant addition to the equipment whi~h had to be 

light am portable for carriage to subjects' hanes. It 'Was therefore 

decided that a digital meter circuit with a manually reset peak hold 

facili ty 'i;iOuld have to be developed. The excellent stab iIi ty of the 

structure of Juliet I s house and the concrete am stone floors alerted 

the e~rimenter to the rEed to avoid vibration prone YOJden floors as 

points of support for the uPKMB equipment. 
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OiAPl'ER FIVE 

JIBE IWELVE SESSION STUDY 

5.1 Exper~..ntal Hypotheses 

The pilot studies had suggested a number of hypot..i1eses which could te 

tested in addition to the rrajor hypothesis that improvenEI1t of uPKMB 

perfornance would be shown. It vas decided to utilise a twelve session 

series of once weekly 45 rrdnute tr.aining sessions for the first fully 

formal study. Each session would employ three coniitions, "near" uPKM8 

trials, "distant" uPKMB trials and rest periods, explained telow. Both 

subject and experimenter would complete pre and post session 

questionnaires which were interrled to rreasure psychological factors 

thotght to affect uPKMB performance. The hypotheses to re tested in 

the sttrly ~re that :-

1. SUbjects will shew an increase in total uPKMB output ani pulse 

number fEr session (collapsed across the three corrli tions) over 

the series of training sessions. The planned test of this 

hypothesis vas to be by a comparision of scores of pulse numbers 

between the first half (sessions 1 -6) arrl the secorrl half 

<sessions 7 - 12) of the series of sessions. Statistical evaluation 

of the difference VoOuld be ~rfonred by nEans of the Chi square 

statistic. Linear regression would be perforrred for the subjects I 

results and the correlation coefficients calculated VoOuld when 

evaluated by t test be significant at the 0.05 level (single 

tailed). Slopes of the regression lines would te ron zero and 

positive in value. 
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2. Canp:irison of sumnated uPKMB scores arxi pulse nwnbers occurring in 

trial periods versus those for non trial periods will show a first 

half-series to secorrl half-series increase in output for trial 

periods. The difference would be statistically significant at the 

0.05 level (single tailed) when evaluated by Chi square sta.tistic. 

This is the first hypothesis regarding control. It linplies that 

subjects will selectively increase their output in the intentional 

( trial) corxii tion. 

3. Canparison of sunmated uPKMB scores arxi pulse numbers occurring in 

oon trial (rest) periods will show a decrease between the first and 

secorrl hal v?s of the series. The difference will be significant at 

the 0.05 level (single tailed) when evaluated by Chi square 

statistic. This is the second hypothesis vegarding control. It 

bnplies that subjects will selectively inhibit their uPKMB output 

in the oon trial oorrli tion. 

4. ~e uPKMB output will occur in the "~r" corrlition where the 

subject is rea.rer to the uPKMB sensor than in the "distant" 

oorrlition when they are further fran it. The differen~e ~uld be 

significant at the 0.05 level when evaluated by Chi square 

statistic. 

s. Anticipation effects will be encountered so that uPKL'1B effects 

occurring in rest periods will terrl to cluster wi thin a 10 second 

period just before the start of trial periods. 

6. Release of effort effects will occur so that uPKMB effects 

occurring in rest periods would tend to cluster wi thin a 10 second 

period of the end of trial periods. 

7. Irrlividual differences between the r:erformances of the subjects 

will be shown. 
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8. A number of hypotheses were incorpora ted in the oosign of the 

questionnaires. These will be discussed in section 5.8. _dealing 

with the questionnaires. 

9. rrhis' hypothesis was not tested quantitatively or fonrally. I~ 'HaS 

predicted that subjects showing higher levels of macroscooic PKMB 
" 

~uld exhibit larger increrrents in output over the series of 

sessions. 

5. 2 EJq;::erimental Design 

i\S Juliet B had shown an increase in her uPK..\1B output over six 

sessions it W3.S decided that a total of twelve sessions ought to allow 

rrcst sub jects sufficient practice to enable them to improve their 

uPKMB perfonnance if this \o.8S possible. In order mt to impose 

unacceptable demands on the subjects' tbne the training sessions were 

set at 45 minutes . 

. A difficult decision was taken regarding the facing of the 

subjects' trial arx1 rest periods. As will be recalled, 1:x:>th the Justin 

J series and the Juliet B series employed self pacing by subjects. 

Fran the p:>int of view of cptimising subjects' perforrtru1ces it v..a.s 

suspected that self pacing might be superl0r compared to pacing fran 

an external source. However the use of external pacing \ttOuld enable 

the subjects' performances to be compared very rruch nore directly than 

if they were allowed to pace themselves so that it v..a.s utilised in 

this study. 

A cassette tape giving instructions defining trial and rest 

~riods \tas used. The experimenter';3 voice T£S used. to issue tbning 

instructions. The tbne p:riods in each CJndition are shc».rn in table 1 

overleaf. 
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Table 1. UPKMB Training Session Timing Schedule 

caxlition Duration (Minutes) 

Rest 1 7 

Near Trial 1 1 

Rest 2 2 

Distant Trial 1 2 

Near Trial 2 2 

Rest 3 4 

Near Trial 3 2 

Distant trial 2 2 

Rest 4 5 

Distant Trial 3 1 

i'Jear Trial 4 1 

Rest 5 5 

Near Trial 5 1 

Distant Trial 4 1 

Rest 6 5 

Ne:lr Trial 6 2 

Rest 7 1 

It will be ooted that a total of 17 separate p:riods were used. The 

rationale for the use of this large number of p:riods \o\li3.S that it was 

exp:cted that in cenfonni ty with hypotheses 4 ani 5, rrany uPKMB 

effects t,..Ould occur at the rrr:ment of change fran rest to trial or fran 

trial to rest. The rest p:riods became longer during the sess10n 

vtlilst trial p:riods shortened. This design was used because it \o\li3.S 

8X{;ected that it t,..Ould minimise decline due to subject fatigue. 

It \o\li3.S decided that three cerrlitions t,..Ould be used. One of these 

\atOuld be the "resting" corrlition where subjects were allowed to rest, 

relax fran the PI< task ani talk to the ~rimenter if they wanted 
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while the timing cassette played relaxing classical rcrusic at low 

volurre. Subjects V€re encouraged to adopt a fBrticular chair as their 

seat whilst resting, to rraintain the oonstancy of their distance fran 

t.L'1e PK sensor during both rest ani distant trial r;::eriods as the same 

seat was used for both. 

~ trial oorrli tions oontrasting the distance between ttle sub ject 

ani the PI< target v..ere used because the literature on the rracroscooic 
'" 

effect am Hasted's results with Stephen North (198la) suggested that 

differences in J;erformance 'WOuld probably occur in response to 

differences in distance l:etween the subject ani the uPKMB sensor. 

Since this is a furrlamental variable it appeared to rreri t testing 1.n 

the first study am was incorporated as hypothesis (4). 

During both trial p:!riods sub ject ani experimenter did rot speak, 

except samet~es when the exper~ter briefly made encouraging 

remarks after uPKMB events. The "near" rorrlition was that whereby the 

subject was to l:e seated rEar the uPKMB sensor apparatus ani was 

allowed to place her hams to within. 50 nm of it. During near trial 

f:eriods the ext:erimenter exercised vigilance to ensure that accidental 

or deliberate contact with the sensor did rot occur. Care vas taken to 

ensure that under this rorrlition the experimenter had a clear view of 

the gap l:etween the sub jects' harrl ( s) and the sensor. 

The "distant" trial rorrlition was that where the subject was 

fXJsi tioned at least 2 rretres fran the uPKMB sensor. During distant 

trials the subject sat in her rest d1air, allowing direct comparision 

between ffir resting uPKl."18 output ani that produced during distant 

trial J;eriods. 

Great care was taken in the selection of the room in which 

sessions v..ere ffild. In every case a roan having a stable floor was 

used, each location l:eing on the ground floor. All of the roans except 
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that used· for subject Sl'Eila 0 v.ere in quiet locations. 

Sessions v.ere held with cnly the experimenter am subject 

present. This vas essential in order to avoid possible inhibition due 

to the presence of other p:ople. The presence of other irrlividuals ln 

the sessions would also have created another fOssible source of 

variation in conditions since the other p:rson ~uld have to have been 

present for every single session or else a further uncontrolled 

eleI'lEnt would have been introouced. 

5.3 The SUbjects 

The five subjects were all ferrale. The choice of ferra.le subjects was 

not deliberate but was caused by the ron availability of rra.le 

subjects. It had been hoped to incorporate a sixth rra.le subject but it 

proved impossible for him to participate after only three (ron 

scoring) sessions. Similarly a seventh fenale subject withdrew fran 

exper~tation after only two (ron scoring) sessions. 

Four of the five subjects (all except Sheila D) had been 

identified as possible PKMB agents at rra.ss screenings held by the 

author fran several nonths prior to the study to two years prior. All 

had produced ostensibly paranornally deform:d cutlery at the screening 

they at·tended. Each of the four subjects had attended spiritualist 

dlurches in the West Midlands and each had participated in 

spiri tualist "developrrent" circles. All four claimed to experlence 

spontaneous ESP. Helen H {a. H.) Monica B (M.B.) and Mary H-W (M.H-W.) 

claimed frequent ESP ~riences and Helen H claimed spontaneous PK 

events. 

The fifth subject Sheila 0 (S.D.), vas the wife of an 

acquaintance of the experimenter's. She reported the single 

spontaneous ostensibly paranormal deformation of a car ignition key 
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while she I,IBS holding it at her place of Y.Ork. She had oot intended to 

ben:i it am had teen quite disturbed by the event. She reported. 00 

spontaneous ESP am although interested by the raranornal seenEd to be 

sc:xtEWhat frightened of it. She \oaS oot a spiritualist arrl had rEver 

attended spiritualist churc~es. 

5.4 Procedure 

The experimenter usually spent a short time talking to subjects prior 

to arrl whilst setting up the apparatus. Once the apparatus \>as 

functioning satisfactorily the timing cassette was started in the 

player and the first period initiated. During this first rest period 

the subject arrl experimenter cnrnpleted the pre-session section of the 

questionnaire, the subject sitting in her rest chair. The first period 

t,o,8.S designated a rest period to allaN for the questionnaire to be 

cnmpleted am also so that anticipation effects rould l:e detected 

prior to the first formal trial. 

'rhe cassette tape then instructed the subject to dlange their 

seating position so as to be in the near fOsition, ~en the first 

trial Y.Ould start. 

During all sessions the experimenter attempted to behave in as 

friendly arxl encouraging fashion as feasible. The subjects responded 

by being surprisingly self revealing and open. 

Subjects were encouraged to cnnstrue themselves as having 

succeeded in producing uP&'1S effects even though it had often to be 

acknowledged that the effects were slight arx:l did oot rount forrrally 

as PIC An effort \\as rrade to prevent subjects fran perceiving sessions 

as having been failures, although saretimes in spite of the 

experimenter they clearly exercised their awn judgement Degarding the 

outcome of sessions. 
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5 .5 Apparatus 

The sensor v..as the same as that used in the later sessions of the 

Juliet B series, employing a 20 mn strip of PZT rrul tiroorph. 1he sensor 

WiS suspended by rreans of a 160 rnn length of thin elastic barxis fran a 

lMXX3.en starn which was placed on a stable base. 'l'te uPKL'18 channel 

amplifier gain 'Was the same (x22) as used in the Juliet B series am 

the micrq;>hone am mains m::mitoring dlannels Y.ere the same as used in 

the Juliet B series. 

A rew feature in this series vas the introduction of a solid 

state digital rrallivoltmeter and manually reset peak holding circuit 

~ich YaS used to obtain the amplitudes of signals in excess of 10 mv. 

Where the signal was sneller than this amplitude the dlart recorder 

ampli tooes were used to compute scores as for srcall amplitude signals. 

5.6 Evaluation of Signals 

The records of sessions were ~n the form of dlart recordings. 'Ib3 

identity and start of each period during the session YaS ~rded at 

the time on the dlart record. Three dlannels were used, one teing the 

rrains IlDnitoring dlannel, set at 1 volt sensitivity, another reing the 

uPKMB dlannel, set at 10 mv sensi ti vi ty, the third reing the sound 

rronitoring channel, set at 100 mv sensitivity. The dlart speed was set 

at 1 rrm per secorrl. The fOsi tions of the tEns relative to each other 

v.ere calibrated by simultaneous signal3 being ~nerated on each. 

In the evaluation of the chart records, the mise level of the 

uPKMB dlannel YaS estimated to te O. 4 mv ITaXLllum peak to peak. A 

cri terion level of 2 mv YaS applied, any signal !::elow this level 'Was 

not considered as carrlidate uPKMB. This excluded all the mise signals 

except artifacts caused by 1000 impulsive SOurxlS, direct touches of 
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the uPKM8 sensor or banging of the uP&\1B sensor support. The &>und and 

vibration monitoring channel intrinsic noise level was estimated at 1 

ffiV. Any signal arising in the sound monitoring channel of amplitude 

greater than 8 ffiV occurring simultaneously with signals in the ~"1B 

channel vas taken to invalidate the signal in the uPKMB channel. This 

represented a wide safety rrarg in, since signals in t.l-}e sound channel 

of greater than this rragnitude did not cause any rceasurable response 

in the uPK..~ channel. Any signal in the rrains monitoring dlannel 

greater than 60 mv was taken to invalidate any simultaneous signal li1 

the uPKL"v1B channel, although very rrany large ( >500 rnv) signals 

occurred in the IlBins rronitoring dlannel which did not create any 

neasurable response in the uPKMB channel. 

l\. snaIl number of larger signals in the rrains moni taring dlannel 

( >1 volt) did create signals in the uPKMB dlannel, but these 

responses \ttere ~ati ve-going • Since all uPKMB signals ~re 

t;X>si ti ve-going , occasional artifacts in the uPKMB channel due to the 

ingress of electranagnetic transients t.\ere easily recognised as being 

of cpposite pJlarity to the uPKMB signals Wependently of the 

response of the IlBins rronitoring channel, providing a double 

protection against artifact due to electromagnetic transients. 

TtE uPK..'1B scores t.\ere computed by neasurem:mt of all uPKM8 p.llses 

over 2 mv amplitude \lfhich did not occur simultaneously with 

invalidating outputs in the electromagnetic artifact monitoring 

dlannel or the micrcphone channel. TtE uPl<l.\ffi score for each feriod 

during each session was then computed by addition of the valid pulse 

amplitude values for that perioo. Surmation of the values for each 

condition allowed analysis by condition for each session. 

Addition of the numbers of pulses occurring in each fe riod 

provided the "pulse number" rreasure for that period. Chi square 
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CCXl1?utations were t;Erfonred exclusively on ttl€ r:ulse number figures 

rather than the sumnated ~litude results since these satisfy the 

requirerrents of the test rrore exactly. This decision has probably led 

to a rrore conservative estimate of the effects reing rrade than if 

sumna.ted p.11se amplitudes were used. Havever since the SUI'ClIated 

amplitudes do convey information they have I::een included in the tables 

ani graphs of results. 

The surmated total outputs I;€r session for each subject are shcwn 

in figures 11 to 16. Since it vas anticipated (hypothesis 6) that 

strong individual differences ~uld be shewn ani since the sub jects I 

performances did differ frOm each other the analysis of the results 

will be started by examination of the individual session by session 

performance of each subject. 

5.7.1 Results : General OVerview 

Subject Sheila D vas a teacher in tEr mid forties. She produced ro 

scoring session in the series. This rray have teen due to her oot being 

very PK-:talented, Ybich nay have also been shcwn by her lack of 

exp:!rience of PKMB, since she had reported only one spontaneous PKMB 

event. This ~uld tend to confirm hypothesis 8, since tEr rracroscopic 

PKMB I;€rformance YaS certainly the least of the group. She had tried 

several times to produce macroscopic deformations of cutlery and had 

failed, Ybereas all the other subjects could apparently produce 

ltB.croscopic defomations rrore or less as they wished when they mde 

the attempt whilst unwitnessed on their ONO. She had also shONO fear 

of paranormality. A contributory factor rray have reen that she was the 

only subject to be employed at the time of i:."1e exp:rirrent arrl sessions 

\Ere reId with rer a short time after she returned fran rer demirrling 

teaching job. 
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Her result was a good test of the uP&\fB detection system I s 

ability to reject both electranagnetic ani acoustic artifact, since 

the test si te ~s by far the ooisiest of all those used, being the 

subject I s kitchen in 'Which were located a freezer, central heating 

boiler, refrigerator am W3.shing up rrachine. The constant switching of 

these rearby automatic systems and the hard ~ll, floor and table 

surfaces rraximised environrcental acoustic am electronic mise. 

Additionally, if &;me fault instrinsic to the equiprrent had 

existed, or if the presence of hunan bodies rEar to the equiprrent 

produced artifactual outputs they should have sham up under these 

ooooitions, since the subject's overt behaviour closely rratched that 

of the other subjects. Since all the subjects ;,..ere run during the same 

weeks, possible periodic effects producing artifacts in later sessions 

should also have produced effects in Sheila Of s sessions. Her results 

can therefore be seen as an unintentional control run. 

Phyllis Wls session by session summatea scores are sham La 

figure li. Mrs W ~s in her mid fifties. It will be seen that in the 

first session she produced one J;Ulse of 2. 4 mv an;>li tude. Between this 

session and the seventh she produced a gradually increasing level of 

oon SCX)rable uP&\1B (ie 00 pulses of 2 mv or larger) am s~ted 

scoring again in the seventh session. Her perforrrance ~s irregular, 

scores being achieved in the ninth, tenth am twelfth session. Since 

she had perforrred well in the twel th session the sessions \\ere 

continued. A thirteenth session using the timing .cassette ~s run, 

then sessions fourteen to sixteen v.ere conducted with the sub ject 

being allowed to pace herself. The nost successful session ~s session 

twelve as can be seen fran figure 11. It should also be ooted that 

virtually all of the uPKMB recorded occurred in the latter half of the 

series. 
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Figure 12 shONS the session by session stlIII'lated output fran the 

subject Mary H-W. Mrs H-W 'W\B.S in her late fifties. The output e:rrly 

in the series is similar to that of Phyllis W, scoring in the first 

sess10n being followed by a series of non scoring sessions until the 

sixth. 

Although her score in the eighth session is the greatest of the 

series this has been caused by one p.llse in the twelth session being 

disoounted as invalid due to a simultaneously occurring electrical 

interference pllse in the rra.ins IlDnitoring dlannel. This pulse is 

probably valid (because larger transients have had no effect) ani if 

counted ~uld bring the score in the twel th session to 11.4 rnv, 

slightly larger than that of the eighth session (10.4 rnv). A self 

paced trial 'NaS performed by Mary H-W after the fornal em of the 

twelfth session where she scored alrrost half as much as she had 

achieved in the foregoing session. 

The exp=rimenter was feeling depressed ill the week of the eighth 

session. However he rrade every effort to conceal his state fran the 

subjects. At Mary H-W I s eight session during the p:riod prior to the 

first trial a series of uPKMB events occurred a.rrl the exp:rirrenter 

thoUJht that the session would probably be very productive. But as 

soon as the experiIrenter sat rEar to the subject at the start of the 

first trial p:riod the subject irrmediately rerrarked that she could 

feel the experiIrenter to be surrourrled by a dark cloud. She then 

proceeded to give an accurate description of the experimenter's 

feelings. She then declared that she would rot be able to proo.uce any 

nore uPKL'-1B that session, a.rrl 00 further signals v.ere prcxluced in that 

session. The score for session eight therefore derives exclusively 

fran the first time p:riod. 

&Dring only recomnenced in the twelth seSSIon. Whether, the 
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absence of scorable uP&~ in the sess~ons between resulted fran the 

apparent inhibition in the eighth session cannot be certain. 'Ih: 

subject suffered fran back pain during the latter sessions wnich rray 

also have b=en inhibitory. Because of her rrodest uPKMB perfomance and 

back pain it was decided only to hold one session with her after the 

first twelve. 

The p;rfornance of subject Helen H is shown in figure 13. She was 

the youngest sub ject, being in her late twenties at the time of the 

~riment. Her uPKMB perforrrance in the first twelve sessions ·...as 

fairly ITDdest. As can be seen fran figure 13 she started to score in 

the third session and achieved her largest score of the series of 

twel ve in the seventh session. She reported, as did all the other 

subjects that she found the cassette tape timing instructions 

inhibitory. 

In discussion with her she showed far more annoyance and 

irritation with the timing tape than the other subjects. It was felt 

that her perfornance should have been very rmch better than was 

actually achieved in the twelve sessions tecause during the period 

\\hen the study was being perforrced (although rot in sessions with the 

~rimenter present) she produced, whilst witnessed by her husband, 

ostensibly r;:aranorrcally defoITlEd cutlery which showed quite extrerre 

beOO.s. 

Four addi tional sess~ons ~re run with her af ter the end of the 

~lve sessions. These used the t~ng cassette and no scoring 

occurred. It \tas then decided to abarrlon the timing cassette and three 

further self paced sessions were perform=d. As can be seen, fEr output 

in two of these three sessions W3.S far superior to her output during 

the cassette timed sessions. It was this subject's dlange in 

~rfornance as tet~ self paced and ~rirnenter fBced sessions 
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TNhich led to the decision that future studies ~uld te self paced. 

Fran examination of her results in table 4 belCM it will be seen 

that ~r output vas predaninantly involuntary, cccurring 

unintentionally during rest ~riods rather than during trial r:;eriods. 

She also differed fran the other subjects in producing suall numbers 

of very large r:u1ses rather than larger rrurnbers of snaller ones, which 

can be seen fran figures 14 ani 15 which shCM that her increase in 

output in the self paced sessions was proouced by increased f:Ulse 

amplitude rather than r:ulse numbers relative to her best ~rforrrance 

ln the experimenter paced sessions. 

Helen H becama pregnant simultaneously with or very soon after 

the start of the training series arrl by the nineteenth session vas ill 

because ~r oorrcally quite severe allergic reaction to foods had been 

rrade \tK)rse by her pregnancy. It is interesting that her entire score 

fram the session conducted during the nineteenth week was contributed 

by one massive pulse of 172 mv amplitude. 

Mc:nica B (M. B.) was a widow in her mid sixties at the tirre of the 

stw.y. As can be seen fram rer sumnated session. by session output in 

figure 16 her I;Erforrrance showed a very nuch rrore consistent increase 

across sessions that did that of the other subjects. Her I;Erforrrance 

differed fram all the other subjects in other ways which are discussed 

below in section 5.7.6. The increase in her output IMiS oontributed by 

increasing pllse numbers per session as shown in figure 17, the rrean 

pulse amplitude ~ining fairly constant.Mrs B showed far more 

control over her uPKMB output than did any of the other sub jects, as 

can be seen fram tables 3, 4 ani 5 below (this will t:e discussed in 

section 5.7.2 and 5.7.3). 
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5.7.2 The L:xirning Hypothesis 

As has been seen fran examination of figures 11 to 18, only M.B. 

shONed a fairly consistent increase in her uP.Ki.'1B output across the 

series of sessions. Hewever all subjects shew a large increase in both 

surmated uPKMB output and pulse number p;r session when the series is 

dichotanised into first and second halves. This is shCMn in table 2 

below where sunmated uPKMB output curl flllse numbers are collapsed 

across all three experimental conditions. 

T~ su.rmated uPKMB amplitudes were calculated by addition of the 

ampli tudes of all valid pulses of IlOre than 2 mv amplitude. Pulse 

numbers are shCMn wi thin brackets. Tn: same rrethcx1 of displaying 

surnnated amplitudes and pulse numbers will be used for other tables. 

All of the Chi square analyses presented below and in other sections 

\\ere t:Erforrred upon the pl1se numbers and oot upon the sumrated uPK..'1B 

amplitudes. calculations were p;rforrced with a ColmJdore 561 

statistics calculator. All pcMers of ten Superscripts are shCMn in 

brackets after the ten, ~nce for exarrple two tinEs ten to the pJWer 

of seven v.ould be shCMn as 2 x 10 (+7). 

'rable 2.· UPK..~ per Half Series 

Subject First Half Second Half 

P.w 2.4 (1) 59.8 (15) 

M.H-W. 5.4 (2) 24.8 (8) 

H.H. 2.0 ( 1) 86.0 (19) 

l~B. 19.3 ( 6) 300.8 (71) 

Totals 29.1 (10) 458.4 (113 ) 

'rhe totalled score for all subjects split across the first and secorrl 

half of the series shews that the exp:rimenta1 hypothesis (1) has been 

cx:mfiI.1lEd. Chi squared for the difference in pulse nwnber PJOled 

across all subjects between first and secorrl halves \lB.S 85.2 wbich 
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wi th 1 df yields a dlance probability of 2. 4 x 10 (-10). 

All of the results are in the sam: direction. Results of the 

first half to secorrl half split of total pllse numbers for three of 

the four subjects are independently significant (Chi squares of 12.2, 

16.2 and 54.8 for subjects P.W., H.H. and M.B. Ybich with 1 df gives p 

values of 0.0005, 6.0 x 10 (-5) and 2 x 10 (-10) ). 

A linear regression analysis vas perforned for every subject's 

series of sessions, using session I11.lII1b:!rs as values of the x 

roordinate. The sunrrated u.PKMB totals per session for each subject 

v.ere used as the value of y. SUnmated outputs ~re chosen because it 

vas felt that these rrore closely represent the true rragnitude of the 

subjects' outputs than their pllse numbers per session, since In terms 

of total PI< effect, large pllses must surely te considered as "rrore 

PK" than snaIl p.1lses, data which cannot be conveyed by I;Xllse numbers. 

The results are shown below in table 3. A t test analysis of the 

probability of the achieved correlation coefficients being due to 

chance vas perforned. The probabilities shown for the t test are one 

tailed since the ~rimental hypothesis vas that the slope would re 

positive. 

Table 3. Analysis of Results by Linear Regression 

Subject Slope Correlation t p 

P.W +1.6 0.62 2.5 <0.025 

M.H-W +0.2 0.19 0.6 ns 

H.H +0.4 0.09 0.29 ns 

M.B +8.3 0.79 4.0 <0.005 

Fran the first half to secorrl half a:lIllpCU'isions of pooled data for all 

subjects it is clear that the learning hypothesis has l:::een confirrred 

for the group as a whole. The Chi square analyses of individual 

subjects' first half to second half difference in scoring could be 
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regarded as fairly crude rreasures of the increase in their PK, without 

regard to the consistency of their r::erfornances. The regression 

analysis is sensitive to consistency and order effects, so that the 

position of the subjects' more successful sessions within the sequence 

of training sessions becc:ares a relevant factor. It could therefore ee 

argued that the regression analysis is a more sensitive measure of the 

sub jects I gaining of control over their output thro~h the series of 

training sessions. Only two subjects of the four (Phyllis W and Mcnica 

B) achieved significant results in this test. As will be discussed 

below in the section on individual differences (5.7.6), Monica B's 

performance emerges as clearly superior and arguably of a different 

class fran the other subjects because it has several dlaracteristics 

which distinguish it fran the other subjects I perfornances. Here it 

should ee noted that in the regression analysis the value of the slope 

for her result is rrarkedly different fran that of all the other 

subjects. 

5.7.3 Control Over Occurrence of Effects 

Hypothesis (2) states that the increase in uPKMB output eetween the 

first and secorrl halves of the series ·will ee due to an increase in 

intentional effects produced during trial periods. Hypothesis (3 ) 

states that ron intentional effects produced in non trial periods will 

decrease over the series. 

Table 4 shCMS subjects' uPKMB outputs dichotcmised eetween 

intentional and non intentional outputs for the first and secorrl 

halves of the series. The scores for the intentional corriition ~re 

obtained by pooling those for distant and near trials, since in roth 

ooooitions the subjects intended to produce effects. 1b: scores for 

the non intentional corrlition ~re those occurring during rest 
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~riods. 

Table 4. Intentional Versus Non Intentional UPKMB 

SUbject Intentional Non Intentional 

First Half Secorrl Half First Half Secorrl Half 

P.w. 2.4 (1) 11.2 ( 5) 0.0 (0 ) 48.6 (10) 

t1.H-W. 5.4 (2) 4.2 (2) 0.0 (0) 20.6 (6 ) 

H.H. 0.0 (0) 4.8 (2) 2.0 ( 1) 72.6 (17 ) 

M.B. 2.4 ( 1) 268.8 (66 ) 14.5 ( 5) 32.0 ( 5) 

Totals 10.2 ( 4) 289.0 (75) 16.5 (6) 173.8 (38 ) 

Tte results listed in table 4 show two differences between Monica B 

arxi the other subjects. The first \\as that she \\as the only subject to 

show an irrlependently significant increase in her PK output (rreasured 

as pulse numbers) between first arrl secorrl halves of the series in the 

intentional oomition (Chi squared of 63 with 1 df giving a p value of 

2 x 10 (-10». The second difference \\as that she did oot shCM a large 

increase in her non intentional PK output fran the first to the secorrl 

half of the series. 

A linear ~ression analysis of her pooled output in the two 

intentional oorrlitions across the twelve sessions \\as perform:rl, using 

the sumnated output in ea.ch session as y value and session rumber as x 

value. Since the rrajority of her output \\as prcxluced in the trial 

corrlitions, the regression results are very similar to those shown m 

table 3 (section 5. 7 • 2). The slope \\as 8. 3, intercept -31.1, the 

correlation ooefficient \\as 0.77, giving a t value of 3.9 yielding a p 

value of less than 0.005 (one tailed). The reason for choosing 

sumnated uPKMB values for this analysis has been explained in section 

5.7.2. 

Regression analysis performed for the intentional PK scores of 

two (P.W arrl M.H-W) of the other three subjects revealed essentially 
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zero sl~s (0.09 and -0.039 respectively) a.rx:1 very low, ron 

significant correlation coefficients (0.186 and 0.116 respectively). 

Subject Helen H produced only one intentional uPKMB event in tr.e 

series of twelve sessions so that a regression analysis could rot be 

r:erforrred in her case. 

The !XX)led difference in pulse nurnb::r between first half and 

second half for all subjects in the intentional a:mdition including 

those of Manica B is of course significant because of the size of her 

result, the !XX)led Chi square being 59. 2 W:lich with 1 df yields a p of 

2 x 10 (-10). Hypothesis 2, that there would be an across series 

increase in intentional uPKM8 is therefore forrrally a:mfirned, 

altho1.XJh the data strongly suggest that ~ subject groups ~re 

involved, one group being composed of Monica B, the other being 

comprised of the other three subjects. 

This impression is reinforced when table 4 is examined with 

respect to hypothesis (4) ~ich predicted an across· series decrease in 

involuntary uPKMB output. The data of table 4 p:!rnUt the rejection of 

hypothesis (3). All sub jects except Mooica B show an increase 

predaninantly in involuntary output fran the first half to the secom 

half of the series, rather than an increase in intentional PI< or the 

decrease predicted by hypothesis (3). The increase is indep:!mently 

significant for subject H.H. (Chi square of 14.2, 1 df, p value 

0.00016). The !XX)led result for these three subjects gives a Chi 

square of 45, with 1 df producing a p value of 2 x 10 (-10». The 

first-half to secom-half increase in the !XX)led p.11ses for all 

subjects in the involuntary comition has a Chi squared value of 26 I 1 

df giving a p value of 3.2 x 10 (-7). 

Altho1.XJh a post 110C fiming this result strongly suggests that 

the uPKL'v1B \ISS produced rrore effectively when these three subjects ~re 
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not intentionally trying to produce effects, which is in agr~nt 

with the other data on PKMB reviewed in dlapter 1 arrl elsewhere. 

Havever Monica B I s perfornance ercerges as clearly different since she 

alone oould be argued to shOll voluntary oontro1, her effects being 

ooncentrated in the intentional oorxiitions arrl the slope of the 

regression line of her intentional output being strongly positive. 

5.7.4 Distance and UPKMB 

Hypothesis (4) states that rrore uPKMB will be produced in the rear 

trial oorxii tion than in the distant trial corxii tion. The hypothesis is 

forrrally confirrred by the p::x::>led results, the Chi square for the 

difference in pooled pulse numbers between the near and distant 

conditions being 56.8, with 1 df, giving a p value of 2.5 x 10 (-10). 

Havever, all of this effect is oontributed by subject Monica B v.hose 

uPKMB output appeared to be greatly inhibited in the distant oorxiition 

relative to her output in the rear trial corxiition. M:>nica B I s 

difference scores between the near ani distant corxii tions are 

irxlependently significant, the Chi square being 63, with 1 df giving a 

p value of 2.2 x 10 (-10). 

If Monica B I S score is excluded and the resul ts are p::x::>led for 

the other three subjects the difference between the near and distant 

trial corrlitions is mn significant by Chi squared test. 

Table 5. UPKMB By Condition 

SUbject Near Distant Rest 

P.W. 4.6 (2 ) 9.0 ( 4) 48.6 (10 ) 

M.H-W. 9.6 ( 4) 0.0 (0) 20.6 ( 6) 

H.H. 2.6 ( 1) 2.2 ( 1) 72.4 (18 ) 

M.B. 268.8 (66 ) 2.4 ( 1) 48.9 (9 ) 

'ratal 285.6 (71) 13.6 ( 6) 190.5 (43) 
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Table 5 shews the surrmated ouputs per &iliject by oorXiition. '!be 

striking feature of table 5 is that all subjects except Monica B 

shewed greater scoring in tha rest oorrlition than in the other two 

oorXiitions. Pooling the results fran these three subjects in the tNO 

intentional oorxiitions and ooroparing the pooled total with the fXJOled 

total in the resting corrlition gives a Chi square of 10.5 with 1 df 

giving a p value of 0.0011 for the difference between intentional am 

oon intentional oorrlitions. This result reflects the firrling in 

section 5.7.2 that the increase in the three subjects' PI< output 

occurred in the rest corxiition, oot in the two trial oorrlitions. 

Since the rest corrlition involved the subject being at the same 

distance as during their distant trials it represents another type of 

distant oorxiition, one in which they did oot rra.ke any intentional 

effort to generate PK. 

Direct c::x::lI'Oparision can therefore be rrade between their 

intentional output at a distance fran the uPKMB sensor am their 

llllintentional effects upon it fran the sarre distance when resting. TOO 

difference in the pooled scores for the distant trial oondition and 

the (distant) resting oorrlition yields a Chi square of 27.9, with 1 df 

giving a p value of 1.2 x 10 (-7). 

Although this' is a post hoc finding, it strongly suggests that 

the distances involved in the exp:riment did oot decrease the uf'KL'1B 

outputs of the three subjects, but that some feature associated with 

the subjects intending to create effects did produce inhibition. This 

interpreta tion is reinforced by the fact that the rEar intentional 

oorrlition shews a similar level of inhibition relative to the rest 

ooooi tion (the difference between the near and distant intentional 

ooooitions being non significant at the 0.05 level). 
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5.7.5 Anticipation arrl Release of Effort 

Hypothesis (5) predicts that anticipation effects will occur in the 10 

second t;eriod during rest t;eriods before trials. This hypothesis '..as 

intended to test the finding fram some of Justin J's and Juliet B's 

sessions a.rrl fram Hasted' 5 ~rk that anticipation effects occur with 

uPKMB. Although uPKMB (43 events) did occur during rest periods rn 

uPKMB events occurred within 10 secooos of tbe start of any trial. 

Since it is rnt possible to derive an a priori probability for the 

occurrence of the effects rn statistic can be offered with regard to 

this result. The hypothesis ~uld certainly appear net to be supported 

however. 

Hypothesis (6) stated that release of effort effects ~re 

predicted to occur within 10 seconds of the start of rest periods 

after the erx1 of trials. Only one uPK.~ event occurred \tthich fulfilled 

this description, so that this hypothesis too appears to be 

a:mtradicted by the data since a total of 43 uPKMB events occurred 

during rest t;eriods. S~larly to anticipation effects rn statistic 

can be oomputed here since the a priori probability of release of 

effort events cannot be derived in this experimental design. 

5.7.6 Individual Differences 

Fram the analyses presented in the preceding sections it is clear that 

the subject Monica B differed in several clearly rreasurable ways fran 

the other subjects. 

Manica B was by far the most productive of the subjects. Table 2 

shows that the absolute level of her output in both the first am 

secooo halves of the series was greater than that of any other 

subject. The difference tetween her PJOled output for the cnmplete 

series arrl the next most productive subject (Helen H) is significant, 
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the Chi square l:eing 31.8, with 1 df giving a p value of 1.6 x 10 

(-8). This difference seems unlikely to be due to d1an~e l:ecause it is 

so large arxl because Monica B differed in other ways fran the other 

three scoring subjects. 

S~ showed a far greater level of control over her PK. She T£S 

the only subject who learned to produce uPKMB effects in conformity 

with tEr intention to do so. In table 4 (section 5.7.3) the increase 

in her uPKMB output in the intentional corrlition was far larger than 

any other subject am \tas irrlependently significant (Chi square of 62, 

with 1 df giving p value of 2.6 x 10 (-10). The regression analysis of 

ll=r scores shONs a far steeper fX)si ti ve slq?e (8.26) than any of the 

other subjects and a significant correlation coefficient. None of the 

other three subjects achieved. a statistically significant increase of 

their uPKMB in the intentional corrlition. 

It could l:e argued that this control was also rranifested in the 

relative inhibition of oon intentional output she achieved in the 

resting condition. The other three subjects increased their output in 

this coooition, to the fX)int that the increase in their r:ooled output 

l:etween first am secooo halves of the series was significant (Chi 

square of 28.1, with 1 df giving a p of 1.1 x 10 . (-7» with me of the 

three, Helen H, achieving an iOOependently significant increase in oon 

intentional PI< (Chi square of 14.2, 1 df giving a p of 0.00016). 

In sharp contrast to the other subjects Monica B I s first am 

secooo half oon intentional uP&\1B output· was the same in p11se number 

arxi only about twice as large in the second half as the first in tenns 

of sunmated uPKMB amplitude (14.5 mv first half versus 32 mv secorrl 

half). The increase in her correspoooing surrmated uPKMB amplitude in 

the intentional corrli tions between first am secorrl halves was rEar 1 y 

sixteen times (19.3 mv first half versus 300.8 mv secorrl half). 
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HOINever, since the experimental design vas such that inhibition 

of effects due to oontrol of unintentional output ani inhibition of 

effects due to psychological inhibition prcduced by distance fran the 

uPKA."w1B sensor ~re oonfourrled, it is rot possible to decide whether 

Manica B showed an inhibition of output in the resting oondition due 

to deliberate oontrol, or whether the inhibition vas due to the 

distance. Had she produced a large uPKMB output in the distant trial 

oondition the case for ~arding her relative absence of ron 

intentional effects in the resting oomition as teing due to 

deliterate inhibition of output ~uld te far stronger. As it is the 

interpretation of this result must nemain unclear. 

Tn: other sub jects also differed fran ffich other. In terms of 

absolute output, Sheila D was the only subject to produce ro single 

scoring session. Whereas Phyllis W ani Helen H produced comparable 

total outputs over the series (62. 2 mv in 16 pulses am 77. 2 mv in 20 

pulses respectively), Mary H-\"1 produced only 30.2 mv in 10 pulses. 

Table 6 shows the m:an pulse arcpli tudes for each sub ject over 

half series ani whole series. Tn: means appear to te surprisingly 

uniform between subjects, rot reflecting the differences fourrl tetween 

rblica B ani the other subjects fourrl for other measures of 

perfornance. 

Table 6. M:Bn Pulse Arrpli tudes Per Half series 

Subject First Half 

P.w. 2.4 

M.H-W. 2.7 

H.ri. 2.0 

M.B. 3.2 

Group Means 2.9 

Second Half 

3.9 

3.1 

3.9 

4.2 

4.0 
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Both Halves 

3.88 

3.02 

3.~6 

4.15 
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5.7.7 The Self Paced Sessions 

As all of the subjects other than Monica B had expressed varying 

degrees of irritation with the tbning schedule used to control trials 

it vas decided that after the end of the bvelve sessions, where 

possible, several self paced sessions would re held with all sub jects 

except Sheila D. These sessions were corrlucted as an exploratory 

series so that subjects were p:nnitted to p:rform unequal numbers of 

sessions. The data fran the self paced sesSl.ons is of course oot 

directly camparable with that from the previous twelve sessions 

because of the change to self pacing. The intervals retwlleen sessions 

!Mere also irregular to SOITE extent due to the illness of three of the 

four subjects. The series had to te terminated with three of the 

subjects because of their increasing ill health. Work with Helen H was 

tenninated because she became incapacitated by her reaction to her 

pregnancy, being hospitalised at the end of the series. M:x1ica B I s 

heart condition ¥X)rsened acutely at the end of her series and she too 

t,o,8.S taken into hospital. Mary H-W tecame unavailable owing to dcrnestic 

a::mnitments and she also increasingly suffered fran back pain. 

Phyllis W performed a thirteenth session using the tbning 

schedule and as can be seen fran figure 13 prcrluced a lower scoring 

session thah her twelfth. Sessions fourteen arrl fifteen were perforrred 

with the subject pacing herself. In session fourteen her score was 

\>.ell above that of the thirteenth session but her perforrrance dropped 

again in session fifteen. 

Mary H-W performed a self faced trial at the em of sesSl.on 

twelve during which she proouced two pulses which toget..~er YJere larger 

( 7 . 8 mv) than the total previous output for the session (5. a mv). Ore 

further completely self paced session was comucted with her where she 

achieved 00 scorable output, al thoUjh sorre srrall ostensible uPKMB 
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signals VJere 9=!nerated. This last session vas coniucted a ronth after 

her previous (twel th) trial and she vas suffering fran back pain at 

the time. The lack of regular practice or her illness rray £X)ssibly 

account for this result. 

Too evidence for Helen H' s rracroscopic PKMB ability was found 

sufficiently suggestive that a further four sessions using ~~e timing 

cassette were held with her before self pacing vas adopted. She 

achieved 00 score in any of the extra cassette piced sessions but this 

situation changed dramatically when self pacing vas adopted, as can be 

seen fran examination of figure 13. 

In the first self paced session she produced her second highest 

score to date and in the second self paced session achieved a score 

far in excess of any other she achieved in all sess.ions. Unfortunately 

by the next (and last) session she was very unwell but vas prepared to 

perform a brief session. In this session she prc:xiuced 00 effects in 

the first two trial periods but prc:xiuced a single massive pulse in the 

third trial. 

As can be seen fran figures 14 and· 15 she achieved large outputs 

in her self paced sessions principally by increasing the amplitude of 

her effects, rather than their numbers. This is in some contrast to 

Monica B' s perfonrance in her self p:lced. ses~ions v.bere the pulse 

amplitude rerrained essentially constant but the number of pulses 

produced increased greatly. 

Since Helen H' s self p3.ced sessions had been corrlucted just 

before Monica B had reached the end of her series of twelve sessions 

it vas decided that the sessions perforrred with her after the formal 

3eries of twelve would all be self p:lced. Accordingly a brief self 

faced trial \'as perforrred imnediately after the end of the final 

fonnalperiod in the twelfth session. She produced a score in this 
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single self paced trial (58. 2 mv 17 pulses) which was about half of 

that produced in the entire session (1l3. 4 rnv 33 pulses). In the 

thirteenth session she again rraintained a high output (116.9 rnv 34 

pulses) arrl in the fourteenth session she produced her highest score 

(244.3 rnv 58 pulses>. Unfortunately in the fifteenth session she was 

feeling ill because of the worsening of her cardiac condition but 

achieved a score of 30. 4 rnv (6 pulses). 

Self pacing seemed to facilitate the performance of the best 

subjects. It is of oourse impossible to rrake any certain claim that 

their performance in their self paced trials was rot due simply to the 

extra practice. Hcwever, the fact that Helen H both expressed marked 

annoyance with the timing schedule am also perforrred much tetter 

under SElf paced oorxiitions is very suggestive. All subjects expressed 

a preference for self paced trials. 

The implications of the self paced sessl0ns seemed to te that 

self pacing may add a salient rroti vational factor, because the sub ject 

feels in oontro1 of their situation. The subjects certainly reacted as 

if they felt rrore in charge am seemed able to relax am concentrate 

IlDre freel y . 

This factor of oontro1 by the subject has teen cited by Robinson 

(1981) as being an important potentially PK facilitating factor. She 

argues that inhibition of intentional PK perforrrance under trial 

conditions may result from the association of high motivation with 

excessi ve striving. Usually, increasing IlDti vation appears to te 

associated with increased striving. Hcwever increasing the degree to 

which the subject feels in control of the situation is advocated by 

her to decrease their striving whilst not lessening motivation. 

Another possibly relevant change introduced by self pacing 1S 

that the subjects had as much time as ~ey ~ed to reach a PI< 
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facilitating state. Helen H, for example, took 10 minutes of trial 

time to produce rer first effect in her first self paced trial. 'rl'l: 

longest trial f:eriod in the timing sequence on the cassette was three 

minutes. Perhaps the large difference in Helen HIS perforrrance eetween 

self p3.ced arxi cassette paced sessions was due to her needing rrore 

time to reach a psi state than allONed in the fornal timing schedule. 

It was decided that all future studies ~uld Ce corrlucted using 

subject self p3.cing. Although this ~uld rcake it impossible ccmpletely 

to standardise conditions acrosss subjects, if it resulted in superior 

PK f:erforrrance this price would Ce acceptable in return for the 

acquisition of the larger arrount of data resulting frc:m better PI< 

f:erforrrances. 

5.8.1 The Questionnair~s 

It 'NaS hqJed that the pre and post session questionnaires oompleted by 

sub jects and exp:!rimenter at ea.ch session ~uld yield a nurnter of 

factors which v.-ould relate to the uPKMB score. A standard attitude 

questionnaire was rot used tecause it \YaS felt that a specialised set 

of questions would Ce needed in order to measure the specific factors 

felt to be relevant to uPKMB tErforrrance. In the event the 

questionnaire data proved disappointingly inefficient at predicting 

uPKMB f:erf orrrance . 

At this very ea.rly stage in the research of PI< of this type only 

very speculative hypotheses can Ce offered in an attempt to explain 

the tnJr f:erforrrance of the questionnaire. It nay have teen due to Pi< 

t:erfornance being irrlependent of introspectible states, or to the 

questionnaire rot measuring relevant factors, or to a lack of reliable 

association between the subjects I responses to the questionnaire and 

t..~ states which it tNaS attempted to measure (tJ1ere is evidence of 
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rigidity of ~sponse to the questionnaire on the part of same 

subjects,~icularly for Phyllis W see below). Possibly the decision 

to conduct the analysis of the questionnaire answers on a factor by 

factor basis rather than by grouping factors may have ~uced the 

~liability of the measures. 

On: certain contributor to the lack of correlations was the snaIl 

database represented by there being only four subjects who perfoIJIEd a 

total of 48 sessions and by the very rreagre and scattered nature of 

the data ~nera.ted by the PK J;erforrnances themselves. Of the 48 

sessions held with subjects who scored atall, only 23 v.ere scoring 

sessions arrl as can be seen fran table 7 below for three of the four 

subjects non scoring sessions outnumbered scoring sessions. 

Table 7. S<Dring am Non 5<Dring Sessions by Subject 

Subject S<Dring Non S<Dring 

P.W. 5 7 

M.H-W. 5 7 

H.H. 4 8 

M.B. 9 9 

Total 23 25 

5.8.2 The Subject's Questions 

The subjects' pre session questionnaire consisted of 9 scale 

questions where the subject was ~quired to nark a p:Jsition on a 100 

Inn line between two extrene descriptors in order to represent their 

state. Each of these questions was hypothesised to predict uPKMB 

t::erforrrance in the session. Questions 1, 2, arrl 5 v.e~ based on 

Batcheldor's theoretical predictions, the other questions were based 

upon observations from the Juliet Booker series, on the observation of 

other PKMB agents' perforrrances, the observations of Hasted am on the 
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experbnenter's interpretation of the general literature on PK. 

The factors it was attempted to rreasure were the subject I s belief 

ill their success in producing PK (Ql), their level of relaxation (Q2), 

the degree to which they felt distracted by thinking of serious 

a:mcerns external to the PK training session (Q3), the facility with 

which they felt that -they could concentrate (Q4), their general rrood 

(QS), their degree of fatigue (Q6), level of wakefullness (Q7), their 

rroti vation to produce PI< in that session (Q8) am their level of 

filysical wellbeing (Q9). In addition to the scale questions one 

question (QlO) requested details of any current illness the subject 

rray have had. Aoother (QU) requested details of rrenstrual phase 

(irrelevant to all sub jects except Sheila 0 since three were fX)st 

rrenopausal ani the fourth t,oBS pregnant). Three binary answer (yes/oo) 

questions asked whether the subject had experienced disturbances in 

sleep over the lEst two nights (Q13), whether the subject had taken 

any alchoholic drink in the lEst two days (Q14) arx:1 whether they had 

taken any form of rcedication in the };Bst two days (Q15). If the 

ansv.ers to any of these three questions vas yes, the sub ject was 

requested to fill lI1 separate sections of the questionnaire requesting 

details of the sleep loss, intake of alchohol or rredication (the 

questionnaires are reproduced in appendix 3). 

In the I;Dst session questionnaire all 8 questions were scale 

questions. The subject t,oBs asked hON far she had concentrated on 

producing the effects when they occurred (Ql). 

They were also asked hON nany of the PK effects they sensed as 

they occurred (Q2), whether if they did sense the effects they did so 

purely ll'EIltally (3a), with a bodily sensation (3b) or in some other 

way (3c). The answers to these questions were debated to sane extent 

wi th the sub jects through the series and in the em the data recovered 
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fran them (Q3a,b,c) vas thought probably to be so ill defined and 

unreliable that it vas mt analysed. 

Question 4 asked whether the subjects felt that they had 

predicted the occurrence of their PK effects, 5 asked how 5:itisfied 

they felt with their ferformance, 6 asked whether they had obtained 

rcore or less PK than they had previously anticipated, 7 asked them how 

oonfident they felt about prcx1ucing PK in the ~xt session, and the 

final question (Q8) asked how easy they had felt it to relate to the 

experbnenter for that session. 

5.8.3 The Experimenter Questionnaire Question Set 

It vas felt that since the subject and exp:rimenter had to YXlrk 

closely together in each session the state of the exp:rimenter was as 

important to rreasure as that of the subject. In addition it seerred 

v.orth including questions which ~uld reveal whether the 

experimenter's estimates of the subject's perforrrance am predictions 

of their next session perfornance ~re accurate. 

All but one of the experimenter's 20 questions ~re scale 

questions (12 pre session, 8 post session), the exception (Q2) being a 

statement of the number of PK sessions performed previously that day. 

This vas included because it was felt that the experimenter's 

effectiveness in facilitating the subjects' PK might decrease as a 

result of fatigue with the experimental situation if he had run 

several training sessions in one day. Hcwever although it 'Was 

anticipated that variable numbers of sessions might be performed by 

the experimenter prior to m=eting the subjects in fact the answers to 

this question \<.ere so oonstant that analysis ·..as mt perforrrEd for 

this question. 

The subjects were visited 1n a fixed order, two visits being paid 
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per day. Phyllis Ii vas visited on one fixed day in the ~ before 

l~ica B and Mary H-W was visited on another day before Helen H. The 

order of visiting nay possibly have introduced order effects but it 

vas strongly felt that the subjects' PK perforna.nces v-ould t.e 

rragatively affected by changes in routine so that this possiby 

disturbing effect ~s avoided. 

In the pre session questionnaire question 1 attempted to measure 

the exper~ter's fatigue, 3 measured relaxation, 4 related to 

distracting concerns (analogously to Q3 on the subject pre session 

questionnaire), 5 asked how far the experimenter felt like corrlucting 

the session, 6 asked about the experimenter's rrood, 7 asked for a 

prediction of hOW' v.ell the subject v-ould perform in the current 

session, a asked how v.ell the subject \\8.S exp:cted to perform c::x:xnp:ired 

to the preceding session, 9 asked hOW' sociable the exp3rimenter Eel t, 

10 asked hOW' easy it YJaS to relate to the subject, 11 asked how 

rrotivated \>as the experimenter that the subject should perform Yell in 

the current session ani 12 asked haY fi1ysical~y v.ell the exp3rimenter 

felt. 

In the fOst session questionnaire the experimenter \\8.S asked (Ql) 

how harassed he had been by technical problems in the session, (Q2) 

haY much rapport he felt he had achieved with the subject, (Q3) how 

satisfied he \\8.S with his conduct in facilitating the subject's PK 

perfornance, (Q4) how far the subject's PK output had compared to the 

experimenter's expectations, (Q5) how well the subject was exp:cted to 

perform in the next session relative to the one just completed, (Q6) 

hOW' fatiguing the session had been, (Q7) how much of the subject's 

output had seared to be in response to voluntary effort, arrl (Qa) hOW' 

far the subject's PI< had been inhibited by distance. 
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5.8.4 Analysis of Questionnaires 

It YaS decided that since the subject Sheila 0 had given 00 sign of 

producing PK her questionnaire data would be excluded from analysis. 

It r...as felt t..~t she vas clearly rot oompa.rable to . the other subjects 

and that including her questionnaire data would merely dilute what 

relationships there might be between the questionnaire scores arrl the 

PI< obtained. 

M93.sureaent ·of the questionnaire scale data was perfoIlTEd by a 

person other than the experimenter and then checked by the 

~rimenter. Only very minor discrepancies were fOunl. Where tied 

scores were obtained the questionnaires were rerrea.sured blirrl by the 

other estbnator to a greater degree of precision. 

Since fewer than half of the sessions had produced scoring 

outputs and since 00 assurrption of oornal distribution oould be rrade 

regarding the responses to questions it was decided to oonduct three 

types of analysis of the questionnaire data all of which would employ 

oon parametric tests. For every analysis the summated ~~ output 

pooled across the three oonditions in each session was used as the PK 

rreasure. 1he argunent in favour of oonstruing sumrated uPKMB scores as 

a lYOre accurate rreasure of uPK..~ output has already been cited in 

section 5.7.2. HO\1ever it should be ooted that the rank order so 

derived rratches exactly the rank order derived using p.llse rrumber as 

the rreasure of PK except where ties in pulse ~rs occur. In every 

cae but one (M.B. sessions 1 and 4) the tied score on p.llse rrumber \-JaS 

broken by oonsideration of summated amplitudes. In the ~~n~ng 

single case the tie \-JaS broken by the toss of a ooin. 

The first analysis ~k the question as its unit of analysis. 

This procedure embodies the hypothesis that subjects shew similar 

reactions towards the sam: factors, in terms of oorrelation with uPK.. .. 1B 
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output. Since only 48 replies per question were available it \tas 

decided that the questionnaire scores for each question ~uld be 

dichotomised a1::xJut the ITEan into ICM or high scores. The sessions were 

divided into scoring and non scoring sessions and Chi square computed 

for the 2 by 2 contingency aombinations so oroduced. The oredictive 
~ ~ 

questions (QI of the S's pre session, Q7 of S's post session, Q7 of 

the E' s pre session, Q5 of the E' s post session questionnaire) were 

matched against their appropriate outcome situations. 

Only a single trivial statistically significant relationship was 

produced by this analysis when applied to all questions (scale and 

binary) in the four questionnaire p:lrts (subject pre and p)st session, 

exp:rirnenter pre and p)st session). This \\e.S for question 4 in the 

exp:rimenter' s post session questionnaire which asked how far the 

subject's PI< output compared with the exp:rimenter's expectations. The 

Chi square for the question was 9.57 giving with 3 df a p value of 

0.023. The principal contribution towards the significance of the 

score IAaS a deficiency in the upper left haOO cell, representing a 

tendency of the experimenter not to estimate the PI< output as belCM 

expectation when the session had been a scoring one. 

A secooo analysis was then perforrred to detect correlations 

between question scores and PI< output within the data of each subject 

considered Wi vidually. Only the data fran scoring sessions \YaS used. 

The r.ationale for this analysis is that if a subject's response to a 

question correlates with their PI< performance then for a series of 

sessions the r.anks of the question scores should terrl to rratch the 

ranks of the sessions when they are r.ank.ed according to PK output. 

An important feature of this analysis is that it does rot rra.ke 

the assumption which underlay the previous Chi square analysis of t~e 

questionnaire data that the subjects' perforrrances will all respooo 
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similarly to the same factors, so that irrlividual differences should 

be detectable. Too cost of this feature is of course that the 

available data fer question is reduced by a factor of four. 

A Spearman rank correlation of the ranks of the question scores 

with the ranked PK scores was perforrred for all scoring sessions of 

each subject. Tn: analysis could rot be t:Erforrred for all of the 

questionnaire data because for some questions serre subjects 

(pirticularly Phyllis W for her post session questionnaire) 

I;ersistently produced tied extrem: sa:>res of 100 or O. Tables Sa and 

8b show the significant correlations produced by this analysis. 

Table Sa. Rank Order Correlation of Scoring Sessions 

Subject Questionnaires 

Subject 

M.R-W. 

M.H-W. 

H.H. 

Pre Session 

Question 

4 

5 

9 

P Value 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

Post session 

Question P Value 

no correlation 

for any sub ject 

on any question 

Table 8b. Rank Order Correlation of Scoring Sessions 

Experimenter Questionnaires 

Pre Session Post session 

SUbject Question P Value Question P Value 

p.W g o 'Or-
H·H q '0·05 
M.B \ : 0-05 

M.B. 5 0.05 3 0.05 

M.B. U 0.01 7 0.05 

It should te ooted first that the total number of questions on ooth 

questionnaires was 26 and the number of sub jects vas 4, so that ::ore 
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fi ve correlations of p value o. 05 ~uld te exp:cted by chance. Ten 

correlations of p value 0.05 were found by the analysis. About half of 

the observed correlations may therefore be artifactual. 

with this proviso in mind, the correlations can cautiously be 

interpreted. OlE of the problems in evaluating the correlations is 

that as the question set was originally formulated in order to Cetect 

vbat ;..ere felt to be relevant factors, any correlations found will all 

tend to be more or less equally feasible fram the perspective of the 

viewpoint underlying the composition of the questionnaire items. 

Dealing first with Phyllis W, question 8 on the experimenter's 

pre session questionnaire asks the expertmenter to predict the 

sub ject 's PK ferformance in the session. The correlation suggests an 

above chance ability of the experimenter to predict her performance. 

The experimenter was rot aware of being rrore accurate in predicting 

h3r perfornance than those of the other subjects. No similar 

correlation was shown for any other subject, suggesting that the 

exp:rimenter could rot predict their perforrrance. This was the only 

significant correlation present in this subject's questionnaire data. 

Two significant correlations were present in Mary H-W's pre 

session questionnaire. On: was for question 4 which asks the subject 

how easy it is to concentrate ani question 5 Yfhich asks the subject 

vbat their mood is. The correlations suggest that Mary a-w's PK 

perfomance was tetter when she was in a good mood and felt she could 

concentrate easily. 

Sub ject Helen H' s pre session questionnaire produced one 

significant correlation, between her feeling of phys~cal wellbeing and 

her PK performance. This is an interesting and sugges~ive result since 

for nearly all sessions she was suffering fram ill health to some 

extent, (having chronic multiple food allergies and a particularly 
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strong lactose intolerance) so that the influence of her P'lysical 

state cx:mld be expected to be an in'tp:)rtant factor in her fErforrrance. 

One significant correlation was present in the experimenter's pre 

session questionnaire for Helen H, which vas i::etween the degree to 

which the exp:rimenter felt sociable an:1 her PK perfornance. 

The experimenter's pre session auestionnaire for Monica B 

produced three significant correlations. Since she produced 

approximately double the number of scoring sessions compared to the 

other subjects the greater number of significant correlations is to i::e 

expected. The three factors were those of the experimenter feeling 

well rested, YB.nting to comuct the session and feeling P'lysically 

well. This cluster of factors could be expected to correlate with the 

experimenter behaving in a supportive Yay towards the subject. 

TtA.o measures in the experimenter's post session questionnaire 

were also significant. A oorrelation vas shavn between the 

experimenter feeling satisfied with his performance in facilitating 

the subject's PK, Y.hich is an irrlirect rreasure of the accuracy of his 

judgement as to hOW' much PI< vas produced in each session. The secom 

factor vas the exp:rimenter' s estirrate of hew far the PK events were 

under the voluntary control of the subject. Since as has been shewn 1n 

section 5.7.3 Monica B did shew far more control than any other 

subject this correlation is indicative of a correct perception an the 

experimenter's part. 

The third analysis book as its hypothesis the possibility that 

same of the factors addressed by the questionnaire items might 

legittmately be viewed as measures of consistent underlying traits 

within subjects which detennined their PK output am which v.ould be 

detected by a between subjects analysis of differences in their 

habitual responses to the questions. A similar hypothesis \\as tested 
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regarding consistent differences in sa:>res on the experimenter's 

questionnaire as they varied retween sub jects. 

Only the questionnaire data fran scoring sessions was used in 

this analysis, althoU3h there is clearly a case for using the 

questionnaire data fran all of the sessions. Havever it I,eBS felt that 

perhaps ~~ scoring sessions might represent situations where there 

were larger characteristic inter-subject differences than in non 

scoring sessions. For each scoring session the mean for each subject's 

score on each scale question \laS computed. The subjects r.,.ere then 

ranked according to their total PK output in the whole series and the 

ranks of the rceans of their responses to ee.ch question compared to the 

ranks for PK. A Sp:!annan rank ord~r correlation was perforrtEd on the 

ranked scores on questions and PK but no significant correlations were 

produced. 

A similar procedure was adopted for the experimenter's questions 

but again no significant correlation was p~oduced. 

5.9. Conclusions 

The twelve session study succeeded in shOYling that for this group of 

sub jects at least, improverrent in Ft< scores as a result of a serles of 

practice sessions did occur. The unambiguous confirrration of t:..'1e 

original hypothesis motivating all of the work reported here was 

therefore very r.,.elcorre. Due caution must of course be shOYln towards 

the generalisation of any result fran such a srcall group of subjects. 

Hcwever, three of the four subjects could not be argued to have 

developed true voluntary control, since the overwhelming rrajority of 

their output occurred non intentionally. This fiming is cnnsistent 

wi th reports of PKMB perfornance fran several sources. '!be 

experimenter could therefore be seen as having been over sanguine 1n 
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hypothesising that subjects v.ould develop true voluntary a:mtrol over 

their uPKMB output. 

SUbject Monica B em:rged as the only subject to shaN voluntary 

oontrol, am also as being far rrcre productive in PK output than any 

other subject. An intangible factor that \oBS felt to be very relevant 

to her perforrrance was that she had rrarried a rcan very auch older than 

herself wban she claimed had been extrerrely derrarrling. Quite early ill 

the marriage she had oonsciously taken a decision not to allow her 

feelings of annoyance am frustration at her husbarrl' s behaviour to 

affect l'Er rrood. It was felt by the experimenter that her having 

learnt oontrol over a:r responses to a difficult and potentially 

annoying and frustrating situation in her domestic life may have paid 

dividends when she \oBS faced with learning to produce uPKMB to order, 

because she nay have been exceptionally oompetent in renaining serene 

and confident in the fac~ of apparent or relative failure in the early 

stages of PK training. Her behaviour was certainly oonsistent with 

this interpretation. Sa: was also sufficiently serene to accept good 

results without any apparent signs of fear. 

In the experimenter's 1:'...0 screenings in her area which she 

attended she produced ostensibly p:iranornally deforrred cutlery am in 

fact \oBS the first person to produce a bending event in the first 

rracroscopic PKMB screening that the experimenter had oorriucted. She 

also claimed to be in rrore or less oontinuous touch with the feelings 

of her datghter' s family via rer own ESP. and cla~ a high level of 

spontaneous .ESP. She therefore presented (infornally and with due 

mJdesty) the classic profile of the gifted "psychic" am had attended 

spiritualist "developrrent" circles for a number of years. 

It should b: recorded that the experimenter fBrticularly enjoyed 

the oompany of this lady and that of the subject Helen H. It therefore 
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remains an cpen question \>Jhether the results shewed the effects of 

exper~ter preferences. 

It is particularly interesting ~~t although Monica B was 

obviously a gifted subject as far as PKMB \\as a:mcemed, rEvet.~eless 

it still took more than a dozen practice sessions before her output 

showed any ~l sign of ~ching a ceiling (and it is uncertain that 

it did). this suggests that despite initial talent, practice is still 

necessary. 

Similarly, Helen H also atErged as another fOssibly nulti 

talented psychic, because she too claimed a large am:::mnt of 

spontaneous ESP. Havever she also claimed spontaneous PI< and sorre 

informal attempts \\ere rrade to record soma of these spontaneous 

telekinetic events. Same unwitnessed results \\ere obtained although it 

should be stressed that m real security against fraud was employed In 

these informal tests. 

Helen H showed such a large differential between exferirnenter 

pacing and subject pacing that she led to the adoption of self pacing 

in the design of the "accelerated start" study described in the next 

chapter. It should also be mted that Monica B I s output in her self 

paced sessions shaved a similar level of improvem:nt over that fran 

her exper~ter fBced sessions, al though the explanation for this 

difference is mt clear (as it cnuld be due simply to increased 

practice) . 

The fiming that the only subject to produce r.o output vas also 

the only sub ject mt to be found by the exp:rimenter I s nass screenlI1g 

procedure vas suggestive, although no more than this. 

Phyllis W had approached the uPKMB task as an qJportunity to 

establish sorce form of contact with tEr dead son, v.han she \<as still 

rrouming. This strategy vas adopted by her iooependently of the 
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experimenter. Soo ~uld habitually approach the uPKMB task inYardly 

requesting her &>n to produce effects· as a sign of his presence. 

Several times after an event had occurred she had rrentioned that it 

had done so in response to her request immediately teforeharrl. Hc:wever 

since she was probably rraking these requests very frequently the 

degree of rorrelation cannot be estirnated. 

What is interesting about this situation 1S that it conforms to 

the description given by Stanford (1977) which he claims describes an 

cptimal PI< elicitation strategy. Although Phyllis W vas the only other 

subject apart fram Manica B to achieve a statistically significant 

correlation coefficient in the regression analysis of her result, her 

output was mt romparable to that of Monica B nor Helen H in her self 

paced sessions. It ~uld appear that a supplicatory approach is rot be 

a sufficient rondition for outstanding PK results. 

The finding that mne of the questionnaire items produced 

significant correlations across all of the subjects probably reflects 

the e:irly stage of research into this type of PIC The snaIl database 

involved undoubtedly contributed to the insensitivity of the tests to 

detect correlations so that weak correlations or correlations with 

grouped factors might still be present but undetectable with such a 

srrall database. 
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Figure 13. Helen H Summated uPKMB per Session 
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Q1API'£R SIX 

'lliE ACCELERA'rm STARr SrUDY 

6.1 Experimental Oo-sign Decisions 

Several factors emerged fram the first longitudinal study which 

suggested improvements that could re implemented to increase the 

efficiency of the ~~ training procedure. Same of these were 

incorporated into the second formal longitudinal study which was 

terrred the accelerated start study because it involved an early period 

of intensive practice for subjects. 

TtE first change· introduced was that all sessions 'WOuld te self 

paced. The sessions would last a minimum of 45 minutes and a rraximum 

of 90 minutes, at the discretion of the subject. Trial and rest 

periods T.Nere to be decided by the sub ject arrl exp:rimenter together. 

It vas felt that the decision could rot completely re left to the 

subjects since in same informal sessions subjects had protracted trial 

periods to the rx>int that it seered that inhibition vas likely to 

result fran the fatigue caused by the length of trial period. As far 

as possible however, the decisions would be left to the subjects. 

Since StEila D in the first study had unnecessarily consumed 

oonsiderable exp:rirnenter time it was decided that if subjects had rot 

achieved a single scoring session by the end of the first eight 

sessions in the new study and if no signs of PK had occurred in 3.I1y 

session then they and the experimenter YtOuld re free to tenninate any 

future training sessions, thus conserving experimenter time. This 

q;>tion YtOuld only be taken by the exp:rimenter if the subject's 

sessions produced ro sign of PK. 

If non scoring but fairly definite uP&~ occurred then the 

~rimenter VoOuld continue the serIes since it vas felt important to 
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investigate whether with protracted practice subjects with apparently 

rather law intrinsic PK ability might nevertheless bnprove their 

output over a longer period. It was therefore decided that even if a 

subject produced no scoring session up to session ~elve, they might 

still be included in a further series of sessions in order to check 

the hypothesis that a protracted series of training sessions would 

produce scoring, the decision to continue depending upon the subject's 

willingness and the expertmenter's discretion. The protracted series 

of sessions conducted after session bNelvewas therefore possibly to 

include mn scoring subjects as ~ll as the successful ones. The 

question of whether protracted training would eventually produce PK in 

previously non scoring subjects \\as felt to be important enough to 

merit the adoption of a formal hypothesis within the design of the 

study. 

Most of the scoring uP&~ sessions in the first study had 

occurred after the sixth session. It therefore seemed worth exploring 

the possibility whether if the first six sessions were conducted very 

intensively the transition into scoring sessions could be made very 

much rrore rapidly. It was decided that the p:rforrrance of three 

expertmenter monitored ~ssions per week for two weeks would probably 

be the maximum rate of intensive training ~ich the subjects would te 

prepared to tolerate since they would obviously have rrany other day to 

day concerns and duties to fulfill. The use of ~~e intensive sessions, 

if successful, v.ould rrean that four weeks would te subtracted fran the 

tbne necessary for most subjects to achieve scoring sessions. 

The subjects would be split into two groups. Since the principal 

hypothesis under test was that a two week intensive period of training 

YoOuld enable the subjects to start scoring by its end, both groups 

oould be given the intensive p:riod of training (hence speeding up all 
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. subjects' development), but at different phases In the complete series 

of sessions. 

The principal hypothesis under test (apart fran the learning 

hypothesis fundamental to the use of longitudinal training series) ~as 

that the group (A) who started the intensive r:hase right at the 

beginning of their training series wuuld perform better for the serles 

as a whole, rreasured at weeks eight and twel ve, than the group (B) ,.;ho 

w::>uld start their intensive tilase at session three of the study. This 

hypothesis \tas formulated l:ecause the previous study had shaYn that 

scoring became more frequent after the sixth session, so that the two 

further sessions after session six that would still be available to 

the A group should enable them to achieve higher scores by sessions 

eight and twelve than those achieved by the B group. 

In addition it \tas felt that six sessions conducted in a 

relati vely short period might produce accelerated learning relative to 

six once-weekly sessions because of increased motivation and possibly 

less decay in the rremJry of PK associated states or internal cues. Any 

change in their confidence regarding their aYn PK ability caused by a 

successful session in the intensive r:hase could also be capitalised 

upon ,because of the decreased inter session period preventing the 

memory of the successful session from decaying and becoming considered 

irrelevant by the subject. Both groups should therefore shaY learning 

at a faster rate than that shavn by the three less able subjects in 

the first study. 

Initially it <...as planned that in order to derronstrate the 

superior efficiency of the accelerated start procedure the control 

group (group B) would te treated in the same way as the subjects in 

the first study as far as ~rirnenter time was concerned and wuuld 

receive only one training session per week for the non intensive first 
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~ weeks. At the end of the first two weeks group B would then 

perform their block of intensive training (three sessions a ~ek for 

two weeks) so that by week eight both groups would have p:rforrred the 

~ number of sessions counterbalanced in order (six intensive plus 

two non intensive sessions). Table 9 shows the initially planned 

schedule of training sessions. 

'!'able 9.. Initial Practice Schedules of Groups A and B 

Week Number 1 2 3 4 5-8 

Group A 3 3 1 1 l/week 

G~up A 1 I 3 3 l/week 

I t was then dec ided to incorporate another feature into the 

experimental design which it was thought might very greatly improve 

the efficiency of the training procedure. Incorporating the new 

feature would have the effect that neither group's perforrrance would 

be directly comparable to that of the subjects in the first study. 

However a new and possibly important var~able could ~ evaluated in 

the same design used to test the accelerated start hypothesis. 

The modified design arose from the nealisation that if subjects 

could te loaned uP~~ detection instrumentation with which they could 

practice uPKMB at hane in their cwn time this could greatly increase 

the total practice time of the group at little cost in experimenter 

time. 

Accordingly a very large exp:nditure of experimenter time and 

effort was invested in the design of snaIl, portable, simple b 

cperate battery powered uPKMB practice ma.chines. After rrany rronths of 

design, development and construction work a dozen devices were 

finished. The sensor assembly 'NaS identical in type to that used in 

the exper~ter's equipment. The devices produced an audio output 

which was effectively identical to that used in the experimenter's 
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apparatus, the state of the uPKMB target being signalled by the rate 

of clicking of the device, PI< inputs causing increases in click rate. 

'rre gain of the hone use devices (x47) was approximately double that 

of the ext:erimenter' s apparatus (x22) in order to detect low level PI< 

inputs. The devices were equipped with simple rranually reset rreters 

which gave approximate indication of pulse amplitudes. 

No fornal data ~uld be gathered fran the solo practice sessions, 

since they ~uld l::e unwitnessed and the instrurrenta tion was not as 

sophisticated as the experbnenter's and was therefore potentially 

prone to register artifactual signals. Havever the limitations of the 

home use devices would not seriously matter provided the practice 

sessions conducted with them were effective in bnproving the subjects' 

perf orrrances • 

The devices were to be loaned to subjects for them to practice 

with three times a ~. Table 10 shows the rrodified training schedule 

incorporating the subjects' solo training sessions. 'rhe intensive 

phase was rrade still nore intensive by the subjects being requested to 

practice three times per week under solo conditions in addition to 

their thrice weekly experimenter monitored seSSIons held during the 

intensive phase. 

Table 10. Modified Practice Schedules of Groups A and B 

Type and Number of Sessions by ~veek Numl::er 

week Number 1 2 3 4 5 - 8 

Group A 3E + 3S ·3E + 35 IE + 35 IE + 35 IE + 35 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Group B IE + 3S IE + 35 3E + 35 3E + 35 IE + 35 

Experimenter Monitored Sessions = E : Solo sessions = S 

'rhe . exp:rimental hypothesis rerrained unchanged tecause under the rew 

schedule the A group received an even more intensive initial training 
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treatment, so that their perforrrance should improve even !tOre relative 

to the B group's PK performance (assuming that rroti vat ion and interest 

\\ere rraintained, which fran the response of the first group of 

subjects see.rred likely this early in the series). 

It was realised that differential effects arising fram the 

possibly different effectiveness of solo training sessions versus the 

exper~ter monitored sessions might arise. If sessions monitored by 

the experimenter were more efficient than solo sessions in promoting 

uPKMB performance as see.rred likely because of possible effects on 

subject motivation or other effects of the experimenter's treatment of 

the subjects this too would tend to increase the r:erfonrance of the A 

group relative to the B group. 

By session eight the two groups would each have r:erformad eight 

experimenter monitored sessions and twenty four solo sessions. After 

session eight all subjects would revert to a training programme 

consisting of three solo sessions per week and one experimenter 

monitored session per week. It was planned that after session twelve 

the best subjects would continue once weekly experUnenter monitored 

training sessions in a further study where they 'NOuld attempt more 

complex uPKMB tasks requiring greater levels of control. Sane non 

scoring subjects would probably be prepared to continue their sessl0ns 

beyorxl the twelfth and would be requested to do so if their 

perfomance see.rred to l1Erit it. 

6.2. ~rimental Hypotheses 

The formal hypotheses to be tested in this study are listed beloN. 

1. Both subject groups would shay significant increases in uPKMB 

output as measured by first half to secorxl half series aomparisions 

of pulse numbers using the Chi square statistic. Same subjects 
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would produce outputs which when subjected to linear regression 

analysis would show a positive slope and a significant (by t 

test) correlation coefficient. 

2. The A group would perform better than the B group when their total 

uPKMB output for the series vas pooled at week 8 and at ~ 12. 

Camparision would be by Chi ~e statistic on the pooled pulse 

numbers for each group. 

3. Irrlividual differences ln the p:rfornances of subjects would l:e 

derronstra ted. 

4. Questionnaire scores would predict uPKMB p:rforma.nce to a 

significant extent using the Spearman rank correlation measure 

within the series of each subject's sessions. 

5. Sub jects showing uPKi"lB scores of 1 mv or rrore, but less than 2 mv 

(formal scorlng criterion) in the series to session 8 would by 

session 14 show scores of more than the 2 mv criterion in at least 

one session. 

6.3 SUbject RecruitrrEnt 

Since each subject vas to -r;:erform SlX intensive sessions it vas 

essential that they live within a short journey tbne of each other so 

that several subjects could be visited each day and preferably they 

should live near to the ~rimenter' s hare. This requirem:nt very 

greatly restricted both the numbers and quality of the subjects 

recruited, because 00 really good rracroscopic PKMB agents had been 

found in the irnmedia te locality of the exp:rimenter am the 

requirerrent for groups of subjects to live near to each other 'NaS also 

difficult to meet. 

t'evertheless two groups were recruited, one based in Leamington 

arrl Coventry and the other based in or near Walsall in Staffordshire. 
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The local group was recruited as a result of screenings perforrtEd at a 

Coventry arrl a Leamington spiritualist church. The distant group \>.laS 

recruited as a result of ~~e experimenter having held a mass screening 

near Walsall at which several possible PKL\ffi agents had reen 

identified. The Walsall group attended a local spiritualist church at 

which the screening \>.laS held. 

'T'he rremberships of groups A and B are sha~n in table 11 in 

section 6. 5 belCM. 

6.4 ~ratus and Procedure 

Essentially the same apparatus was used as in the first study, the 

difference being that the noise level of the uPKMB channel had been~ 

reduced further and all the electronics were incorporated into the 

same box. Three channels (rrains rronitoring, sound rronitoring am 

uPKMB) were again used. All amplifier gains were identical to the 

first study, as .....as the uP~AJli3 sensor. A different and rrore fX)rtable 

design of stand \'as used to suspend the uP&"-18 sensor assembly. A 

digital millivoltmeter accurate to 5%, + or - 1 digit was used in 

oonjunction with a nanually resettable fEak hold circuit in order to 

enable fEak pulse voltages up to 199 rov to be recorded with precision 

of 0.1 rov. 

Training sess~ons were held in the subjects I hares as in the 

first study. The choice of roam for the sessions was made carefully 

and in every case the envirorurent was suitably quiet. TtE timetable of 

sessions as set out in table 11 was adhered to as far as possible but 

there were some unavoidable minor changes due to subject or 

experimenter unavailability due to illness etc. Warm trusting 

relationships were develcped with all subjects \\ho p3.rticipated. The 

subjects appeared to enjoy their fBrticipation in the eXfEriment. 
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Rest am work (trial) periods were clearly rrarked on the chart 

record (3 channel) of sessions. The subject and exp:rimenter pre 

session questionnaires were completed prior to the first trial period, 

but while the equipment TNaS running. Post session questionnaires were 

oompleted 'after the equipment had teen switched off at the termination 

of the session. Trial am rest periods -were timed because it ;..as 

W3.nted to examine work patterns in order to formulate hypotheses to be 

tested in future studies. 

An important feature of the subjects' behaviour W3.S that mne of 

them perfomed the requested number of solo sessions. Sub jects 

reported r.ather little success in their solo training sessions. It had 

teen eX[:ected that the subjects might report better results in their 

solo sessions than in the exper1menter monitored sessions because of 

their including responses fran the hone use rrachines which ~re due to 

artifactual sources (sound, vibration and electrical transients). 

HO\1ever the evidence seerred to point the other W3.y, very few 

ostensible uP~~ events being reported. 

. It l,tB.S impossible to order sub jects to practice in an 

authori tar ian rranner wi thin the oontext of their voluntary 

participation in the experiment. The bnpression was gained that even 

fran the start of the study same subjects did very few practice 

sessions, and those completing rrore than ~ p:r ~ were very rare. 

Sane sub jects perfornEd no solo sessions in up to half of the ~s of 

the study. Precise fi~lres for solo practice sessions cannot be given 

because the subjects themselves proved very difficult to discipline to 

keep satisfactory records of their solo sessions. 

It was strongly felt that if ~e experimenter was not present, 

the subjects tended to forget the study in the light of lIDre urgent 

and pressing demands fran their lirnnediate domestic life. This group 
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did not have the leisure time available to ~~em that the older, 

retired group in the first study had. This rray have been an :i.mpJrtant 

factor affecting both the frequency of solo sessions and ~~eir 

ultimate uPKMB perfornance. 

6.5.1 Results : Nan Scoring Subjects 

The results were computed by ItEasurerrent of uPKMB pulse amplitudes on 

the chart records. Analogously to the first study, simultaneously 

occurring pulses in the micrcphone dlanel of rrore than 8 mv 

invalidated uPKMB signals, as did rrains transients of crore than 60 mv 

amplitude. 

Only one subject in this study produced scoring sess10ns. Since 7 

of the first set of B subjects did not score, rrore subjects were 

sought and inducted into' the study. As a result of this process, 

unequal numbers were recruited into the A (6) am B (5) groups before 

the study vas tenninated. In view of the lack of positive results this 

is unlinportant. The number of experimenter cronitored sessions 

completed by each sub ject are shavn in table 11 below. 

Table 11 : Experimenter Monitored Subject Sessions 

Group A 

Subject Sessions Completed 

Lynne T 1 

Dorothy T 8+ 

Janet P 9 

Marion M 12 

Nora 0 12 

Sybil W 21 
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Table 11 Experimenter Monitored Sub ject Sessions 

Group B 

Subject Sessions Completed 

MrsW 2 

Anita s 13 

Joan W 14 

Joon E 16 

Judy E 16 

TlE lack of positive results for 10 of the 11 subjects vas surprising 

to the e~rimenter and nade it impossible to corrluct rrost of the 

planned analyses. It cannot be pretended that the reasons for the lack 

of scoring on the parts of most subjects can be known with certainty. 

Many hypotheses are indicated by their behaviour but these ~ln 

essentially ~ulative. 

Hcwever, SClI1'e of the factors which seerred to be responsible were 

thought likely to apply generally to subjects undertaking this type of 

PK training. The problems encountered in this study seem clearly to 

illustrate general problems which need to be considered in any general 

view of the prospects for the PK training of large numbers of 

subjects. Each subject and the factors thought responsible for their 

poor performance will therefore be discussed LJdividually but briefly 

here. 

Lynne 'r .....as the daughter of Dorothy T and was 12 at the time of 

the study. She was mt really interested in participating despite 

having freely agreed to do so. 

Mrs W vas the rrother of Anita S. A strange event occurred in her 

first trial whereby a pair of large pllses v.ere registered but it '.tas 

rot felt certain by the exp=rirnenter that they v.ere rot arti£actual 

arxi caused by the sudden slippage of the micrcphone fran its point of 
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attachment to the uPKMB sensor starxi. This problem did rot occur with 

any other subject. Her results were discounted C:ecause of this factor. 

She produced no further effects in her second session. 

ste withdrew fran the study because she found her two sessions 

very fatiguing. This response had been fOunl once before when a 

producti ve Japanese female subject refused to participate in a fornal 

study after having perforrrai one informal pilot session. It ·....as felt 

that this response occurs as a result of the subject adopting boo 

effortful an orientation towards the uPKMB task. Despite the 

experimenter's trying to encourage the subject to adopt a rcore relaxed 

orientation to the task this subject persisted in effortful striving 

to achieve effects. 

Janet P YaS in her late thirties and YaS a friend of Dorothy T 

ani YaS visited linmediately after Dorothy T (they lived within easy 

valking distance). Janet P was thought at first by the e~rimenter to 

be a likely good perforrrer J::ecause she claimed an active arrl broad ESP 

functioning and perforrred as a platform "clairvoyant" sometimes for 

~r local spiritualist dlurch. Sh: had produced quite <pOd 

(unwitnessed) defomations in cutlery in the screening held at 

Coventry. However her experimenter monitored sessions were devoid of 

any real signs of PK, she reported extrerrely few solo events ani 

performed very few solo sessions in the entire series (estimated 6 

solo sessions total). The experimenter's conclusion was that she was 

s~ly rot a gifted PK agent. 

Dorothy T \\as forty at the time of the study arrl \\as very rru.ch 

more conscientious than Janet P in performing solo sessions (estimated 

16 solo sessions). She expressed considerable lack of confidence in 

her likely PK perforrrance, and her tent cutlery produced at the 

screening in Coventry vas only marginally deformed. Unfortunately for 
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reasons which are unclear, a large fraction of the chart rolls arrl 

questionnaires for Dorothy T were found to have b=en lost. Records for 

8 sessions exist, but she ferformed probably 20 or 3J experimenter 

monitored sessions and an estimated 30 solo sessions, since despite 

her lack of success she vas keen to a:mtinue in the study. At the very 

end of the series (for which the data is lost) she started to proouce 

very slight possible uP&~ effects. It was felt that she 'NaS indeed 

cnrrect in her cwn self estimation that she vas mt particularly 

talented with PK, because she shewed m other signs of functioning 

spontaneous psi. 

Nora D was in her early thirties and had reen selected as the 

last subject to enter the study. She had experienced ostensible 

rrediumistic corrmunication phenomena some years tefore and produced a 

fairly clear ostensible uP&~ pulse when tested at a Leamington 

screening. The conditions of the screening were very bad hONever, as 

it vas cbnducted in a tent outdoors and in an enviroIlll'EIlt with a fair 

arrount of wind and traffic mise. Its results were regarded with 

caution. 

Nora D perforrred few solo sess10ns (estimated at 5 total). She 

reported mt enjoying solo sessions. She had recently given birth to 

her 6 rrcnth old daughter who proved extemaly demarrling of her rother IS 

time and energy. Nora DiS sleep was frequently disturbed and her lack 

of ostensible uP~~ output over the series might te ascribable to her 

frequent state of fatigue and lack of sleep due to the oocturnal 

demands of her baby. 

Sybil W lived in the same town as the experimenter (Leamington 

Sp:!, Warwickshire). She \laS the president of the local spiritualist 

church and had run several spiritualist IldevelopllEnt II groups for a 

number of years. HCMever she had always felt slightly frightened of 
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allowing herself to develop full rrediumistic trance. At both of the 

screenings that she attended she produced ostensible uP~~ pulses. 

Since she arrl the exp:rimenter related well to each other am since 

she lived so locally it '...as decided that a protracted series ~uld te 

performed with her even if she did not produce any scoring session in 

the twelve first sessions. 

The early sessions with her were perforrred under difficult 

oorxiitions. Mrs W did mt feel free to allow the sessions to take 

place at her home at first because of the presence there of her 

chronically sick husband (.she was in her sixties and her husbarrl vas 

somewhat older). Sessions therefore took place in one of the ~s of 

the Leamington spiritualist church. This had been agreed by the 

extErimenter because it ~s felt that this environrrent ought to have 

been sufficiently familiar to the subject not to be inhibitory. 

Unfortunately the period of the study coincided with a long period of 

particularly cold ~ther and the unheated church W3.S glacially oold, 

although the roan used for sessions was gradually v.a.rmed up throu;Jh 

each session. It v.as felt that this oold start to the series rray have 

been responsible for the lack of relati vely early success. After 

session 12 further sessions \\ere performed L'1 a room at her harre. 

Despite the change of location Sybil W's PK performance did mt 

improve. The hypothesis that very long protracted sessions w::Juld 

produce scoring outputs in subjects who failed to score by session 12 

\tas ret supported by her result. 

Ani ta S \\8.S in her early thirties and was divorced, living with 

her dau;Jhter in their hare near Walsall. She was still to SOrrE extent 

mourning the end of her marriage and apparently found participation In 

the study a '...elCOIlE change in routine. She related in a friendly 

rranner to the experimenter. Although she practised rrore oonsistently 
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than sane of the other subjects (esti.m3.ted solo session total of 15) 

she reported 00 results atall during her solo sessions. 

In the sessions conducted with the experimenter present there 

~re very slight signs of fX)ssible uPKMB fairly early on (.sessions 4 

and 5 for example), but fer perforrrance did oot improve. 

A possibly linportant feature of her sessions which could in 

future prove problerratical with SOIl'e other subjects was that in the 

visualisation exercises she used in attempts to elicit PK emotionally 

disturbing images ~uld sorretimes occur spontaneously. One 

particularly disturbing image was that of a hooded rronk without a 

face. At one session the ronk appeared with a skull as face, arrl .-....as 

seen as engaged in roasting t..'1e ext:erimenter !. Interestingly, this 

was on the day before the exp:!rimenter developed a high fever due to 

influenza, althoU3h the precognitive status of the incident of course 

rerra ins unclear. 

Irrages of this sort only occurred with this one subject and VoBre 

thought by the exp:!rimenter to reflect the em:Jtionally stressed state 

of this subject. The rrale status of the e:>q;:erimenter was possibly of 

ambiguous rreaning, given that fer previous husbarrl had abarrloned her 

for another YOnan. Since the training sessions themselves v.ere valued 

by this subject it '£s decided to continue them despite these signs of 

latent a::mflict. No scorable results were obtained. 

It seems reasonable to-conclude that subjects for PK training 

should te avoided who have recently suffered any form of significant 

stress because of the possibly disturbing effects of the encouragement 

of regressive behaviour which rray be fElpful or even rECessary 111 PK 

facilitation with oon conflicted subjects. Internal conflicts in 

subjects might also' reasonably be hypothesised to cause blocking of PK 

responses because the enact.n'Ent of hostile, destructive or agressi ve 
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(or self destructive) impulses by rreans of uncontrolled spontaneous PI< 

v.ould represent a fnssible threat to them. This t.herre W3.S illustrated 

further by the ~ining unsuccessful subjects. 

Joan ltV W3.S reported by her husband to have caused the caranorrral .. 
defomation of a house key twice when she W3.S angry. She reported 

extensive spontaneous PK of a mildly poltergeist nature occurring In 

her presence when she Yes a child. At the time of the study she was In 

l'l::r mid forties anj was coping with an extrerrely derra.rrling .role as 

rcother Of her family, which included a problem teenager anj her 

elderly father in law. Although she Yes careful not to express her 

resentrrent with certain aspects of her situation it was clear that she 

found her pJsition in the household to be very stressful. 

In session 4 she started to produce small but fairly definite 

uPKL"'lB pulses. Just refore the start of session 5 she had reen reading 

sane rraterial ronnected with an important legal dispute in which her 

husbarrl \\as involved. She stated that she had felt erotionally 

disturbed during the first half of the session (when nearly all of the 

PK had occurred). During session 5 she prcduced def ini te uPl<L\fi3 

effects, although mne that ~re scorable. This session represented a 

marked bnprovementupon any of her previous sessions in terms of its 

uPKMB content. Tl:'e exp:rimenter exr;:ected her performance to continue 

to increase but instead, less PK vas obtained L"1 session 6 curl by 

session 7 it had all but died out. No further session saw any sign of 

uPKJ.~. It appeared that eIDtional stress vas rEcessary to elicit PK 

am that in its absence a fXJWerful inhibition YaS effective in 

supressing it. 

In conversation with Jean W she admitted that she was frightened 

of possession of PK ability beca~e she feared that she might 

unconsciously use her ability for destructive prrposes. She accepted 
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that the childhood PI< effects had teen due to herself am was worried 

that these events might repeat themselves in a rrore destructive way. 

The exper~nter visited her once rrore several months after the end of 

the experimental series in order further to discuss this when she 

confirned that this had been an important consideration for her. 

Jean W nay represent an important and interesting class of 

potential PI< agent, 1:ecause there seem to be distinct parallels 

between her situation and that involved in the classical form of 

poltergeist outbreak. She was thought to illustrate rather clearly the 

potentially dangerous and problematical aspects of PI< ability when 

associated with persons who are either heavily conflicted or who are 

in social situations which create conflict. The rroral for the 

experimenter YtOuld seem to be to avoid this type of subject by careful 

subject selection techniques ahead of their possible ~ruitment into 

experimental studies. Further consideration of this important issue is 

conducted in the chapter on possible future PK training research 

(chapter 10 > . 

6.5.2 Judy and John E's Results 

Jdln and Judy E '.>.ere first' encountered at the screening near Walsall 

where they both produced ostensibly paranorrrally bent cutlery. They 

were in their late twenties and had two children. 

The E's reported that both their children could produce tEnt 

cutlery but the experimenter did rot test this claim since he believed 

the dlildren' likely to have caused their effects by rorrral force. 

Their &>n (the eldest> was glven one short uPKMB trial early in the 

series but produced 00 effects. 

They lived in a snaIl council house on an estate in Walsall. At 

the first visit an immediate rapport established itself between toth 
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sub jects ani the experimenter which lasted through to the end of the 

long association with them (they took part in the audio experiments 

described in the next chapter. 

John E at first seemed likely to perform nearly as well as hi3 

wife, as at first he seemingly produced some very slight possible 

uPKMB effects, but over the long (16 session) series CDrrlucted in this 

study he produced I'D scoring session. Although regrettable this null 

result provided an unplanned CDntrol series, since if there were an 

envirorurental factor responsible for Judy's results it should have 

shONn up during Jchn E's sessions (the order of, testing \tas rot 

predetennined am sub jects 'Were tested in both orders in roughly 

equal numbers). 

In discussion with Joon E he stated that he had felt frightened 

at the ~lications of possession of PK ability. During the audio 

series he appeared to overcome SOlIE of this fear but his PK 

perforrrance never approached that of Judy. Despite his lack of scoring 

sessions he was maintained in the series in order to CDntribute 

towards the testing' of hypotqesis 4. It was also appreciated both that 

his series of sessions would provide a CDntrol series for his wife's 

and that to refuse be continue working with him might complicate the 

exper~ter's relationship with both of them. 

In her trial periods Judy E customarily sat on the floor in front 

of the uPKMB sensor with her head approximately level with it and at a 

distance of 400 nm fran it. Her hatrls ~re placed in her lap. The 

holder for the sensor was placed on a wirrlow sill which provided a 

stable base for it. The gap between the subject and the PI< sensor was 

constantly monitored by the experimenter and Judy's face \tas plainly 

visible at all times. 
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6.5.3 Judy E's Results 

Judy E vas the outstarxling subject in this study. Sh: showed slight 

but definite signs of uP~~ fram the first session onwards. This built 

up fairly consistently until she commenced scoring in the 7th session. 

Since the mise level of the equiprrent as rreasured fram the chart 

trace vas rot readily measurable in the absence of external acoustic 

ooise, being less than the width of the dlart recorder pen trace, two 

records of the data for the scoring sessions are s..~CMn in appendix 

( 6). One is based on the 2 mv criterion (used for all statistical 

calculations) and one on a 1 mv criterion in order to show the 

difference in scoring levels if the smaller pulses are included within 

the dataset. 

Figures 19 to 21 show her output per session. As can be seen her 

surnnated uPKMB score p:r session increased over the series. Fram 

figure 20 it can be seen that her best perforrrance (session 13) 

occurred as a result of a larger p.11se number being produced rather 

than larger pulses. Her mean pulse amplitude per session ~ined 
, 

faily constant except for sessions 10 and 11 in which it became almost 

double that achieved in the other sessions. 

Looking at the sequence of her sumnated ouputs per sesslon 

(figure 19), the lowered score in session 12 was thought to be due to 

rer feeling ill in that session. Judy E suffered fran lactose 

intolerance and multiple food allergies. The experimenter advised her 

on possible changes be her diet in session 12 and fran then onwards 

ill health due to her allergies decreased, although she soon became 

ill again due to otrer causes. 

Th:re is a strong case for negarding Judy E's series as being 

split at session 14. For several reasons session 14 rrarks a dlange 1n 

the series. This sesslon was held at Aston Uni versi ty in the 
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Figure 19. Judy E Summated uPKMB per Session 
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exp:rirnenter's roan. It is therefore oot a:xnparable to the earlier 

sessions since there is good evidence that changes in location can 

inhibit ~'1B (Hasted 1981a). Both subjects completed one session 

there, neither obtaining a score. The session had been set up in order 

to check whether it ~uld be feasible for them to \aA:)rk fran then 

onwards at the university. It became clear that it NaS too difficult 

for them to be able to free enough time to be able to do this so that 

the idea was dropped. 

However the bad session at Aston was thought responsible for 

depressing Judy's scores in sessions 15 and 16. This rray appear to te 

post hoc ~ial pleading in an attempt to explain the apparent 

decline. However, Batcheldor' s theory specifically predicts that 

reverses of this kind will tend temporarily to depress PK output 

(Batchelder 1984). In the subsequent audio training study Judy E's 

perforrrance was at times excellent, so that IX) systenatic decline 

ctcurred. 

Aoother fX)ssible oontributory factor, which in fact stimulated 

the developnent of the later audio studies was that it recame apparent 

tha t to Judy E the endless Y.eek by Y.eek production of chart recorded 

effects was losing its interest for her by the end of the series. This 

nay also have been partly responsible for the lowered scoring. 

The two last chart recorded sessions ~re oonducted while Judy 

vas quite ill. She suffered fran an internal infection which 

eventually necessitated brief hospitalisation. In session 17 she 

achieved only 2 pulses an:i in session 18 she was unable to starrl am 

attempted without success to influence the uPKMB sensor which was in 

its usual position whilst she was lying in the garden. The E's did not 

have a teleohone and had not inforned the exp:rimenter that her 
" 

condition had worsened prior to his arrival at G~is session. After the 
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corrlition was cured, as remarked above, she recomnenced scoring at a 

high level in the reN audio PK study described in the next d1apter. 

For the reasons stated the series will therefore be regarded as 

being of 13 sessions, since this run of sessions was conducted without 

interruption under identical conditions throughout. Since all of the 

scoring occurred after session 6 a first half to second half 

comparison of scoring is som:what academic. Hcwever, to complete the 

analysis according to the ~ecifications described in the experimental 

hypothesis, there Y.ere 0 pulses in the first 6 sessions and 64 in 

sessions 8 to 13 (session 7 was excluded since 13 is an odd number). 

Chi square for this difference is 64, with 1 df giving a p value of 

1.9 x 10 (-10), 

TtE linear regression perforrred on the swrnated uPKMB amplitude 

scores pooled across the rest and trial conditions for the first 13 

sessions yields a slope of 8.86 (similar to the 8. 2 s~ope of Monica 

B's regression line), an intercept of -32.0, and a correlation 

coefficient of 0.77. A t test on this coefficient gives a t value of 

4.06 and a p value of less than 0.005 (single tailed). 

Similarly to Monica Bliss, the najority of Judy E's output 

occurred in the trial condition (61 pulses) rather than the rest 

coooition (6 pulses), showing voluntary control and suggesting 

learning rather than progressive deinhibition as the cause of her 

increased performance reSUlting fram practice. Chi square for this 

difference is 45, giving with 1 df a p value of 2.3 x 10 (-10). 

'rhe questionnaire used in the accelerated start study \\8.S a 

shortened and rrodified version of that used in the first study (see 

appendix 6). Analysis by SI;:earman rank correlation of the scores fram 

the scale questions revealed only two significant correlations between 

PI< performance arrl questionnaire anSY.ers (sessions 1 to 13 v-ere 
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subroi t ted to analysis). 

One correlation appeared on the subject's pre session 

questionnaire, question 2 "'Klich asked haN tired she felt. TN: 

correlation was between her feeling less tired ard better PK 

performance, the correlation being significant at the 0.05 level (one 

tailed). This correlation is rreaningful in the oontext of her very 

derrarrling role as rrother of her family. 

The second correlation vas present in the experimenter's 

questionnaire, question 4 Ybich asked haN easy the ~rimenter had 

found the subject to relate to. The correlation vas l:etween it being 

felt easy to relate to the subject and better PI< ~rforrnance. It ·...as 

significant at the 0.05 level (one tailed). This too was a rreaningful 

correlation because there were sessions where Judy's external ooncerns 

. distanced her fran the ex;erimenter, and also sessions of oonsiderable 

shared closeness with her. 

These two correlations seem meaningful in the oontext of the 

experimental oontext. Havever the subject's questionnaires (pre and 

post session) oontained a total of 9 questions and the experimenter's 

(pre and post session) a total of 9 questions, so that it is by 00 

means outside the bounds of chance that both oorrelations should be 

spurious. 

6.6. Conclusions 

Too accelerated start experiment had demJnstrated several important 

points. The first vas that prolonged training of subjects shaving no 

early PK does rot seem to proollce later scoring. Tre clear implication 

'\\as that the efficiency of uPK.'1B training studies ',...c·illj te greatly 

increased by the drqJping of subjects who shONed ro early promise. 

Although the success of the single sub ject rreant that her results 
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could oot be regarded as generalisable, t.~e fact that she started 

scoring in session 7 suggested that the intensive phase certainly did 

not cecrease her ferformance relative to the group in the first study. 

'rhe use of intensive p=riods of training W3.S rot counter irrlicated by 

this result, even thou:Jh it could not l:e regarded as having teen 

confirmed. 

Another bnplication was that the initial selection of s~jects 

ought to include a very comprehensive and careful interview to detect 

both current social stress or psychological dysfunction am to 

identify t;x)ssible fears or other blocks ~ich ~uld 1:e rrobilised by 

the subject's l:eing confronted with the possibility of their gaining 

an enhanced PK ability. 

Complementary to this approach could be the possible use of 

counselling techniques to free sub jects fran blocks arrl fears which 

could prevent them fran reac~ing their potential. Obviously this 

potentially could create ethical problems which ¥.Ould have to t:e 

anticipated as far as possible and careful guidelines drawn up t:efore 

any studies incorporating this feature could be executed. But SOtTE of 

this counselling could undoubtedly be of a very down to earth am 

practical type, such as rraking the subject aware of t.'e literature am 

research findings regarding any possibly strange psi related 

e.xt:eriences to which they might be prone (such as precognition in the 

case of Marion M) so that subjects could regard their psi functioning 

as a more normal am less frightening feature of their lives. 

The stlrly sha.ved, as had the first study, that there are very 

great differences between subjects. Judy E seemed in her PK 

p:rfornance to resemble Monica 8 to quite a great extent. It;..as 

interesting too that she suffered fran multiple food allergies am was 

allergic to lactose, since this is a fairly rare comition and Helen 
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Hare had shewn a very similar syrrirane. 

The use of the hone training uPKMB devices 111 the study could rot 

be regarded as successful. The implication fran the rranifest 

reluctance of the subjects to use them vas that they did rot firrl the 

experience rewarding. Partly this rray have resulted fran their lack of 

success, but other factors rray have also been relevant. Irrleed, the 

lack of success nay have reen a result rather than a cause of the 

subject's lack of interest in solo training. Solo use of the rrachines 

vas felt by same subjects to be essentially rather pointless unless 

sarething rreaningful or useful could actually be done with the PK. 

Equally, the subjects clearly enjoyed the social contact with the 

experimenter during sessions and participation in a common project. 

This suggested that solo practice may have been unattractive because 

no social contact was involved. 

Finally, it became clear that although the mart recorder and 

frequency nodulated feedback technique was effective with some 

subjects in praroting learning, once a satisfactory PK ~rforrrance had 

been attained the rest subjects v.ould probably need SOITE further 

challenge or use to which their PI< could be plt. This perception 

rrotivated the ~rimenter to develop an extension of his approach to 

uPKMB Y.hich was first explored in another study with Judy and John E 

descrired in the next chapter. 
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0lAPTER SE.VEN 

'lWO AUDIO PK SERIES 

7.1 Experimental Design Considerations 

Several convergent lines of thought led to the adoption of a slightly 

different approach to uPKMB training in the third and fourth studies. 

The first two studies had strongly suggested that amongst any large 

group of recruits to uPKMB training studies there would probably be 

found a very IIUlch srraller number of individuals wno could legitirPately 

be terrred star sub jects whose IX>tential for controlled uPKJ.\ffi 

production would 

subjects. 

substantially outrank that of the rest of the 

Once these star subjects had to some extent realised their 

training potential by reaching the stage wnere their performance of 

uPKMB became pEoductive and moderately reliable not unnaturally th~y 

might seek further d1allenges to their ability and if they ~re kept 

on the same training regime their fErformance might suffer due to 

declining interest and motivation. Any new uPKJ.~ task must be 

interesting and acceptable to the subjects and must be rrore 

interesting than the standard task used to date. 

Closely allied to the question of retaining the star subjects' 

interest Ytas the issue of the neaningfulness of the PK task. The 

experimenter Ytas quite happy to continue using the starrlard task Slnce 

the fllrposes 'Of data collectiqn could t:e fulfilled adequately by use 

of the standard task am the IX>tential for useful studies offered by 

this task had only just reen tapped. But subjects would need a task 

which of fered sam: form of output to them Yklich would be rewarding. 

Considerable thought \tBS applied to thi3 question. One important 

clue Ytas provided by 'Judy £' S O\1n self developed PK elicitation 
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technique. She had personalised the PZT strip in the sensor assembly 

as "Mr Crystal" am visualised it as a sort of cartoon character with 

whan she went on imaginary adventures. 

She had also developed a technique of treating it alrrost as if it 

were a baby and played "peek-a-boo" games with it, pretending that one 

side of the PZT strip could not see her until she rested her eyes upon 

it <,.;hereupon uPKi."v1B signals YtOuld l:e registered as ilMr Crystal" reacted 

to her invard (anc1 silent) utterance of the surorise "boo" as she 
'" 

looked at its blirrl side. This l:ehaviour rray seem bizarre or 

inapprc:priate when applied to an inanimate object, but it certainly 

seemed to be effective. 

Essentially Judy E was attempting to establish a social 

relationship with the pz'r strip as she would with a baby which was l.n 

the pre linguistic stage of developrrent. The clue was that the core of 

all of this activity vas the establishment of a social relationship 

whereby the crystal's sole role was to comnunicate back to the 

subject. It appeared that the species specific human drive to 

oammunicate socially could l:e applied to uPKMB. Same form of 

cornnunication forrrat Y.Ould therefore be used. 

Aoother important detenninant of the approach was tha t the 

reception of this type of research by the scientific corrmunity Y.Ould 

obviously be_ more likely to be favourable if the capacity to create 

the effects over long distances could te achieved. This is a logical 

long term goal for the approach to directly detectable PK tasks as a 

\OA1ole, as outlined in the last cilapter. The corrmunication format Y.Ould 

provide a natural context for the move to long distance attempts at 

uPKMB. 

'1\0.0 considerations led to the narrONing of the choice of PK task 

to its specific form as used in the first atrlio PK study. One was the 
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persistent bnpression that despite all of the precautions taken to 

ensure that the effects \\ere rot due to electrical interference, 

sceptical onlookers would always terri to suspect the chart recorded 

effects as b=ing due to the reception of SOlY'e sort of probably high 

frequency electromagnetic interference. Direct evidence to contradict 

this view should b= produ:ced by the new approach. 

The secorxi cnnsideration was very different and cieri \leS fran an 

important am cnntinuing set of issues amcerning the nature of PI< 

which are gemane to PI< training. The laboratory research into 

statistical PI< has created the row widely accepted idea in 

p3.rapsychology that PK is goal directed (see eg Stanford 1977). 

'rhe exact rrea.ning of this assertion is frequently unclear within 

the literature on PK, and there is mt space h=re for the extended 

philosophical analysis needed to deal adequately with this set of 

oonceptual issues, but one interpretation of' this view could l:e that 
. 

PI< is (a) independent of the complexity of the task but dependent 

purely on the a priori probability of the intended outcome (a view 

espoused by Sdnnidt for example 1975) am (b) does mt require that 

the PI< agent should know anything about the internal v.urkings of the 

PK target system but has merely to intend t..l-)e outcome event to occur 

for that outcome to b=come rrore probable than it t,..Ould te according to 

its uninfluenced a priori probability. 

'rn:se two p:)sitions might be taken to imply that uPKL'1B subjects 

oould prcx1uce highly complex uPKMB outputs (because of the hypothesis 

that task complexity does mt affect PK success) provided that the 

probabili ty of the basic physical events caused was mt too low to 

pennit the effects to occur atall. New since uPl<L'"1B outputs fran the 

crystal were known to occur since their occurrence was the basis of 

the research, these considerations suggested a study whereby subjects 
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should learn to produce ~~ oomplex outputs from the PZT st.rip. 

The corrmunication oontext am the need to cErronstrate that the 

output fran the pz'r strip was rot causErl by electromagnetic 

interference led to the idea that instead of the output fran the strip 

being processed electronically as had been done with the chart 

recorded first two studies, it should be amplified and recorded 

directly, am the subjects should listen to the crystal output 

directly via headphones. The oommunication aspect could be encompassed 

by setting the subjects the task of rraking "Mr Crystal" talk

literally, by creating audio frequency vibrations directly upon the 

pz'r strip which it v.ould then transduce into an electrical output 

which CDuld be amplified am fed to the subjects. If the hypothesis 

regarding the independence of PK fram task complexity was really true 

it WJuld rot rratter that such a task v.ould on a fX1ysical level 

presumably be very CDmplex. 

'rt1e idea of the direct feedback uPi<L1I,ffi target system \tas developed 

fran these thoughts. To reinforce the CDrrmunication aspect of the rew 

study it vas decided that speech CDmmunication by uPK..~ between John 

arrl Judy E v.ould be attempted. This ¥.Ould presurrably have the 

advantage that there would be a strong social CDrnponent to the 

ext:erimental fonnat which ought to add variety and interest. 

7.2 AH;:aratus 

It was decided to build two irrlependent units which rould be 

interconnected by cable, the cable being long enough to allow the two 

units (which oould row ronveniently be tenred "stations" since in a 

sense they ronsitu~ed separate work stations) to be separated 

sufficiently for the subjects to Ce out of direct e3.rshot of each 

other. 
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Fach station would have its aNn uPKMB sensor assembly, starrl am 

electronics unit. In order to monitor for environmental acoustic noise 

which might cause effects on the uPKMB sensor it. ~uld te essential 

for there to be a microphone rronitoring channel to te used at ffi~~ 

station. Four channels of information would thereby be created, one 

~1\1B channel fran e:lch station and one microphone channel. All four 

dlannels YtOuld be recorded using a four channel reel to reel ta};e 

recorder. 

Adc1itionally, the microphone channels could te rrade to facilitate 

the social aspect of the exp:riment because if their outputs ~re 

mixed arrl fed to both sub jects, there would then exist a moral 

telephone-like speech link. between them so that both subjects could 

always hear what a:lch W3.S saying and themselves, as \.\ell as being able 

to directly hear the output of both crystals. 

'rhe PI< aspect of the study was planned to be that the subjects 

would first listen to their avn sensor and learn to produce speech 

like signals on it locally, then they would attempt to produce the 

same effects upon the rerrote sensor. Once reliable two way 

c::omnunica tion by rreans of PK on local am rerrote sensors was achieved, 

the use of the telephone link could be discontinued, although it would 

provide an essential aamponent of the early phase of training. 

It must be carefully roted that despite the exp=riment teing 

presented to the two subjects in tenns of the description just given, 

the exp:rimenter W3.S inW3.rdly very doubtful whether the production of 

speech directly by uPKMB in this rranner was possible. The 

experirrenter's true expectations v.ere that it would probably take an 

enormous amount of practice to achieve this goal even assuming it 

possible in principle, which was by ro Ireans clear, am that it might 

\>.ell rot te achieved by these two subjects. 
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HGlever the idea WiS worth trying because the. hypothesis of the 

inde~ence . of task romplexi ty of PI< \\as worth testing arrl if any 

effects were produced atall they TNould supply valuable data concerning 

amplitudes and frequencies of the uP~~ signals whic~ would enable ~e 

hypothesis of electromagnetic interference to be rejected 

ronc Ius i vely. The study would also allow the experLllenter to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the use of an explicitly rommunication based 

format in motivating the subjects. 

7. 3 Procedure 

Since it was bnportant to first establish the feasibility of the basic 

roncept at close r.ange all sessions except an early pilot session were 

ooooucted using only one device at a time. This allowed the very iIDch 

rrore ronvenient cassette recorder to l::e used to record two channels, 

one being fran the pztr crystal, the other teing fran the microphone 

channel of the station. The reel to reel four channel tape recorder 

vas a large heavy rrachine and did rot fit well into the srrall living 

roam in the E's house, so that there were obvious additional social 

reasons why the early work should l:e ronducted using one lo'JOrk station 

and the much smaller cassette recorder. 

Sanewhat to the experimenter's surprise the subjects (Joon arrl 

Judy E) did rot like practising together in the same room and neither 

had yet developed a distant uPKMB capacity (and J oon c had rot 

produced a scoring session in the accelerated start study). 

It .....as decided that the sessions ~uld therefore te rrodelled at 

first upon the usual pattern, with the subjects attempting to create 

effects upon a uP!<L~ sensor placed at its usual distance fran them 

(the sensor was identical in design to that used in the earlier 

studies). For each subject a e90 stereo cassette would l:e recorded, 
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bui;- the subjects CDuld q:>t to end the session before all of the tape 

vas recorded. Self p3.cing was Used as before. 

7.4 Results 

The subjects CDntinued to perform as before. Jchn E produced 00 really 

a::mvincing signs of uP&~ w,ereas Judy produced a large numt:er of 

events. 

For reasons explained belcrw, only five sessions ~re held using 

the apparatus, of which one was the early pilot 4 channel recorded 

one, one vas rot recorded (in order to attempt to lessen possible 

inhibition caused by recording) and the other three ~re recorded on 

ste~ cassettes. 

The effects varied in atrlibility. They were uniformly of very low 

frequency. TtE frequency response of the cassette recorder f;.8.S dlecked 

ani found to be wi thin 3 dB down to 15 Hz, the roll-off below that 

frequency being sufficiently slcrw that 10 Hz signals CDuld still be 

recorded without great loss (-10 dB), although SCIre distortion was 

introduced. 

TtE uPK..~ signals sounded exactly like the crystal had been very 

lightly and delicately brushed with something very soft. It should be 

added that the usual careful witnessing of subjects vas rraintained in 

these sessions, together with dlecking that the sensor assembly was 

not being blown upon. When played at approximately ten times the 

recorded speed the similarity of the sounds to brushing noises was 

retained. 

The uPKMB events were clearly oot fast events of electraragnetic 

origin am the ,existence of the simultaneously recorded microphone 

channel ensured that ~ ooises CDuld be excluded as explanations of 

the effects. The hypothesis that the uPKMB events were disguised 
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electrical interference could therefore be rejected. It should l:E 

fX)inted out too that the coupling of law frequency electrcm3.gnetic 

events of frequency 10 Hz or lawer with electronic equiprrent is very 

poor because the vavelengths involved derrand tJ1at to act as aerials 

wires must be appreciable fractions of the vavelength. 'Tn: short 

exp:rimental series and construction of the apparatus was well 

wortl1while if only to establish that the events were definitely not 

electromagnetic artifacts. 

Tl'E rrumber of uPKMB events produced p:r session was very variable 

am seemad to reflect both the state of the subject and the presence 

of inhibitory factors. During the first trial at the first session 

Judy produced 17 events which ~re detectable ln the chart record an::1 

19 that were ~rd when the tape was played at high ~. Too chart 

recorder sensitivity W3.S set at 10 mv for this tape. 

In the second ~ial of the first session John and Judy attempted 

together to produce PK. Four events Ercm this trial can re heard, am 

five show on the chart record (the events were very close together in 

time). The inhibition of output in the combined trial was clear arrl 

Chi square for this difference is 6.5, with 1 df giving a p value of 

0.01. 

The rext session was not recorded as it was thought that the 

inhibition produced when the subjects worked together during trials 

might be decreased by the session no~ baing recorded. Fsw certain 

uPKMB events occurred and no detailed record was kept as the oon 

recorded session was regarded as being pilot ~rk. 

The third session book place at Aston University and 00 uP~~ 

events occurred. It was felt that the inhibition had been caused by 

the unfamiliar envirorurent and by the fact that a chart recorded uPl<J."1B 

session had been held first which had been unsuccessful (session 14 in 
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tre chart recorded series). The fourth session was COrxlucted while 

Judy was ill am was mart recorded as ~ll as being ta~ recorded 

(session 19 in the mart recorded series). 

'rhe final session with the direct feedback device !faS highly 

producti ve of uPIOlB. An oscilloscope had been connected to the device 

so that the wa.veforms oould be seen arrl fhotographed. Unfortunately 

the quality of the long persistence display was too poor in optical 

tenus for the pmtography sa that the fbotographs did rot shOll the 

waveforms. Hcwever it vas clear fran inspection that the events lasted 

fran 50 to about 150 mi IIi secorrls . 

From the cassette tape of this session 88 events can be detected 

fran the mart record, of which 63 w=re audible to the exp:rimenter at 

nomal playback speed and 83 at fast playback speed. The amplitudes of 

the recorded uPKMB signals ~re very ruch greater than those of the 

first session sa that the c~art recorder sensitivity was ~ced by a 

factor of ten to 100 rnv for the fast replay of the tape. 'rhe PK output 

of the subject was most llnpressive in this session arrl provided good 

evidence that the events were relatively slOll in character and were 

rot due to electrical or acoustic interference. This session seerred to 

establish that the use of direct feedback per se did rot appear to be 

inhibitory. HOIlever m sign of any other type of signal except the 

soft low frequency brushing mise was encountered. 

7. 5 Long Range Direct Feedback Trials 

Several other subjects were tried out with the direct feedbacl< d:vice. 

'l\\o subjects had participated in the accelerated start study (Nora 0 

am Sybil W) am two were new (Martin G arrl Danny 0 - close fr iends 

who attempted PK trials together). None of these subjects produced 

unequivocally paraoormal effects. Martin G seerred to produce sarre 
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rrarginal noises fran the sensor but 00 other subject produced even 

this much output. 

However, s~nce the experimenter was interested to see whether 

effects CDuld I:e obtained over extreIre distances it ;.as d=cided that 

the E's am Martin G am Danny VA:)uld Ce invited to see if they could 

cause effects on the direct feedback device while the exp:rimenter was 

briefly on vacation in west Wales. No clear results were obtained but 

there were suggestions of possible rrarginal effects in ~in am 

Danny's tape. The subjects were replayed the cassette on the 

~rimenter' s return to the midlarrls. Aoother long range trial was 

perforrred when the eKfErimenter went on vacation to Portt:gal. Again 00 

clear results were obtained. 

It was realised that delayed playback of tapes ~uld rrake the 

results ambiguous Cecause they CDuld I:e interpreted as being due to a 

~troactive form of uPKi~ created at the time of feedback but 

effecti ve when the tapes Y.ere recorded, or as due to a CDntemporaneous 

PK effect which W3.S due to the efforts of the subjects actually at the 

time of the recording of the tapes. SUbjects were carefully infornEd 

of the date ani e)Gct time at which the ~cordings would I:e rrade. 

Since 00 definite effects occurred the question is rot important, but 

the vague am ambiguous nature of the ~corded data fran the direct 

feedback device when used at a distance was the stimulus to the 

further development of ~~e approach. 

7.6 Conclusions Regarding Direct Feedback 

Tre two successful sessions with Judy E had established that the 

atterrpt to explain uPKJ.V1B events as ·due to electrical or acoustic 

artifacts W3.S oot supported by the evidence. 

However, she ha.d shCMIl 00 signs of producing anything other than 
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the usual lCM frequency brushing noises so that it app:ared that if 

even the rrost effective subject was limited in this way it ·...ould t.e 

unlikely that any other less talented subject would produce ~ice like 

noises. 

In addition the two-way use of two stations as communication 

posts appeared to be bnpossible unless two similarly gifted subjects 

could t.e found. There also appeared to t.e problems involved in 

attempting to get two subjects to work together. Judy E had expressed 

the cpinion that uP&~ production was such a private rratter that when 

her husbarrl arrl myself both li stened to her effects as she proouced 

them she felt as if WB v.ere listening directly to her mirrl, arrl she 

fel t this as an invasion of her fersonal space. The training of two 

subjects to \o.Ork together looked as if it \o.Ould require rot just two 

equally talented subjects but a long period of familiarisation of each 

with the other to prevent members of each dyad from inhibiting each 

other. 

Finally, the recorded quality of the signals was a problem 

because of its frequency being EO low that it was rei ther very ~Adily 

recordable ror very easily discrim~inated because of the restricted 

low frequency performance of cassette recorder am. earphones, coupled 

with the falling sensitivity of human hearing at very low frequencies. 

Probably the fundamental frequencies of the events v.ere inaudible and 

it was only irregularities in the envelopes of the uP&~ events which 

v.ere t.eing heard in any case. The irrlications v.ere clear that a 

different approach ~uld have to l::e tried which v.ould retain the 

benefits of the communication format but without either demanding that 

pairs of subjects l::e used or that the audio effects be of very low 

frequency. 
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7.7 'rhe Four Note Device 

Since voice effects were apparently impossible to obtain, ~rhaps a 

feasible alternative might be to q?t for serre form of rrusical output 

to be generated by the uPl<J,\ffi- target system. The subjects ~uld 

presurrably firx:1 the generation of musical tunes of interest, and the 

~ification of the production of various types of oomplex sequences 

of notes would represent a sufficiently aamplex task to enable 

rreasurements to be rrade of the ferforrrance of the sub jects faced with 

tasks of differing complexity. The creation of musical notes at a 

distance would also presumably represent an interesting challenge and 

the tape recording of such frequencies would be oon problerratic. 

Accordingly it was decided to construct a device which would 

respond to incoming uP&~ signals by producing a series of four notes. 

The uP&'vf8 sensor assembly was to be the same as used in the previous 

studies. The 'pitch of the notes would represent the amplitude of the 

uP&~, four sepa.ra te amplitude levels being used to S\vi tch on four 

separate oote generator circuits. The lowest rote was to be produced 

at the equivalent of the 2 mv criterion lev~ used in the chart 

recorded sttrlies, and the subsequent ootes y.ere triggered at the 

equivalent of O. 5 mv amplitude intervals above the 2 mv level. Below 

the amplitude of the bottom note a rushing noise would be generated 

which it YaS hoped would act as an encouragerrent to subjects that 

signalled that their PK effects were approaching the threshold where 

the first note would te produced. 

An bnportant depa.rture fram the previous design practice was 

incoroorated in the four note device. The time constant of the input .. 
circuit was deliterately rrade very rruch longer than vas used for the 

previous studies. In the first twelve session study the time constant 

had been 0.25 ms, that used in the accelerated start study vas about 
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20 InS, whereas that used for the four note device was 100 IDS. If 

subjects placed their cupped harris within an inch or so distance fran 

the pz'r strip, the heat fran their hands would l::e cafable ot slaNl! 

producing a rising voltage wnich would after a few seconds make the 

device produce an output. Placing the hands at S1X inches or further 

fran the device would not allaN enough infra red radiation to impinge 

upon it to cause this reaction. 

The purpose of designing in this deliberate capacity to produce 

artifactual rutputs \oJaS to allcw subjects to obtain effects by rDrrral 

rreans as a methcd of encouragement to them. It -.vas planned that the 

subjects would be instructed by the exr:erimenter as to when they were 

to place their cupped hands near to the device ani when not. According 

to Batcheldor' s theory the artifactual irrlucticn of effects would act 

as an effective stimulus to real PK, so that the use of the harris' 

heat would provide subjects with a psychological crutch which could he 

discarded when their PK took over. It would be nade clear to subjects 

that trials where the harris were olaced near to the sensor would not ... 

be counted in the data, so that the deception of. subjects would be 

limited. Since the device was a prototype and intended for research 

rather than true music, the pitches of the notes were chosen 

arbitrarily, so that they did not fallon the temr::ered scale. 

7.8 Fout Note Device Trials 

The unfor~n eruption of rrarital problems between Joon ani Judy i: cut 
}. 

short the interrled series of four note trial.s comucted with them. 

'I'hi.s forced the abarrlonment of the series before Judy had demonstrated 

selecti ve control over her output on the device am whilst the 

sessions, al,though held forrrally, \\ere regarded as p:ir:ly exploratory. 

L1cwever the six sessions that were held nevertheless provided some 
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very useful data. 

The first session proved ~~e most successful of all. Judy E 

apr;:eared to be delighted wiL~ the response of the rrachine oroduced a , -
large number of intentional effects (41 uP!<J.'1B events) and a large 

number of spontaneous events (17). It was as if in her delight ·,."ith 

the novelt:y of being able to create musical sounds her PK resoonded to 
" 

the abrupt increase in motivation ani spilled over into the resting 

condition. For the experbnenter it was an exciting experience to see 

the hypothesis that subjects would respond positively to a more 

interesting and challenging PK task seemingly vindicated by this 

immediate effect on Judy's PK perforrrance. This response imnediately 

suggested to the exp:rirnenter that a more complex device whic.'1 would 

enable true music to be prcduced would Ce worth constructing J:::ecause 

the "music by PK" concept appeared to 'ce powerfully rroti vating for at 

lea~t one gifted subject. 

The E' s son had a child's electronic organ which had a range of 

nearly two octaves cx:mplete with sharps am flats (twenty four notes 

in all). After consultation with a musician it was decided that a 

device spanning a range of twenty notes would allow sufficient scope 

for sUnple tunes to be adequately rendered. 

The planned new study using the twenty note device was to Ce 

based upon the use of the child's organ upon which the subject was to 

learn a tune, then the PK task would Ce to reprcduce the same tune on 

the twenty rote device which was tuned to exactly the S3ffie scale as 

the organ. In this way precise ccm..cari.:30ns tetween the intended rote 

sequence of the tune and its reproduction by PK on the twenty note 

rrachine would Ce fOssible. It was hoped ti'at ~~e use of twenty notes 

tuned to the musical 3Cale would allaN very much :tDre scope for the 

interest and amusement of subjects than was possible with only four 
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notes which it was feared might l:ecane ooring in 3. prolonged series of 

sessions. 

The new twenty oote device was rons tructed over a o:ri.-A 
... u.J. of 

~eks. It "NaS based on the four note device but incorporated various 

1~provements and extra features including switchable time constant 

input circuitry Which would allaN t.i1e arti£actual response to be 

switched in or out. In addition for ti1e first tbne since early on ln 

the Juliet Booker series modification of the uP&~ sensor assembly Nas 

attenpted. The rew sensor assembly proved unsatisfactory and 

eventually the by row starrlard form of sensor was substituted am 

proved superior. 

Trials '~lith the twenty rote rrachine were held in sessions five 

am six. Since 00 effects were created. on the twenty rote device 

during these trials, due presurrably to the inhibitory nature of its 

sensor it tended to create frustration, disappointment and a change in 

atrrosphere which was rot present in the other four sessions. 

Not all of the sessions with the four note device were comparable 

with each other because of the tests of the new device within same of 

them. Since fran the start of the four note series with Judy E it was 

intended that she p:rfonn a rrajor series with the twenty note device, 

her completion of questionnaires was rot carefully rronitored during 

the four note series, as the series with the four note device was 

expected rapidly to give way to the longer series with the twenty note 

device. As a result questionnaire data was gathered only for two of 

the six four note sessions. 

The perfornance of the subject in this ser1.es 1.5 shewn in figure 

22. 'rhe scor1.ng system used was to rount the highest rote achieved in 

a given attenpt as the score for that attanpt - the four ootes were 

then assigned their voltage values (2, 3, 4, am 5 mv respectively) 
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am the sumnated scores were canputed for each session by adding the 

scores of all ootes together which were produced without the subject 

putting their hams closer than 300 Iltn to the uPKJ.'-18 sensor. The uPK.'1B 

event numbers were computed by adding the number of events together 

'.vi thout regard to the value of the toprrost rote reached. Events were 

defined as the occurrence of at least the bottom note. The scores for 

"wi th hams" attenpts during each session represent the number of 

times that an attempt was rrade to prcduce a rote with the subject IS 

harris being placed rearer than 300 Iltn. None of the effects produced l.n 

the "with hands" condition were counted as valid arxi their data was 

not incorporated into any of the measures of uPKMB. 

In fact the use of the subject I s hands to produce effects was 

very nruch an all or nothing affair. Either she cupped them closely 

around the sensor or else they lay in her lap about at least a rreter 

fran the sensor. During several of the sessions spontaneous effects 

occurred while she sat at !TOre than two rretres distance fran the 

sensor. 

As can be seen fran figure 22 her output over the serl.es of 
. 

sessions starts with tl1e most successful session after which session 

two shows a large decline, the subsequent sessions seeing a consistent 

incline. 

In session two the subject reported that she had found it 

impossible to sleep that week and had as a result taken the sleeping 

pill Magadon for three succesSl.ve nights prior to the session. Since 

she was rot habituatErl to this drug it IfaS thoUjht that her relatively 

poor p:=rfomance in session two rray have been due to the after effects 

of the Magadon. She reported feeling after-effects fran it. 

However the chart recorder had been used in this session for t..l-)e 

first time after a long period and Judy tl10ught that its presence 
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could have been inhibitory. As 3)On as it '<NaS switched off several 

spontaneous effects occurred an:1 her intentional r;:erformance improved. 

Clearly this improvement could easily have been due simply to her 

belief that a source of inhibition had been vernoved. 

In the next (third) session she reported having a h:adache and of 

feeling sleepy. It vas often ooticed tJat performing PI< rrade her feel 

sleepy arrl in retrospect the experimenter realised that this vas a 

very frequent response in this subject and wondered if she tended to 

approach an incipient trance state as a result of producing PK 

~fects. 

In the fifth session a large proportion of the time vas taken up 

in discussion of the problems of her marriage and in talking about her 

aNn feelings of rejection by her rrother and other members of her 

family. 'rhis ....as the first time that she had revealed this aspect of 

herself although the experimenter had intuited the existence of 

conflicts in the E s rrarriage some considerable time k::efore but tad 

not realised that they had ~ched a critical stage until told of it 

by both E s. Judy E appeared to be glad to be able to discuss her 

problems with &XneOne unconnected with her immediate family am the 

improvem:mt in PI< nay have reflected this fact •. 

In session six the experimenter felt that the closeness and trust 

generated by the discussions of the weo~ before possibly helped Judy 

to perform better. 

Judy IS mntrol over her PK output increased thro~h the series, 

so that her scor1.ng vas all in the trial condition in sessions three 

to S1.X, session one seeing a large spontaneous uPKMB event munt (17) 

relati ve to her trial output (41 events) as ro.....rrarked above, am 

session two seeing a smaller total output divided about equally 

between spontaneous (7 events) am. trial events (9). rhis restJIIl)tion 
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of control was felt to offer an interesting insight into both the 
,,~ 

genuinefs of the events as 1::eing PI< (if an artifact 'Nhy should the 

:3Ubject gain control am why should she prcxiuce a large spontaneous 

output when excited) am into the facilitating effect on PI< 

performance of elevated mood and novelty of PK task. 

'rhe series was terminated because it became clear in discussion 

with the E's together that an bnportant factor causing problems 1n 

their relationship was a lack of leisure time spent together so that 

the exfErimenter felt that he could rot lay claim to fur+J1er 

~rimental time fran them as this might contribute to the problem. 

7.9 Conclusions 

The provisional conclusions reached on the basis of the four note 

series conducted with the Es \\as that the original idea of using a 

cannunica tion forne t vas sound and that the prcduction of tunes by PK 

would be likely to be found to be acceptable and interesting to the 

rrajority of subjects. 

The use of a deliberately artifactual means of prcducing an 

apparent response to PK by the four note device had appeared 

successful, although it was realised that in the absence of a forrral 

controlled study to test this hypothesis such a conclusion could only 

be regarded as a working hypothesis until firmer confirnation or 

rejection could b: obtained. Judy's use of her harris to prcxiuce the 

arifactual effects declined in sessions five am. six, whilst her PI< 

output increased, suggesting that the use of the llwith harrls" 

condition did not establish a rigid dependency upon the technique, 

which. was a };Ossible problem in the use of the with harris technique 

that the exfErimenter had wondered might arise. 

It '=NaS ext.rerrely unfortunate that such an excellent PK agent as 
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Judy E should becane unavailable for further exr;::erimentation. Hoyever 

she had certainly dem:mstrated that it '..as possible for subjects to 

obtain large numbers of quasi-musical events fram the four note 

device. The incline in her performance after the initial sharp decline 

was suggestive tra~ learning with the new device would be possible, 

althou;lh this cnnclusion was very tentative. . 

Since the series had been largely exploratory it had been tJ10Ujht 

prudent not to insist upon the subject learning to produce a definite 

note sequence. It was feared that this might prove very boring, given 

the restrictions that only four notes were available. It was hoped 

t.t1at a future sttrly would enable this goal to te achieved. 
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OJAPTER EIGHT 

OlliE EXrENDffi FOUR ~TE AUDIO SERIES A CASE SIUOY 

8.1 Objectives and Hypotheses 

Since the experimenter's only PK agent had became unavailable, same 

considerable effort was exp:nded in attempting to find local .sub jects. 

This was unsuccessful and 00 feW subjects appeared. Although various 

rrass screenings were reld, the snall numbers of p:trticipants and the 

unsuitable envirorurents which had to be used for their screening as 

well as the unpranising (iran the fX)int of view of potential PK 

agents) nature of the groups invited to the screenings prevented any 

nore new sub jects fran being found. 

However, the experimenter had been put into touch with a person 

in Le:1mington who had reported poltergeist phenarena to the Society 

for Psychical Research some years ago. The case had originally been 

investigated by Jchn Randall, a p:trapsychologist also living in 

I.eamington and the experimenter had sorre years later been told by him 

of the existence of the presurred poltergeist focus, Mr Kenneth R 

(usually known as Ken R) ani had accordingly visited him several times 

in oonnection with his reported spontaneous PK. Mr R vas in his early 

fifties. 

lVlr R proved to be in reany ways a very unusual person and was by 

far the rrost difficult subject to deal with that the exp:rirnenter had 

ever encountered. Since the subsequent exterrled series of audio 

sessions performed with i~ R involved a prolonged and not conflict 

free relationship between the subject and the exp=rimenter, the 

cnntext generated by the r::ersonality arrl situation of Mr ~ is relevant 

to the results. The extended series of audio sessions is test regarded 

as a case study. 'The problems in the experimenter'.3 relationship 'Hi th 
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!lIlr R 'Were unique in all of the ~rk reported here, Slnce with every 

other subject the subjeCt-experimenter relationship had reen 

relatively uncomplicated and unproblematic. 

Mr R had teen hospitalised for long periods in hi.:; early teenage 

years owing to spinal injury. This had led to his missing much of his 

formal education and-had also possibly resulted in his suffering some 

apparent deficit in the acquisition of social skills. Mr R was to a 

great extent a "loner". E\Bnts in his childhood and teenage years had 

apparently conspired to place him in a situation where h= W3.S subject 

to feelings of inferiority. Presurrably in an effort to assuage these 

feelings Mr R W3.S prone to a habitual tendency to fantasise and to 

boast. This had reinforced his problems of relating successfully to 

colleagues when he was employed and in his social life. 

His social problems were rendered more difficult because of his 

homosexuality and consequent liability to involvement in relationships 

with young rren who ~uld subsequently reject him at the tennination of 

the relationship. Mr R was exceedingly frank in cornnunicating his 

si tuation to the exp:rimenter because to some extent he was in awe of 

the rrantle of II scientist II which he had spontaneous 1 y am unb idden 

awarded the exp:!rimenter, despite the latter's attempts to evade this 

categorisation. 

In addition, part of Mr \R' s claims to fame were the poltergeist 

case and various other putatively p3.ranorrnal events \vith which he had 

been involved. He saw himself as a potentially very gifted psychic and 

rrade ~ry rrany claims regarding his contacts with deceased 

~rsonalities etc. Mr R liked to talk about himself, endlessly, often 

to the annoyance and boredan of his listeners, but his compensatory 

behaviour tended to be reinforced by his intuition of the consequent 

feelings of rejection on the p3.rt of his audience, so that to some 
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extent his behaviour could be seen as subject to a vicious circle 

effect. 

The experimenter was aware of these features of Mr Rls si~uation 

very early on in hi3 acquaintanceship with him and had therefore 

decided previously rot to recruit him into a study. An important 

additional factor was that the experimenter is a non smoker and Mr R 

was a compulsive chain smoker, so t~t prolonged socialisation was 

found to be stressful by the experimenter. Hcwever, when it became 

clear that ro other subjects were available, Mr R vas reevaluated as a 

possible subject. 

Mr R had reported frequent spontaneous PK effects in his harte am. 

the experimenter had conducted some exploratory arrl tentative attempts 

to obtain evidence for their occUrrence. The results obtained 

indicated either that Mr R was capable of deliberate or unconscious 

fraud or else that he might have same genuine PK ability. 

T\\O brief chart recorded sessions with him \o.ere reId several 

rronths before the extended series am although rot d=finitive, their 

results strongly suggested that i-lr R probably had uP.i<J."18 ability. He 

was therefore a possible subject. He also had several other helpful 

features as a potential subject. He was unemployed am kept house for 

his rrother. He had ro rrarriage to go wrong, altholX]h his relationships 

with male friends were likely to create emotional upsets for him 

during the course of the experiment. Hcwever, re had few demam.s on 

his time other than his aged rrother. He was very keen to participate 

in exr;:erimentation an::i wanted to see whether his prestllled latent PK 

abili ty ',\Ould develop. 

Ore question allongst the rrany unans\~red by the accelerated start 

study was whether very intensive arrl protracted ~rimentation ~uld 

result in continued i!1creases in PK output per session by the subject 
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(assuming a scoring subject in the first place). It would be possible 

to run sessions nearly every day with Mr R for a lengthy period a~ 

this 'Was a great advantage offered by his participation. Since it -...as 

hypothesised that the twenty rote device would demani a large cunount 

of sub ject practice time before the subject would te able to prc:duce 

carefully rrcdulated outputs with it, it '..;auld be n:cessary to gain 

access to a subject having a great deal of free time to use over a 

long period. Mr R YaS therefore a good carrlidate for two series, one 

using the already functioning four note device; and a second using the 

twenty mte device when it became available (its complexity would 

demand a long construction time). Mr R YaS therefore chosen for an 

extended series which it was anticipated would te essentially a case 

study, since m other subjects were forthcoming and the time was 

approaching when experimentation would have to stop to allow the 

already completed studies to re Written up. 

The effect of the long intensive series, was expected to be that 

the subject's output, although not perfectly consistent, v.ould 

nevertheless show an urrlerlying upward trend. 

It YaS expected that the subject \<AJuld at first freely rrake use 

of the "with harris" artifact-irrluction technique. The subject \<AJuld te 

encouraged to develop the ability to cause (genuine) uPKMB signals 

fran a distance without the use of his harris, but if in any session 

the subject appeared to become discouraged by lack of success, or if 

he specifically requested to be allowed to place his hands 1.n the near 

(within 300 rnn) "with harrls" DOsition, h: VvOuld te allowed to do so. 
-" 

It YaS expected that the "'Nith harris" attempts VvOuld decrease through 

the series as the subject's genuine PK ability became stabilised i~ 

its performance. 

If the sessions had to t:e cancelled for any reason for an 
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appreciable length of time (over one ~) it was ~ted that the 

subject IS perforrrance on resuming sessions ~uld te telaN that at the 

end of the previous sequence of sessions, but ~uld eventually 

increase to surpass the previous performance. Since the likelihood of 

a break of this sort was expected to be quite high during a series 

which it was intended ~uld at the least te thirty sessions long, the 

hypothesis vas incorporated into the fornal set. 

In addition, since the experimenter felt strongly that problems 

in his relationship with the subject might at times develop, it was 

decided that an important variable wi thin the questionnaire data w:Juld 

be the subject's scores on the question (Q 9) relating to how easy the 

subject felt it to relate to the experimenter. It was therefore 

~ifically included within the set of formal hypotheses brought to 

the series. 

As the supject had tried and failed to produce visible 

deformation in cutlery, it ¥as hypothesised that his performance ~uld 

be likely to be inferior to that of Judy E or Monica B, both in terms 

'of absolute output per session, and also in terms of the rate of 

improvement shONn. The experimenter' 5 prior knowledge of this subject 

helped enable a rather specific set of hypotheses to be formulated 

which are listed l::elow. 

1. Th: subject's output w:>uld shaN an increase over the serles of 

sessions. Tv.o rrea.sures of this ~uld l::e used, one teing a first 

half series to second. half series spli ~ in uPKi-1B event numbers, 

evaluated using the Chi square statistic, the other being analysis 

by linear regression. The'regression line's slope ~uld be non zero 

but less than that of Judy E, and Monica B ( 8), and the 

correlation coefficient would te significant at the 0.05 level (by 

t test). within the first twelve sessions the subject ~uld not 
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achieve a larger score in any session (ITEasured as sumrated uPKI."1B 

score than Monica B had in her twelfth session.) 

2. Any period of cancellation of sessions of longer ~~n one weeK 

\.t.Ould te followed by a temporary decrease in uPK..'1B per 3ession. 

Since the decrease would te temporary, its rreasure would te 

oomputed by comparison of the pooled uPKMB event scores for the two 

sessions bnnediately previous to the interruption with those pooled 

fram the first two sessions bnmediately after the resumption of the 

series of sessions, testing being by the Chi square statistic. 

3. The use of artifact by the subject VtOuld decline through the 

~rimental series. Artifact is eefined as the use of the harrls 

placed within 300 nm of the uPKMB sensor in order to nake the four 

rote device respond. The rreasure used would te a first half to 

second half comparison of the numbers of "with harris" (artifactual) 

PK attempts, pooled for each half series, the oomparison being 

evaluated by Chi square statistic. 

4. Amongst other relationships predictive of PK in the subject's 

questionnaire question 9 (how easy did you fim it to relate to the 

exp:rimenter ?) \"tOuld shew a significant oorrelation with the 

subject's PK perforrrance. The questionnaire data would te evaluatErl 

using Spearman rank correlation analysis of the ranked scor1ng 

sessions against the questionnaire scores. Hewever, if the subject 

produced an unbroken string of scoring sessions once he startErl 

scoring the Spearman rank oorrelation analysis would be performed 

on the ranked departures of the sub ject 's scores fran the values 

predicted fran the regression equation (see section 8. 3) . 
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8.2 Procedure 

Training sessions were held in the sub ject IS cwn room. Mr R started 

the series feeling depressed but welcomed his p:irticipation as being a 

diversion from his state. After a few sessions his rrood became very 

much more elevated. 

Two sessions were held without the subject being specifically 

instructed to place his harrls in the near }:Osition. The artifact 

irrluction rrechanisrn vas thus deliberately not used for the first two 

sessions. 

There ~re three reasons for this. First, the experimenter wished 

to establish a baseline cnndition whereby it \\as well proven that the 

subject simply sitting near the sensor would not produce arti£actual 

signals. This was satisfactorily established, since no notes were 

produced in the first two sessions, although there were signals 

produced which were identical in character to the thuds, anj softly 

muffled brushing noises produced by Judy E. These cannot be produced 

by themal artifacts Yklich are of very much slcwer rise time. This was 

an encouraging sign. 

Signals occurring as a ~sult of thermal artifact rise very 

slowly, so that the slowly rising input voltage causes a prolonged 

period of "threshold mise" - the rushing noise created as the 

ooIIlfBrator actuating the lowest mte switches in and out of cnnduction 

very rapidly as the signal fran the input remains in its switching 

window voltage range. The threshold mise also occurred for shorter 

periods when valid effects were produced (without the use of the 

hands) and its occurrence \\as construed as very encouraging by the 

subject as he knew that his effect on the device vas approaching 

scoring level (ie the lowest note). 

Second, the exp:rimenter vanted to avoid immediately cr-eating a 
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deperrlency upon the IIwi th haOOs II technique in the subject, arx:1 desired 

firmly to establish that it vas expected that results ~uld b: 

forthcoming without use of the hands. Third, it 'NaS wanted to check 

whether the subject ~uld spontaneously ask to !::;e allowed to use his 

hands (he did rot). 

At the third session, in order to avoid hiS becoming non 

oonfident he -was requested to use his harrls "as it ~s ea.sier ll l.n this 

fashion to prcrluce PK. As can be seen fran fig 26 the subject's use of 

his harrls increased steeply in the next session. But some genuine 

(without-hams) uPKL\1B signals (one in the third session, five in the 

fourth) then appeared, ani the subject 'NaS established as scoring in 

every session fran then onW3.ras. TtE use of the with-hams artifact PK 

induction technique decreased to zero over the series. 

Clearly an independent groups Cesign (using llwith hams" am ron 

"with harx:1s" groups) will be rEcessary to establish that the onset of 

scoring is indeed speeded up by the use of the "with harrls ll artifact 

induction technique, but the fact that an above threshold uPl<L~ signal 

vas produced in the third session with Mr R is extrem:ly encouraging. 

The experimenter's previous acquaintanceship with the subject may well 

have been rontributory towards this outcome however. 

The series \\as row properly underway and the subject vas visited 

nearly every day. The uPKL'1B sensor vas suspended fran the mantlepiece 

over an empty fireplace in the subject's room (there was m fire in 

the grate). The sessions w:re recorded in stereo on a miniature high 

quality cassette recorder (Sony 1C 310), one channel t:eing dedicated 

to the uPKJ.'18 sensor, t.~e other to a microphone -which detected ambient 

sounds. Trial I;Eriods w:re reId in silence. 

The four note device had an output to ea.rphones which v.Bre ~rn 

by both ~rimenter ani subject. This enabled the uP&\ffi thtrls arrl 
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brushing nOlses to be h:ard in addition to the four notes, which vas 

believed to be encouraging to the subject since uPl<L\lB signals too 

snaIl to activate the switching on of the rotes rould still Ce heard 

by subject and exp:rimenter. All of the equiprrent was battery p:7Nered, 

to avoid possible mains artifacts. 

Sessions ~re rrodelled on those run ln the accelerated start 

study, being self :Paced, a minimum of 45 minutes long, wi th a rraximum 

of 90 minutes. ~t sessions \\1ere 90 minutes long, arrl the habit 

gradually established itself of the exp:rimenter and subject taking a 

long break of 20 minutes or so in the middle of the session arrl gcnng 

for a stroll at this tbne. The relationship between subject and 

~rimenter was rordial, am toth p3.rties were pleased with the 

subject's progress. As can be seen fran Mr R's surrrrated uPKMB output 

(figure 23) it exhibited an upward underlying trend, although 

ronsiderable fluctuation vas shCMl. Pulse nurnters per session also 

shewed an upward trerrl (see figure 24), 

An interesting feature was the appearance towards the end of the 

series of spontaneous effects which took place in rest periods whilst 

the sub ject was rrore than two rretres fran the uPKL'Vffi sensor. Trials 

were reId successfully at these distances if the subject seerred to be 

performing well enough to rrerit it. This tendency culminated in one 

session with the twenty note device where effects were obtained whilst 

the subject and exp:rimenter were sitting In the adjoining room (see 

section 8. 5) . 

A total of twenty SlX sessions were held without a significant 

break. A break of fifteen days then occurred, arrl two further sessions 

employing the four note device were held. The twenty note device was 

then ~dy and a further series of ten sessions was then held using 

the twenty rote d:vice (see section 8.4 below) . 
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Figure 23. Kenneth R Four Note Sessions Summated uPKMB per Session 
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8.3 Results 

Tte learning hypothesis (1) vas confirrred. Tn: first half secooo half 

series difference in pulse number (46 uPK~ events In first half 

versus 90 in the second half) yielded a C'1i square of 14.2, with 1 df 

giving a p value of 0.00016. A linear regression analysis performed on 

the sunmated uPKMB scores over the unbroken series of twenty SIX 

sessions produced an intercept value of - 0.32, a slope of + 0.96 am 

a correlation coefficient of 0.77, yielding a t value of 5.9, giving a 

(one tailed) p value of 0.0005. No session of the subject's produced a 

score as large as that of Monica B, and the slope was.less than that 

of Mrs B. 

Tn: gap between sessions twenty six and twenty seven was fifteen 

days, so that the fOOled scores for sessions twenty five arrl twenty 

six (twenty three llPK"vlS events) compared to sessions twenty seven ani 

twenty eight p::x:>led together (t:wel ve uP&\1B events) should have been 

significant. Evaluation of the difference by Chi square statistic 

yielded a Chi square of 3.4 which was ron significant. Hypothesis two 

\.\as rot fornally supported, although the scores ~re in the predicted 

direction. 

Hypothesis three, that the use of artifact would significantly 

decline across the series, vas oonfirm:rl. The graph of use of the 

"with hams" artifact shaNS a clear decline (figure 26). The decline 

is shaYn by the first half to second half series oomparison of with 

hands attempts. It should be noted that the figures given here are 

only for with-harris attempts which produced mtes, other with-hands 

attempts which only produced threshold mise (see section 8.2 above) 

were rot counted since scoring data vas oonfihed to signals exceeding 

the 2 mv bottom oote threshold. The hands were used on 105 occasions 

in the first thirteen sessions, and on 15 occasions in sessions 
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fourteen to twenty six. This difference yields a Chi square of 14.2 

which with 1 df gives a p value of 2.3 x 10 (-10). Clearly the 

with-han:is prccedure YaS discarded once the subject's PI< t;erfomance 

improved. 

8.4 Questionnaire Results 

The ques tionnaires ~re evaluated according to a rrethcrl which should 

be rrore ~erful than that used previously. The rationale for the 

evaluation rrethcrl is as follows. 

If one assumes that the subject's learning contributes an 

underlying trend to their PK p:rformance, but that the output scored 

in each :r;Brticular session is also r:artly determined by the factors 

associated with the state of the subject which fluctuate racrlanly fran 

session to session, the subject's p:rforrrance could be regarded as 

fluctuating above am below that which the underlying upYard trend 

would predict. The regression line of figure 23 clearly shows this 

occurring for Mr R' s sumnated uPKMB score by session, with some scOres 

being above the line and others below it. 

If the subject's questionnaire scores do indeed relate to PK 

relevant factors associated with their state and which determine the 

direction and extent of the fluctuations of their scores above and 

belC7N the underlying trend, the questionnaire scores s.~ould fluctuate 

above and l:elow their rrean values in a similar cranner to the way 1n 

which the PK agent I s session by session PK output fluctuates above and 

belC7N the value determined by their underlying learning prccess. 

The establishment of the underlying upward learning trem 1n t..~e 

subject's PK scores in this study was perforrred by the fiming that 

the correlation coefficient for his regression line was statistically 

significant (p of o. 0005) am that the slope of the regression line 
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'WaS oon zero arx:1 positive. Too underlying trend can t:e regarded as the 

regression line itself. 

Predictions of the PI< score value for ea.ch session, based on the 

regression line w:re oomputed. Tre actual scores for each session ~re 

then compared with the predicted values. The differences ~re then 

ranked, having regard to the algebraic signs of the differences, thus 

the highest ranked scores "WOuld re those of greatest posi ti ve 

rragnitude, ~ilst the lowest \>.Ould re those of greatest rEgative 

rragnitude. Too ranking YaS regarded as permissable tecause except for 

the two first sessions, all sessions were scoring sessions, so that a 

continuous series of difference values was obtained. 

The ranking allowed tbe sessions to be ranked according to hCM 

far above or below the predicted PK' output the subject's actual PI< 

output was scored. This ranking \>.Ould rot t:e likely to re identical to 

that produced by ranking all sessions simply according to the absolute 

value of PK produced in ea.ch sessioq, and in fact differed 

considerably fram it. Too increased sensitivity of this procedure 

deri ves fran its independence fran the absolute magnitwe of each PK. 

score. 

The rrethod which W3.S used for the other studies 'w\8.S rrore 

conservati ve than the present one since the assumption of lea.rning vas 

not made, but the absence of this assumption ought to rrake the rank 

correlation of PK scores and (in fact oorrelated> questionnaire scores 

less reliable since it ignores the possible oontribution made to 

subjects' scores simply by increasing session number (due to learning> 

which may be irrlependent of the state of the subject. 

The questionnaire scores for the ranked sessions ~re ranked and 

their rankings oomp:lred to the session rankings using the SfEarIlBn 

rank oorrelation statistic. Every scale question of ~~e subject and 
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exper~nter questionnaires was analysed in this way. 

Three questions yielded significant aorrelations, and one 

approached sign if icance. On the eXI;erimenter' s pre session 

questionnaire the question requesting the experimenter to predict the 

subject's PI< performance came out as nearly significant (p of 0.06). 

The three significant aorrelations were all present in the subject's 

fX)st session questionnaire. No other questions were aorrelated. The 

three v.ere (Q 6) hew far the effects were felt to be under the 

subject's a:mtrol (p of 0.05), (Q 7) how far the PI< had exceeded or 

been belcw the subject's expectations (p of 0.01) am (Q 9) how ffiSY 

the subject had found the exp:rimenter to g=t on with (p of 0.05 - all 

probabilities are one tailed). 

The first two aorrelations represent only the fimings that the 

subject thol)3ht re had rrore aontrol when he produced rrore PK and that 

he terPed to think his PI< had exceeded his expectations when it ~s 

indeed above the regression predicted value (an interesting check that 

the subject's ferception of his PI< output accorded with reality). 

The third correlation is however aonfinratory of hypothesis four, 
. . 

that there ~uld be a significant effect on the subject's PI< rrade by 

the state of his relationship with the ex};Erimenter. Whether this \¥as 

due to a direct effect of the subject eXI;erimenter interaction which 

t£s independent of the PI< output or simply due to the exp:rimenter 

becoming more friendly when the subject did <Nell and less friendly if 

the subject produced little PI< is. rot clea~. TtE e~rimenter was rot 

at£re of becoming hostile if less PI< \\as produced, although he felt 

that he probably became rrore enthusiastic a.rrl friendly when an 

unusually highly scoring session . \\as perforrrEd. This ambiguity v-ould 

have been resolved by the use of this question i~ the pre session 

questionnaire, \\hich \\as aompleted prior to any PK being elicited, but 
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the ssession ~uld then have had to include a period at the very 

beginning which provided sufficient time for the subject to arrive at 

an estbnate of the quality of his relationship with the experirrenter 

at that session, which \\Ould have prolonged the already 90 minute 

session still further. 

8.5 The Twenty Note Series 

The twenty mte device WiS being constructed a:mcurrently with the 

perforrrance of the extended four note series. At the twenty fourth 

actual session nearly the whole session WiS devoted to a test of the 

twenty mte device's acceptability to ~tr R. At this point the 

unsatisfactory sensor assembly \>as still in use am OJ uPKMB signals 

were recorded. Since this session WiS quite different fran the others 

111 the series, it WiS excluded fran the data, am session twenty five 

in the entire series WiS counted as being session twenty four since it 

vas Weed the twenty fourth session with the four note device. All 

other references to session numbers exclude the actual twenty fourth 

session in this way. 

'rhe twenty mte device WiS thought to be functioning 

satisfactorily and was introduced in session twenty seven and used 

exclusi vely fran that session onwards. A total of ten sessions '.t.Bre 

held with the twenty mte device. Unfortunately a fault vas discovered 

in it betr.veen sessions thirty three and thirty four. In one state, 

with the "rote exterrl" switch in the on position a slight offset WiS 

introduced into the input circuitry which meant that incoming signals 

would need to be of smaller amplitude than the formal criterion 

(equivalent to the 2 mv criterion used in the other stooies) before 

they started producing the lowest mte. The rote extend function 

lengthened the period of note playing so as to enable incoming fast 
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uPKMB signals to produce arificially extended notes. This meant that 

for sessions tNenty nine to thirty three the scores would have teen 

artificially inflated by the bias present ln the device. Rather than 

attempting to compensate for this bias it was felt to te 

IiEthodologically superior simply to discount the data fran these 

sessions fram formal evaluation. 

An interesting trend vas apparent In the discounted sessions 

because pro:1ressively rrore effects occurred when the subject \.\as at a 

distance of several rretres fran the uPK.."'1B sensor. Sane of these 

distant effects occurred ~ontaneously during conversation but were 

clearly not caused by the conversation since they would continue 

during pauses. Havever EOme of the distant effects occurred during 

trial reriods in response to the sub ject intending them to occur. 

Four further sessions (sessions thirty four to thirty eight) ~re 

held with the twenty note device after the fault had teen corrected. 

The device's performance had been carefully checked for other possible 

faults when the note extend fault had been corrected arrl it vas known 

to te working satisfactorily fran then onv..ards arrl \.\as checked once 

again after the end of the whole series when it WlS found to te 

satisfactory .. 

Unfortunately due to the experimenter's car having teen stolen on 

the day of one of the four sessions, only three questionnaires were 

completed for the last four of the twenty note series, so that ro 

questionnaire data evaluation can Ce offered. Havever, one event of 

fX)tential importance occurred which since the series wi tl1 Mr R WlS 

essentially a case study should te described. 

'rhe events occurred in sess ion thirty six. The exp::rimenter anc1 

subject had naturally noticed the increasing incidence of ~~ events 

taking place while the subject WlS three rretres fran the uPK..~ sensor. 
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During a conversation about the possibility of obtaining PK signals 

fran the adjoining roan (the sitting rocm), spontaneous uPKMB signals 

occurred. 

This ·...as interpreted by the subject as being an irrlication that 

the exp:riment should te tried of roving next door am attempting to 

obtain uPKMB signals upon the device fram that distance. Accordingly, 

the equiprrent was left running and the cable to the headphones Y.B.S 

taken through to the other roan. Mr R' shone YB.S a terraced house. 

Only his rrother, rer cat am Mr R occupied the house an::l the front 

door YB.S locked. The curtains of his room were drawn am the subject 

arrl exp:rimenter went and sat with Mr R's rrother arrl the cat in the 

sitting room. The door to his OlIn room Y.B.S closed am the door to the 

sitting roan W3.S closed. Tre uPKMB sensor was therefore separated by a 

distance of same s~x metres and two closed doors fram all of the 

people in the house. 

Tre exr;:erimenter suspected that similarly to the events of the 

first (twelve session series) study it would probably prove bnpDssible 

to obtain effects in the trial periods tecause of the inhibition due 

to distance, but that spontaneous events might take place in response 

to the subject being distracted fran the task during rest periods. 

This proved to be the case and four events occurred which were clearly 

uP&~ events rather than artifacts. 

The ~crOohone of the cassette recorder had been left with the ... 

uP.KJ.~ equiprrent, so that the retreat of the ex;:erimenter and subject 

fran the subject's room can be clearly heard, as can their rcuffled 

conversation fran the n=xt roan (at times Mr R talked very loudly to 

his rrother since she is <Eaf). On the cassette tape it can be heard 

that at the times of occurrence of the uPKMB events there is quiet in 

the room containing the uPK..'1B equiprrEnt, rot even traffic roise teing 
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present. 

This TNaS felt to be an :xceedingly important event, S.lIlce one of 

the rrajor future objectives to be accomplished in the study of this 

type of effect is the obtaining of uP~~ signals 'Nhen the subject and 

uPKMB detection equiprrent are separated by large (tens of kilaneters) 

distances, and it ·...as felt that the obtaining of effects fran the next 

roam was a significant step in this direction. 

Three nore sessions \..ere held, but the circumstances of Mr R' s 

life had suddenly taken a turn for the \>.Orse and he did rot perform as 

!Mell. Additionally, one of these sessions was held on the rroming 

after the night that the expertmenter's car had been stolen. The 

exp:rimenter, predictably, \\as rot in a rrood likely to stimulate the 

subject into his best form. At the final session there was a slight 

altercation between subject and experimenter and the decision was 

taken to terminate the series. Subsequent contact with the subject has 

rnnfir.med that the regard for each other of subject and experimenter 

had rot been affected by the disagree.rrent. 

Mr R vas later asked to perform some expertmental sessJ.ons in 

Landon at Birkbeck College with Professor Hasted and apparently 

perforrred ~ll, with the p:irapsychologist Jdln Rarxiall being present 

as a witness. No details of these sessions are yet available however. 

This vas a most satisfactory conclusion to the extended audio 

series since one of the rrotivating factors behind the decision to 

investigate PK training was the intention to develop methods whereby 

subjects rnuld l:e trained for fS,rticipation in studies rnnducted by 

other expertmenters. 
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8.6 Conclusions 

The extended audio series had derronstrated several points. It had 

provided yet another a:mfirmation of the basic learning hY90thesis. 

The use of intensive almost daily sessions had seemed to be 

facilitating, although comparison between in:iependent groups would 

clearly be necessary to establish this ooint. 
£; 

Tre extended series had shewn that the use of artifact based PI< 

induction W3.S certainly rot inhibitory, even though it CDuld rot prove 

that it was facilitating. The use of the artifact induction technique 

by the subject had declined to zero during the CDurse of the stooy, 

showing that a rigidly unbreakable der:;endency upon artifact induction 

had rot been created. 

Effects had tEen obtained fran increasing distances, despite the 

experimenter's rating of the subject's PK ability as probably being 

substantially below that of Monica B, Helen H ani Judy E. The creation 

of effects fram the adjascent ~ was a most encouraging sign that 

the development of a truly distant PK capacity might be possible, 

given continuation of training. The decrement in performance after a 

break in the series had been shown, although the effect vas rot strong 

enough to Deach statistical significance. 

The new rrethed of questionnaire data evaluation had produced two 

correlations where they might have been exp:cted, curl one for the 

question (Q 9) which the experimenter had predicted would te 

f:articularly likely to relate to ferformance, given his knowledge of 

the subject. The experimenter's (pre session) ability to predict the 

performance of the subject had just missed being statistically 

signif icant, v.hich W3.S an encouraging sign, since inf orrral 

identification of aspects of the subject's state CDuld in future serve 

as a basis for hypothesis fonnation in the d:veloprrent of new 
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questionnaires. 

Finally, the successful p:lrticipation of the subject in 

~rimentation conducted several IIDnths after the termination of the 

extended series had shcwn that for one subject at least, the training 

sessions appeared to have developed a capacity for uPKMB production 

which vas stable over a p:riod of rronths. 
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8JME (J)~LUSIONS 

9.1 The Learning clypothesis 

TtE central question which the ~rk reoorted here was directed towards .. 
answering is that of whether uPKLVlB can be learnt, or at least improved 

wi th practice. Of the seventeen sub jects who perforrred series of 

sessions which lasted long enough to enable their data to re evaluated 

using the formal measures, ten failed to show any signs of uP&~ 

exceeding the scoring threshold in any session. 

Six other ,subjects whose output exceeded the scoring 

threshold in at least one session (Juliet Bf Monica B, Helen H, 

Phyllis W, Judy E and Kenneth R) all shewed statistically 

significant increases in PK output when their pooled scores for the 

first and second halves of their series were compared. Havever the 

degrees of consistency in scoring and in the bnprovement in scoring 

with practice through their series of training sessions varied 

greatly. 

Too rest of the scorlng subjects (Phyllis W, Monica B, Judy E and 

Kenneth R) produced sufficiently consistent scoring for the 

correlation coefficients of their regression lines to be statistically 

significant. The slopes of all the regression lines of this subset of 

the scoring subjects were positive and oon zero, although their value 

varied greatly fran a law of 0.9 (Kenneth R), through one interm:rliate 

value of 1.6 (Phyllis ~'i) to the high. values of Monica B (8.6) ani Judy 

E (8.86). Clearly there were large differences in learning rates 

between sub jects . 

~as thi s learning . 'rhe tenta ti v'e answer s=em3 to be yes, 
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although it is still I;X)ssible to argue that for the subjects whose 

increases in output were due to the increase in their unintentional PI< 

prcxiuced while resting that the process L'1vol ved was due to socre sort 

of deinhibition ~ther than true learning, since the effects were not 

under voluntary oontrol. This question is discussed further in section 

9.2. 

The resultant ability developed by training produced performances 

which were still easily subject to inhibition and which fluctuated 

presurrably as a result of the operation of factors which were rot 

identified in the reported ~rimentation recause of the fX)Or 

predictive performance of the questionnaires. 

One firm oonclusion surely must re that bnprovement In uP~~ 

output is possible with certain irrli viduals. The principal hypothesis 

brought to the experimentation must therefore be regarded as having 

been confirmed by the overdll results of research. 

This does rot foreclose the question of how far sirnilar results 

could b= obtained with other individuals acting as experimenter, but 

even if only a ILnited number of other experimenters attempting 

replication of this work are successful it means that parapsychology 

is not faced with an unalterable situation regarding the PK 

performance levels of at least some subjects. The PK output of some 

subjects, at least .for this specific task, can re improved with 

practice. Sane of the implications of this for r;:arapsycholcgy as a 

whole are addressed in the next chapter. 

9 .2 Control Over UPK1\ffi 

I t is clear that sub jects rray prcduce a large nurnrer of PK events, but 

have very little control over them In qJerational terms, and m 

feeling of oontrol in experiential terms. Reviewing the successful 
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subjects in dlronological order, Juliet B clearly had very liitle 

control over her output which appeared to createevents quite 

independently of her volition. In the twelve session study the 

increase in output of three of the scoring subjects all occurred 

principally in the resting condition while they were not attempting to 

create effects. 

Hcwever a very different picture is shown by subjects Monica B, 

Judy E arrl Kenneth R. Tn: output of these subjects vas concentrated in 

the trial oondition arrl very nuch lower levels of soaring occurred in 

the ron trial 00 rrlit ion , although this too fluctuated. While Mooica B 

shONed a very consistently low level of spontaneous output, Judy E 

showed oonsiderably rrore, especially in her first session with the 

four note device. Kenneth rt started by shONing virtually no 

spontaneous output in the exterrled four note series (2 events in the 

entire series of twenty eight sessions), but over the twenty rote 

series his spontaneous output which occurred at a distance fran the 

device (because rests v.ere taken at three rretres fran the sensor) 

increased, as did his capacity to create intentional effects at a 

distance. For the pooled events of the six valid sessions of the 

c-Nenty rote series his spontaneous output vas roncentrated in two 

sessions but totalled the same as his trial outputs for the series of 

six sessions (15 trial uPKMB events, 15 spontaneous events). 

For these three subjects it could therefore te argued that Since 

the increase in their uP&~ output occurred in the trial rondition 

principally, they shONed the acquisition of a true voluntary uPKMB 

capacity, g) that learning \\as definitely shONn. For the other 

subjects it is possible to argue that a progressive deihibitiono£ a 

latent but unlearned capacity vas effected by prolonged extXJsure to 

the training situation which merely allowed the capacity to manifest 
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itself because the self llnposed inhibitions of ~~e subjects were 

gradually rerroved. To decide whether this view or the learning 

hypothesis is true will take very nuch nore research. 

In terms of fine control, the onset of the first UAG1B event in 

each trial could be considered a rreasure, on one view, but although 

this might te a cardidate it must be regarded as a very gross rreasure, 

so that no analysis was performed on this factor. The onset time tends 

to ignore the characteristics of control represented by the possible 

rrcx:1ulation of the effect wnilst it is in progress. The four note 

rrachine was designed with this type of rrea.surement in :moo, with the 

subject asked to produce a specific note sequence. This was rot 

achieved clearly by Judy E, although parts of defined note sequences 

did occur, but separated by intervals. Since these attempts were 

inforrral they have rot been reported in detail, but the impression 

gained was that this degree of control was not llnmediately available, 

so that if it were fOssible for it to be developed, extended practice 

would have been IEcessary at this task for Judy E, an cpportunity 

denied by circumstances. 

Kenneth R was less interested in the musical possibilities of the 

four note device ani preferred to try to prcrluce "Morse eerie". He was 

successful in producing long strings of an-off sequences of the botbom 

note, but the temporal definition of the rreml::ers of the sequence was 

so vague that no attempt to decode the "rressages II so preriuced has been 

attempted ani it seems highly unlikely that true Morse eerie signals 

l.\ere produced. eertainly in listening to the tapes rD clear sequences 

are audible. It was disappointing that in the twenty note sessions 

Kenneth R did not prcrluce any tunes. Partly this \'as because of his 

lack of interest in musiCal prcrluction, but also l::ecause his Pk was 

very rruch crore limited in amplitude ani he produced lTBny less events 
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per session that Manica B or Judy E - his regression line it will be 

rerrembered, had the lowest slope of all the sub jects whose regressions 

produced significant correlation coefficients, so it is not surprising 

that h= did not shew great control over the nodulation of his output. 

9.3 The Onset of &:Dring 

Rather definite conclusions can l::e drawn fran examining the I1tlIllb:r of 

sessions necessary for subjects to completel::efore their uPK~ will 

reach the scoring (ie 2 mv) level. In every case successful sub jects 

produced scoring sessions on or l::efore their seventh session. Ore 

subject (Kenneth R) scored first in his third formal sessIon, but this 

is probably exceptional and may have been due to his prior 

acquaintance with the experDnenter. Every one of the scoring subjects 

showed signs of definite but non scoring uP&~ output by session four, 

and the best subjects shewed signs of uPK~ fran the first session. 

Equally definite data vas generated regarding the ferformance of 

subjects who did not score by the seventh session. In every case they 

failed to score in any subsequent session, even though some sub jects 

(eg Sybil W and Dorothy T) perforIIEd extended series of rrore than 

twenty sessions. 

9.4 Distance arrl UPK.."1B 

Distance appears to be a significant inhibitory factor for intentional 

uPKMB. In the twelve session study the scoring in the distant trial 

condition was slight for all scoring subjects. Judy E performed no 

distant trials in her sessions in the accelerated start series nor In 

her audio PK series. This was l::ecause she thought that she ~uld not 

tE able to succeed over a distance. None of the tapes recorded in the 

two extreme distance pilot trials shewed any definite sign of PK. 
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An exception to this record ;,.,as provided by Kenneth .R W10 in the 

later stages of his four note series and for same sessions of his 

twenty note series did succeed in producing a few intentional effects 

fram three metres distance. Intentional PK on distant systems appears 

difficult. 

Hcwever the picture oompletely dlanges for ~ontaneous uP&"1B 

effects, ~ere the rcajority of the outputs of three of the scoring 

subjects in the twelve session study were produced at a distance, 

unintentionally, in the "resting" condition. Judy E also produced a 

few spontaneous uPKMB events fran a distance am Kenneth R YaS unique 

in teing the only subject so far to produce spontaneous uPKMB events 

fram a different noam than that in which the equipment ;,.,as located. 

This fiming suggests that the inhibitory factors which prevent 

intentional effects fran occurring do mt cperate in the non 

intentional oondition, ~ich invites further reseach devoted to 

explaining why this should te the case. Batcheldor' s enphasis on 

telief factors rould re relevant to this fiming, since his theory 

~uld predict the absence of intentional PI< over distance, but 

arguably VtOuld mt explain the occurrence of spontaneous effects in 

the mn intentional oondition. 

9.5 Subject UP~IB Elicitation Strategies 

Although a large arrount of inf onral data. ;,.,as rollected roncernlng the 

self reports of subjects attenpting to produce PK it is with great 

caution and reservations that any statements are made about subject's 

inner strategies in attempting to stimulate themselves to produce 

effects. 

This lS recause the evidence oollected shaNS a diversity of 

approaches, frequent shifts in approach and a host of atller variables 
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which make it difficult to draw conclusions. Many descriptions were 

very vague too. Probably there are interactions l:etween subject 

related personality and cognitive style variables and the 

effectiveness of different types of elicitation linaginitive or 

visualisation strategies used for eliciting uP&~. 

The great diversity of the self reports has been the price tEid 

for not linposing rigid externally applied elicitation strategies on 

subjects. Tha decision vas taken tefore any fornal v.ork had teen 

started not to llnpose specific elicitation strategies on subjects 

since this WDuld introduce one more variable into the situation, and, 

nost importantly, the choice of strategy might have inhibited latent 

uPKMB abilities which the more r;:ennissive approach v.ould have allowed 

to d:velop. Obviously the controlled evaluation of specific 

elicitation strategies is a task for future research using irrler:;endent 

groups d:signs. 

If Ole looks first at the strategies used by the most pra:luctive 

subjects, seemingly rreaningful patterns anerge. r-rnica B approached 

the PK task in an extrerrely confident serene and calm fashion. Sha 

found that har attention narrONed <bwn to exclude everything but the 

uPKMB sensor arrl the space tetween herself and the sensor. The 

withdrav.e.l of attention fran the environrrent vas very extrerre tecause 

she became unav.e.re of noises or events in the roan or outside during 

her uPKMB attenpts. She descril::ed her awareness as being drawn into a 

sort of bubble in which mly she am the uPKL"1B sensor existed, the 

bubble l:eing aOOut 300 nm in diaIreter. There is one very suggestive 

piece of evidence that her narrONing of attention was as ext~~ as 

she clairred. At one session she had a bad cold am was ooughing alrrost 

oontinuously except during uPKMB triala when she did not oough once. 

This suggests a very great d:gree of control over her attentional 
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processes. She also described her approach as l:::eing completely 

effortless. 

Judy E developed a relationship with "Mr Crystal", Y.here the PZT 

strip vas dlaracterised as a sort of cartoon dlaracter and Judy and Mr 

Crystal would embark on imaginary adventures which invol ~ Mr Crystal 

either getting very hot, or else p::rforming some verj vigorous action 

(such as rowing a roat, disco dancing etc), the idea l:::eing that the 

flexure of the inaginary Mr Crystal would cause the flexure of the 

real pz'r strip. She also developed a p::ek-a-boo game with the pz'r 

strip whereby she "surprised" it by looking at a pirt of it which 

a:mld not see rer when she rroved her eyes away fran it. But it ITUlSt be 

stated that Sybil W used very similar techniques, going on various 

excursions with "C.rystal" (a feminine characterisation), but rever 

produced any PI<, so that the PK output \laS certainly not guaranteed by 

the strategy. 

Kenneth R transited through several strategies, as did rrany of 

the subjects. The typical progression \oaS fran instrurrental imaging 

(83 seeing the crystal being affected by b:ams of light, heat, energy, 

"vibrations" etc projected fran themselves, or imagining exerting 

force on it) to goal directeq inaging (seeing the crjstal flex, 

bnagining the crystal being bent in a vice, linagining the audio tone 

going up). Many of the sroring subjects found out by exp:riment that 

results occurred rrost easily when they ceased to attend directly to 

the task g) that, for example, Helen H closed her eyes arrl daydreamed 

about the holidays that she had had and this proved highly successful 

during her self piced sessions. 

It IlU.1St be adrni tted that it is difficult to trust the accounts 

given by subjects of their ~riences whilst attenpting to elicit PK 

l:::ecause it is difficult to gauge the intensity and stability of 
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imagery. Clearly this too is open to questionnaire techniques devoted 

to the analysi3 of imagery characteristics, but whether the imagery 

used bears any relationship to results ~ins obscure. 

Too strongest suggestion em:rging fran the accounts of the 

subjects \.tas that those subjects who achieved the rrost close am 

intimate relationship with the uPKMB sensor achieved the tEst :results, 

and that striving by subjects was strongly inhibitory. The tEst 

subjects did not strive and seemed effortlessly to achieve closeness 

to the sensor. M:nica B' s accounts sounded at times as if she '.\ere 

ext;:eriencing a rrerging of identity with the PZT strip, and Judy E 

developed a very loving relationship with it, as if it 'Ere a mild In 

the pre-linguistic phase of development. 

9.6 The Home Use Devices and Differential Responses to UP~~ Tasks 

Since only two subjects (Jchn and Judy E) ext:erienced long chart 

recorded series of sessions and performed a series with the four note 

device, only their testirrDny is available oonceming the :responses Of 

subjects to differences between the two tasks. The verdict r,.,as very 

emphatic and unanimous. The musical and creative possibilities offered 

by the four rote Cevice \\ere very strongly preferred to the less 

interesting ch~ :recorder task, even though the latter still offered 

an audio output (it will l:e recollected that the rate of clicks 

increased with PK L.'1puts to the system). 

Only Kenneth R used ,l::oth the four rote Cevice and the twenty note 

device and expressed a preference for the latter. He certainly 

performed tEtter with the twenty note device but preference effects 

are oonfounded by the learning effects due to the use of the twenty 

note Cevice right at the end of his training series. It 99mS 

reasonable to expect subjects to prefer the twenty note device since 
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it offers a further extension of creative scope relative to the four 

oote cEvice that the latter <Des towards the chart recorder fomat. 

OIE of the biggest disappoint.nEnts of the w:::>rk '.£s the fiming 

that no subject enjoyed working with the home use devices, nor did 

they obtain cpod results with them. The reasons for this are still not 

very clear. The rrost likely explanation ~uld seem to te that solitary 

uPKJ."1B trials are rot enjoyable and seem to lack point. This suggests, 

by inference, that one of the ingredients of success '..t1ich vas 

unwittingly nanipulated by the experi.'llenter rcay have teen the socially 

rewarding nature of sessions as perceived by the subjects. 

9 . 7 The Sta te Me:tsures 

It vas expected that certain of the questionnaire factors \4K)uld energe 

as correlations holding across subjects. Obviously the individual 

differences tetween subjects w:::>uld contribute error variance to these 

correlations, but it vas disappointing to find that not even a single 

factor emerged as significant.across even the najarity of subjects. 

TtE explanations for this fiming are diverse and it is 

bnpossible to avoid ~culation in attempting to account for the 

absence of effective correlations. Clearly tEre too there is scope for 

rruch further research. 

TtEre could have been an intrinsically low association between 

the states of the subjects and their self reports as preXiuced on the 

questionnaire scales. TtE questions could have been directed towards 

factors that were irrelevant to PK preXiuction. Perhaps, just as 

indi viduals probably cannot introspectively estimate such internal 

factors as cetails of blood chemistry etc it is unreasonable to ~ct 

subjects to shaN introspective aW3.reness of states \J1ich are 

specifically associated with successful PK production. 
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'I'he SIBil amJunt of data arrl the choice of an analysis conducted. on 

each factor separately rray have rrade the analysis insensitive to 

oorrelations which rray have been present. It is possible to think of 

further reasons for the relati'ile lack of predicti \7e success of the 

questionnaire. 

However rome apparently rreaningful oorrelations did emerge, all 

at the 0.05 level of significance except one. In the first study on 

Mary H-W's pre session subject questionnaire the measures directed. to 

rer ability to ooncentrate (QS) and freedom fran distracting a:mcems 

(Q4) \Mere roth significant. Sre was a very busy lady with rrany 

responsible voluntary work oomnit:rrEnts in the oomnunity arrl she also 

complained of having a "butterfly" mind, fiming it difficult to slow 

or stop her interior monologue, so that the oorrelations on these two 

questions ~ns reasonable. 

Ek;Iually, Helen HiS health was of oonsioorable importance to her 

because of the exacerbation of her chronic allergies by her pregnancy, 

so that the oorrelation of her PK scores with the answer to the 

~ysical realth question (Q9) is reasonable. Th: ext:erimenter's 

treatment of this ailing subject rray have p3.rt1y depended on how 

sociable he was feeling, so that the experimenter's single pre session 

correlation for her sessions on the question directed. to the 

measurement of his feelings of sociability (Q9) seems reasonable. 

The only subject uhose PK performance was correctly predicted was 

Phyllis W, no other oorrelations of her subject or experimenter 

questionnaires being significant. 

!vbnica B I S subject questionnaires prcxiuced no correlations, but 

it is interesting that h:r experimenter questionnaire prcxiuced four 

aorrelations. This would suggest that it may have been the absence of 

enough scoring sessions which reduced the oorrelations found for the 
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other subjects. 'I\t.o of the correlations related to factors related to 

hCM \\ell the ~rimenter felt (QI, how rested 00 you feel?, Q12 how 

filysically \\ell do you feel?) while the other related to the 

experimenter's cEgree of rroti vation (Q5 how much do you feel like 

a:mducting this session?). 1\-.0 post session questions ;,.ere 

significant for the ~rimenter, one of which exmld b: regarded as of 

trivial significance (Q3 hON satisfied \\ere you with your I;Erforrrance 

in facilitating the subject' s PI<~), the other of which vas the 

question (Q7) of hCM far the subject's PI< seemed to Ce produced by 

volitional control. As vas shavn in the analysis of her data, Mrnica B 

showed exceptionally good voluntary a::mtrol of her output in the rear 

cx:mdition. 

The two correlations obtained with Judy E, one on her subject pre 

session questionnaire (Q2) relating to her level of fatigue, and the 

.other on the ~riffienter's questionnaire (Q4) referring to how easy 

the ~rimenter had found it t9 relate to her also seem rot 

unreasonable correlations to emerge, given her heavy familial duties. 

Finally, the three correlations found with Kenneth R, two on his 

post session questionnaire· asking (Q6) how far he had felt the PK to 

be under his oontrol arrl (Q7) vnether the PI< had exceeded or fallen 

below his expectations are an interesting apparent oonfirmation of the 

correctness of his estimation of the events of the session. That the 

question (Q9) on the experimenter's post session questionnaire asking 

how easy it hadb:en to relate to the subject had· teen specifically 

predicted to re significant and iooeed proved so W3.S an encouraging 

indication that the quality of the subject-experimenter interaction 
-

\\e.S a p:irt cEterminant of the PK outcome, although the reservations 

Degarding interpretation of this correlation must re borne in mind. 

Mere PK fran the subject rray have warrred the relationship so as to 
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cause the oorrelation, rather than p3.rticularly frierrlly sessions 

caus~ng better PK perfornance, although !;X)ssibly the mst realistic 

view is that the interaction of the tNO was probably involved. 

Perhaps, given the type of data and the early stage of evolution 

of the state rrea.sures it vas overly q:>timistic to assum: that mmrnon 

factors b::tween subjects \oK)uld emerge in the questionnaire data. 

Certainly those factors \~ich did emerge generally appeared to relate 

fairly s.pecifically to the individual and their particular situation, 

but clearly the development of more sensitive and reliable PK 

predictive state rreasures ~uld t:e valuable. It seems likely, as will 

be discussed in the final chapter, that there should be an interaction 

t:etween personality factors and state factors in the production of PI<. 

9.8 The Non Scoring Subjects 

Why did the non scoring subjects fail? Clearly no definitive answers 

can be given and those tentative ones whic'1 muld t:e offered are all 

subject to the usual criticism of b::ing speculative and formulated 

'post hoc. Nevertheless since these attempted explanations are a basis 

dar hypothesis fornation in further enquiry it nay t:e ~rthwhile 

reviewing the experimenter's cautious and informal mnclusions. 

T~ first arrl llDst obvious explanation muld be that the mn 

scoring subjects did not have PK ability, W1ich might t:e assurred to te 

a rare capacity, like IErfect musical pitch. In which case the mn 

sooring subjects found by screening mUst be part of the subset of 

apparently successful screenees \\ho (perhaps without knowing it) 

created deformations by normal pressure. All but two (Sheila 0 and 

Joan W) of the mn'scoring subjects were found in various screenings. 

The second hypothesis is that someho.v the exfErimenter reacted 

differently with the nan scoring subjects so as to prevent their PK 
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fran rranifesting. There t.oB.S certainly 00 awareness of this am t.~e 

experimenter f:8.rticularly liked ~ subjects (Sybil W ani Dorothy T) 

Who performed long but unsuccessful series. 

Perhaps the non scoring subjects sL~ly did not care enough about 

producing PI< to rrake whatever effort might l:::e apprcpriate. Only one 

subject, Janet P ~uld b= judged by the experimenter as likely to fall 

into this category. 

Perhaps same physiological factor might have been responsible 

which also had psychological effects, such as fatigue or ill health. 

Only Sheila D and Janet P seerred to l:::e subject to a very dernarrling day 

of activity l:::efore their sessions. 

A factor thought possibly more relevant than those above is that 

of the PK elicitation strategy and orientation towards the task on the 

p:irt of serre oon scoring subjects. Subjects Janet P, Dorothy T, Sybil 

W all seemed to the experimenter to take an overly effortful 

orientation towards the PK task. Perhaps these subjects fell foul of 

the fB,ranomal equivalent of the Yerkes-Dcx:ison Law. But then Phyllis W 

also seemed to resemble these subjects in this regard. 

Finally, the factor which the experimenter favoured as 

explanation in rrany cases vas a fear of p3.ranornali ty in general, PI<, 

or PI< associated roenomena. Even if there is an intrinsic PI< ability .. 
which exists distributed approximately oormally in the tx'pulation, and 

only irrlividuals from one tail of the ability distribution are capable 

of PK production in measurable quantities, the inhibition of PI< output 

seems to account for the failure of some subjects in these studies. 

Tre explanation is supported by the self reports of the subjects, 

tvhich although cDviously sub ject to possible bias fran the 

experimenter, still seem to contain an bnportant element of truth. 

Subjects Joan W, Sybil W, Jrrhn E, oora D arrl Marion M all either 
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clearly rranifested fear of the r:aranorrral or gave clear indirect 

indications of such fear . Joan W \\as aware of feeling frightened of 

what her PK might do if she vented her anger on people by using PI< to 

externalise her grievances. Sybil W \\as frightened of losing control 

in order to go into medi~stic trance and may have associated PK 

production with a similar self induced (to her) vulnerability. Jd1!1 E 

vas quite frank in admitting that he had started by thinking PK fun, 

then had stopped to oonsider the implications of t:.~e owning of a 

p:1Nerful PI< capacity ani had felt frightened of its implications. Nora 

D had had the frightening experience a few years previously of having 

e.xferienced apparent "rressages" fran a deceased young nan which 

invaded her consciousness uninvited and in an increasingly distressing 

\\ay, to the r:oint that she had decided trn shut off her psychic 

talents. Marion M had had the upsetting experience of a series of 

precognitive visions of disasters which had disturbed her sufficiently 

to rrake her too decide to shut down her psi abilities. The strange and 

sudden disappearance of Juliet B' s PK vas also interpretable as a fear 

created inhibitory ~ction to the catastrophic expectations caused by 

the massively increasing PI< output in the two sessions before its 

disappearance. 

Given this type of testimony the experimenter could not ignore 

the fX)ssible fear of the fBranorrcal as being a fOtentially PJWerful 

unconscious (or oonscious and deliberate) inhibitory factor in these 

subjects which generalised sufficiently to prevent their Showing PK 

when it rrattered. On this rrodel, these subjects might show PI< at a 

screening, where the PK w:lS apparently oontextually round to a 

situation out of which the subject YtUuld !lOve on departure fran the 

screening. But to create PK effects in their own harnes in a situation 

where their attention \oBS closely focussed upon it may have teen mre 
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than these subjects at some level were prepared to starn. 

9.9 The Role of the Experimenter 

The experimenter S3.W himself as essentially a rrale midwife h=lping his 

subjects to give birth to their PI< ability. His role vas therefore to 

te as supportive, frierrlly am sensi ti ve to his subject's n=eds as it 

vas possible to te, subject to the overriding demand to secure valid 

data. 

This view of his activity should have made him tehave in a 

friendly, sociable and supportive manner. The experUnenter's role was 

therefore self r:ercei ved as teing to arrange the psychological factors 

and situation involved in the training sessions to te as facilitating 

as possible to the emergence of the sub jects' PK. 

'rte ex[:erimenter also Yanted his role to stop short of 

oontributing any psi effects to his own data. Sp=cifically, 00 did not 

vant to create uPKMB effects additionally to the subject. The 

experimenter has rEver p:rforrred a session as. a subject with another 

experUnenter running the session, but has on innu:rrerable occasions 

tried to influence the uPKMB sensor and has failed on every single 

occasion to obtain voluntary effects in the trial period. Only 

involuntary effects have occurred in the experimenter's presence when 

other than known uPKMB agents were present, other, lX>ssibly PK-capable 

indi viduals were present on all these occasions, am. in 00 case when 

alone with the apparatus have ~ontaneous uP~\1B events occurred. 

However the experimenter is unfortunately sufficiently aware of 

the p:rverse nature of psi to not te able to shrug off the fOssible 

responsibili ty for a psi input, even though the PK rray very 

efficiently and systematically appear to telong to others. Too true 

situation is that no certain estimate can te given of vtlether the 
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experimenter contributed to the ~sults by creating same of them 

himself. 

If one takes this hypothesis to its extreme ard. prcposes that all 

the effects were ~ally due to the experimenter the explanation 13 

then owed as to why only certain p3.rticular irrli viduals should 

stimulate the exp:rimenter to prcduce effects. This \4BS one reason why 

a question constantly present in all versions of the experimenter's 

questionnaire concerned how close he felt to the subject, since it 

~uld seem a reasonable hypothesis that the experimenter 910uld 

generate better results for the subjects he likes best. Only one 

subject showed a wi thin sessions oorrelation (Kenneth R) on a question 

pertinent to this factor and the Chi square questionnaire analysis 

across subjects showed no correlation for this measure. 

The diversity of the results across the subjects, arrl the 

consistency of the ~sults within subjects also seem to exclude the 
. . 

extreme form of the experimenter psi hypothesis. The test subjects 

showed mt only PKMB ability but also a rrore g:neral syrrlrane of 

frequent spontaneous psi experiences including in same cases (Judy E, 

Helen H and Kenneth R) ostensible spontaneous PK of various sorts. A 

case exists for regarding these subjects as having shown PK well 

before contact with the experimenter. 

A less extrerre version of the hypothesis might be applied to scme 

of the ~sults. It was ootable that in the first fornal study, three 

of the four scoring subjects scored (very minimally to be sure) in the 

first session - whose PK \4BS this ? There is a case for ~garding 

this as possibly due to the experimenter's excitement at starting a 

0:\'1 and (for him) important experiment I since thi s \4BS the first 

formal study. But the loading of ~sponsibility for more than rather 

min~l direct contributions of PK onto the experimenter seems to do 
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violence to the quite \<.ell established evidence counter to this 

interpretation of the results. 

9.10 The Sceptical Response 

The sceptic Y.Ould seem to have four responses open to him in 

evaluating the data presented in this ~rk. The responses are of 

course rot mutually exclusive. 

The results <Duld l:e interpreted as l:eing due to some form of 

artifact. In which case an explanation is 0Ned as to why the artifact 

invol ved should appear in the presence of certa in sub jec:ts an:i rot in 

others. The increase in artifactual responses with those sub jec:ts as 

the sessions progressed must also te explained. Additionally, the 

differential in performance l:etween Judy and John E must l:e 

explained, since exactly the same equiprrent in exactly the same place 

\oB.S used for roth subjects and their l:ehaviour \\as very similar. If 

the artifact \\as due to the presence of the subject, the results with 

Kenneth R when he am the experimenter t,o,Bre out of the roan cannot l:e 

explained without hypothesising a second type of artifact. TOO 

correlation of the amount of artifact with psychological factors in 

the subjects is puzzling. Why should (in the twelve session study> the 

distant condition when the subjects were actually attempting to create 

effects have been so much less oroductive of artifact than when the 
>; 

same subjects sitting at the same distance fram the equiprrent were In 

their resting phase and rot attempting to create effects. If one 

presUIIEs that some hitherto unsuspected covert l:ehaviour W3.S 

unknowingly reing OJnditioned into the subjects, Y.by were their 

attempts to produce effects at a distance so much less effective than 

\\hen they did rot try to proouce effects? 

Subject fraud is difficult to prq:>ese tecause of the occurrence 
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of effects when the subjects ~re at distances of several matres fran 

the equipnent. No subject vas allOY{ed to touch either the electronics, 

the mart recorder or the uPKMB sensor. Effects cccurred when one 

subject (Kenneth R) YaS with the exp:rimenter in the rExt roan and the 

micrcphone \\QuId have detected all but a levitating accomplice who 

could cpen and close d:x:>rs silently and whose breathing vas inaudible. 

Ttl:! subjects' eehaviour vas scrutinised very carefully am the 

possibility of their touching the sensor unnoticed vas vanishingly 

snaIl, espec iall y since touching \\QuId :imnedia tely alert the 

~rimenter Cecause of the cpera tion of the feedback system. Ore 

could view the uPKr-1B detection equiprrent as a burglar alann or touch 

detector eecause of this characteristic. TlE sensor vas frequently 

examined at very close range by the experimenter, so that secretly 

attached threads could not have reen placed on it (nor 'M':re any ever 

found). 'I'he hypothesis of subject fraud must te discounted in the 

experbnenter's opinion. 

Fraud by the experbnenter is a rrore difficult matter to deal 

with. Only pirt of me formal session vas witnessed by an irrlependent 

p:rson (a r:olice constable friend of Judy E's who saw her p:rform for 

about twenty ~nutes). Obviously the experimenter could have 

rranufactured the chart records etc. But the results reported here are 

very likely to ee greeted with a great deal of scepticism by rremb=rs 

of the parapsychological community itself, since no other study of 

uPKMB training has yet reen perforrrEd and the learning of PI< in this 

study is eelieved by the author to te a so far unique event within the 

literature of experimental PK research. It \\QuId therefore seem 

reasonable for the experimenter to exf:€ct two events to cccur which if 

~ ~re reporting fraudulent results \\QuId te very likely to lead 

either to his discovery or else, certainly, to the rejection of the 
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lelrning hyPothesis which the results seem to support. 

The first event is that it seems quite possible that an 

incii vidual fran the f,Brapsychological a:mnuni ty will request the 

original records 1n order to perform an irrlep:ndent analysis of 

results. If they are fraudulent the experimenter I s expertise 1n 

covering his tracks must be such that this close examination v.ould rDt 

disclose evidence of fraud. The experimenter <bes not feel confident 

that he a:mld manufacture data to such a high level of perfection 

against discovery, even if he W3.nted to. TtE reexamination of the 

original data rray reveal errors or slips (it is hoped that it will 

not), but· these are expected to be minor even if th~y exist, and the 

experimenter feels absolutely confident that the central findings will 

oot l:e affected by any subsequent reexamination. 

The second event is that it is quite certain that attempts will 

be made to replicate these findings. It· is not expected that all or 

even the rrajority of these replications will succeed, since psi 

effects Co not replicate readily. However, for this research to have 

any significance it must to some extent be replicable. On::e several 

replications of the v.ork are performed the question of its 

replicability will have l:een tested. 

If no group succeeds in replicating the ~rk, the learning 

hypothesis will l:e rejected. If the results v.ere rranufactured by the 

exper1menter it could l:e expected that all the replications would 

fail. Discounting the over f,Branoid hypothesis of ::orne sort of 

widespread parapSychological a:mspiracy to pretend that replications 

~re successful when in fact they v.ere fraudulent, the certainty of 

replication attempts would make quite pointless the experimenter 

fraudulently naking the claims rrade h=re since they VtOuld 1:e certain 

to l:e re jected by the f,Brapsychological community once several 
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unsuccessful replication attenpts were rrade. Experimenter fraoo is 

therefore simply not a \t,Orthwhile strategy, since at l:est it '...ould 

lead to fruitless replications, at 'M:Jrse to an ext;:Qsure of the 

experimenter. 

An additional factor here is that one subject (Kenneth R) has 

performed satisfactorily for another experimenter, Professor Hasted, 

so that the hypothesis of experimenter fraud nust presurrably l:e 

supplemented either by assurrdng Hasted fraudulent or else assurrdng 

successful fraud by the subject with both experiinenters. 

Perhaps the most satisfactory response to the sceptical reception 

of this work will be the next stage of research in this area which 

will l:e proposed in the next dlapter. If this new v.ork achieves its 

goal, the sceptic will be presented with a situation whic.'1 will rrake 

it increasingly difficult for him to maintain his position. 
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OiAPTER T.EN 

REFLfCTIONS, PROSPECTS AND IMPLICATIONS 

10.1 Same Lessons Learnt 

If the programme of resear~h described in previous chapters were being 

started row, a very different approach VoDuld be taken towards the 

question of instrumentation. So much tDne was taken up in construction 

of different models of instrumentation and in its development and 

testing that the initial development of a highly flexible system v.Duld 

now, in retrospect, be the first priority. 

SUch a system is of fered by the use of computer techniques. 

Future uPKMB detection and recording systens used for PK training 

purposes should be based on a microcomputer system. The input..s fran 

uP&~ sensors, microphone inputs am rcains rroni taring channels etc 

could be conditioned by relatively simple input conditioning circuitry 

and then the signals derived fram these front end circuits could be 

converted fran analogue to digital form and input into the computer. 

To avoid having to store rrassive amounts of data generated when 

00 PK signals ;~re b:ing detected the input data g:nerated when 00 

uPKt~ events !Mere occurring (by far the najority of the time, even ln 

high scoring sessions) should be put into a recycling store fram which 

it could be transferred into r:ennanent storage once some threshold '£s 

exceeded by the input fram the PK enannel. Suitable software VwOuld 

then allow feedback. to l:e given to subjects in either auditory or 

visual form. Such a system could also l:e used for data analysis and 

would enable a generalised directly detectable PK detection, recording 

and analysis system to l:e developed which could te used for a wide 

range of fX)ssible PK tasks including uPKMB. u..PK.."'18 signals appear to te 

sufficiently slow and long lasting not to demand a very high speed 
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analogue to digital conversion system, so that a relatively 

inexpensive microcamputer system would be sufficient. 

Tre eevelopment of this type of system is the obvious logical 

[Ext step to Ce taken in this area of research anj once established it 

would enable replications readily to Ce executed using compatible 

comPuters and software. Using a aamputer controlled feedback system 

would lEnni t the rraximum flexibility, so that dlanges in the feedback 

information given to subjects would be rapidly accomplished without 

further modification of the hardware. 

Using conventional single purpose hard wired instrumentation 

aornmits the user to rebuild equipment as soon as unanticipated 

rrodifications are required, vtlich was the cross borne by this 

fBrticular experimenter. This is an inefficient process am 1S 

unnecessary row that microcomputer prices are decreasing. 

Tre second lesson learnt fran the experimentation is that 

subjects should t:e interviewed and selected for plrticipation in 

training series with considerable care, to detect hidden reservations 

about psi which subjects llay be loathe to llEntiori at first but which 

could prove fatal to their achieving any results. A very thorough am 

probing interview is rEcessary and perhaps even clinical types of test 

should be adrrdnistered. The development of selection tests for 

potential PK trainees would be of utility and intrinsic interest. It 

would maximise the efficiency of training procedures by restricting 

the training intake to those individuals who shOYed a high probability 

of success. It '~uld also be relevant to the study of the interaction 

of personality variables with PK function and ability. 

Tre PK task must te rrade interesting and rreaningful to the 

subject. There must ~ some rewarding end product fran the elicitation 

of PIC Both of these imperatives should t:e regrded as only hypothese 
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far testing. The inherent flexibility of oomputer systems would be 

very helpful in this regard since it would be possible in principle 

even to tailor ~ characteristics of the feedback system to meet the 

interests of particular subjects. 

Tl'E use of oounselling arrl other fErsonal grc:wth techniques ~n 

oonjunction with the PK training progra.rtIreS should be evaluated. This 

author has had ~rsonal exp:rience of reevaluation oounselling ani has 

famed the <::pinion that it is, in the harris of oornr;:x=tent am. stable 

oounsellors, a benign technique of potentially great positive 

significance for the future development of PK training techniques. 

Camselling am p:rsonal grcwth techniques might roth improve the 

~rformances of <}Jed subjects am allow a wider intake of trainees 

because it might offer SDlutions to S01re of the problems created by 

fear of psi or conflicted social circumstances of subjects. 

This area is clearly fraught with ethical problems since trainees 

rrust !Either te taken over as if into a cult, oor pranised unrealistic 

outcomes from either their PK training nor their counselling 

exp:riences. Tl'E use of counselling would have to te care full y 

supervised in its ethical aspects am. conducted in partnership with 

established practitioners who would be acceptable to university 

psychology department ethics oorrmi ttees . 

If PI< is taken seriously, the development of fX)Werful PK 

abilities in subjects should'be undertaken carefully, in a manner 

mindful of the responsibility it places on the ~rirnenter for the 

wellbeing of the subject. If PK oould be used agressively or 

destructi vely, the irrli viduals selected for developIlEnt of their 

abilities must not only initially be stable arri realistic people, but 

their adaptation to this possibly far reaching extension of their 

ability to affect the world should be facilitated ani monitored in 
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such a cranner that they can rrore readily accept the extension of their 

abilities and feel safe that the possession of this extra capacity 

will rot be threatening to themselves or. to those around them. This 1S 

an important social l.ssue which will recur in later discussion (see 

section 10.3). 
/ 

10.2 Future Research Possibilities 

Perhaps the rrost obvious amrission fran the presently reported 

research is the p:rsonality dimension. Do the successful subjects 

share common fersonali ty characteristics, or do they fall into broad 

groupings, or are they irrlistinguishable fran the norrral ron PI< 

talented population ? There is obviously a wid: field of possible 

research in this area. 

The rrodel which seems to offer itself is that there might be 

complex interactions between the personality characteristics of PK 

agents, characteristics of the PK task am the elicitation strategy 

which is used. No WJrk in this area has yet l:een p:rforrred using uPKJ.'1B 

tasks. 

The use of artifact induction with the four note machine apfeared 

to l:e successful, but the absence of subjects made it impassible to 

execute the oamparative studies necessary using artifact and non 

artifact groups a:mtrasting the learning behaviour of subjects with 

and without the artifact induction condition. Since it appears that 

artifact induction is facilitating to the improverrent of uPK..';lB 

performance this type of study d:serves a high priority. 

The establishment of artifact induction as a PK facilitating 

technique will in turn help to shed light on some of the other aspects 

of Batcheldor I s theory. In p3.rticular, the role of relief (in PK 

success) arrl its relationship to relaxation arrl task related striving 
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ani possible task related anxiety v-ould 1:e rrost tElpful if it ¥.ere to 

be explored in experimentation, since this is a central area of the 

theory. These issues would require the revotion of cx:msiderable time 

and resources to explore. 

Perhaps physiological measures of arousal v-ould provide a more 

objective means of est~ting the striving being undertaken by 

subjects than their self reports as recovered by questionnaire 

an5\Ers. The simultaneous rraintainance of high rrotivation arrl interest 

wi th low anxiety, effort am striving seems to suggest itself as a 

fruitful PK elicitation scenario. Both Robinson (1981) am the results 

of the use of the four note device suggest strongly that a helpful 

factor in this area is the subject's self perception of their exertion 

of control over some system by PK am their engagement in a 

fX)tentially creative task prcducing a rreaningful end product fran 

their PK. This hypothesis requires testing by experiment. Here again 

the relevance of very flexible computer based PK feedback systems is 

obvious. 

Ore of the rrost important areas of future exploration must b: 

that of distant uPKMB. If uPKMB signals can te cr=--ated on sensors that 

are tens of kilaneters distant fran the subject a rrajor step fonvard 

will have 1:een achieved, 1:::ecause the explanation of the effects as due 

either to subject fraud or some sort of subject proouced artifact ITU.lSt 

surely then fail. 

The present ~rk has shewn clearly that at first distant effects 

nust b: exp:cted not to occur during trial ~riods when the sub ject is 

consciously inten:1ing to prcxiuce effects ani is atterxiing to them, but 

are much rrore likely to occur as the result of the subject l:eing 

distracted by events during their rest period. The resign of distant 

PK studies should incorporate this finding in order to maximise the 
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chances of subjects t:eing successful at distant PK tasks. Methcxis of 

slowly bringing such spontaneous effects under voluntary control rrust 

be developed l:efore a distant PK capacity lion demand" can J:e prcrluced. 

Havever much like science fiction t.l-)is &>unds at present, the present 

author feels this to be a realistic project and ought to J:e possible, 

given the apparent independence of psi fran normal spatial 

limi tations. 

Such a capacity ~uld help very greatly in the future study of 

tha P'lysics of psi because a variety of target systems aJuld J:e 

utilised which when affected by PI< allowed the apprcpriate feedback 

signal to te'sent to the subject. An important issue aJI)cems the 

question of how far PK ability is a multifunctional syndrome - could 

uPKM8 agents produce a wide range of other t}1::eS of PI< ? Could they 

be star subjects at REG tasks? Very basic questions such as these 

still reed to be explored, an irrlication of the very early stage of 

research reached as yet in this field. 

OrE obvious developrrent of the distant PK target system w::mld l:e 

to oouple a computer based uPKMB target system to a telephone line am 

use a rrodem at the subject's end of the line to decode the data stream 

am produce' the feedback signal locally. 

This aJnsiooration leads naturally to the question of whether 

solo uP&~ training sessions will ever t:e effective. Since the obvious 

hypothesis is that a oocial interaction is necessary as a form of 

reward to subjects, this hypothesis should be given high priority to 

l:e tested by exp:riment l:ecause the investrrent of experimenter time in 

training sessions aJuld J:e very greatly reduced if subjects oould 

accept 0010 practice sessions. 

An interesting three condition experiment suggests' itself, using 

the dial-up teleIilone PK target system. Three different levels of 
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social interaction could te used. SUbjects \\Ould have to have 

developed the distant PK capacity first, although rrodifications of the 

experiment could employ local PI< effects am involve the subject 

atterrling at tIle laboratory for rolo or accompanied sessions. But the 

use of the rerrote uPKl\ffi target system \\QuId have the great advantage 

that if successful, reither subject nor excerimenter ~uld have to 

tra vel. In the USA the cheaper telephone charges [rake such a dial-up 

uPKMB target system an attractive possibility. 

In the experiment prcposed, in one condition the subject is 

accanpanied by a local experimenter who listens in to the session am 

provides same direction and much enoouragewent, in the second 

corrlition the experimenter is located at the PI< target end but IS In 

voice contact with the subject over the telephone link but no 

experimental tErsormel are with the subject at their hane. In the 

third condition the telephone link is used without an experimenter 

teing present at either the subject or the target's location to 

provide "live" social contact. Tn: subject's likely feelings of 

isolation in the last condition could possibly te ameliorated by a 

recorded rressage teing played to the subject <bwn the telephone line 

just prior to their session by means of a telephone answering system. 

If either the second or third condition proved viable as a PI< 

training rrethcxi it \>.Ould save enorrrously on experimenter arrl subject 

journey time since subjects could dial up the PK target system any 

t~e they felt like a session and the results of each practice session 

would b: highly secure against fraud or artifact, as the uPKi'1B target 

system could te housed in a secure isolated environnent. Subjects 

oould "log on" by voice, identifying themselves am reporting their 

state. Tn: computer system could then automatically record their 

session and analyse the results. In this way large numbers of 
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geographically scattered subjects could Ce trained econanically. 

A fX)tentially crucial ~riment which the author was extrem:ly 

annoyed about envisioning at too late a stage to Ce able to execute it 

is the use of two uP~"-1J3 targets r.vi1ich ~nera te contrasting feedback 

tones v.hen affected by uPKL"4B. If subjects could learn to control the 

placement of their effects, v.hich seems quite fX)ssible on t.~e basis of 

Hasted's studies with Nicholas Williams (Hasted 1981a), although rot 

of course certain, strings of binary digits rx:>tentially could l:e 

generated. The precision of generation of binary strings w:>uld serve 

as an excellent ext;:erimental task tecause it is g) ~ll defined, so 

could l:e a very valuable addition to uPKL\ffi ext::eriroental rrethcxlology. 

Once strings of pre specified binary digits could be reliably 

prcxluced - especially if over a distance, then the argurrent that any 

sort of artifact is ~sponsible for the effects would be clearly 

refuted by the evidence. TtE training of subjects to produce binary 

strings should te given the highest priority tecause if achieved, this 

capaci ty \\QuId enable encoded rressages to Ce transmitted by PK, am 

sceptical objections to PK would entirely lose their force. 

Sending rressages by uPKJ."18 ought to Ce an interesting task for 

subjects, g) that it has the additional bnportant merit of probably 

being intrinsically motivating as a task. It is very unfortunate that 

the presently reported experimentation developed to the I.X>int that 

ampli tude rroclulation of uPKMB occurr.ing to a single sensor ~s thought 

of as a research objective instead of the s~lection of the placement 

of effects tetween two uPKMB sensors, b:cause the latter capacity 

would offer the final definitive ev~dence against alternative 

explanations of uPKMB as teing artifact of some kind. 

Many other research possibilities offer themselves, but 

perhaps one of the p:::>tentially ITOst interesting am important concerns 
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the neurophysiology of uP&'1B. Is uPKJ.\fB cerebrally rrediated, or might 

it be a whole-body effect or does it originate fram the hypothetical 

non filysical mioo of the subject? If it is cerebrally rrediated, ¥.hat 

is the nature of the brain function responsible and what physical laws 

control the physics of the interaction of brain chemistry with the 

rercote uPKMB sensor ? 

Sane light on these issues might l:s thrown by extensive EEG 

studies of ~\fB agents. Since the uP&~ signals are ~dily localised 

in ttme they provide an infinitely superior form of PK for EEG and 

other electrophysiological studies than is offered by REI; tasks. It 

"WOuld even be possible to time lock. the EEG to the instants of 

occurrence of uP&\fB signals and to compute the average transient for 

rrany uPKMB signals, which should allow the characteristic EEG function 

associated with the uPKMB signal to l:s identified. This might also 

allow the detection of the site of the crebral area g:nerating the 

uPKJ.\ffi signals to te pinpointed (assuming that degree of localisation). 

If uPKMB is produced by subcortical, brainstem or limbic areas 

the use of EEG rrEasures v.ould te very rruch less rewarding. But the 

fact that there seem rever to have tEen any examples of sub hunan 

species identified as poltergeist agents suggests that possibly the 

human cortex rray te the source of PK effects, assuming them to te 

cerebrally generated. 

If they are not, then the EEG results nay b: very rruch less easy 
we.....r-e 

to interpret. SUppose that no correlationAfound between 

brain function and the uP~~ signals. Rather than hypothesise that the 

hypothetical non physical mind of the agent is responsible it v.ould 

always l:s open to the ~rtmenter to hypothesise that there vas a 

cerebral origin of the effects, but that he had not yet found it. Tbe 

Em results reported with Girard 00 however suggest rather rrarked 
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changes in EEG at times of P&~ action, although the interpretation of 

the changes is as yet wide open (see chapter 2). 

Nevetheless the delineation of the EEG-PK~ relationship is 

bnportant because uP&~lli training ~ght be usefully supplemented by 

biofeedback training of the EEG functions characteristic of successful 

uPKMB functioning. There are also some rather elegant tests of some of 

the fundamental hypotheses of the observational theories of psi which 

would be "fX)ssible using EEX;s in con junction with uPKL'v1B, but these 

highly speculative areas must await the outcane of future results. 

10.3 Same Wider Implications 

The prospects for p3.rapsycl)ological research of PK are very nuch 

linproved if the v.ork reported here can be replicated by others, am it 

is the earnest -hope of this author that such replications be 

"-undertaken and proved successful. As has been arged in chapter 4, 
- ~ 

there are probably a very large number of "fX)ssible PK ta~~s which fall 

into the class' of directly detectable effects .. Sane or all of these 

nay be improved with practice, so that if this Y.Ork 1.S replicable, the 

growth of directly detectable PK studies v.ould seem to be a fruitful 

area of expansion and development within parapsychology. In its turn 

the expansion of this area should encourage the grcwth of the study of 

the fhysics of psi and of the rEurophysiology of PK prexiuction, ,-klic.~ 

address some central theoretical issues. 

This seems likely too to focus attention on the question of 

v.hether ESP parforrnance improves with practice. Although Tart I s recent 

pioneering (1975) but much criticised and controversial (Stanford 

1977a 1977b, 'rart 1977) study of ESP training has not as yet 

st1mulated replication attempts, the replication of b~e uPK~ traini~g 

studies reported here will probably refocuss attention on to the 
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possibility that ESP ~roves with practice. Targ and Puthoff have 

informally oorrmunicated their l:elief ~~t rerrote viewing improves with 

practice, as has been reported by others active in ~te viewing 

research (Spottiswoode 1984). The awakening of expectations that PK 

and ESP can t:e improved with practice will provide an important 

stimulus to parapsychology, t:ecause one I s view of the future of 

p:1rapsychology is certain to t:e different if on the one ham one 

t:elieves that declines are inevitable (as has eeen the case within the 

typical Rhinean paradigm of forced choice tasks) or that future psi 

performances will l:e superior to those of the present. The view of the 

future of parapsychology can therefore te ext;ected to change if the 

presently reported work proves replicable. 

In order to try more fully to appreciate same possible 

irnplications of this research, let us make four assumptions. Fvam the 

context of his present results all of these assurcptions, although rot 

certain, rEvetheless appear to te p:rfectly realistic and reasonable. 

The first is that this experimenter is not unique arrl that others 

replicate his firrlings. The second is that it is found t.~t subjects 

can create accurate binary digit strings, arrl that more complex multi 

state outputs can re prcduced by some individuals after prolonged 

training. The third is that it is possible for subjects to create 

effects at very great, I;Erhaps unlimited, distances fran thernsel \leS • 

TtE fourth is that some subjects shaN a broad spectrum of PI< abilities 

encompassJ.ng rrany dif fe~nt tasks. Wha t then ? 

It seems to this observer that the broad research of PK 'M)uld 

then t:econe pJssible in a rranner whia.'1 is rot shaNn at present. If 

many groups were successful in finding and training PI< agents the 

gra.vth of this research area, unless captured and cnntrolled by 

govern.rrent decree or the military, would then re assured. Many 
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societal changes are bnplicit in this scenario. 

If PK agents became prized oamponents of well funded long term 

research they ~uld tend to develop as a class of professiona13, rruch 

as is now incipient with good ESP subjects used in the associative 

~te viewing studies of Puthoff and Targ (Spottiswoode 1984) who are 

paid for their ~te viewing activities. Associative ~te viewing 

has been used as a predictive system am a <nnputer judged version of 

this system rray enable stockrrarket rroverrents to be predicted 

sufficiently accurately to enable large sums of rroney to l::e rrade 

(Spottiswoode 1984). 

The societal bnpact of these possibilities, if they are ~lised, 

will l::e independently of PK to establish the reality of psi in a 

rather tangible and irrefutable vay. If either the developlTEnts in PK 

research occur which are outlined above, or if the associated remote 

viewing ~rk develops into a reliable future prediction system, the 

nove into plblic acceptance of psi and fl3Iapsychology is inevitable 

and will occur within a relatively few ~rs. 

The social bnplications of the official acceptance of psi as 

being real , effective and fOtentially accessible to a significant 

fraction of the t=Opulation are in this observer's view, very great. 

The implications of psi are that the current a:mcept of hunan identity 

and of the possibilities inherent in the physical universe are 

unnecessarily limiting. Physics will require extension, and the 

concept of human powers will need to be drastically revised to include 

t=Ossibilities which are not as yet even fully realised by 

p:irapsychologists themselves. 

But would this sea-change be the openIng of a pandoras's box 

brimming over with the irrlividual, group and societal delirerate use 

of psi for destnlcti ve r:urposes ? This depends upon the presently 
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unknown limits of hurran PI< and ESP ability. The anthrcpological data 

suggests that rrost if oot all societies which believe in the existence 

of psi also relieve it can te used for destructive and harrnf'll 

purposes, even that it can 1:::e used to kill r:eople. 

This is a frightening prospect and it is not surprising that 

sarre sceptics may Wish to deny the reality of psi because to accept it 

is to open the door to such frightening possibilities as are posed by 

the secret use of PK to kill people at a distance. If this is 

possible, the transition of ~stem society into the fest-acceptance 

tilase will be fraught with danger, especially in the a:mtext of the 

present arms race and the growth of religious cults and occult groups. 

Many individuals can be exp=cted irresponsibly to exp:riment with psi 

and to suffer great fear or \\Orse cx::msequences. 

Governments may find PK training an linportant military matter 

because it nay be pJssible to affect weapons or their associated 

computer systems at a distance. Geller is reported (Hawke 1976) to 

have erased the magnetic pattern in a Hewlett Packard programrable 

calculator program card. It is not a long step to imagine the iron 

oxide of military computer disc and tape memory systems being 

deliberately affected remotely by PK agents. The use of PI< to produce 

completely secret information links secure fram monitoring by 

conventional rrEans may also prove p:>ssible. These developrrents 

represent a frightening and potentially militarily destabilising 

scenario. 

If one thinks that the transition into the acceptance of psi and 

parapsychology is inevitable, v.hat can be done to contain the regati ve 

aspects of that change? Clearly there will te rrany p:>sitive aspects, 

but it behoves one who has shONn that a certain type of PK is 

trainable with practice to attempt to envision safety measures '41ich 
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could l::e instituted to prevent the ~rst outcorres of future PK 

training at destructive tasks. 

An enorrrous problem is posed by the fact that there IS ro 

comnonly accepted map of psi-lam. Each faction or group 

( spiri tualists, occultists, p3.rapsychologists, religious groups) has 

its own conceptualisation of \4.hat psi is arrl how it ....orks, but the 

scientifically tested view is not yet sufficiently developed (largely 

because of scepticism starving research of funding am l::ecause of the 

bizarre nature of psi \4.hen vieveJ fran the normal ~rldview) to gain 

ascendance over other less enlightened views. While this situation 

persists, alternative explanations and cures for the ills produced by 

the regati ve uses of psi will continue to te available. Sane of these 

may exacerbate the problems they are intended to solve. 

OrE route which the present author hcpes will supply some of the 

necessary answers will be the integration of counselling am personal 

growth techniques into PK training. If successful, this can te 

exp:cted to provide further insight into the fX)ssible fears of psi and 

hON they might t:e dealt with, arrl into the situations productive of 

rEgative uses of psi am their dissolution without such negative uses. 

The integration of counselling techniques will demand the application 

of effective methods of evaluating the safety and utility of such 

techniques, Y.hich itself will dernam considerable research and 

resources, human and material. 

The fQssession of paverful PK ability will have to te construed 

as an extra responsibility of the individual so endowed and their 

fersonal evolution and the resolution of intrapsychic am other 

conflicts will be an important goal to te reached in order to remove 

possible stimuli to the destructive use of b~eir talent. 

Solutions on an irrli vidual or group level are very rruch [rore easy 
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of achievement than the prevention of institutionalised government 

sponsored use of psi for destructive prrposes in military 

applications. This usage is alrrost inevitable, unless as my te 

r:ossible, psi perforrrance will te found to be so labile an:l unreliable 

under stressful ronditions that its use for military p.rrposes will 00 

rrarginal. This remains unknown but this author hopes that this wi.ll 

prove to te the case. Certainly none of the individuals associated 

with the author's mrk w::>uld l:E likely to te able to shaN any PK 

ferfornance under the stress of a battle situation. 

But the final reflections should rot te of such grim prospects. 

The possibilities for positive changes are equally as far ~ching as 

those for negative. The use of p3.ranormal healing techniques (the 

laying on of hands, or faith healing) in medicine premises to provide 

linportant diagnostic and curative possibilities which would l:E 

complerrentary to c.urrent rredical practice. If PK can create effects at 

a distance in PZT crystal, it seems a logical step to construe 

r::aranormal healing as an applied form of PK. Parapsychologists are 

v.ell aware of these implications of PK (see a:] Ehrenv.ald 1977a & b). 

PK ~ght also have significant useful applications as the basis 

of personal rommunication systems. If reliable signals were obtainable 

rot only in binary rode, but in rodes having !tOre states, this might 

in conjunction with oomputer systems allow rrany types of comnunication 

to occur, such as selection of letters of t.lJ.e alphatet to form 

messages, or possibly even the actuation of voice synti1esiser devices 

to provide a true PK "telephone". The use of PK as an emergency 

communication dlannel might even te pJssible In this va.y, although it 

IS clearly impossible to do !tOre than speculate in this area. 

Many other applied uses of ESP are fX)ssible, arrl several are in 

use boday (dowsing, medical diagnosis, associated ~te viewing). 
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Probably the effective applied uses of ESP are as likely to ,cause the 

eventual acceptance of psi as is any laboratory research, no rratter 

how tt.ell conducted arx1 nethodolbgically 3)und it might ~. This ~uld 

be especially 3) for any psi based oammunication system which could 

create a financial incone (as perhaps associative rerrote viewing 

might) because the gaining of Yea.lth is one of the ultirrate 

touchstones of Iea.li ty in the· western s:>eieties. Orx:e sane aspect of 

psi becanes accepted, whether ESP or PI<, the gradual acceptance of 

psi's other facets seems inevitable. It seems safe to predict, in this 

context, that the presently reported ~rk will be seen as deriving 

fran the early "steam age" of PK research. Would that we could know 

its future cxmsequences rrM !. 
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APP~UIX ONE 

PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF PSYQiOKII.~IC MErAL-BEWI;:-..G 

Al.I.l Valida~ion of Micro-P~~ : MeG~odological Aspects 

A diversity of approaches has been ta~~ towards the exploration of 

the r:hysical aspects of PKJ.'1B (Hasted 1981a, Crussard & Bouvaist 1978, 

Sasaki et al 1974, Franklin 1974). 

Hasted claims (ibid) that sane eighteen different groups have 

engaged in investigations of FKMB. Hcwever, nest of these groups have 

only briefly been involved, many producing only brief preliminary 

findings and several producing no published output. Only four groups 

seem to have performed any sustained investigation of physical aspects 

of PKMB. 

'I'ffi groups are those centered around Sasaki at Denki Tsusnin 

Uni versi ty in Japan (Sasaki et al 1974), Bersani at the Uni versi ty of 

Bologna in Italy (Bersani & Martelli 1983), Crussard and Bouvaist at 

the Pechiney Aluminium Conpany in France (Crussard & Bouvaist 1978) I 

arrl Hasted at Birkbeck College, University of Lomon. M:>st of the 

Japanese group's published .output renains untranslated, as does t.~e 

Italian group's work, but a good translation of the French group's 

study is available. 

A primary division can be llBde between those studies using strain 

sensors to detect dynamic strain signals due to PKi"1B, and other 

analytical techniques which have frequently involved ~~lysis of 

structural and metallurgical characteristics of the PK target after it 

has been submitted to PKJ.\ffi action. 

Since the largest single plblished volurre of ,S":1g1ish language 

physics-based research into PKMB has been of instrumentally detected 

microscopic ~'1B effects this will be reviewed first. 
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Al.2.1 Instrurrentally Cetected Microscopic PK..~ 

By definition, macroscopic PKMB must entail a change of form of the PK 

target which is visible to the naked eye. In contrast, uPKMB can 

usefully be conceptualised as a microscopic flexure or strain event 

within the PK target. 

It is important to rote that the strain event may take the form 

of a rrore or less localised extension, oontraction or bending of pirt 

of the target object. The effects are by 00 rreans interpretable as 

always being purely beoo.ing (Hasted 1979a). 

Mcst crucially, these events can be obtained without the 

ostensible PKMB agent touching the PK target. These "no-touch" 

corrlitions are standard in this type of study (Hasted 1976a). 

Microscopic stra in events of this sort must be instrurrentall y 

detected. 1\tK} types of strain sensor have been used in stuiies of the 

effect, one being the resistive strain gaU3'e, the other being various 

types of piezoelectric strain sensor. 

The typical uP!<J.\1B target L"l this type of research is a strip of 

non ferrous rretal, frequently aluminium alloy. Consider a thin strip 

of such naterial which is subjected to bending. The convex surface of 

the strip will experience an extension, whereas the concave surface 

will experience a contraction. In the center of the strip, along a 

"neutral" axis, 00 net extension or contraction will occur. 

The resistive strain gauges utilised in rrost uP~1B studies 

oonsist of two canponents. The substrate is a t..~in plastic sheet, 

usually of about 10 nm length by some 3 am width. On the surface of 

the substrate a thin electrically oonductive track of cretal is vacuum 

deposited. 'rhe track is terminated in two srrall pads, to which 

soldered connections are nade. In use the strain gatJ;1e is borried to 
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the surface of a cretal specimen. 

Considering again the thin strip referred to above, strain galljes 

placed on the surface of such a strip will, if the strip is bent, 

experience extension or contraction. Extension or contraction of ~~ 

rretal track of the strain gat.:ge will thin or increase the thickness of 

the track, leading it to either increaSe L'1 electrical resistance or 

decrease in resistance. Use of a suitable low mise high gain bridge 

amplifier will enable these small changes in resistance to be 

converted to voltage changes which can be recorded using a chart 

recorder. 

The basis of research of this type is that PKl.\1B agents appear to 

be capable of creating short lived dynamic strains ~ich can be 

transduced and recorded using the technique outlined above. 

Piezoelectric strain sensors consist of blocks or sheets of 

piezoelectric material having electrodes deposited on their surface. 

In response to deformation, the piezoelectric material suffers a 

separation of charge which appears as an electrical potential 

difference tetween the electrodes. This process results in a much !TOre 

efficient mechano-electrical conversion of strain into an electrical 

signal than is obtained fran resistive strain gauges, but at the cost 

of the loss of perfonnance for steady state deformations. 

Allplification of these signals and recording by chart recorder follow 

similar nrocedures to those used with resistive strain gauges. 
!; 

Piezoelectric crystal strips can te used without a metal substrate. 

~t P1ysics based studies of uPKl.'vffi ha va been corrlucted using 

resistive strain gat.:ges, al thou:;Jh Hasted has recently adopted the use 

of piezo based strain sensors (Hasted 1983). 
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Al.2.2 The Diversity ofupKMB Signals 

A primary characteristic of uP~~ signals detected using strain gauge 

equipment is the great diversity of their v.aveforrns (Hasted 1976a). 

~st signals appear to be of relatively fast rise time, faster 

than the rather slow (50 ms approx) rise time of the chart recorders 

USErl (Hasted 1976a). Durations of such signals are highly variable, 

spanning the range fran milliseconds to occasional ~riods of several 

secooos (Hasted 1981a), rrost being fractions of a secorrl. 

Polarities of signals are al30 variable, polarities frequently 

reversing for no obvious reason (Hasted 1981a). Reversal of polarity 

implies a reversal of strain fran, say, extension to contraction or 

vice versa. Sc::Ire signals are unipolar, others bipolar. 

The rragnibrle of signals encountered by Hasted using WIEatstone 

bridge amplifiers of gain 300 has spanned a wiae range of the order of 

1 to 10,000, (1 mv to 10 volts) the lowest level teing limited by 

mise (Hasted 1981a). 

Inter-signal durations depend upon the productivity of the uPK.'v1B 

agent ana rray vary fran snall fractions of a second to ~riods of 

hours. Since this parameter is rrore prq:Jerly regarded as being 

oontrolled by psychological factors than fDysical factors it is 

discussed further in chapter 2. 

Hasted reports having obtained uPKMB signals fran stra in gauges 

rrounted on specimens of a wide range of rraterials including tungsten, 

brass, aluminium, copper, silicone rubber, v.o:xi, plastics, glass am 

fused silica (1981a). Hcwever, since lE has also reported fracture of 

sane strain gauges appa.rently due to direct action upon the strain 

gauge itself (ibid), it is always possible to question the 

interpretation of these results anl to construe them as involving ~e 

creation of effects directly upon the strain gauge, or its epoxy resin 
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bord to the substrate, rather than upon the substrate rraterial (see 

section Al. 4. 4) . 

This argtment loses force when the ostensible strain signals are 

accompanied by visible deformation of the PK target under no-touch 

aJrrli tions, as has happened to rretallic targets. But where ro 

rrdcroscopic structural changes or deformation or fractures of 

materials have occurred in association with ostensible uPKMB effects 

the alternative explanation for ostensible strain signals logically 

remains cp=n, althollJh it rray rot n:cessarily be a p:lrticularly 

attracti ve explanatory cption if the strain gaUJe itself shONS ro sign 

of damage or deformation. 

Al. 2. 3 Possible Sources of Artifact in UP~\1B Data 

Sceptical criticism of rracroscopic PKMB studies has tended to center 

upon subje:t fram as the rrajor s::mrce of fX)ssible artifact (Randi 

1975). It is thus ooteworthy that sceptical critics have terx:1ed rot to 

stress subje:t fram as the rrajor s::mrce of artifact in uPKM8 stooies, 

but have tended to favour the hyp:>thesis of instrurrental artifact as 

the primary sol:ll"ce of fX)ssibly invalid data. Thus Taylor for example 

(Taylor 1980) has attempted to explain away uPK.i.'-18 results as t.eing due 

to the reception of transients due to static electricity. 

Same critics have informally cited air currents as possible 

sources of artifact in uPKMB data (Ranii 1982), "Whilst other have 

thollJht that ultrasonic sounds might be responsible for reslults 

(Merton 1981). Tenperature changes have teen suspected as causing 

artifactual responses in uPKMB detection equipment (Cornell 1983). 

Finally, there is the question of subject frame 

Each of these sources of cotential artifact wi 11 t.e consid:red In .. 

relation to Hasted's published studies employing strain gcH~es. 
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Basted I s work is chosen because it represents by far the largest 

single source of published rraterial in this area. Also this reviewer 

has had continuous a:mtact with this work since 1975, enabling rrn..d1 

inforrration to te gained which does rot appear in Hasted I s 

publications. 

Al. 2. 4 Artifact fran Electrical Sources 

There are four principal categories of electrically generated 

p:>tential artifact which might affect uPKMB detection equipment. 

The first is internal oscillation or instability within uPKMB 

equipment. This can be prevented by good design am construction 

practice and circuit p:rfonnance must be carefully lIDnitored using an 

oscilloscope. Internal instability will be revealed in control running 

of equiprcent. All of Hasted I s equiprrent has been sub jected to anal ysi s 

of p:rfonnance by oscilloscope during the construction phase and long 

control periods of quiet running prior to experimental sessions have 

also been errployed. 

The second potential source of artifact 1S static electricity. 

There are three :f.Ossible rrechanisms by which static electricity might 

cause signals to appear in uPKMB equipnent. 

Hasted states (Hasted 1977a) that charging of the l::x:rly by rubbing 

a rran rrade carpet, follONed by hand oontact with a cretal specimen 

bearing a strain ga~e can Cause signals to appear in the uPKMB 

channel, due to the discharging of the accunrulated static charge down 

the screen of the cable oonnecting the strain gaU3'e to the amplifier. 

This is of course a ~ry short range phenanenon, requiring touch, 

or ex~ly close proximity to the PK target since the climate in 

Englam is too humid to allON large electrostatic voltages to te built. 

up in roans which are rot air corrlitioned (hasted I s laboratory is rot 
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air comitioned, ror were any of his subjects' hanes). 

In practice, the rornal visual cbservation of subject.s used to 

prevent touching ~uld also Ce effective in preventing them ei ther 

touching the s;;>ecimen or placing their harris rEar enough to allaN 

micro-sparks to transfer an accumulated elec.trostatic charge to the PK 

target. 

AIDther rrechanism by which static dlarges might cause artifactual 

signals is by dynamic electrostatic irrluction. Thus (Hasted 1981a), 

when Matthew Manning \\as allowed to execute vigorous wirrlmilling 

novenents of the arms rEar to an electrode rmunted in air during ~ 

of Hasted's studies of ostensibly raranorrral electrical };i1enorrena 

(N.B. rot strain signals) it was found that signals \>.ere produced upon 

the electrode by the ronnal rrechanism of dynamic electrostatic 

induction, \\here rrovemant of electrostatically charged objects can 

irrluce fOtentials on n=arby objects. 

It should te roted that Hasted's subjects are stationary during 

uPKMB experimental sessions. Th2 electrostatic screening of strain 

gaUJes arrl their associated cables arrl the earthing of cretal specimens 

eliminates this SJurce of artifact tecause of the law electrical 

resistance to earth of exposed {X>rtions of the target. 

The third electrostatic rrechanism, Wlich VtUuld be so unusual as 

to te virtually I;Branonnal, ~uld be if subjects a:mld sorrehcw mntrol 

the electrostatic charge on their txxiies to the p:>int that they muld 

spontaneously create high voltage electrostatic fields. There is some 

suggestive evidence that Geller succeeded in doing this during two 

sessions when he held a gieger munter tube (ibid pl4l) ani appeared 

to have created a current flaw in its steel rover. Hovever Hasted's 

other subjects appear rot to have been so ostensibly gifted in this 

regard an:i oo-touch cx:mditions \>.ere in use. 
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Hcwever, Hasted's studies of 03tensibly f:aranornal electrical 

effects (Hasted & Robertson 1981b) created by others of his subjects 

does appear to suggest that they might be capable of producing bursts 

of electrical dlarge at a distance fran themselves at or very rear to 

a rcetal surface and in air. 

The insulation am screening of exposed rretal surfaces v.tlich are 

oonnected to his strain amplifiers might re ~ed to prevent this 

type of paranormally generated electrical artifact, but it should t:e 

ooted that serre of Hasted's intemediate work vas perforrrEd with 

unscreened strain gcH,lJes (Hasted & Robertson 1980a). 

Adiitionally, one subject, Matthew Manning, apparently vas able 

to prcrluce electrical signals inside an electrostatically screened 

ferrite ring bearing a toroidal winding, suggesting that screening may 

not be effective in excluding p3.ranornally created electrical effects. 

The situation in this regard rerrains unclear, out where 

ostensible uP~~ signals are associated with visible deformation of 

specimens it seems reasonable to a:mclude that strain events are the 

rrajor source of signals in the absence of satisfactory evidence to the 

oontrary, especially where insulation arrl screening of the strain 

gaUJe has l:een practised. 

Tha fourth category of electrical s:>urces of arti£actual signals 

is electranagnetic in origin, arrl i3 by far the rrost practically 

important of all s:>urces of artifact in strain gauge based uPKNB 

equipnent. 

Wren rrains powered inductive loads are switched electrical arcing 

can occur for brief periods at switch contacts. Examples of inductive 

loads are devices containing electric rotors or other rrains energised 

ooils, such as transforrrers, relays or 9Jlenoids. Refrigerators, deep 

freeze cabinets, vashing rrachines am central heating systems are 
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ccmnon danestic examples of such devices. High voltages, \.\hich cause 

the arcing, are C}:!nerated by the cnllapse of the rragnetic field 

surrounding the rrotor coils of these types of device when their 

current supply is cut off. 

The brief electric discharges at SNitch contacts produce bursts 

of high voltage ~dio frequency electrical oscillation which can 

spread dawn rrains wiring am te broadcast as bursts of broa.dbarrl radio 

interference in adjacent voams. 

Since the oormal changes in voltage across stra in gaUjes are of 

the order of rnicrovol ts, high intensity airborne electranagnetic 

transients can enter strain gauge bridge amplifiers in sufficient 

strength, despite the electrostatic shielding employed, to generate 

spurious outputs in the uPKMB channel. 

Ttl:! fourth category is a:mstituted by radio transmitters am 

powerful W3.lky-talky radio sets which can have the same effect, 

al though they are of much less cnrmon occurrence than the transients 

due to automatic equipment SNitching itself. 

Al.2.S P~utions Taken Against Electranagnetic Artifact 

Hasted has anployed two techniques to protect his uPl<A.~ data fran 

artifact created by the reception of electromagnetic transients. In 

early work he utilised long control p:riods of "quiet running " 

(Hasted 1976a) where equipment \'as left to function at the site of 

sessions prior "to the introduction of the subject. 

Given environments are usually consistent in their sources of 

electromagnetic artifact (because such sources as central heating or 

refrigerators S10N consistent p=riodic behaviour) so that control runs 

of several hours are adequate to provide dlecks against the 

possibility that a given voam may be very prone to electromagnetic 
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transients. 

Nevertheless, although the oontrol IEriod is a valuable 

technique, nore fXJsitive insurance is provided by rronitoring for 

electranagnetic artifact concurrently with the detection of uPIG1B 

signals, since doubts about the a::msistency of l::ehaviour of the 

environment are thereby answ:red. 

Hasted then adopted the "durrmy channel" technique. An additional 

amplifier arxi chart recorder channel are used which are identical to 

that used for the uPKMB channel. H(XfJever, the input to the amplifier 

is a p:issive resistor, or say, a temperature sensitive resistor 

instead of a strain gauge (Hasted 1981a). 

This systan will mt therefore respond to dynamic strains, but if 

electromagnetic transients are present which are of sufficient 

rragni tude to pass through the screening of the uPKi.~ channel, the same 

transients can l::e expected similarly to affect the dunmy channel. In . 
this way, if co-cx:curring signals are observed, it is presUl'CEd that 

interference is the source, whereas signals only appearing in the 

uPKJ.\1B channel can l::e presurced to t::e stra ins rather than due to 

electranagnetic transients. Hasted comments (ibid pS9) that the dunmy 

channel results shew that rrost environrrents are electrically quiet. 

It should l::e mted that in 1979 Hasted constructed a three sided 

screened enclosure at Birkbeck in which all subsequent e>q;:Osure of PK 

targets has taken place. This has apparently excluded all 

electranagnetic artifacts fran the later ~rk, al thoUjh a dunmy 

channel is still used as starrlard practice (ibid pSg) 

Al.2.6 Air CUrrents 

T~ explanation of Hasted's results as due to flexures caused by air 

currents is mt tenable. The rigidity of the ~ecimens used am the 
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relative insensitivity of his bridge amplifier system (of gain 300 _ 

see electronics appendix 2) rrean that flexures due to air OlrI'ents 

would oot be detected. Only air currents powerful enough to cause 

swinging of specimens oould create artifactual uPKJ.'1B signals due to 

the swinging action (Hasted 1984). The S3.ffie argum:nt applies also to 

attempts at fraudulent creation of signals by subjects blowing at the 

specimen. 

Al. 2. 7 Ultrasonic Noises 

OrE suggestion has been put forward that uP~~ results rray be due to 

subjects unconsciously learning to produce ultrasonic noises 

. Hasted has examined uPKMB strain signals using a digital 

storage oscillosoope am has found 00 evidence of ultrasonic 

components (Hasted 1984). He. has also listened to uPK.."-1B signals via 

headphones and has found them to be low frequency in character, 

probably not oontaining any oamponents above 500 Hz (Hasted 1981a). 

Chapter 7 presents further evidence of the low frequency nature of 

uPKMB signals fran the author's cwn researches. 

T~ chart recorders used by Hasted (JJ Lloyd t~ 553) have 1ClW 

p3.ss filters in their inputs which cut off their response fran about 

100 Hz (see instrurIEIltation appendix 2) so that in any case ultrasonic 

signals \tAJuld be rerroved by filtration of the incoming signal even if 

it ¥.ere present in the strain gauge amplifier output. It thus appears 

highly unlikely that uPl<i\1B signals can te explained away on these 

grounds. 

Al.. 2.8 Audio Frequency Sound 

The sensitivity of Hasted' s uP~~ detection system 1S such that no 

response is produced by oorrnal airborne acoustic ooises. 
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Al. 2. 9 Thennal Artifacts 

Hasted states that sudden changes of temperature are unknown in uf'KL'1B 

ext;erimentation (Hasted 1981a). Hasted has IlDunted thermal sensors on 

uPKMB target specimens but has rEver found any sudden change L'1 

temperature even during uPKJ.'-1B strain events recorded by a:mventional 

strain gauges IlDunted ~y on the same specimen (ibid pl33). Strain 

ga\.l3es are also temperature compensated - the alloy used for the 

resistive track has a low t:an{:erature ClJefficient of resistance (ibid 

pl32) • 

Slow drift is displayed by the fen trace of Hasted's chart 

recorders, but this is probably due to thencal drift within the strain 

ga\.l3e amplifier. This type of drift can readily be distinguished fram 

uPKMB signals because their fast rise times permit easy discrimination 

fran the very rruch slower changes due to themel drift. Allowing 

equipnent to reach steady state temperatures before introduction of 

the subject I1U.1Ch reduces therrcal drift (Hasted 1984). 

Al.2.10 SUbject Fraud 

The IlDst likely rrethod whereby subjects might attempt to produce uPKMB 
\ 

effects fraooulently is by P1ysical ClJntact with the target ~imen, 

ei ther by direct a:mtact or by rrea.ns of implem=nts. Hcwever, the 

standard use of no-touch ClJnditions greatly facilitates tile prevention 

of fraud. 

Witnessing is a very nuch easier task in the case of uP!<J."1B 

studies than in macroscopic with-touch FKMB because of the separation 

of the subject fran the PK target. A factor which p:JWerfully assists 

the effective witnessing of uPKMB events is that since the strain 

pulses are discrete events which cause irrrnediate atrlible feedback for 
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subject am experimenter to be generated by the mise of the rrovement 

of the c..~art recorder pan, the exact instant of paranomal action can 

be precisely known. The subect' s position ani activities at these 

instants can be readily ooted. 

This poses a considerable contrast to the with-touch rracroscopic 

PK..~ effects which can often occur unnoticed, na...king it impossible to 

exactly identify their tbne of occurrence. Witnessing vigilance In 

uPKMB sessions is naturally increased at moments of action by 

wi tnesses hearing the p:n rrotion of the chart recorder. 

Tee central task of witnessing nust te to ensure that the subject 

is unable to touch the PK target unobserved. Sane of Hasted's reported 

stooies have employed subjects YA10 ooly prcrluce effects over a few 

feet distance am who prefer to sit so that their hands are within a 

foot or 00 of the PK target specimen ( Stephen North for example 

(Hasted 1981a». 

In this case witnessing of t.pe subject has to be at a cx:mstant 

high level arrl it should be roted that rrany of the reported studies 

anploying this type of subject used two experimenters, one of whan 

fully concentrated upon observation of the subject whilst the other 

atterx1ed at times to the equipr:rent (Hasted & Robertson 1980a,b, Hasted 

& Robertson 1981a,b,c, Hasted et al1984). 

But other subjects such as Nicholas williams (Hasted 1976a) 

consistently worked at rrore than four feet fram the PK target, 

sometimes at distances of ten or fifteen feet and in these cases, 

assurance against fraudulent interference with PK targets is easily 

provided by witnessing by one p:rson. In addition, many of the 

sessions with williams and other subjects employed multiple PK targets 

am simultaneous effects '.\ere recorded as occurring to targets lNhich 

~re far rrore widely spaced than an ann's reach (ibid). 
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Deliberate sruaking or jogging of the chart ~rder or amplifiers 

has been cited by one sceptical critic as a likely source of fraud 

(Rarxii 1975). Hcwever, Hasted has always sited such equiprcEnt ~ll out 

of reach of his subjects (1981b) am considers this source of fraud 

highly unlikely. 

Hasted has also hinted that electronic devices oould l:e 

oonstructed which oould deliberately 00 used to generate artifactual 

signals by broadcasting random bursts of radio frequency oscillation 

(Hasted 1981a). This ImlSt also 00 regarded as an unlikely eventuality, 

since none of Hasted's subjects have had any electronics expertise nor 

do they seem to l:e aware of this possibility (ibid pS9). 

In sessions run with the dummy channel oontrol for 

electromagnetic interference this source of artifact would rapidly l:e 

suspected Cecause surreptitious radio transmissions would l:e detected 

by ,the dummy ~anne1 as \Ell as the PK channel. 

Hasted has oommented in private oammunication (1984) that he has 

encountered no signs of subjects attempting to cheat at uPK."1B tasks, 

althoU3'h Stephen North did at one t;:eriod tend to rrake involuntary 

rroverrents towards the ~~ target. But these occurred in response to 

the mise of a signal being registered by the chart recorder, af ter 

the event rather than simultaneous or prior to it. 

Al. 3.1 Validation of Micro-~~ : Methodological Aspects 

Only three studies have OOen presented by their authors as l:eiZ1g 

specific attempts, to validate the uPKMB effect (Hasted 1976a, Bers:lni 

& Martelli 1983, Mattock & Hill 1977). 

Hasted's decision not to expend effort on fornal validation 

studies seems to originate from his belief that exploration of the 

physics of the fi1enanena is !tOre important than protracted arrl 
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prcbably futile attempts to oonvince sceptical groups 'Nbo are actively 

hostile to the existence of psi Iilenanena. M.lch of relevance to the 

question of the validation of uPf<l.'48 can havever be gathered by 

examination of Hasted's other p.ililished output. 

Before cx:msidering these validation p:ipers it seeIn.3 \o,Orthwhile to 

attempt to outline the principal rrethodological requirerrents Wlich 

should apply to validation studies of this s:>rt. Prior consideration 

of these issues will create a context against which the published 

attempts can be rrore readily evaluated. 

Ideally, exmtrols on experimenter fraud should also be applied 

but as in the case of Hasted's paper lack of fersonnel an:i resources 

frequently prevent this. It should be ooted that later uP~'48 

exr;Erimental sessions held by Hasted have sc::m:times involved several 

irrlependent witnesses, al though Hasted has shcwn a certain app:irent 

lack of awareness of likely public arrl p:1rapsychological response l.n 

oot giving full details of these sessions (eg Hasted 1976a). 

'Two main ~irements apply to validation studies as to any study 

of this type, namely freedom fran instrum:ntal artifact arrl freedan 

fran subject fraud. Tb: requirerrents are exp3.zrled am their princip:1l 

methodological bnplications are listed belcw. 

1. Kmwn effective sources of instrurcental artifact should either be 

excluded or if this is oot p:>ssible should te detected 

irrlepezrlently of the response of the uPK.~ channel. 

2. Freedan fran artifact introduced by the sub ject should te 

demonstrated by the running of control periods in the presence of 

the subject. 

3. Centrol periods run in the absence of the subject should te 

oerformed to demonstrate the absence of instrumental artifacts . .. 
4. SUbject fraud should te prevented. 
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Althou:1h these requirenents are desirable as rrethcdological <pals, the 

phencxnenology of uPKJ.\1B rrakes the fulfillrrent of ~ of them difficult 

at times. 

Requirem:mt (1) is rt:::M routinely s:ltisfied by Hasted's use of the 

dummy channel technique for detecting the presence of electrcmagnetic 

transients. Since 1979 Hasted has placed PK targets within an earthed 

screened enclosure in which the subject sits which has effectively 

reI'OC)ved this oource of artifact fran his data, altholljh a dunmy 

channel is still used (Hasted 1984). 

Requirem:nt (2) can be rrade very difficult by the lack of a::mtrol 

shcwn by nany uPKJ.'1B agents over their effects. Should they create 

uPKMB effects involuntarily during control periods it becomes unclear 

whether there is some form of subject-generated artifact present or 

whether they are spontaneously and unintentionally generating uPKMB 

effects. Hcwever, the use of subject rest periods interpolated tetween 

periods where they intend to produce effects can provide this facility 

ani has l::een used routinely both by Hasted am in the author's studies 

reported later. Subjects differ greatly in their proneness to 

producing spontaneous effects in rest periods as is shor.vn very 

strikingly by the results fran the twelve session stuiy (chapter 5). 

Requirerrent (3) has been routinely sa tisf ied by Hasted tecause 

quite long pre-session running (1/2 to 1 hour) of his strain gallje 

equipmant is rECessary for it to reach therrral steady state. 

Requirerrent (4) is more complex. It is bnportant to note that 

Hasted claims that re has not encountered attempts to cheat at 

witnessed uP&"18 tasks (Hasted 1984) so that his precautions seem 

likely to have acted efficiently as deterrents to frau:L 

It has already been ooted that uPK.."'1B rrethcrlo1ogy enploys :n-touch 

ooniitions as starrlard. A clear line of sight should always be 
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available to the witness so that the gap between the subject am the 

target can always be seen. The distance between the subject am t..'e PI< 

target partly determines the degree of vigilance needed by witnesses, 

as also does the witness to subject distance. If the PI< targel.. is '~ll 

beyorrl the reach of the sub ject, the rrovecrent recessary to reach it 

will tend to alert the witnesses automatically. The level of 

spontaneous rcoverrent shONn by the subject is an important factor am 

subjects are oornally encouraged to rrove as little as possible as this 

assists effective witnessing. Access by the subject to the PI< target 

ani electronic equiprrent should be prevented at all times, as this 

will prevent fixing of threads etc. 

Tre screened enclosure used by Haste:i 1S largely rrade fran highly 

reflecti ve aluminium sheets. These provide a system of mirrors 

encircling the subject which allows witnesses opportunity for 

unobtrusive observation of the subject (Hasted 1984). 

Al. 3 • 2 Identifying the I.cx:us of PK 

A systematic probLem which affects any PK study employing more than 

very simple passive apparatus is that of identifying the locus of PK 

activity. In uPKMB studies the problem arerges in the form of the 

question of \\bich p:irt of the app:uatus is affected by PK. Since uP~~ 

apparatus is most naturally divided into three sections, strain 

sensor, amplifier arrl dlart recorder, the question arises of haN the 

locus might be O=cided retween these three oomponents. 

Tre starrlard approach which might be employed if PKMB ....ere 

regarded as an essentially rorrra.l fl1ysical causal agent v.ould te to 

use a durrmy sensor to detect \\hether the PK ~re affecting the 

amplifier or dlart recorder. If the strain sensor ~re found rot to t:e 

the locus, 0..0 amplifiers CDuld te used 1:etween which the signal ~re 
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rarrlanly svitched (with the experimenter am subject being bUm to 

which ale \oB.S in use) to identify whetr.er the amplifier or dlart 

recorder VEre being affected by PK. 

Hasted has adopted the du.rrmy sensor approach (198Ia) by using a 

resistive tanperature sensor in place of a strain gallje arrl has rEver 

found signals appearing fran it. This strongly suggests that the locus 

of the effect is rut the amplifier or chart recorder. 

Insulation am electrostatic shielding of the strain gauge ill ID 

'-lay diminishes the signals, so that although p3.raoornal electrical 

effects have teen detected (see section M.ll), electrical effects 

might be thoU3'ht to be excluded, so that the locus is finnly 

established as the rretal target to \l.hich the strain gauge is borrled. 

However, two problems beset this comforting view. The first is 

that Hasted has found evidence that the rretal tracks of strain gauges 

seem sometimes to show evidence of attack by PI<, suggesting direct 

strain action on the gauge itself (ibid pI02). 

'rne secorxi is that there are sore hints fran the data on 

paranormal electrical effects suggesting that a possible PI< mechanism 

may involve the direct injection of current into screened arrl 

insulated wires - teleportation on an atomic level (ibid pI44). 

If the latter mechanism is possible it makes pointless any except 

very elaborate attempts to define the locus of PI< action using 

electronic equiprrent b:cause the PK effects potentially could play 

capricious games in roving fran locus to locus. Even so, a definitive 

identification of the locus may still not be possible. 

The later v.ork on p:iraoorrral corxluctivity (see section AI.ll.3) 

suggests that tanporary p:iranorrral corrluction r:aths could be created 

by PK which might cause significant effects on even rredium impedance 

circuitry. 
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It should also be ooted that in the area of PK e>ep:rimentation 

which is currently nost active, in which electronic raman event 

generators (REGs) are used, the question of the locus of t.'-le effect is 

seen as largely irrelevant tecause the event of interest is regarded 

as a quantum reaction remered rracrosropically observable (Schmidt 

1974). REGs are viewed in this way as being "black boxes". TtEre is a 

case, for certain purposes invol ving psychological studies, for taking 

a similar view of uPKMB instrurrentation. This will be discussed l::.elcw 

(see chapter 5). 

However since uPKMB targets used by Hasted have quite frequently 

shaNIl signs of visible deformation the IIDst parsimonious hypothesis is 

that the locus is indeed on the Iretal specimen rather than the 

equiprrent, although the logical possibility exists that multiple loci 

lTB. y be involved. 

Al. 3.3 Validation of UPKMR: Hasted's Study 

Too bulk of Hasted's (1976a) p3.per deals with rrethodological questions 

relevant to the validation of the macrosropic PKMB effect. 

However, an account is given of an early uPK1\ffi session which is 

presurrably offered as evidence for the reality of the effect, although 

it is not clearly presented as an attempt at a formal validation of 

uPKMB. An account of the same session appears in Hasted's book (Hasted 

1981a) am essentially similar oonditions seem to have reen in force 

for at least a subsequent eight sessions held with the sanE subject, 

NiCholas Williams, at his hane. Details will be drawn freely fran toth 

sources, supplemented by information obtained by personal 

oammunication with Hasted. 

Prior to the start of the experimental session Hasted arrived at 

the teenage subject's hate. Tn: subject left the house ani did rot 
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return for rrore than an hour. ~ equipment ;,.as set up arrl allowed tD 

perform a control nm of ItOre than an hour to dem:>nstrate freedan fran 

instrumental artifact. 

Tte latchkey uPKL'-1B target mntained a v.ell screened strain gaLXJe 

which vas si tuated in a slot in the rretal of the key. The tennination 

of the cable with the key vas rigidly secured by epoxy resin. The key 

vas suspended by its electrical lead fran the rrantlepiece cpposite a 

sofa in the lounge, upon which Hasted arrl Williams sat during the 

session. Too amplifier arrl chart recorder v.ere I;Ositioned within a few 

feet of the key but well out of range of Williams' reach. '!here vas rD 

fire alight in the grate relow the rrantlepiece. 

UIX>n the subject's return, he vas introduced tD the equiprrent arrl 

allowed rranually to flex the latchkey in order to be shONn that the 

chart recorder p:n \#.QuId respooo to its deforrration (it vas the first 

time that Williams had seen the equiprrent). After this derronstration 

the key YaS dlecked to see that it r..as perfectly straight arrl vas 

never again touched by Williams, althoLXJh Hasted briefly touched it 

later when tracing its profile onto paper. 

Hasted curl williams then sat alongside EBch other on the sofa 

which vas situated about 2.5 rretres fran the rrantlepiece. Hasted gave 

Williams pieces of cutlery to hold which became rent during the oourse 

of the session. His purpose in giving Williams the cutlery vas 

twofold, partly to stimulate his PK and partly to ensure that his 

hams ~re full, providing a further safeguard against fraud. Williams 

did rot lea. ve the rofa during the course of the session. 

In the initial stages of the session the chart recorder 

sensitivity vas set at 100 rnv (full scale deflection). Since only very 

srrall signals -had appeared, after thirty a..o minutes Hasted increased 

the dlart recorder sensitivity to 10 mV. During the rext forty minutes 
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the anpli tude of the signals increased to the {;X)int where full scale 

deflections ~re frequently achieved. Hasted accordingly reduced the 

sensitivity of the chart recorder back to its original value of 100 mv 

but still full scale signals ~re recorded. After a further three 

minutes he reduced the chart recorder sensitivity still further to 1 

volt but full scale deflections still persisted. Ten minutes later he 

reduced the sensitivity of the chart recorder to 10 volts. Sane eight 

minutes later the chart paper ran out ani the session YaS tenninated. 

The session had lasted a total of some two hours ani during the 

later rrore violent {;ilases observable eefo.rnations of the key had 

occurred. Hasted traced the key's profile, recorded the time ani later 

rrea.sured the angle of the bends (Hasted 1976a). At 18.06 hr the angle 

\aB.S 10 degrees (all rcea.surem:nts are g~ven as accurate to within 1 

degree), at 18.11 it vas 50 degrees, at 18.17 it vas 12 degrees. 

The cEcrease of . hem angle revealed by the last rreasurerrent, 

althou.;Jh unexpected, provides further incidental evidence in favour of 

the validity of the recorded uPKt"1B signals, since between the .18.il 

reading am the 18.17 reading, several very large signals in the 

reverse direction to the rrajority of the previous signals -...ere 

recorded. 

Hasted cites the great diversity of strain signals as evidence 

for their ·genuineness, since a fraooulent rrechanisrn YoOuld presurcably 

be unable to create the observed variety of nagnitlrles, fX)larities, 

rise am decay t~es and fine structure of the signals (ibid p374). 

Sections of the c~rt record produced fram this session are reproduced 

in both accounts (ibid p372), although ooly those sections shewing 

uPKMB activity are shown. 

As accounts of a validation session,' the eescriptions published 

by Hasted are eeficient in a number of respects because several 
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pertinent details are missing. It ·...as rot explicitly stated that the 

control run had been perforrred, ror W3.S it explicitly stated that ro 

artifactual responses w=re recorded during the control run, al thoU3h 

personal a:mmunication has established ooth of these p:>ints (Hasted 

1984) . 

The accounts do rot detail the rrove.mants, or lack of rroveaents of 

subject ani experimenter. ~rently Hasted an:1 Williams ~re a::mtent 

to rerrain seated for two hours because Williams vas intent upon 

relating to Hasted the series of ostensibly fE.raoormal events lNhich 

had happened in his hone since Hasted had last visited (Hasted 1984). 

Hasted is certain that neither of them left the roan during the 

session, and the only other occupant of the house, Williams I father, 

\>as rot present in the lounge during the session (Hasted 1984). 

Coosidering this account as supplerrented by details obtained 

later, ?ID evaluation of the evidence can be attempted. Several aspects 

of the evidence appear to favour a fE.ranorrral interpretation. 

Firstly, the very large amplitude of the recorded signals 1.S 

significant. When the key had been shewn to Williams, am rranually 

flexed, signals in the 100 mvrange v.ere created. During the 

ostensibly p:iranonnal fhase of berrling, pm deflections representing 

several volts \.\ere recorded. If williams v.ere surreptitiously exerting 

oormal rranual force on the key of this IYBgnitude his physical effort 

~uld have been obvious. 

Secondly, there was a large gap bettNeeI1 Williams am the key, so 

surreptitious IYBnual interference does seem to be ruled out, 

especially in consideration of the fact that the P&~ activity as 

revealed by chart recorder tN3.S long Ii ~ ani persistent. It is rnt as 

if events could be explained on the basis of there having been a 

single large fraudulent bend produced. 
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Explanation of t.l1e mart recorded signals as being due to 

electrical artifact of sane kirrl, or any other form of inst.run'l:ntal 

artifact seems to be excluded by the fact that visible deformation of 

the key occurred. 

What seems to be left is a clear choice between either assuming 

that Hasted's observational lX'Wers are drastically impaired in scm: 

unobvious way, or that 00 is framulent, or else that the events ~re 

genuine. 

In the last of the series of eight sessions rorriucted with 

'Williams at his hone, a videotape recording ¥as rrade of the latchkey 

PI< target which shaNS it during periods when uPKMB strains were 

registered. In addition an independent witness ¥as present. Other 

features of the series of sessions with Williams relevant to 

validation have been discussed in section 1.6.2. 

Al.3.4 The Italian Validation Exper~ts 

The Bersani ani Martelli paper (1983) represents a relatively brief 

selection of rraterial taken fran their reported total of 194 planned 

experiments s,panning the years fran 1975 to 1978. 

Unfortunately the rrain bulk of this rraterial is rot available in 

English translation oor has it yet been published in Italian. Bersani 

is a physicist working at the physics institute of the University of 

Bologna am his group's researches 'appear to have been directed 

principally towards validation of various PKMB effects am atteTlpts at 

oontrolled observation of a fairly wide range of other pltative PI< 

tilenornena. Their v-ork seems to be minly exploratory in character, 

little analytical investigation of physical effects having been done. 

The authors state that the accounts included in this paper 

represent the best of their results obtained under the rrost 
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satisfactory a::mditions of oontrol that they rranaged to achieve (ibid 

plOl). Their rTBcro PKMB validation attempts are reviewed in dlapter 1, 

section 1.6.4. 

They cite two instances where visually observable bmis ~re 

obtained with EpeCimens which ~re equipped with strain gaUJes. 

Strictly speaking these are therefore rracrosropic PKMB events, but 

since instrurrental registration of the teoos vas obtained this ~rk 

seans rrore logically reviewed in conjunction with other strain gaUJe 

based uPKMB studies than elsewhere. 

The ~rimenters used ro form of control procedure or dumny 

channel technique to exclude possible artifact due to electrical 

causes. However, the fact that observable deformation ~re obtained 

and the other circumstances of these events rraKe it seem unlikely that 

the signals recorded were artifacts. 

A positive feature of their rrethodology \'as the employment of n..o 

professional magicians as consultants whose comments are appended to 

the accounts of each test. Unfortunately the rragicians v.ere rot 

present at the test sites or at the exp:riments themsel \.leS but ~re 

told of the circumstances of the ~riments later by the 

experimenters. This is a ~kness, since there rray have teen features 

of the environIIeIlt or events Yihich CDuld have had a bearing upon the 

evaluation of the results which escaped the ootice of the 

experimenters, or selective recall rray have altered the accounts 

glven. 

There are several weaknesses in the descriptions gi veIl where 

relevant details are rot provided. The account <bes rot state 

explicitly that the nagicians were allO\tled to examine relevant 

~rimental equipnent (3Uch as the sealed l::XJxes extensively used to 

cxmta in PKL-..u3 target spec imens), al thouqh personal comnunication wi th 
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Bersani (1984) has established that they '.<.ere arx:l has clarified SClT'e 

other PJints (see b:low). 

Sane of the rragic; "'os ' . 1 ~ comnents 1lllp y an extrerre degree of 

scepticism so that presumably their acceptance of protocols would net 

easily b: gained. 

Exp3riment number PE69 (also enumerated as exp=rirnent number 4 l!1 

their 1983 paper) ¥as performed at the Physics Institute of tl-)e 

University of Bologna in 1975. It ¥as CDrrlucted to investigate the 

rate of PK ben:iing of a zinc strip of dimensions 60 x 9 x 1 rnn v.hich 

had a strain gaUJe bonded to its center along the rrajor axis (details 

of the instrurcentation are given in their fS.per). The strip vas placed 

on the upturned legs of a IIU II shaped support placed on a table. The 

strain gauge amplifier arrl chart recorder '.<.ere placed on a separate 

table in the same roan. 

The experimental session started at 16.50 pn in the presence of 

the subject, Orlarrlo BIagante am his rrother am Bersani am Martelli. 

At about 18. 30 Bersani left the roan. After &XtE time Bragante, \ttho 

had been under close observation by the nemaining experimenter 

Martelli, asked if he might take a short \aBlk outside the roan. 

While re ~s outside in the oorridor ha suddenly romplained of 

ca~iac palpitations (a sympbam occurring fairly often with this 

subject). Martelli arxi the boy's rrotber irrmediately v.ent into the 

corridor where Bragante quickly recovered. Martelli ircm=diately 

returned to the exp:rimental roan am found. that the strip was bent 

and that the p:m of the chart recorder had briefly C})ne off-scale am 

had then returned to a p:>sition different fran the original baseline. 

Martelli had observed the exact position of the fen i1mediately 

upon his return. Fran the rate of the chart paper travel am frcm the 

resul ts of a oontrol trial involving the rapid rranual bem. ing of an 
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identical strip the ~rim:mters calculated that m rrore than two 

seconds rould have elapsed tetween the event arxi its discovery by 

Martelli (ibid p1l3). 

At the norrent of the event's occurrence ooth Bragante am his 

rother were therefore still outsid: the roan, rraking direct Eratrl 

llnpossible. If Bragante's mother had surreptitously bent the strip 

whilst leaving the roan the trace left on the chart record rould mt 

have shONn the time of action that it did. 

Ttl: rragician A accepted the event as genuine, fNhilst the other, 

V.G. suggested that the event rould ha\1e teen raman. This latter 

seems somewhat unlikely since if stable structures such as zinc strips 

suddenly ;,..ere to berrl for 00 reason this type of behaviour VtUuld 

certainly have been discovered before row by the fl1ysics cnnnnmity. 

The second experiment, PE95 (number 6 in the 1983 paper) was 

perfo~ in a laboratory ronnected with the MErlicina Radiotelescope 

installation of the University of Bol~a. Its purpose was the 

attempted validation of PKMB with strain gauge recording arrl videotape 

visual docurrenta tion. 

Ttl: PK target w:lS an aluminium strip (70 x 10 x 2 rnn) which WiS 

supported on the upward p::>inting legs of a U shaped perspex support. 

This assenbly was placed inside a rectangular parspex box having all 

but one of its sid:s glued together with acrylic resin. 

The rerraining end p:mel had had its edges chamfered at 45 degrees 

to fit the similarly qJamfered ends of the sides, top and floor of the 

box. The end panel \tas secured so that its chamfered edges rrated 

tightly with those of the OOX by rreans of tight loq:>s of wire drawn 

through SlTB1I holes in each of its sides arx1 in rorresponding 

positions in the rreted panels, the four loc:ps baing secured with lead 

seals tearing non starrlard original i:npressions. A sealing tape \ooB.S 
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wound arowrl the OOX including the detachable em panel arrl \tas sealed 

to the OOX by means of wax seala bearing original bnpressions. 

'l\t,o electrical wires \Atere taken fran the strain gcHl;e to a pair 

of o:mtacts rrounted on the detachable end p3.nel. Fran these contacts a 

screened wire led the signal to an amplifier placed in a locked 

enclosure. The output of the amplifier vas conveyed to the chart 

recorder located in a roan on the floor l:elcw by rreans of two screened 

cables. 'I'\t.o chart recorder channels ~re used, differing in 

sensitivity by a factor of ten. Tn: chart record included a time 

calibration signal provided by a quartz clock at one minute intervals. 

The exp:riment started at 16.00 hrs am. the subject, Orlando 

Bragante, asked that the video recording should rot l:e used for his 

first attempt. After half an hour's trial he asked to l:e allowed to 

hold the strip for a Ybile in order to establish psychological contact 

with it. The box vas opened am the subject vas pennitted to harrlle 

the strip for ten minutes. 

It \eS then taken fran the subject, carefully examined, 

photographed, aIrl placed back in the box which \tas then resealed. Tn: 

strip YaS unbroken am perfectly straight at this stage. 

Although this important detail is missing fran the pililished 

account, Bersani kept the seala in another locked roan wi thin the 

building ani the subject vas unaware of \\hiCh roan this vas. The old 

seals fran the OOX ~re carefully kept under Bersani' s control am the 

device which imoressed the seals \.tas kept on his person (Bersani 
'" 

1984). Bragante could rot therefore have obtained replacerrent seals 

nor impressed them. 

Tn: subject vas left alone in the experimental roan \\hile the 

ext:erimenter io.~nt. ~url stayed in the roan in 'Nhich the chart recorder 

.;,.as located. At 17.05 pm the subject visited the ext:erimenter arrl 
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requested that ~ stay there even if signals should appear on the 

chart record. Th= subject then returned to the ex;erirnental roan anj 

at 17.06 a series of signals ~re recorded which lasted ~ly two 

minutes. 'I'w:) minutes later Bragante returned to the exp:rimenter anj 

S3.id that sorrething had happened. 

WIEn the exP=rimenter arrived in the exp:rimental roan he fourxi 

the :r;erspex box intact but the U shaped support inside overturned. T~ 

aluminium strip YaS fractured into two pieces v.nich v.ere only t"Eld 

together by the strain gaUJe which bridged the fracture. 

In their p:iper the experimenters interpret the dlart recording as 

being a series of close negative and positive :r;eaks looking almost as 

if the strip had been alternately bent first one way and then the 

other by a fair of invisible han:1s (ibid pl17). 

Inevitably this raises the question of whether Bragante had 

sorrehcw been able to do this rca.nually. Hcwever, careful examination of 

the relevant section of the dlart record, v.nich is reproduced in the 

paper (ibid p 119) reveals that it is by m rreans a record of simple 

to arrl fro bendings of the strip. ~ strain signals in every case are 

oowhere even approximately equal in amplitude in each direction, mr 

in rrost cases are the signals in one direction immedia tel Y followed by 

signals in the q?posi te direction. ~ authors' description is thus 

highly misleading. 

Th= rragician V.G. in his corrments on the exp:riment questioned 

whether the box might oot be openable without darraging the seals. 'Ib:! 

~rimenters <i:ny this am remark that at the time of writing the box 

is still intact and is available for inspection. 

Magician A hypothesised that perhaps the strip had been broken at 

the time of Bragante' s harrlling of it and that Bragante' s unwitnessed 

shaking of the box rould have produced overt breaking of 1:.'1e strip a.rrl 
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tre chart recorded signals. The authors comnent that a fracture in the 

strip v.ould have teen observed prior to its replaceaeI1t in the box. 

Unf ortunately their P'lotographs failed to axre out, so that 

docurrent.aJ:y proof of this is missing. 

In conclusion, it appears that the events cited by Bersani arrl 

Martelli constitute reasonably ~ evidence for the reality of PKMB. 

Probably the first incident is rrore convincing than the second, 

because the subject am his rrother ~re rot in the sam: roan as the PI< 

target at the time of PK action. 

Al.3.5 The Mattuck am Hill Validation 

Mattuc.k am Hill (1977) have p.lblished an account of a validation 

attanpt perforrred with Girard. Only one deformation event of several . 

IS claimed as highly evidential. 

A bar of dimensions 250 x 20 x 3 mm was equipped with two strain 

galljes which ~re stated to have been borrled on to it with acrylic 

resin <probably cyanoacrylate - "superglue"). A polyester sealing 

CDmpOund had been spread over the strain gauges. Ona gauge vas 

si tuated at the center of the bar, on the opposite side to a s:iw-cut 

(1 rnn wide by 0.9 mn deep) mde in it. The other vas located on the 

same side but 53 mn fran the central one. 

Girard took the bar in one harrl, lightly stroked it am it tent. 

Tre strain gauges ~re rot connected to the amplifier during this 

period, but the outputs fran the center strain gauge \\ere different 

after the tend, Ybich vas of 6. 7 degrees. 

'r.he dlange in the output represents a stretching, arrl it is this 

~ich estal?lishes the fBranormali ty of the event in the judgerrent of 

the authors. The center strain gaUJe vas located on the roncave side 

of the teOO, so ought to have ~rienced compression. However, the 
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reading g~ven irrlicated a stretching ani the pJlyester covering of the 

gauge shCMed m oompressional wrinkles after the berrl. 

Tn: authors tested similar bars arrl strain gauges arrl found that 

in every case, rranual berrling prcrluced signals irrlicati ve of 

oompression, am compressional wrinkles in the fOlyester sealing 

compound. 

They then hypothesised that perhaps the acrylate rond holding the 

center strain gauge on the e~rimental bar had failed so that they 

coooucted tests using three types of borxling, ( i) a perfect barxl, (ii ) 

a poor oond arrl (iii) 00 bond. In every case compression signals v.ere 

produced upon rranual berxiing of the bar. They also varied the rranner 

of bending, the time taken by defomation, the thickness of the 

polyester sealing compound am applied tension, heating am 

aarnpression to the sealing compound. 

With the electronic .equiprcent in use it vas found that these 

different corxiitions led to a range of recorded outputs fram the 

strain gauge of between - 4 volts to - 0.3 volts. Heating reduced 

these figures by about 20%. 

TtE change in output fran the strain gauge tefore am after the 

ostensible PKMB event had teen + 40 mv, corresponding to a stretching 

of some 0.001 rrm (calibration tests had ~ performed on the bar 

prior to the validation attempt). Drif t of this direction arrl 

rragnitude in the amplification system seerred unlikely to the authors 

because it had shown m drift tefore or after the ostensible PKMB 

event. 

Tn: event vas considered evidential by the authors tecause 

al tholX3h mly 8 kg applied 110 mn fran the bending point I£S found 

enough to create the tend angle by oorrral rreans, v.hich VwOuld have 

produced compression of the strain gauge, to stretch the bar by 0.001 
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rrm ~uld have required approximately 1 ton of tension. 

TtE authors 9.lggest that the action nay have teen caused by 

PK-iniuced ooftening of the bar accompanied by slight tension. Tf1.is is 

a result strongly suggestive of genuine PKMB, because of the anomalous 

output of the strain gauge. 

Al. 4.1 Hasted IS" SUrface of Action" in PKMB 

Hasted I S approach to the cnnceptualisa tion of ~\ffi has teen to prcpose 

the idea that PKMB cnuld Ce regarded as being p:rforrred by a "surface 

of action". The surface of action cnncept has played a daninant role 

in Hasted I s theorising about PKMB (Hasted 1981a). He defines this as 

(Hasted 1977a) :-

"A gean:trical surface over which p3.ranorrral bending forces are 
potentially exerted on solid specimens plaCe:l in that surface." 

TIE a:mcept vas formulated in response to sane early fimings in the 

series of sessions held with Nicholas Williams, the first of v.hidl \tas 

presented as evidence for the validation of uP&~ and reviewed above 

In section Al.3.3. 

'rtE crucial fiming which precipitated the formulation of the 

surface of action o::mcept \tas that apparently synchronous strain 

events took place on widely separated latchkey uPKMB sensors. Hasted 

proposed that if synchronous strain events w:re exp:rienced by 

separated sensors a surface of action must o:mnect them, exerting 

strain on them simultaneously (Hasted 1977a). 

Contradicting the simplest hypothesis that a spherical surface of 

uPKMB "action" propagates outwards in all directions equally with the 

subject at its center, Hasted found (ibid p586) that the mst 

characteristic disposition of synchronous strain events appeared to 
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occur in a vertical plane which ~read out in only one oorizontal 

direction radially fran the subject at its center. Thus synchronisItlS 

v.ould 1:e found to occur to sensors positioned at different distances 

fram the subject but lying on a vertical plane intersecting their 

body. This appears to be Hasted I S rrost significant conclusion 

regarding these early sessions (Hasted 1977a). 

In order to be able to comuct investigations into the 

configuration of the surface of action it \laS essential that the 

subject rema.in :inm:>bile in one FOsition for ext.eOOed p:riods. Hasted 

linnobilised his early subject Nicholas Williams by placing him at a 

table at which he constructed rrodel aircraft fran kits during the 

course of uPKMB sessions (Hasted 1981a). 

Five different uP&'vfi3 target configurations w:re used. Each took 

the subject as the mdal point of the configuration. 

Th:! opposite oorizontal (00) configuration employed PK targets 

being placed at equal distances fram the sub ject on cpposi te sides, to 

front arx:l rear. 

Th:! equidistance horizontal (EH) configuration involved PI< 

targets being placed at points on the circumference of a horizontal 

circle around the subject. 

Th:! radial horizontal (Ra) configuration involved placing PI< 

targets on a line forming a radius extending outwards fram the 

subject. 

Th:! vertical (V) configuration involved two targets being placed 

at the sarre horizontal distance fran the subject, one being placed 

vertically above the other. 

The radial horizontal vertical (RHV) conf igura tion rornbined the 

RH and V configurations, two PI< targets being placed on a line 

ext.errling radially fran the subject, v.hilst a third vas placed 
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vertically arove the nearer of the two. 

Except for the RHV configuration, only two strain ga~e latchkey 

sensors were used in each conf igura tion. 

Distance fran the subject to the sensors vas approxiIrately three 

rreters (a feature relevant to the validation aspects of these 

sessions). Distances between sensors ;..ere usually just over a rreter 

except in the <li configuration where the separation vas about three 

rceters. Tte rraximum error of the chart recorder in shao1ing syochronous 

signals as being simultaneous \aBS esti.'Tlated at arout 0.2 secorrls 

(Hasted 1981a). 

Hasted's conclusions vegarding the properties of the hypothetical 

surface of action must be treated with great caution. 

He has intbnated that he regards this construct as only an 

approximate arrl tentative rrodel (Hasted 1977a) Wlich rray only hold for 

relatively large-scale features of uPKMB (Hasted 1979a). 

Later work on localisation of uPKMB strains (Hasted 1979a) 

clearly shao1ed that the c:oncept breaks down over- Slort (mn) distances 

arrl Hasted's use of the c:onstruct is rot without possible internal 

contradictions or at very least an unacceptable eegree of 

unfalsifiable freedan fran self contradiction bou:jht by further 

additional attributions of prq;>erties to the surface of action. 

A brief critical review of same of the faults and limitations of 

Hasted's experimental rrethodology anployed in his surface of action 

studies and of his use of the c:oncept seems justified since these 

faults rather clearly illustrate some of the problems Wlich quite 

generally affect same types of physics investigations of PK and which 

are inevitable in these areas. 

A limitation specific to Hasted's studies is that only tHo or 

three PI< targets w:re used. Although up to five sensors \Ere used in a 
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later repetition of this ~rk (Hasted 1981a), such srrall !1lll1'lbers of 

sensors cannot be taken to define adequately planes ext.en:ling several 

rreters throU3'h ~ce. In addition, the sensors ~re placed in a very 

limited total number of locations during these experiments. 

In his tabulated results (ibid p70) the numbers of synchronous 

signals per configuration is in I'D case nore than 10, am. ron 

syrx::hronous signal numbers per conf igura tion is 3 or less except for 

the EH configuration r1llII1l:er of 13. TrEse numbers are clearly too low 

to establish statistically significant relationships within the data. 

Any generalisation fran this data must therefore te regarded as purely 

suggestive. 

A quite general but severe arrl central rrethodological problem 

affecting any attempt to identify physical characteristics or 

rrechanisms of PI< events is the fX>ssible confounding of apparently 

physical features by uncontrolled psychological factors. This danger 

of oonfounding can only be avoided by exp:rimentation which has been 

carefully formulated to avoid it. 

Hasted appears to have disregarded this important potential 

source of bias in his data. Sp:cific confounding factors are 

plentiful. FiEst, l'Either subject oor exp:rimenter v.ere blirrl to the 

sensor configuration urrler test. 

Secorrlly, frem his account it is clear that the PK task as 

presented to the subject dlanged throU3'h the series of sessions. At 

first the subject was relatively uninterested L, the patterns of uP&~ 

signals detected. As the series progressed he became incveasingly 

involved with the task which Cecame that of prcrlucing syochronisms. 

Thus both the task am degree of activation also changed through the 

series (ibid p66). 

Other fX>ssibly salient factors ~ich might ha\le caused 
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differential responses are task preferences, p:rcei ved task 

difficulty, order effects, perseveration am rompliance to the 

~rimenter I s ~liefs about the p,encm:na. 

Although there seems to be a trend in the data fran the first 

series (ibid p7l) which vas rraintained in the second, in which rbrth 

vas the subject, v.hich suggests that synchronisms are mst readily 

obtained in a descen:iing order throUJh the a:mf igura tions RV, RH, F)J 

the trerxi my only result fran psychological factors rather than truly 

reflecting tDysical realities. Hasted states quite <:p:nly that by the 

end of the Nicholas williams series he had learnt to produce 

synchronisms on pairs of sensors in any oonfiguration (Hasted 1977a). 

Hasted's preference for construing the surface of action as 

dlaracteristically occupying a vertical plane seems therefore r:urely 

to ~ based on a willingness to generalise fran his available data, 

\\hich as has ~n seen is both insufficient in quantity ani probably 

subject to multiple uncontrolled sources of error. 

This view is reinforced by Hasted's roting of strong irrlividual 

differences ~tween his principal subjects Nicholas Williams arrl 

Stephen North (ibid p7l). North oonceptualised hi3 effects as somehow 

originating fran his harxis and he oould only reliably generate effects 

at up to aOOut 1 rreter fran himself. Williams seerred rot to 

oorx:eptualise the effects as being associated with his harxis arrl 

regularly created effects at 5 rreters fran himself am on one occasion 

created effects at 10 rreters fran: himself (ibid p54). In the oontext 

of these striking differences between subjects any inference to 

underlying tDysical ~~ities seems premature because of the high 

probability that they will .be overlaid by powerful psychologically 

derived biases. 

Hasted \taS criticised in a review of his tx:ok (Stokes 1981) for 
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apparently contradicting his original a:mcept of the surface of action 

in his interpretation of a later ext:erirnent with Stephen North. 

In the experiment a circular disc equipped with ~~ree strai~ 

gauqes vas rrounted about 10 Inn above North's forearm (Hasted 1981a). 

Another uPKMB target was sited in front of .him about 150 mm in front 

of his haOO (Hasted 1979a). The p.lrpose of the experiment vas to 

investigate the angular orientation of uP&~ strains in relation to 

North's forearm (as he conceptualised hi s uP!<J.\1B as s:mehGl related to 

his harrls) arrl to see if synchronous signals v.ere received on the 

forearm and distant sensors. 

No ronsistent angular relationship was found but an interesting 

temporal relationship emerged as signals on the ~tte were seemingly 

ronsistently followed by signals on the rrore distant sensor (Hasted 

does rot report the raw data derronstrating this relationship). 

Hasted had been ~ting synchronisms, in ronformity with his 

earlier construal of the surface of action as occupying a vertical 

plane (which \ItOuld intersect both forearm and distant sensors, causing 

synchronisms). But instead of interpreting this result as a 

rontradiction to his hypothesis he talks of it suggesting that the 

surface of action vas rroving, althou:Jh slCMly (ibid p73) . 

If the rrovenent is pictured as proceeding in a radial direction 

outward fran the subject (as Stokes presurrably did), this ~uld 1:e 1n 

direct contradiction to the original formulation of the roncept. 

HGiever, the vertical plane could be iIPagined as swinging slowly 

around with the subject at its center, Wlich ~uld prevent a direct 

rontradiction, although at the mst of rraking an uncomfortably ad hoc 

assurrption. 

At one ~int Hasted states (ibid p73) that Stephen North my 

produce two surfaces of action, one originating fram each hand. 
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Fran trese uses of the ooncept of the surface of action, it 1S 

clear that it oould be rrodified to fit virtually any results 

whatsoever. It seems to be implicit in Hasted I S mtion of t.'1e surface 

that it can be oonstrued as having a relatively oomplex gearetry, such 

as being l:ent or folded, ani if it can rove, then synchronisms (or 

lack of them) cnuld be predicted for virtually any oonfiguration of 

sensors (ibid p71). This situation is obviously a reflection of the 

very early state of research in this field. 

Within the Nicholas Williams data IlBny apparently ~marEnt 

defomations v.ere recorded which ~re oot accompanied by visible 

beOOing of the specimen. This fiming raised the question of whether 

the action ~re really bending or else might be extensions only. 

Hasted accOrdingly equipped a strip with three strain gauges am 

found that two adjascent ones registered oontractions whilst the third 

registered extension (ibid p77). Fran this early fiming the concepts 

of the localisations of action am "regions of action" v.ere eeveloped. 

Strain gauges ~re ronded to roth sides of strips of different 

thickness. MJnitoring of roth sides alla.ved rending to be 

discriminated. fran extension or contraction, because bending It.Ould 

invol ve extension on the convex face am contraction on the concave, 

whereas pure extension or contraction v,ould produce similar signed 

signals fran both strain gauges. It was found that the ratio of 

bending to extension varied according to the thickness of the 

~ecimens, thin specimens (0. 75 nm) shONing nearly plre bending, 

whereas thick ones (6.5 nm) shewed a preponderance of extension (ibid 

p80) • 

·rhese results v.ere interpreted as probably being psychological 1n 

origin. Thin specimens v.ere seen as bendable, thick ones mt (ibid 

p78). Fran a validation viewpoint it should te ooted that the 
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production by unassisted harrls of extensions J.n 6.5 rrm thick strips 

without production of significant bending is bnpossib1e. 

The question of the distribution of dynamic strains through L~ 

entire volurre of ~ecimens W3.S IExt addressed. TY.o ~imens ~re vsed 

(Hasted & Robertson 1979a pIO). Ore W3.S <Dnstructed by the epoxy resin 

borrling of 9 aluminium strips of o. 78 nm thicknsss arxi 60 rrm length 

into a thick multilayer bar. This r:.pecimen W3.S paraoorrrally fractured 

in its first use, &:> a secorrl specimen W3.S cast arxi rrachined Yklich vas 

oomposed of a biSllUlth, tin and cadmium alloy which had slots milled in 

it at two oopths within its thickness. Each ~imen vas equip~ with 

six strain gauges, one on ea.ch top arrl oottom surface am four located 

at intervals through the thickness of the bars. 

The specimens \Ere eJq:X)sed to North under witnessed (by Hasted 

ani Robertson) m-touch oorxiitions. The six strain gauges \o.ere 

assigned to the six dlannels of two three channel chart recorders, so 

that ID durnny channel W3.S employed. Hasted states that hundreds of 

signals \Ere obtained during the three sessions employing these 

specimens but his table (Hasted 1981a) only shows 119 signals. 

The resul ts \Ere SOfCE of the rrost important found by Hasted 

because it appeared that dlanges of sign between gauges located at 

different oopths were oonmon. Changes of sign represent dlange fran 

extension to oontraction or vice versa. 

The oomplex picture of strains &:> revealed a:mld oot l::e praiuced 

by rranual bending of ~e specimen, so that again evidence for the 

validation of the effect is irxiirectly provided by these results. 

For six gau;res there are five values that the nu.rnter of changes 

in sign between adjacent gauges could take - fran 00 changes to four 

changes. The l1UIl'li::er of signals showing no change YBS 17, one d1ange 

31, two changes 30, three dlanges 33 arrl four changes 8 (ibid p82). 
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Hasted coocluded fran this that, rather than oonstruing the action as 

rretal berxiing, regarding it as attempted rretal-churning v-ould be rrore 

accurate (Hasted 1979a). This fiming decisively oontradicts the idea 

of PKMB as being a simple form of unidirectional bending arrl hints, as 

do the later firrlings on localisation (Hasted 1980), that the action 

rray ~ll extend down in turbulent form to much srraller dimensions, 

possibly to even molecular or atomic sizes. 

It f,oilS this fiming which forced Hasted to redefine the surface 

of action (Hasted 1981a) as :-

" ... only a nacroscopic rrodel, applicable over distances of several 
cent.imeters or metres ani not necessarily valid on a microscopic 
scale. It still might be regarded as a g)rt of extension of the 
subject I s arm, but it is more of a slab-like region than a 
surface. " 

Presunably the slab-like region oontains much fine detail in order to 

acoount for strain gaU:Je signals of cpposite sign occurring in close 

proximity. 

Strain gatlJes were then incorporated into g)lid metal spheres arrl 

cubes (ibid p83). Results \\ere CDmplex and only those with the sphere 

(of 23 Inn diameter) were reported. the strain gaUJes ~re rrounted 

within the sphere at orientations of 0, 60, 120, am 180 degrees with 

respect to the line joining subject and sphere. Respecti ve swrtred 

signal strengths fran these fOsitions \\ere in the ratio 501, 78, 46 

and 1 (ibid p83). Hasted interprets these results as possibly shewing 

the screening effects of very great thicknesses of metal, but 

psychological factors oould equally as well be responsible. Fran a 

validation viewpoint the sphere results are valuable since rranual 

squeezing pr<Xiuced ro signals atall (ibid p83). 
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Al.4.2 Movement of the Surface of Action 

As has been seen fran the preceding section, fOstulation of rrovem:nt 

of the surface of action is fraught with difficulties, because the 

feth arrl geanetry of the hypothetical surface cannot te known 

iOOepeOOently of the strain gauge signals mich form the basis for 
-

estimates of direction arxi velocity. Hasted shOW's an awareness of this 

problem (ibid p8S) but cites a ~eed range between 10 ani 1000 rmv'sec. 

He <pes on to cite other fimings \aJhich he regards as l:eing 

evidence relating to the speed of rroverrent of the hypothetical surface 

of action. Principal amongst these is that complex inter-folded strip 

structures have been produced apparently without touch by sane 

subjects. 

Hasted relates an instance (ibid p88) where two thin (300 x 8 x 

0.75 rnn) aluminium strips \-\ere placed on a table in Nicholas Williams' 

bedroan. Hasted ani williams left the roan ani stayed outside the CbJr 

fran W1ere they oould hear scratching ooises as if the strips \Aoere 

roving on their cwn. On re-entering the roan the strips \\ere seen to 

be interfolded, the free end of ooe of them being twisted. 

Hasted interprets the action as involving the surface of action 

rotating about an axis in its 0W'n plane. The surface is hypothesised 

as being caught between the b.o strips ani as it rotates it clings to 

them anj causes them to form into folds. 

Hasted recorded the speed of this folding indirectly by 

substituting a magnetised tinplate strip for one Of. the aluminium 

strips and detecting magnetic field changes caused by the folding by 

rreans of a fluxgate rragnet.oneter placed near the table top which vas 

a:mnected to a d1art recorder, producing a r:errranent visual record 

(ibid 088). As tefore, both Hasted arrl williams ~ outside the roan 
" 

at the time of PK action. 
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Since there were simple prcportional relationships eetween the 

numbers of folds or twists a.rrl the numbers of r:eaks in the chart 

~rd Hasted takes these results as reliable and indicative of 

rotation rates of up to three revolutions per second.. This of cnurse 

does rot answer the question about possible linear rates of rrovement 

which re..rca.in largely unresea.rched. 

A significant finiing related to folding vas that the pitches of 

the spirals produced in strips of different width (but identical 

thickness ~ alloy oamposition) indicate a cnnstant magnitude of 

quasi -force as being applied (ibid p90). Thus wide strips have 

shallower spirals produced in them than narrON strips. 

Al.4.3 Distance Effects arrl the "Re:Jion of Action" 

Hasted states tha t he telieves the mirrl of the PI< agent to te the 

principal factor &taping PKJ.'vffi ti'lenomena, so that the fall-off of uP&~ 

signals with distance rray be determined by psychological differences 

between subjects, rather than by sc:::m: plrely physical law. 

He reports that analysis of the signals obtained in the radial 

horizontal aonfiguration fram Nicholas Williams shONed a Largely 

raman relationship tetween distance and signal strength (ibid p92). 

wrdlst this result may appear surprising or even unacceptable 

fram the viewpoint of aonventional physics which is familiar with 

classical amplitude/source-distance relationships, it is cnnsistent 

wi th other psi phenomena such as ESP which shows !D apparent fall-off 

with distance (Rhine & Pratt 1962). 

Nevertheless, Hasted aoncedes that PKMB 00es shaN sane 

di~tance/amplituje relationships, because effects seem rot to be 

obtainable across psychologically significant boundaries, such as 

between roans or when the subject is outside the building in which the 
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equipment is located (ibid p98). 

Hasted p:rform:rl several sessions with Stephen North in which the 

relationship be~Neen signal strength ani distance W3.S explored. 

Rather than using isolated sensors at v.arying distances his 

approach vas to utilise several strain 9C:HXJes rrounted at different 

positions along a long thin aluminium strip because synchronous 

signals are less <DIT11lOnly obtained on separated strips than on one 

long strip. Synchronous signals ~uld prima facie appear to be tetter 

carxlidates as signals to compare in amplitude than ron synchronous 

signals since synchronous signals could be regarded as all teing J;8rt 

of the ~ strain event. 

Ttl:! d:!gree to which dynamic strains might te transmitted as shock 

W3.ves along the strip ..as dlecked by the creation of oornal pulses at 

the position of cne of the strain 9cuXJes. Hasted states that it vas 

found that the o~er strain galljes did rot shew significant outputs 

(ibid p93)' calibration of the individual strain gauges with each 

other ..as perforrred by subjecting the entire strip to stretching arrl 

correction YaS applied for differences in sensitivity (ibid p93). 

Strips bearing three, five arrl six strain galljes w:re extX>sed to 

North during several sessions. The strip bearing three strain galljes 

W3.S exposed a total of eight times, sc:m: extX>sures being to bNo other 

PKMB agents (ibid p94). Trere \>.ere rrore than four sessions rorrlucted 

using five galljes. Sessions employing five galljes also incorporated a 

dumny channel, the others apparently did rot. Tre five gauges ~re 

separated fran each other by 35 rnn distances, the strip dimensions 

being 203 x 11 x 1.1 mm. 

Hasted found the best cx:mceptualisation of the resultant data I£S 

111 terms of a "region of action" rontaining a "center of action". The 

amplitude of the strain was assumed to fit a Gaussian distribution 
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about the center of action. 

Three data fX)ints can always be fitted to a Gaussian 

distribution, so that the precision of fit for the series employing 

three strain gauges constituted no test of the distribution being 

truly Gaussian. Although the fitting of the data feints to this 

distribution was less accurate for the five am six stra in gauge 

msa~nts the distribution appeared to hold to a fair approximation 

(Hasted & Robertson 1980a). Tte region of action W3.S estimated to be 

of about 200 rrm width (ibid p383 >. 

The {;Osition of the center of action W3.S found to I:e variable. In 

the first session using three gauges the one nearest North prcduced 

the largest signals but for the rest of the three gauge series it 

appeared to be located in the middle of the strip (Hasted 1981a). In 

the series employing five strain gauges North W3.S asked at one point 

to try to rrove the center of action further away fran the end of the 

strip nearest to him, which he is refX)rted to have succeeded in doing, 

roving it 114 rrm further away (Hasted & Robertson 1980a). 

The question as to hCM srrall a region of uPKA."1B action can I:e 13 

an interesting enquiry implied by this approach. Unfortunately very 

little 'WOrk has teen addressed to this question. 

Al.4.4 Localisation of UPKMB Events 

The srrallest spatial resolution of strain signals obtainable with 

strain gauge arrays rrounted oontiguously in line is obviously 

dependent upon the size of the strain gauge used in the array. Five 

miniature strain gauges of 2 rrm width ~re used by Hasted in cne 

session with Stephen North (Hasted & Robertson 1980a). TtE histogram 

of his results shCM 1ocalisation of the effects to dlinensions of 

between 4 am 1. 75 rrm (ibid p383). A probable implication of this data 
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is that localisation rray occur down to yet snaller dimensions, but 

this has rot yet been checked. 

Al.4.S The Orientation of Strain Directions in Spectmens 

A question that is relevant to the !lEthodology used in Hasted IS 

strain-gauge-arrl-strip approoch to uPKMB is that.oonceming the 

orientation of strain vectors in relation to the placement of the 

strain gauges on the !lEtal specimens used. If the ga~es are rot set 

oriented to the axis of the dynamic strains, signal strengths will be 

affected by the relative orientations of ga~e arrl strain vectors. 

The obvious assurrption, given that long strips <relative to their 

width) are -always bent at right angles to their length <ostensibly 

tBranornally) arrl rEver bent into long tubes, is that the action 

occurs in or near to the direction of the rrajor axis. This assurrption 

naturally leads to strain gauges being borried to strips with their: 

long axis parallel to the long axis of the strip. 

Seeking to check this assumption Hasted therefore used a shorter 

and brooder strip than usual (Hasted & Robertson 1979a) of dimensions 

135 x 18 x 7.5 rnn an:1 ITCunted a strain gatJ:je across the width of the 

strip as well as one along the strip. Srraller signals \\ere prcxiuced by 

the cross-breadth gauge than the gauge placed longitudinally. But when 

a wider strip \-as used, larger signals \\ere generated on the 

cross-breadth gauge. 

Hasted therefore decided to investigate systematically the 

orientation of strain vectors (ibid pI3). Since psychological factors 

might produce strains in psychologically preferred directions on long 

strips he utilised a circular (37 rnn dia) sheet specimen, hung 

vertically radially in front of the subject (North) or 9.lspended about 

10 Inn above his forearm, arrl a square (SO rmVside) sheet ~imen 
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suspended vertically fran one corner. Three strain gall3'es were rrounted 

at the center of the specimens, two being ort.hcxjonal ':.0 Each other, 

the third being placed on the 45 degree line bisecting the right angle 

between them. This configuration is adequate to resolve tv.o orthogonal 

strain vectors (Hasted 1981a). ~ sessions v.ere witnessed as usual by 

both Hasted and Robertson. 

Narnal strains produced by stretching in one direction produce a 

oorresponding contraction in the orthogonal direction. It is therefore 

of interest that scm: 20% of extensions observed in the square ~ 

accompanied by extensions in the orthogonal direction am sore 50% of 

all signals observed in sessions with the circular disc rrounted on the 

subject I s arm v.ere of the sa.rre type (Hasted & Robertson 1979a) . 

. T~ corresponding action represents at least two independent 

extensions in mutually orthogonal directions am rray be rrore complex 

still. Fran a validation viewpoint this oomplex I;8ttern of strain 

could not easily be produced by a single unassisted I;8ir of hands. 

T~ overall results obtained with the square target are stated by 

Hasted to shew no predaninant orientation of strain vectors either 

parallel to the sides of the square or in a horizontal or vertical 

plane (ibid pIS). A histogram is reprcrluced (ibid p16) v.hich 

apparently does shew a clear preferred direction of strain, but 

although biasses of this 3:>rt -...ere encountered in irrlividual sessions, 

no overall predaninant preferred direction is obvious, although 

statistical analy?is of th~ results has rot teen perforrred (Hasted 

1984). Similar results \A.ere reported for the disc suspended above 

North I S forearm (ibid pIS). 

Al. 4.6 Changes fran Extension to Cootraction 

A consistent characteristic of the ~~ signals observed in all of 
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Hasted's TNork has been the frequent change at the site of anyone 

strain gal)3e retween signals of positive and CEgati ve ~larity. 

Changes in polarity represent changes fram extension to contraction or 

vice versa. Thi s pranpted Hasted to develop rreasures of the i= _ ,-r~ency 

of polarity dlanges (Hasted 19S1a). Rates of change in fX)larity varied 

but \>.ere usually in the region of once for every five signals (ibid 

pSl). Tre observed changes in palari ty ~re rot found by Hasted to 

correlate with any obvious physical or psychological factors he could 

identify curl seerred independent of signal amplitude .. 

Al.S.l Hasted's Use of Piezoelectric UP~~ Sensors 

Hasted has published only one f6.per reporting his use of piezoelectric 

naterials for detecting uPKMB effects (Hasted 1983). 1'he work reported 

in this paper is purely exploratory and rrost of the t:aper's content is 

devoted either to exposition of the properties of the piezoelectric 

naterials used, the details of the instrurrentation rretbaiology or else 

psychological observations. 

Hasted favours the use of laN llnpedance amplifier inputs for 

piezoelectric strain sensors because this reduces their susceptibility 

to reception of airborne electranagnetic transients al thotgh it also 

greatly reduces their sensitivity to slower rise time dynamic strain 

fX,llses. HaY'ever Kennedy's group has used the superior techniqe of 

charge amplification which gives both bnproved law frequency response 

and freedom from reception of electromagnetic artifact and appears to 

be the optbnum form of input conditioning circuit for piezoelectric 

transducers (see belaN). 

Hasted points out that the fundamental difference between 

piezoelectric strain sensors and resistive strain gauges is that the 

piezo voltage output is proportional to the rate of change of stra in, 
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ra ther than being prcportional to the arrpli tude of the stra in, as is 

the output of resistive strain gauges. 

Too results of comparison tests 1:etween strain gaUJes am 

piezoelectric sensors are reported. Hcwever, the sensitivity of t..~ 

two strain sensors are oot fundamentally oomparable, since they 

resporrl to different dlaracteristics of strains (change with time 'tJS 

absolute amplitude). Hasted's solution to this problem W3.S to ~se 

both strain sensors on the same specimen am so empirically detennine 

which type produced rrost signals. 

Tre two different sensors were rrounted at the same p:>si tions on 

cpposi te sides of an al umini urn strip of dimensions 150 x U x O. 8 rrm. 

Tre strip vas placed horizontally in a radial orientation to the 

subject. Sessions with Stephen North arrl Willy G were held in Hasted I s 

screened enclosure at Birkbeck. A durnny dlannel \laS used am 

witnessing \laS perfonned by both experimenters and sometimes 

additional witnesses. Control runs of 30 ~nutes in the absence of 

subjects were p:rfoITIEd prior to each experimental session to check 

freedan fran instI"UIlEntal artifacts. 

In North I s first session 7 signals were obtained on the strain 

gaU]e only, 13 on the piezo sensor only anj 4 on both dlannels. In 

North I S subsequent three sessions arrl in all three sessions with the 

other two subjects rearly all of the signals were only recorded by the 

piezo channel (ibid>. 

Hcwever, Hasted m:ntions that superior sensitivity in the piezo 

channel vas available for sessions after the first ewing to reduction 

of the ooise factor of the amplifier by changes in the electronics -

al thoUjh m details of these dlanges are given. 

Tre results appeared to shew that piezoelectric sensors are mre 

sensitive to uPK..~ than strain gci\~es. whilst this is aJ..rrost certainly 
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true, several weaknesses of procedure ani reporting reduce the value 

of this study. 

Thus the oovelty of the new piezo targets nay have stimulated tl:e 

principal subject Stephen North into preferentially producing signals 

on them. Hasted's earlier studies of localisation provide sufficient 

evidence to justify the hypothesis that effects muld t:e selectively 

localised to the piezoelectric sensor itself (Hasted 1980a). 

In addition, 00 minimum levels of chart recorder r;en &:flection 

are stated so as to define criteria for deflections to be munted as 

signals, oor is the strain gauge amplifier mise factor a.rxi gain 

stated, although the piezo amplifier is stated to have a gain of xlOO 

(and previously published circuits of Hasted's strain gauge amplifiers 

(eq Hasted 1976a) shON gains of x300). 

Since the piezo based ~rk appeared to shav that uPKJ.'-1B dynamic 

strains are of fast rise time Hasted mncedes in this paper that the 

slCM rise time of his chart recorders used in previous strain gauge 

based stwies rray have prevented the acquisition of rx>tentially 

important data because the chart recorder pen muld rot follCM rapid 

changes in signal voltage. UPKMB events of short durations « 50 mS) 

would be heavily attenuated, shorter duration events «10 mS) probably 

oot being registered atall, the d3gree of attenuation being relative 

to the amplitude of the signals, large signals being attenuated 

relatively more than small ones. But the differentiating function of 

riasted r s input circuitry YtOuld be bound to prcduce fast responses to 

signals, since it muld oot prcduce sIaN ones, due to its 

differentiating action an:i its restricted low frequency response. The 

direct feedback series of sessions (chapter 7) demonstrated that the 

rrain ~nent of uPKMB signals probably lies between 1 - 10 Hz. 
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Al.S.2 Kelly's Piezo-Based Instrumentation 

The group centered around E.F • Kelly , fonrerly at the electrical 

engineering departIrEnt of Duke University (N.C. USA) W3.S alerted to 

the I;X>ssible role of piezo based uPKL'vffi detection systems for use ill 

electrophysiological studies correlating PK with EEG and other 

IIEasures by Isaacs. Tn: group's primary interest lies in P'lysiolO9' ical 

studies arx1 it subsequently developed its cwn piezoelectric sensor arx:1 

conditioning circuitry (Dunseath 1983). 

Tn: piezo input signal conditioning circuitry employed by 

Dunseath differs fran Hasted's approach in using a charge 

amplification technique (Sheingold 1980) which combines the virtues of 

resistance to reception of electranagnetic interference without the 

.sacrifice of sensitivity at low frequencies inherent in Hasted's low 

bnpedance input circuitry. 

Experimental ~rk with this equipment appears to 00 in a 

preliminary stage. Reference is rrade to pilot sessions run with 

ostensible PK agents to check equ~nt functioning where subjects 

created signals having signal to mise ratios ootter than 15 : 1, but 

full details are mt given. ~re than one subject W3.S found who vas 

capable of creating effects upon the apparatus (ibid p9)' Control 

periods were used ref ore arx1 after exp:rimental sessions arx:1 the 

detection system includes rroni taring for both acoustic mise, 

vibra tion am electranagnetic interference (ibid p8). The system 

appears to be impressively \Ell engineered am ~ll thought out. 

Al. 6.1 Structural Effects 

An cbviously salient question relative to PKMB is whether 

psychokinetic "treat.rtent" by PI< agents causes changes to the 

.. f cretal observable properties or internal structural campos~t~on 0 
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specimens which are unique to paranorrral metal bending. Such changes 

might be used as criteria to separate genuine r:araoornal rretal ben:1ing 

fran fraudulent simulations. Several groups have t=erfonnecl various 

types of metallurgical analysis on specimens given ostensible p~~ 

treatment (Hasted 1981a, FIanklin 1974, Crussard & Bouvaist 1978, 

Scutt 1981, Sasaki et al 1976). 

A serious problem affecting any atterc;:>t of this SJrt is that if 

significantly defoITCEd specimens are submitted to examination, 

structural dlanges Wlich are due to mrrral oomponents of the 

defomation process rray rrask those which are tBranornal in origin. 

Samples which shON 00 defomation or only a minirral degree are 

therefore the most suitable for metallurgical analysis. The studies 

reported can therefore usefully be divided into those oomucted on 

essentially mn-deformed specimens, those oomucted on significantly 

deforrred specimens, and those anploying fractured specimens. 

Al.6.2 Hardness Changes 

Sasaki reports a carefully cnntrolled stooy of changes in the hardness 

of undeforned specimens of aluminium plate (Sasaki et al 1979). The 

120 x 20 x 1 nm ~imens of 99.99% purity \\ere first annealed in 

vacuo. For exposure to the subjects, the specimen vas taped, using 

transparent tape, to a flat bakelite back-plate, care teing taken to 

avoid distortion of the specimen. Matchstick wooden E.pacers v.ere then 

placed around the edge of the back-plate arrl a 1. 5 rrm thick glass 

plate vas placed on top arrl fixai in place by tape. This form of 

assanbly enabled subjects to see and han:11e the target specimen whilst 

being denied direct cx:mtact. Sane expJsures involved the protective 

glass cnver being displaced slightly, allowing a lill1ited area of the 

aluminium plate to be touched by the subject, althoUjh results shoved 
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that the hardness changes \.\ere rot confined to the touched area T s. ~:1 

all cases, exposures of . spec linens to sub jects \taS carefully controlled 

by the exper~ters. 

Prior to exposure to the subjects the hardness of each plate \tas 

rreasured at 50 points having 0.5 rrm spacing using a Vickers 

rnicrohardness tester (100 gm v.eight for 10 sees). The Vickers test 

involves a square di.arrond point being impressed into the specimen 

surface and the size of the resulting diagonal of the llnpression being 

rreasured using a rnicro5CX)pe. Statistical analysis Slewed the hardness 

I1B3.surerrents to te distributed oornally am rreans, starrlard deviations 

am variances were calculated. The autbors present a table (ibid,p7) 

surrmarising the results of their rrain study. 

'l\telve specimens \\ere used, assigned in groups of four to three 

comitions. The first group \\as assigned to a control corrlition am 

oot submic.ted to treatment by the subjects. The second group W3.S used 

in a with-touch PI< trial, the third group teing assigned to a rn-tcuch 

PK trial. tvmn hardness values for e:lch specimen am group rreans \\ere 

calculated. TtY: rornality of the distributions of hardness values \tas 

checked by Chi -squared test am calculation using the t test shewed 

that differences in group ITEans of 0.23 units of hardness on the 

Vickers scale \-\Ould te significant at the 0.01 level. 

Four teenage rrale japanese subjects were employed who had 

previously shown ostensible PKMB ability. T~~~t consisted of the 

subjects holding the specimen assembly in one ham whilst being 

witnessed by the experimenters. In the case of multiple exposures to 

subjects exposure time ¥as very variable in duration. 

After ext=Osure to the subjects the rrEans of the two PK-treatment 

groups showed srrall but statistically significant changes. No 

defomations were observed with any of the PK-treated specimens. The 
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· control group rrean W3.S 16. 49, the with-touch group rrean was 16. 96 arrl 

the ro-touch group rrean vas 17.20. It is interesting to observe that 

the rragnitude of the anomalous hardening vas therefore largest for 

the untouched group, vtlich terrls to reinforce the impression that 

results 'Ere mt due to fraud.A further oontrol oorxiition t.oas utilised 

whereby a specimen YBS submitted to three PK attempts by a ron 

PK-gifted subja:t. No significant differences in hardness ~re found 

for this procedure. 

Several subsidiary fimings ~re rrade. Repeated treatments of the 

same specimen by several subjects \\ere reported to show that their 

effects were mt additive, althoUJh the ~ta as tabulated (ibid fig 6 

& 7, p6) do appear to suggest a slight additive effect rray occur 

between the first arrl second exJ;X)sures, but subsequent €Xp:)sures show 

ID clear trends. Sate specimens appeared to increase in hardness 

slightly after the tennination of the fornal PK attempt (ibid fig 4, 

p5). Leaving ~les for periods ( 100hr, 620hr, l050hr) after 

treatment appeared slightly to decrease hardness. levels of previously 

PK-hardened specimens. In the case of the wi th-touch ~imens it was 

found that hardness levels did rot appear to drc:p off with increasing 

distance of the tested pJints fran the area ~ere finger a:mtact had 

occurred. The closeness of fit of the glass oover W3.S reported as 

effectively preventing subject oontact with these areas of the 

specimens. 

Crussard am Bouvaist (1978) have plblished a report describing 

eight· of the twenty instances of ostensibly p!ranornal defomation or 

anomalous structural rrodifications which they a:msider to have 

occurred urrler conpletely satisfactory oontrol a;ainst fra\rl (see 

section 1.5.8 in chapter 1 where their macro PKMB validation 1S 

reviewed). 'I\e.o series of tests are presented which are rretallurgically 
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significant. 

One of these series employed aluminium alloy plates of known 

composition am previous treatment history. Crussard ....as dlief 

scientist at the Pechiney-Ugine-Kuhlmann Aluminium Company 'Nhose 

products am resources lMere used in this study. Four duralmin plates 

v.ere selected fran groups of identicall y prer:ared plates, the unused 

specimens being empioyed as reference specimens for CDrClparison. 

The first ~ of the plates lMere used in the alloy sheet I s 

original state. The third ~rimental plate ~s shot p:ened allover 

on both sides (shot-blasted with SllB.II glass p:llets) to increase its 

pre-treatrrent hardness so as to provide the q:>portunity to see if PI< 

treat:m:nt might still further increase its hardness. The fourth had 

been IIB.chined an::i polished, its pre-treament hardness being rreasured 

in the central section. This ~imen ~s exposed to Girard in 

tiasted I s presence in laldon am vas later submitted to irrlepmjent 

blind analysis for hardness (Hasted 198Ia). All specimens v.ere 

rrea.sureCi, Yeighed an:1 scratched with an original am unique 

identifying code mark. 

Exp)sure of the four plates to Girard took place on four separate 

occasions. at three different locations, in front of different sets of 

wi tnesses. The four alloy plates v.ere ~sed to Girard I S touch for 

between ~ ani five minutes \\hilst he WiS carefully witnessed by the 

~rimenters. The subsequent procedure with the first three specimens 

\.tas that they v.ere then taken by the exp:rimenter ani put inside a 

stoppered glass tube an:1 harried back to Girard for a t;:eriod after 

verification of their straightness and marking. These specimens 

remained in their glass tubes until their laboratory examination. The 

step with the glass tube vas eliminated with the fourth sample. 

The first spec~ bent slightly twice during the 0N0 minute 
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period of finger a:mtact. Tte deflections \>ere of c:pposi~e directions, 

+ 1 nm arrl -0. 5 rrm , leaving a residual deforrra tion of +0. 5 rnn.The 

other three specimens suffered 00 distortion following treatment by 

Girard. 

Prior to rretallurgical examination the identifying narks, y.eights 

am dimensions of the specimens y.ere checked am a:mfirm:d that 

substitution had oot taken place.The specimens v.ere then 

electrolytically PJlished ani their hardnesses on both faces rreasured 

using a Vickers microhardness tester (3 kg load). Reference specimens 

y.ere also tested. The results shONed that each of the treated 

specimens had a centrally situated zone of betw:en 10 rnn am 15 rnn 

width am up to 40 rrm length where the hardness had increased by an 

average value of 8%. This increrrent in hardness is claimed to be 

statistically significant by the authors (ibid p25), although details 

of the statistical treatnEnt are oot given. The fourth ~imen W3.S 

submitted to hardness analysis at the laboratory of the Electrical 

Research Association (Le3.therhead, Englarrl) as \toell as at Crussard IS 

laboratory . 

'lW:> analytical techniques v.ere used to detect internal stresses 

associated with the hardened zones. X-ray diffraction analysis of the 

first specimen irrlicated that within the hardened zones residual 

internal stress levels of five tbnes the level present in the 

unaffected zones existed. The second specimen W3.S submitted to a 

chemical shaping technique (Rosenthal-Nort..on technique) which also 

revealed large an:lCPalous residual stresses present in the rrodified 

zone. 

The first twu sp~imens v.ere examined by transmission electron 

microscope. Thin laminae pirallel to the surface \twere sampled at half 

thickness am on the two cpposi te faces of the m:xli£ ied zones of t.l1e 
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first am secom specimens. The Itaterial fran the rrodified zones 

showed a characteristic microstructure consisting of a very high 

density of small dislocation loops (of diameter about 200 Angstroms). 

At half thickness, the density of the loops \oilS less but \.\as still 

eight times that of the unaffected zones at the ends of the 5peCimen 

and that of the reference ~imen. 

The authors tried to reproduce the structural alterations 

ostensibly caused by Girard using their repertoire of normal 

rretallurgical treatments. They appeared to be interested tnth ln the 

metallurgical and physics ~lications of their sllnulation techniques 

and also to be aware that the rrcre complex am difficult the 

silnulation process YaS required to be, the rrcre unlikely ~uld the . 

hypothesis of fraud become. 

Three simulation techniques were used. TIe first \.laS to rend the 

specimen in one direction ani then to bem it back into its original 

flat profile. It vas found that to reproduce the increase in hardness 

recorded a radius of curvature of the plate of only 50 rrm \\Quld t:e 

required, corresponding to a defomation of sorre 30 mn Wlich ~uld 

certainly have been noticed under the conditions of control bnposed. 

This treatrrent of reference ~imens produced a microstructure of 
\ 

tangles of dislocations, as observed using the same electron 

microsrope techniques as with the experimental specimens, rather than 

the snaIl loops which ~re found. 

The second simulation involved compressing the reference specimen 

using a press. Similar hardening to the experimental ~imens W3.S 

observed, but a decrease in thickness of 13% \oilS produced, \~ereas the 

greatest ~ction of· thickness of any of the exper~tal plates was 

2%, localised to the rrodified zone of the second specimen. n-e press 

treatment produced a uniform change in thickness, hardness arrl 
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m::xllfication of microstructure, v.hereas the al tera tions produced by 

Girard were haterQ3eneous thrOUjh the cross section am across the 

length am breaqth of the treated specimens. 

The third simulation treatment vas to shot p:en both {aces of a 

reference specimen. SUrface hardening comparable to that observed am 

a similar microstructure ~re produced, but the shot peened surface of 

the reference ~ecimen vas dull, v.bereas the ext;::erirnental specimens 

had renained bright. 

Hasted has reported that hardness .rreasurerrents mde on both 

polycrystalline arrl single crystal IYEtal specimens of his that '~re 

deformed ostensibly paranormally to a significant degree have shown no 

obvious differences fran those to be expected fran ~cimens rent by 

oornal P'lysical rreans (Hasted 1981a). It should t:e roted that the 

degree of deformation displayed by these S,PeCimens substantially 

exCEeds that in the specimens submitted to hardness testing by 

Crussard and Bouvaist, so that his results rray be explicable as due to 

the IlBsking of ananalous hardness changes by normal increases in 

hardness caused by VtOrk hardening created by the deformation. 

Al. 6 • 3 Arxxnalous Softening 

Hasted reports sorre further results obtained by Crussard arxl Bouvaist 

which are not included within the E~glish translation of their paper 

(Hasted 1981a). 'rhe specimen w:;iS of the same duralmin alloy as used In 

the authors I hardness ext:eriments reviewed above. After exposure to 

Girard the specimen remained undeforrred but two roft regions each of 

rcore than 10 rrm in length ~re found. The rrean hardness of this 

specimen vas 167 VPN. In the first SJftened region the hardness 

gradually decreased to a minimum of 90 VPN but in the secorrl the. 

softened zone of 80 VPN exhibited a sharp boundary. 
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Electron tilotanicrographs of the first region shCMed a ~tty 

appearance typical of precipitation of oomponents of the alloy, 

oormally caused by heating to 625 degrees followed by oooling. .~t low 

IIBgnification, rnotomicrcgraphs of the second region revealed mat the 

grains w=re surrounded by dark intergrain films, characteristic of 

thin layers of liquid m:tal. This structure is typical of a nEtal 

heated to near the m:lting point am then slowly cooled, or of a 

specimen which has experienced quasi-viscous creep. Yet the ronditions 

of rontrol of Girard apparently precluded the fX)ssibility of 

surreptitious heating of the specimen (ibid p130). Amnalous roftening 

has oot been reported by any other groups investigating rretallurgical 

aspects of ~"'1B. 

Al.6.4 Phase Changes in Stainless Steel 

In the same I=Bper Crussard and Bouvaist also report their 

investigation of the ostensibly paranormal local ronversion of non 

magnetic austenitic stainless steel into its nagnetic rnartensitic 

form. A special ron cx:>rrmercial stainless steel was used which had reen 

the subject of a previous metallurgical study of the production of the 

rrartensitic form by ~rk hardening. 

The soecimens w=re of dumbell form, the central ronnecting rod ... 

being 7 rnn diameter arrl 85 rnn long, the end pieces being cylinders of 

12 rrm diameter arxi 16 Inn length. Three specimens w=re used Yklich 

renained fran the prior study. The specimens had been left with Girard 

for a few days prior to the eJq:eriment in order to help facilitate his 

t:erformance in the later trial. Girard had been instructed oot to 

attempt to affect the specimens until the formel trial. 

At the start of the experimental session the specimens ~re 

engraved with identifying numbers, surrounded with a circle. Sample 1 
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\.tas retain:d as a reference specimen. After rrarking the ~imens, 

Crussard verified the straightness of specimens 2 am. 3 by rolling 

them on a flat surface. No "out of round" vas found. 

The austenitic form of the steel is arragnetic, 9:) that except for 

very srrall traces of the rrartensitic form on the surface caused by the 

finish na.chining, the specimens should have sham ro response to a 

aagnet. This ....as tested by rreans of a srca.ll powerful rragnet Vihich \-as 

placed in contact with the surface of the specimens am then pulled 

off by rreans of a chain. Tte horizontal distance between the rragnet 

and the specimen at the I;X)int Vthere the rragnet just drq:>ped away fran 

the specbnen provided a measure of the force of attraction between the 

suface of the specimens arrl the rragnet Vthich rould then be romputed. 

At ro I;X)int on the surfaces of the specimens did this force exceed 

G.GIN when the specimens were examined prior to harrling them to Girard 

tD affect. 

After their rragnetic test the specimens ~re placed on the table 

at Vthich Girard \oBS seated arrl fran this point on\oBrds until they were 

handed back to the Crussard they were kept under rontinuous 

observation by video carrera. Girard took ::pecimen 2 by one read am. 

placed it in a glass tube without exerting any force, closed the tube 

with a stopper and then held the closed tube whilst roncentrating on 

it. He then gave the tube to Crussard am fran then on did rot touch 

it. The procedure I£S repeated with specimen 3 exCEpt that a witness 

obstructed the video carrera for a m:m:mt. 

Sp:cimen 2 I£S found to be deform:d slightly (2 rrm) fran tr..le 

straightness, the defamation being close to one h:ad. This sample 

showed a large inc~se in local magnetic susceptibility of that head 

(G.12 N) am of the end of the connecting rod rearest to it (0.15 N), 

values of the rest of the specimen being only slightly above 
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pre-treatment levels. Sp:cimen 3 suffered 00 defomation but sh~ a 

large increase in susceptibility (0.22 N) In its CDnnecting rod near 

to one head, values over the rest of the surface b:ing near 

pre-treatment levels. 

Sp:cimen 2 \AB.S sawn electrolytically close to the affected Oaad. 

TtE -sawn em of the oonnecting rod vas placed'-within a rragnetic test 

apparatus (ibid p16) which produced a reading oonsistent with there 

being 1. 9% of the rrartensi tic form present. Photanicrographs ~re 

t.a.ken of the sawn surface of the end of the rod, after rra:hanical ani 

electrolytic polishing, \\hich revealed a mixture of martensites. The 

authors ~re certain that the IlBrtensitic structures ~re oot due to 

cooling nor heating during manufacture or afterwards, since the 

specimens had teen v.ell characterised during the previous 

rretallurgical studies. Photomicrographs of suface ani CDre shewed 

similar features, suggesting a rather uniform distribution of 

nartensite, vtlereas a heterogeneous distribution ~uld have resulted 

fran oornal ~rk-hardening processes, v.bere ~rk hardening is usually 

nore severe in the outer layers of ~ec.i.mens. The amount of rcartensi te 

found would nornally have been produced by tensile deformations of 

b:tween 5!S ani 10%, rruch rrore than that actually observed. 

Specimen 3 \AB.S submitted to X-ray analysis v.bich revealed 

surprisingly high proportions of martensites in the altered zane. 

There \AB.S also a slight decrease in cross section in the rrodif ied 

zone. 

Simulation tests v.ere oonducted in attempts to produce similar 

changes by oormal rreans. ~imen 1 vas clamped by one read, its shaft 

bent by serre 30 degrees arrl then restraightened. However the special 

characteristics of this steel caused the specimen to retain a visible 

residual S shape. Since the clamped head suffered 00 y,ork hardening, 
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it showed no change in rragnetic prq:>erties, unlike t.~ head of 

specimen 2, although the end of the connecting roo showed changes 

similar to specimen 2. Arother reference specimen ¥.as subje:ted to 

similar but rrore extrem: treatment which prcduced similar oonsities of 

IlBrtensite to those observed in specimen 2 but this \A.laS distributed 

heterogeneously between the surface am the core, unlike specimen 2. 

The authors a:mclude that they are unable to conceive of any simple 

rretallurgical cperations capable of exactly reprooucing the prC1;)erties 

and structures of the transformed zones (ibid p21). 

Al. 6.5 Phase Changes in Brass 

Arolalous phase changes in brass have b:en reported by Hasted (Hasted 

& Robertson 1980a). Tre fhase changes occurred in deforrc¥:rl regions of 

brass strip in which had teen created abnorrral plane berns. 

Al:no:rrcal plane bems are bends which cccur rot along the long 

axis of a strip, as in clock springs for example, but in the plane of 

the strip (for example caU$ing a straight flat strip to becane tent 

like a bocmerang). Unbuckled abno:rrcal plane bends are oo:rrcall y 

impossible to achieve by rranual rreans and are produced comnercially by 

use of a conical roller \tA:)rking on a flat plate which subje:ts the 

strip to diffenential stretching. 

Hasted's subject Willie G \tas apparently able to bring about 

abno:rrcal plane bends of 30 degrees by stroking the brass strips. 

Annealed specimens of alpha-brass (70% copper 30% zinc) w:re prepared 

professionally by Mycock arrl Smith arrl the rends w:re prcduced by 

Willie G. 

After etching, rnicrosropic examination at a rragnification of 100 

revealed dark areas of beta-brass (of composition 60% copper, 40% 

zinc) in the region of the bend. A P'lotanicrograph is included in ana 
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of Hasted's publications which clearly shews this effect (Hasted & 

Rd:)ertson 1980a). 

'roo same subject also produced similar bends in aluminium strip 

of 6.5 x 0.75 rrm cross section (Hasted 1981a). Urrler micros.:ooic 

examination the inner edges of the defamed region shaved fine radial 

creases, but m buckling of ~~ strip ;,.as observed. Attempts to 

produce similar bends by mrmal rreans have prcrluced local rrarkings 

quite distinct fran th appearance of the ostensibly t;aramrrrally 

defamed specimens. The simulated specimens do mt shew the fine 

creases found in the PKMB treated specimens. 

Hasted interprets the ability to create abnormal plane bends of 

his sort as being evidence for the temporary softening of the material 

produced by psychokinetic action. Micro-hardness measurements of the 

aluminium strip ~re rrade on the outer ani inner edges ani in the 

neutral plane in the center v.hich revealed only the IDrmal increase of 

hardness usually produced by the y,ork hardening of defomation. 

AI.6.6 Changes in Grain Size 

Scutt has reported a study (Scutt 1981) in which re sought to test the 

hypothesis put forward by Taylor (Taylor 1975) that the energy 

necessary to deform nEtal specimens might be derived fran the 

redistribution of residual internal stress. 

Scutt's key hypothesis WiS that residual stress ~uld re lowered 

in p:iraoornally deformed zones OIling to its dissipation in creating 

the observed deformations arrl that this reduction in residual stress 

oould be revealed by alteration in grain size of the rrodified regions 

after recrystallisation of ~bnens at high temperature. 

The specimen used was a tapered sheet aluminium alloy ~irren 

oormally employed in a rretallurgy teaching exp=riment at Caulfied 
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Institute of Technology where' Scutt teaches rtetallurgy. 

In the initial description it is described as being an alloy, 

whereas later in the text (ibid P 4) it is termed pure sheet aluminium 

and SOltt ccmnents that there ~re 00 grain refining components 

present in it (ibid pI). 

In the teaching exp2riment the specimen was pulled 1n a tensile 

tester, its tapering width ensuring that a gradation of residual 

3tress due to deforrration was left in it by the r:ulling process. It 

was then heated for 20 minutes at 540 degrees Celsius to allaN 

recrystallization to occur. The grain structure was then revealed to 

naked eye observation by etching, decreasing levels of residual stress 

being associated with increasing grain size. 

A specimen was prepared by pulling am given to the australian 

teenage rretal bender Ory Svoray to take hare am tEnd there. The 

returned specimen was heated am then etched. Smtt '5 hypothesis was 

that the defomed region would shaN enlarged grain size in the 

defomed. zone because res idual stresses had teen used up by the 

bending. The result was in oontradiction to Scutt I s expectation, the 

defamed zone showing a finer grain structure (which v-ould tE ~ted 

for oorrral deforrration). A similar. ~imen was rent by Svoray whilst 

being witnessed am fi.lmed but the result W3.S identical. 

Saltt ~xt used unstrained strips of the alloy rontaining 

residual stress only along their cut edges. 

A serious tNeakness of his account is that it is mt clear how 

rrany unstrained samples w:re used. In the sarre r::aragraph (ibid p3) he 

both refers to a single specimen arrl also to several. A P'lotograph 15 

reproduced in the fBper (ibid p3) of a specimen labelled "F" , but 

mere are disturbing suggestions in the text, although this 1S mt 

explicitly stated, that only the result with specimen F \laS reported 
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because larger grain s~ze had tEen found only lI1 this ~imen after 

its ostensibly fBranorrral deformation. 

If several specimens had teen subjected to similar treatment, 

results fran all of these tests, other factor s being equal, oUJht to 

have teen reported, but they T~re rot. The impression is given that 

the result with specimen F vas only reported b:cause it appeared to 

concur with Scutt's hypothesis, althoUJh in fairness to Scutt, h: did 

also report that a simlar oontrol sample bent oornally to the sartE 

degree shaved similar grain size. 

The un sa tisfactory impression created of the oon reporting of 

results oot in accord with Scutt's awn picture of the process is 

reinforced by his stating irrmediately afterwards in the account that a 

fully annealed specimen of the alloy had teen used as PK target but 

that the results had been "oonfusing" ani that extra v.ork ~uld te 

done on this in the future (ibid p3). This is 3. serious anission, 

since Scutt's own confusion ~rding the possible falsification of 

his view of the process oonstitutes m grounds Ybatever for witholding 

results in what is supposed to !:e a scientific report. 

One of Scutt's colleagues at caulfield suggested giving Svoray a 

specimen 'Which \OtOuld !:e etched rut rot h:at treated after its 

ostensibly paraoonnal. defomation. Tw:> specimens v.ere !:ent by Svoray 

at his hane am etching revealed grain enlargement around the edges. 

Scutt oonments that there vas a high level of residual strain energy 

on the edges of these samples where they had teen stamped out ani that 

S\Oray's effects v.ere comparable to the effects of the reat treatment 

oonnally given such specimens. The result \.\as une~ted as SOltt 

states that oornal berrling of the metal will oot cause grain 

enlargement unless subsequent h:at treatllEnt is ~rforrred. 

TtEre is a I;Uzzling paradox raised by these comrents, slnce there 
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is every irrlication in the text that the same rraterial vas used, v.hich 

earlier had been claimed by 50ltt to shew a reduction, rot an 

increase, in gra in size when ~rked, heat treated am etched, yet here 

grain size enlargerrent is claimed to result fran oorrral v.crking 

(defomation) . 

The experiment vas repeated,. but the specimen YaS spray painted, 

an area being rrasked off by a key to provide security against 

surreptitious heating of it by Svoray. No grain grcwt.h vas fourrl with 

this sample. 

Scutt in his oomments on this result draws a strange analogy 

between PKMB arrl heating, stating that since PKl.'-1B seems similar to the 

effects of heating, am since grain grcwth is rot created until the 

specimen is raised to its recrystallisation tercperature, f:erhaps the 

PKMB effect also did rot reach the equivalent of the rretal' s 

. recrystallisation temperature. 

Since SCUtt's supply of these specimens had ended, a lEW type was 

selected for a second series of experiments. This was an age-hardening 

copper-beryllimn alloy, prepared in specimens of 12 mn square section 

am. 9 rrm length. 

The specimens \\ere heated to 790 degrees Centigrade so t..rst the 

alloying elements YoOuld dissolve into the copper ani then ~re rapidly 

quenched so that the alloying elerrents YoOuld stay in solution, 

resulting in the alloy being in its softest state. 

Reheating of this alloy to 350 degrees Centigrade produces 

increasing hardening of the specimens with increased heat trearnent 

duration due to the precipitation of the alloying elements with time. 

Hcwever, if the heating time is greatly prolonged, the alloy becanes 

softer "again. This process is terrred averaging . 

. ~ specimens ~re prepared. One \taS aged at 350 degrees as 
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described above to reach a hard state (Rcckwell C scale measurements 

of 40, 42). The other was heated an:l quenched, prcducing a ooft 

specimen (Rock~l C values of 5, 5, 6.5). 

To ensure detection of heat treatment whilst out of the 

experimenter's posess ion each specimen I£S given a distinctive fine 

rrachine finish an:l YaS m:asured exactly for length. Heat treatment 

y;ould cause discolouration, only rercovable by further rrachining which 

would alter the dimensions of the specimens. 

wren returned the specimens \\ere of their previous dimensions ani 

bore the same distinctive rrachining rrarks arrl \\ere rot ~nt. Scutt 

expected that the soft specimen \O.Ould ~corre harder after ostensible 

PKMB treatment, an] that the hard specimen \O.Ould l:Ecane sof ter- due to 

averaging. 

Hc:wever, Yben the specimens w:re measured for hardness it was 

found that the hard one I£S unaffected l:ut that the softer one had 

becore even rrore sof t (Rockwell C values of -2, -1, -1, -1 (a drop of 

6 points) ). 

This experiment was repeated but no changes vere observed in 

hardness this time. Scutt oomments that this inconsistency is typical 

6£ PKMB. 

In his conclusions section Scutt acknowledges that ostensibly 

paraoormal deformation of the aluminium sheet specimens produced 

effects similar to mrk hardening, and that redistribution of stored 

strain energy (residual stress) had not occurred, 00 that Taylor's 

hypothesis appeared to be falsified. 

In the case of the copper-beryllium spec linens , Scutt com~red the 

effect of the ostensibly piraoormal treatment to annealing, Y.hich 

produces softening of rretals. PKMB therefore shONed apparently 

contradictory characteristics, being comparable to both YX)rk hardening 
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am annealing. 

Finally, he suggests that PKMB rray be analogous to vibratory 

stress relieving (VSR) of ~lded steel structures. The usual rreans by 

which welded steel structures are relieved of the internal stresses 

created by welding is by heating. Hc:wever it was found that similar 

stress relief oould te produced by subjecting ~lded structures to 

high intensity vibration. 

Tl'E comparison with PKMB is interesting, especially as Hasted 

(1979a) has cEscri1:ed Pl<l."18 as essentially being "rretal-dlurning" 

rather than retal teooing. 

Al.7 Changes in Magnetic Properties 

Hasted reports scm: changes in rragnetic prc:perties of rraterials 

subjected to PKMB action. In one case (198la) an ultra pure crystal of 

rrolebdenum \4B.S tent by Geller, without touch and whilst teing 

carefully witnessed. High purity rrolebdenum has a low IIBgnetic 

susceptibility but this specimen vas later found to have a rmJeh larger 

rragnetic susceptibility than is normal for high p.rrity rrolebdenum. It 

YaS subjected to o:utron irradiation analysis which established that 

the levels of ferranagnetic impurities (iron, oobalt am nickel) were 

too low to account for the aronalously high IIBgnetic susceptibility 

(ibid pl16). 

Hasted also reports (ibid pl16) that curled rends am tight 

twists produced by s:me of his subjects in stainless steel cutlery are 

usually accompanied by the creation of subsidiary magnetic poles at 

the sites of. the bends. Stainless steel cutlery is usually weakly 

rragnetiseci an;l rDnnally has only two poles present, one at EBch end of 

the fork or spoon. Hasted states that only fracture, heating to above 

the Curie pJint, prolonged l1arrnering or dernagnetisa.tion followed by 
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remagnetisation are normally sufficient to produce subsidiary magnetic 

fX)les. He states that he has failed to produce subsidiary p::lles by 

oormal P'lysical b:ooing of the centre of the reck of cutlery specimens 

(ibid pl17). 

Hawke (1976) has reported'that Geller ostensibly altered the 

pattern of rca.gnetic stripes in a card used for storage of oomputer 

programs used in a He.vlett Packard rrodel 65 programrable calculator. 

Ttl:! card a:msists of a thin layer of iron oxide bonded to a plastic 

base. 

Geller \\as allCMed to hamle tw:) cards Y.hich he changed. The 

calculator had accepted the cards prior to their treatrrent by Geller 

but rejected the cards after.-ards as b:ing deviant. Placerrent of the 

cards in a nagnetic viewer (containing a colloidal suspension of iron 

particles \\hich cling to rragnetised areas) revealed definite changes 

in the pattern of rragnetised regions. 

Hawke presents the report as exploratory rather than definitive' 

am iOOicates that further investigation of the effect will follCM. 

Nothing further has b:en published in the p3.rapsychological literature 

however. 

Al.8 Accelerated Creep Bems 

An important fiming reported by Hasted is that ostensible PKMB agents 

can apparently cause greatly accelerated creep bends in a brittle 

eutectic alloy (54% biSImlth, 26% tin, 20% cadmium) (Hasted 1981a). 

This alloy has the prcperty that it is g) bri ttle that it cannot 

be bent by norrral plastic deformation, but because its rrelting };X)int 

is low (103 degrees Centigrade = 376 degrees Kelvin), it can be bent 

by II creep II , a deformation rrechanism Y.hich ooly becomes appreciable at 

temperatures of more than one half of the alloy's absolute melting 
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point (188 degrees Kelvin = - 85 degrees Centigrade). 

Narrral creep defannation precesses are slow, a 6 mn x 8 TIm cross 

sectioQ specimen of the alloy placed on knife edges 100 mn apart am. 

subjected to a 3.2 kg load for 4.25 hours shONed only a 16 degree 

bem. A sudden application of 3.5 kg under the sa.rre conditions 

fractures the specimen, suggesting that this rate of creep deformation 

is rEar the upper limit. 

Attempts to deform specimens of this alloy rapidly by rranual 

application of force either produce no deformation or fracture, so 

that the production of significant deformations in short times is 

indicative that a physically anomalous and hence ostensibly paranormal 

effect is being produced. 

S~cimens of 6 x 8 rrm cross section 150 rrm in length were 

tendered to Hasted I S subjects Arrlew G and Nicholas Williams and 

deforrrations w:re produced at rates as follows : 135 deg:cees in 10 

min; 100, 111, 135, 160 and 170 degrees in 5 ~n, 67 degrees in 3 ~n 

and 62 degrees in 2min. 

This represents a valuable method of validation of the 

rracrosc.npic PKMB effect, (as reviewed aOOve in d1apter 1, section 

1.5.10), but the results are also rretallurgically relevant, since 

Hasted reports that as is normal with creep deformation, little or no 

hardening of d:forrred zones of specimens ....as encountered (ibid P 41), 

suggesting that it was indeed a creep mechanism tha~ had been 

apparently p:iraoonnally facilitated. 

Al.9 Fracture Surface Analysis 

Microsc.npic examination of the fracture surfaces of ostensibly 

r;aranormally fractured aetal specimens has produced rather 

inconsistent and contradictory results. As Hasted points out (Hasted 
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1983a), the interpretation of I;ilotanicrographs is itself still 

s::xnewhat of an art, ani experts in this field cb oot always reach a 

consensus regarding interpretation of particular mQcrographs. 

Franklin (1974) privately p,ililished the first account of fracture 

surface analysis of ostensibly p:rraoormally broken specimens. Analysis 

vas perforrred by examination of rnotcmicrographs produced fran a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) giving high definition filotographs 

of the fracture surfaces. He pililished various versions of this report 

(1975, 1976, 1977) in two parapsychological journals and in a chapter 

in a book (Panati 1976) devoted to accounts of experimentation wi th 

Geller. 

The fiming Yfhich he oonsidered IlDst significant concerned a 

platinum alloy ring Yfhich had ostensibly 1:een fractured paranonrally 

by Geller. Parts of the surfaces appeared to show regions v.hich had 

been fractured at high tanperature n:ar the Irel ting PJint lying in 

close proximity to other areas showing fracture zones suggestive of 

very low teInJ;erature fracture <Franklin 1977). Franklin oonsidered 

this paraooxical fiming to, 1:e important, since no cbvious oorrral 

explana tion oould 1:e found. Too sceptic Martin Gardner suggested that 

the ring had merely broken at its brazed join am after subsequent 

reexamination, Franklin oonceded that this might have teen the case, 

although this oould not 1:e established with certainty (Franklin 

1977a). Too other ~irnens submitted to examination ~re two 

,stainless ,steel teaspoons am a reedle. 

Too fracture surfaces of the two spcx:ms sho.ved no very obvious 

differences fran those produced in identical specimens by normal 

to-aM-fro ret=eated l::emings to fracture. However, the shank of ooe of 

the spoons exhibited a crack wi thin which v.ere regions of fracture 

typical of high temperature shear, rather than .roan tanperature 
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fracture (Franklin 1977). 

Franklin prcposed that there might be two distinct paraoornal 

fracture f,henamenologies (Franklin 1976). In the rrore OX[1rron, the 

ITEtal weakens in strength arrl increases in ductility to the fOint 

where rather srrall forces can deform it, leading to fracture. In rarer 

instances a crack nay develop spontaneously in the cretal ~imen 

whilst it is reither being touched nor cbserved, as \ABS apparently the 

case with the reedle (ibid), This might lead to two typical SEM 

micrograph appearances, one being akin to nomal fatigue fracture, the 

other not. 

Hasted reports having submitted several ostensibly fBraoornally 

fractured specimens to electron micrography by a group wi thin his 

college (Hasted 1983a). Although sane features v.ere found which v.ere 

uncharacteristic of oormal fractures, the complications were such that 

ostensibly paranormal fractures could not be reliably distinguished 

fram normal ones. 

Sasaki (Sasaki et al 1978) has 'rep)rted an SEM study of the 

fracture surfaces of platinum wires and two stainless steel spoons. 

The wires v.ere fractured by japanese child subjects who held them 

between forefinger and thumb Ybilst being witnessed by the 

ex[:erimenters. A oormal fracture in a similar wire specimen vas 

produced by repeated berrling by the exf:Erirnenters arrl SEM 

photanicrographs of both specimens are reproduced in the r:aper. 

Similar filotomicrographs of normal am ostensibly paranorrral fractures 

prcrluced in the sarre stainless steel spoons are also reproduced. 

The authors' comments on the differences between the two types of 

fracture are rat.~r cautious. The fhotanicrographs of the wire 

fractures show clear differences between the normally fractured 

specimen which has an appearance typical of fatigue fracture in a 
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ductile netal, am the ostensibly paranormally fractured specimen 

Ybich shews an unusually diverse apt;:earance, having areas of ductile 

fracture arrl dimples but also areas of apparent brittle fracture. Tre 

authors point out this diversity anj corrrnent that the PK ~--ated 

specimen shewed rrore extrene brittleness am ductility than the 

fatigue-broken specimen but state that in general their appearances 

v.ere similar. Hasted (Hasted 1981a) states that localised malting is 

to be obse~ in the original photomicrographs of Sasaki1s ostensibly 

paranornally fractured platinum wire specimens. 

Tre two spoons were broken in the absence of the exp=rimenters. 

In Japan a conm::m rrethod whereby l?K!~ agents create fractures in 

cutlery is to threw it in the air, imparting a spin whilst ooing 9:). 

Breakage occurs as the rECk of the spoon loses strength am b:comes 

ductile, \#ben inertial forces generated by the spinning shear the }:owl 

fran the reck. Both spoons w:re broken by this rreans. 

Tre oorrral fractures produced in the spoons by the experimenters 

for comparison p.1I'POses had the typical appearance of ductile 

fracture. The ostensibly !:Branorrrally fractured surfaces showed a 

diversity of appearance similar to that shown by the ostensibly 

paranorrral fracture in the wire. Regions of the fracture surfaces 

showed brittle fracture dlaracteristics, but also areas of extrerre 

ductile appearance. 

The authors I SUIIllBry of differences between the PI< fractures arrl 

the oormal ones is that the PK fracture surface, although similar to a 

fatigue fracture surface is rrore corrplex ani shaNS fewer striations, 

which are rrore closely spaced than is found in the fatigue fractured 

surface, am also shaNS a zig-zag line structure. Fatigue bars at the 

rEutral axis which are a carmon feature of fatigue fractures, appear 

to be missing. 
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Al.I0.,1 PKL""1B and Steel Wire Be:ims 

Sasaki an::l his a::>-w:>rkers have pililished papers on the rcodification by 

PK of the stress/strain relationships of materials subjected to 

Loading (Sasaki et al 1974, 1976, 1977). 

Unfortunately although these tapers have reen available in 

Englanl, 00 written translation of them has been rrade. Hcwever, a 

p9.rtial verbal translation of the first paper (Sasaki et al' 1974) has 

been };:erfoored (Hara 1984) am fran this and the English abstracts ani 

the diagrams and graphs which are r:artly titled in English it has b=en 

possible to obtain a general idea of the results obtained. 

In all cases the ~rirnents have reen ItDdeled on starrlard 

materials science experiments Where the relationship between same 

rreasure of defamation of a rretal specircen arx:1 the arrount of soma 

imposed load is investigated for different values of load (TirnoshenKo 

& Young 1968). 

The classic experiment in this area is the Young IS IIDdulus 

~riment, usually };:erforned with a wire subjected to loading by 

Y.eights reing placed on its l~r end, increases in the length of the 

wire being plotted against the loading as the wire stretches under 

increasing stress, values of stress (loading) reing assigned to the Y 

axis, the strain (deformation) teing assigned to the X axis. 

For s:me mterials, including rrost metals, at low values of 

stress, the stress/ strain relationship is linear (Hooke's Law). As the 

stress is increased, the defamation (strain) p:r unit stress 

increases, causing the previously straight graphed lire to heel over. 

Onwards from this point, for same materials including same metals, 

defomation due to increased loading recanes inelastic arrl rot 

recoverable upon the stress teing released arrl rray re added to by 
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creep defomation, mere the wire continues to elongate as a function 

of time at a static loading. If the loading is increased further, the 

yield point is ~ched and fracture occurs. 

In the first paper (Sasaki et al 1974) a ream berrling, rather 

than a wire stretching experiment is Cescribed. A c:ornrrercially 

available steel wire sudl as is normally used for flower arrangem:mt 

vas used as the team. The wire specimens were rot heat treated in any 

r"ay prior to use. Sc.m3 wire specimens were of 0.72 Inn diameter, others 

were of 0.88 rrm diarreter. All ~re of 250 rrm length. 

The beams vere placed upon tw::> supports spaced 200 rrm apart. TiE 

supports were composed of three items r:x=r side, a large steel block 

upon which a short steel bar YaS placed, upon which YaS placed a 

natchstick having a V shaped groove used to :retain the wire. The steel 

blocks, steel bars and IIB.tchsticks were secured to EBch other am the 

table by adhesive tape to ensure stability. The table \>as bel ted to 

the concrete floor. 

The loading weight vas suspended by means of a hook am thread 

fran the center of the team. M3asurerrent of the iEight of the center 

of the team vas perform=d using a reight gauge sliding on the table 

top Ybich vas graduated to 0.02 Iml. Deflection distance of the top of 

the center of the team fran its original height vas taken as the 

deformation variable. 

The subjects used were four Japanese child PKMB agents. A total 

of 17 ~rimenters took p3.rt, all being staff, IX'stgraduates or final 

year undergraduate students of the Cenki Tsushin Uni versi ty . 

Experimenters were selected for their like of children am heavily 

sceptical irrli viduals were excluded. The children am their r:arents 

had ro haOO in designing the experimental protocol. 

The subjects were allowed, under cbservation by nore than one 
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witness, to place their hams 9Jll1e 30-to 150 rrm above the wire for 

p:riods of a few minutes (exposure times of 3 to 11 minutes are shewn 

on the graphs). care vas taken to ensure that no touch occurred am 

for any case vtlere touch W3.S known to have taken place, the ~riment 

with that specimen W3.S voided am the results rerooved frcrn the 

records. 

A number of graphs are reproduced vtlich appear to show that, as 

the authors a:mclude, ostensible PKMB action causes an increase in 

bending of the team under static loading oonditions. The defamation 

ostensibly due to PI< increases with increased loading of the l:eam, 

suggesting a facilitation of both elastic and plastic deformation. 

Where the normal loading was sufficient to cause creep deformation it 

appeared that PKMB accelerated its rate. The teams w:re loaded am 

treated with PK, then unloaded, this cycle t:eing repeated several 

times in SCJTe cases, all fX>ints a1 these cycles t:eing shewn 

graphically. 

Al.lO. 2 Bamboo and Wooden Specimens 

In this study (Sasaki et al 1977) bamboo specimens of diarreter 1.78 rrm 

to 1.86 rrm arrl length 250 rrm arrl w:xxien specimens of section 2.01 rrm x 

2.18 nm arrl 250 rrm length w:re used. 

Since every oornponent of the the l:earn bending test apparatus 

appears to be ieentical with that used in the above study, it can be 

presurred that the procedure followed similar lines to that of the 

preceding study, although cnly two subjects appear to have t:een 

employed. 

OrE bamboo specimen seems to have l:een loaded in stages to 200 g 

and then unloaded so as to establish its normal stress/strain curve. 

This left a snaIl I;:errranent deflection in the specimen. It W3.S then 
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loaded up to 150 g but at each stage of loading a PI< attenpt \tas rrade. 

Fran the 90 g loading point onW3.rds the PKMB treatnent created srrall 

additional deflections, but on unloading, the team's pennanent 

deflection was only very slightly different fram that measured after 

the first, rormal, loading. Other bamboo specimens' graphs shew 

similar characteristics. Nearly all of the ostensibly PK contributed 

deflection was thus elastic rather than plastic. 

Although the authors state in their abstract that peI'IIlarent 

defomation was observed with the WJOden specimens, they only 

reproduce a stress/strain graph for cne WXlden specimen. This 

rarticular graph is unsatisfactory 1:ecause during the first 

deformation cycle employing low loadings only elastic deformations 

v.ere present, v.hereas the subsequent higher loading cycle is 

identified at its toprrost loading v.eight as shewing creep. Since the 

creep shCMIl cannot te separated fram the ostensibly PK -contributed 

plastic deformation in this graph, the authors' conclusions remain 

difficult to assess. 

Al.lO. 3 PKMB am Alumini urn arx1 Steel Strip 

Sasaki's 1976 paper <Sasaki et al 1976) sunrrarises the results of the 

1974 wire team berxiing tests arx1 reports the results of tensile tests 

on aluminium strip and cantilever tests with steel plate. 

This paper remains untranslated rut the overall results are shown 

graphically aIrl IlDSt details in the accompanying diagrams are latelled 

in English. Frur Japanese child PK"4B agents v.ere employed in this 

study. 

Tte aluminium strip was 40 rnn long arx1 0.5 rnn thick (its width is 

oot given in English>. It was suspended vertically, gripped by steel 

jaws at top arrl oottan. Tte oottan set of jaws \\ere weighted, 
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increasing weight teing aaded during the experiment. t-msurernent of 

the streching of the strip ~s rrade by use of a reight gauge, as in 

the previous studies, this time horizontal lines having tEen scrited 

on the strip, on W1ich the height gauge W3.S set. 

At 11 Kg loading the first 5 minute PI< attempt T,t,S,S rrade, 

producing an extra elongation of several millimeters vtlich nade the 

specimen depart fran its oorrrally srrooth stress/strain curve. Five 

further 5 minute PI< attempts \\ere nade, each time at the next loading 

point, the loading being increased in 2 Kg steps. 

Three regions of stress/strain tEhaviour are revealed. At the 

lowest loadings used for- PI< attempts the elongation prcduced by PI< is 

at a rraximum. At this point the \oeOrk-hardening of the specimen 

produced by stretching is at a minimum. As higher levels of loading 

are reached, the PI< oontributions to elongation decrease. Tte authors 

state (in the- English abstract) that this is due to the \oeOrk-hardening 

process. At still higher levels of loading vtlere the specimen 

approaches its yield point the elongations caused ostensibly by the PI< 

contribution once nore increase, presunably by assisting the creep 

processes W1ich set in at this region of the stress/strain curve. 

The cantilever terxiing study involved an annealed (90 minutes at 

400 degrees Centigrade) low carbon (0. 07% C) steel strip of width 6 

mn, arx1 thickness 0.5 rrm. The strip ~s held by a vise at one end, the 

length of strip protruding fran the vise teing 87.5 mn. At a point 

82.5 rrm fran the vise jaws a hole \taS drilled in the strip to vtlich 

\tas attached a wire upon W1ich the loading weights were placed. 

The PK attempts were p:rfornEd in 3 minute p:riods. The loading 

of the strip \-.as taken to 2 Kg arx1 five PI< attenpts \\ere rrede in 

succession. Each PI< attetipt produced deflection, the arrounts teing 

variable. The deflections are described as teing creep deflections and 
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a mn-PK control deflection/stress OlrVe is shONIl for (presurrably) a 

similar oontrol strip loaded with 2. 2 Kg which in 30 minutes shewed 

only slightly more deflection by static creep than did the 2 Kg loaded 

experimental strip after 9 minutes. At the end of its 15 minute 

exposure period the experimental strip sha.ved rearly 50% lIDre 

deflection than the oontrol strip af ter 30 minutes of loading at the 

higher \\eight. 

Ai.IO. 4 Ccmnent 

It is surprising that Sasaki's studies have rot teen replicated by any 

Arcerican or European group because prima facie they Tt\Ould seem to 

present a rational approach to the study of some aspects of PKMB. 

Presurrably the obscurity of these largely untranslated Japanese 

studies has prevented their replication. Since the approach involves 

only the addition of a PK a:xnponent to already very v-ell established 

experimental techniques it has the advantage that the behaviour of the 

systems affected has tEen extremely v-ell dlaracterised. 

This fonn of study also seems potentially to be amenable to high 

levels of security against fraud in sane of its forms, because if, for 

example, a wire stretching study w=re used, nanual nanipulation of the 

wire \\OUld IEed to be of s:::xne oonsiderable force in order fraudulently 

to reproduce the extensions registered ostensibly by PK. This v.ould be 

easily detected by witnesses. AOOitionally, use of electronic 

"touch~tection" circuitry <x>uld be nade to provide instrurrental 

registration of the absence of touch. 

AI.li.l Paranonnal Electrical Effects : First Irrlications 

The first sign that apparently p:iraoonnal electrical effects rray be 

invol ved in PKMB vas encountered during Hasted's investigation of 
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Geller at Birkbeck College of the University of London (June 21st 

1974) (Hasted 1976b). 

Geller vas given a gieger aJunter tube to hold arrl requested to 

produce an effect upon it. Tte output fran the ~iger aJunter w:iS 

input to a raterreter am the ratereter's output vas chart recorded. 

Tte geiger tube's output vas also audible via a loudspeaker. 

Tte system t,.B.S dlecked to detennine that it responded normally to 

ionising radiation by exposure to a radioactive source. Tte background 

cnunt vas also ascertained. Deliberate rough haooling of the tube 

assanbly and cable prcduced no artifactual responses. 'I\t.enty minutes 

of backgrourrl radiation were recorded, followed by a test p.llse 

resulting fran exposure to a radioactive source, followed by a further 

ten minutes of constant backgrourrl radiation. Hasted then used the 

gieger aJunter to search for aJncealed radiation sources on Geller's 

p:!rson. Ncne was found. Geller \4BS then harried the ~iger cnunter 

tube. He held it in t:oth hams am aJncentrated hard on affecting it. 

Within two minutes two aJunt-rate fUlses had occurred, one of 

about 25 aJunts ~r second, one snaller. Geller said that he had felt 

sane sort of shock, t,tbich Hasted aJnstrued as possibly electrical in 

origin. After another sixteen minutes there \aBS another fUlse, am 

after a further five minutes a larger fUlse, during which Geller 

reported feeling a prickly sensation. A further ten minute's a:mtrol 

running of the aJunter w:iS ~rforrred, wi thout Geller holding the 

geiger tube,' during which it ~rforrred oorrrally am the apparatus vas 

then switched off. 

During this ~riod a nagnetic field recording device had teen 1n 

operation and the technician \4Btching its chart recorded output 

reported that pulses had been recorded on it \otlich synchronised with 

the two latter large p.1lses prcduced on the geiger tube. This 
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suggested to Hasted that the effects might have l::een electrical in 

origin, since the discharge of electric current o:,.JOuld prOOuce a 

transient magnetic field (Hasted & Robertson 1981b). 

At a session b~e following day Geller produced five count-rate 

pulses, one of v.hich prcrluced an extraordinarily large a:>unt-rate 

reading, p.ltting the chart recorder p:n off scale (Hasted 1976b). 

Paraaoxically, ID clicks v.ere audible during this pulse. 1\0.0 

other pllses before this had also teen accompanied by ananalously low 

levels of clicks, \\hich reinforced the impression that it w:iS rot 

nuclear radiation which Geller vas prOOucing, but transient surges of 

electrici ty. At the second session another 9=iger a:>unter rearby had 

rot registered any unusual effects, only that harrlled by Geller 

responded. 

Tie !Ext day Hasted found ~~t the 9=iger tube's stainless steel 

case w:iS electrically a:>nnected to the circuit of the oounter am vas 

rot 93.rthed with respect to the rest of the oounter circuit· but formed 

part of the return path for discharges within the tube. 

He tried shorting a 90 volt battery across part of the steel case 

and found that a oount rate p.11se oould re so prcduced. His a::mclusion 

vas that perhaps Geller's harrls had prcxiuced transient voltages of the 

order of 50 - 100 volts which had shorted across the steel case. 

TtE production of these charges by static electricity caused by 

friction see.m:rl ruled out because the case w:iS a:>nducti ve, ¥as held 

steadily by Geller, rather than reing rubbed· and his feet were quite 

still on the carpet. 

Al.ll.2 The Air Ionisation Hypothesis 

The second point of errergence of paranorrral electrical effects 

occurred by dlance. Hasted had ooticed that his subject Stephen North 
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saretimes t.enJed to rce.ke graooing rrovements towards the PKMB target 

specimen. He reports the rrovements as occurring in response to the 

subject tEaring the sudden rrotion of the d'lart recorder ::en (Hasted .. 
1980a) a.rrl therefore as following the PK..'1B event rather than preceding 

or being simultaneous with it. 

To prevent this arrl also to detect touching, l'E developed a 

"touch detector" circuit which vas wired to the specimen arrl responded 

to the rrains hum present on North's haoo if it touched the specimen. 

The circuit also provided a chart record of toudl incidents (Hasted 

1981a). North vas later cured of the tendency to reach towards the 

target by rreans of a nDving PI< target (Hasted & Robertson 1980a). 

Several sessions ~re oonducted wi th ~th, using the touch 

detection circuitry, without touch signals being encountered. 

Hasted reports (Hasted & Robertson 1980a) that at one evening 

session he and his assistant David Robertson were vatching ~th very 

closely when the touch detector channel on the chart recorder gave a 

response at the sane instant that the PKMB (strain gaUje) channel did. 

North cried out and cla~ that he had felt a pricking sensation 

at the end of his thumb at the m:ment that the chart recorder fens 

v.ere heard to rove. Hasted and RObertson were t=Ositive that North had 

rot touched the PI< target, or even roved, at that instant. Hasted 

reports that the closest of North's haoos to the PI< target vas 4 

inches away fran it and that it had been stationary (ibid p387). 

Hasted quickly examined North's thumb arid saw a tiny pink rrerk on it. 
u.. 

w~n the thumb \-as ~Zed a tiny drcp of bl.cx:xl appeared at that spot. 

Tl'E PK target, a Iretal disc, shewed a deformation of some 20 degrees 

as a result of this single event. 

During the winter of 1978-1979 Hasted oonducted a series of 

sessions exploring these effects, U5~ng Stephen North and Matthew 
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Manning as subjects. Tte first exploratory experimental sessions 

invol ved the creation of signals upon one electrode located in air . , 

analogous to the arrangerrent Y.bich had originally enabled the 

discovery to te rrade. It is important to note that the electrical 

resistance tetween the electrode am earth ¥as only about 100 Ohns, so 

that radio arxl other forms of electrical interference \otere eliminated, 

and no effects oould te produced by stationary ostensibly non-psi 

talented subjects. 

Both subjects produced effects on this apparatus, but Manning 

roved his arms violently in a wirrlmilling notion which ¥as later found 

capable of creating effects on the electrode by normal ItEaIlS, due to 

dynamic electrostatic induction effects. North succeeded when quite 

stationary (Hasted & Robertson 1980a). 

An ~rtant issue to clarify regarding this effect was whether 

it invob.ed as a prinary event the fBranonral creation of bursts of 

air ions, or whether the generation of charge occurred directly at or 

very rEar the electrode itself. 

Early studies were made using a ferrite ring wound toroidally 

with 500 turns of insulated oopper wire which vas usually used in 

oonjunction with an electrode. 

The rationale for this type of exp:riment ¥as that if the subject 

generated Wrsts of air ionisation tetween his ham am the electrode, 

which vas designated target, the drift of this airborne charge would 

be cEtected as it passed through the central hole in the toroid which 

was placed in an intenredia te :pJsi tion J::stween the sub ject I S ham and 

the electrode. 

The toroid wimings \\ere oonnected to a sensi ti \Ie low imp:dance 

amplifier arrl would respond by rragnetic irrluction to the p3.ssage of 

electrically dlarged ions through the air, the outputs of roth the 
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electrode amplifier am the toroid amplifier tx:ing recorded on 

different channels of the sarre chart recorder. 

With Stephen North, synchronous effects ~re recorded upon me 

electrode arrl toroid (within chart recorder time resolution - approx 

100 ms). Orx:e the toriod \tas electrostatically screened, m further 

signals were. produced fran it by North (this flay have teen a 

psychological effect). 

Manning in his first session \tas given only the screened toroid 

as target anj succeeded in prcducing signals fran it. In his second 

session toth toroid arrl an electrode were present arrl he produced 

effects only upon the electrode. 

Although airborne ions v.ere not excluded as the fundamental 

effect by these results, Hasted interpreted them as possibly showing 

that charge might have been fBranorrnally generated directly within the. 

windings of the toroid as well .( ibid p389). 

A short pilot series of sessions v.ere hald with Manning using two 

disc electrodes rrounted at various distances fran e3.ch other. The 

electrodes and Manning I s wrist v.ere held at various different 

voltages. The results of these exploratory runs w:re not reported in 

detail, Hasted only remarks that the recorded polarities of the 

signals detected were rot affected by changes in relative PJtentials 

of the electrodes and subject (ibid p391). This study led to the rrore 

detailed investigations of the role of airborne ions reviewed below. 

The question of mether strain events w:re always accompanied by 

electrical effects \\as rEXt addressed (Hasted & Robertson 1981b), 

although sc:m=what unsatisfactorily. 

'l\o.o aluminium strip £PeCimens (100 rrm long, 10 rrm wide, lrrm 

thick) v.ere rrounted radially to the subject (Stemen North), ooe teing 

closer to him than the other, the separation teing aOOut 480 ITrn. 
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North's haOO was only 60 to 70 Inn fran the rEarest one. Each specimen 

vas equipped with a strain gauge ani was also treated as an air 

electrode by being connected to an electrode amplifier. 

TtE weakness of this design is that later IffOrk by Hasted (eq 

Hasted 1981a) shews that strain events can be localised to distances 

of very few millimeters. Use of 100 x 10 rnn strips for this study 

rreant that strain events could easily be localised to areas of the 

strips v.hich were not effectively rronitored by the single strain gauge 

of some 10 x 5 rrm size, ror are details given of mere on the strips 

the gauges \>.ere placed, although it seems likely they ~uld t.e 

centrally placed. It would therefore seem probable that Hasted's 

estimates of the frequency of synchronous electrical am strain 

signals rray be too lew. 

Six sessions were corrlucted sequentially, arrl a clear trend in 

results across the sessions is evident, al though Hasted gives ro 

statistical analysis to underpin the trend evident to simple 

inspection (Hasted & Robertson 1980a). 

M:Bn signal numbers ~r session vas 49 (disregarding a seventh 

session which vas not oomparable arrl not part of the series). The 

proportion of strain signals unaccompanied by electrical signals S, 

and electrical signals unaccanpanied by strain signals E, arrl 

syrx:hronous signals SE, are sep3.rately tabulated. 

Across the six sessions the results show a decline in pure strain 

signals S, {;Er session, arrl a decline of synchronous strain am 

electrical signals, (excepting the first session where no synchronous 

ES signals \\ere detected), accanpanied by an increase in the 

proportion of electrical signals E. 

Al;:art fran the PS'lchological interest of these results in showing 

apparent learning (Hasted states that North vas aware of the 
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experimenters' interest in the new electrical signals (ibid p76), 

these results apparently shew that within the rather large limits of 

possible error of the study, PKMB strain events are not !'Ecessarily 

accomp:1nied by electrical events. 

Hasted !'Ext used the same sized electrOOes placed pirallel to 

each other with different distances between them in each session to 

further study the atmospheric ion production hypothesis (ibid p77). 

'roo electrodes v.ere placed with their long axes pointing upwards 

and with the gap tEtween them centered on a radial plane originating 

fran North's haOO' s position. The experiment took place in Hasted's 

electrically screened roan at Birkbeck. Each electrcde \tas CDnnected 

to a 9 volt voltage source, one b2ing at 9 volts positive with respect 

to the screened enclosure, the other l:eing at 9 volts regative. 

Reversal of the fOlarity of both electrodes \tas periodically 

accomplished every II seconds by rreans of a relay driven by. a timer. 

Too point of this procedure vas that if the effects were due to 

the creation of atmospheric ionisation in the space between the 

electrodes, the creation of an electrical field l:etv.een them \lDuld 

cause the separation of rEgative ani positively dlarged species of 

ion-clusters. Each ion type would drift be the opposite polarity 

electrode, causing corresponding signals on their arrival at the 

electrode. 

If en the other haOO the primary rrechanism vas the generation of 

charge at the electrode plates themselves, rather than in the air 

between them there \lDuld b2 no p:u-ticular reason \\by each electrcde 

should not ~rience the generation of charges of both like am 

unlike r:olarity to its battery-supplied polarity. The circuit vas 

arranged so that the chart record provided indication of the rnlarity 

of each electrode during each period. 

~ 
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Hasted interpreted the results as .favouring the atroospheric 

ionisation hypothesis, recause only 4.9% of the 1323 signals recorded 

v.ere of sign inapprq:>riate to the separation of marge process 

bnplicit in the air ionisation hypothesis. Hasted cites the results of 

calculations which suggest that the rrost probable durations of the 

signals W3.S of the order of 0.23 seconds (ibid p78). 

Further analysis is presented to shaw that the relationship 

between the prcportion of synchronous signals (on roth ~ectrodes) to 

ron synchronous varies with the place of generation of the ion 

clusters in fair agreenent with calculation based on data fran the 

normal particle swarm analysis (ibid p82). Hawever the rratherratical 

~tment of both this and that of the axial distribution of the ion 

clusters is acknowledged by Hasted as being largely invalidated by the 

ron uniformity of the electric field produced by the use of the b.o 

strip electrodes (ibid p83). 

Accordingly, a Tawnsend-Huxley drift tube W3.S a:mstructed. This 

consisted of a tube having electrodes taking the form of end pieces 

nade as concentric rings of rretal insulated from e3.ch other 

(designated bull, inner and outer - each being connected to a detector 

amplifier). Each set of target electrodes W3.S surrounded by a metal 

screen. TtE space between the ends W3.S surrounded at intervals by 

rings of rretal which W3re set at apprq:>riate p:>tentials by rreans of a 

resistor chain, thereby generating a relatively uniform electric field 

within the interior of the drift tube. TtEse rings also prevented 

finger contact with the target electrodes. 

Full results of the use of this tube in five sessions are not 

reported, but Hasted I s tentative conclusions W3re that the data 

obtained was consistent with there being ionisation bursts occurring 

at rrore than one place simultarraously am that an appreciable 
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prcportion of the charge production nay have occured at or very rEar 

to the electrode surfaces (ibid p86). 

Al.ll.3 Th3 Paranormal Temporary Conduction Path HypotOOsis 

In addition to the two hypotheses developed by Hasted above, that 

charge placerent might occur directly, or that the J;i1enanenon rray 

consist of bursts of atIrospheric ionisation, a third hypothesis -..as 

available. 

Brookes-Smith (1975) had earlier found temporary electrical 

conduction paths to be ostensibly paranormally generated on electrode 

systems rrounted on the underside of experimental tables sub jected to 

-ostensibly psychokinetic forces. Early psychical research 

investigations of physical rnediumship had also seemingly disclosed 

that certain ostensibly PK gifted individuals could discharge charged 

electroscopes without touch fran a distance (Sudre 1960). 

Th3 third hypothesis \tas that a temporary conduction pith could 

be foI1lEd in air Yobich could enable charge to be transported to 

electrode systems (Hasted & Robertson 1981b). SUch a path might 

possibly be oamposed of air ions. 

Hasted accordingly ~signed an exp:rirnent Yobich WJuld enable the 

hypothesis of air ionisation to be tested. Since air ions are subject 

to drift, diffusion and fornation of secondary charged particle 

clusters, conduction paths composed of air ions cannot transmit 

rapidly varying electrical I;X>tentials, because the processes cited 

above lead to a smearing of rise times and loss of rapidly varying 

potentials. An exp:riment in which an attempt vas nade to pass a 

rapidly varying signal down a paranormal conduction p:itb WJuld shaN 

regative results if the p:ith t.-.ere composed of air ions (ibid p181)' 

An :imrcEdiately relevant question vas that of w,ere the charge 
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corxiucted by the p:lth might originate fran. The first hypothesis to l::e 

tested vas that it originated fran the PI< agent's l:x:xly. 

'rn: exp=riment therefore invol ved the capaci tati ve roupling of a 

10 kHz sine vave signal into the body of Stephen North via a 150 mn 

square plate placed rear to, but oot in a:mtact with him (ibid pIa 2) . 

No trace of the 10 kHz signal vas detectable at the electrcdes of 

the Townsend-Huxley drift tube used as PK targets Yben North W3.S oot 

present, oor when he vas present but not PI< -acti ve, oor could any 

other non PK gifted individuals induce the signal by movement etc. 

Touching of the electrodes with an uninsulated piece of wire held in 

the haOO procfuced a burst of 10 kHz sinewa ve, as v.ould b: ~ed. 

North succeeded in producing (100-200 IDS) bursts of 10 kHz 

signals intentionally. The signal to noise ratio of his signals W3.S 

approxllnately 5:1, smaller by a factor of five than that of the 

signals procfuced by touch with the wire. Tn: envelopes of his bursts· 

of 10 kHz signal shOtT greater variations in amplitude than that shown 

by the touch-created signals. 

This result seemingly contradicts the air ionisation hypothesis 

in a decisive. rranner. The apparent fiOOing that signals CDuld l:E 

transmitted along p:lranornal conduction paths must be classed as one 

of the IlDSt significant discoveries nade by Hasted. Replication am 

extension of this v.ork tray enable the delineation of the conduction 

nechanism to be rrade. 
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APPE..."DLX 'IWO 

A2.1 'rha Three Channel Device 

Referring first to figure 27, (i) it shows the aPKMB sensor assembly. 

Th: diagram shows the 20 mn PZT strip fixed to the underside of the 

lead bob. The plastic tube is transparent am ~n at the lower end. 

Too PZT strip was first soldered to the two inner strams of the 

shielded output cables. Too soldered a:mnection was rrade to the silver 

surfaces of the PZT strip am the !;Oint where the joint was rrade was 

then covered by a thin layer of epoxy resin (Araldite) to protect it 

fran fracture due to rrechanical stress. Too entire exposed assembly 

f£S then dipped into rubber 3Jlution in order to insulate it. After 

this had dried the exposed surface of the strip was then painted with 

a silver based electrically comuctive faint. Too p:linted .. ~n shielding 

f£S earthed to the bob by rreans of a wire soldered to the bob am 

wrapped around the epoxy blob so as to be covered by sil,-,=r faint when 

it was applied. Tha screens of the cables \>/ere earthed at the bob am 

an earth wire (not shown in the diagram so as to preserve clarity) 

oonnected the plumb bob to the earth of the apparatus. Too screened 

leads were taken up the sides of the plumb . bob am the whole assembly 

held together with PVC insulating adhesive tape, which secured the 

plastic tube to the underside of the plumb bob. The rob I s \>/eight was 

60 grams. Tba PZT strip of Mullard (row Phillips) PZT 5 rraterial was 

20 TIm long with a self capacitance of 1000 pf. The 20 rrm strips were 

cut fran 70 mn strips bought fran the distributors Intel and \\8.S 

Phillips part number 4322-020-04840. 

Figure 27 (ii) shews the uPKMB sensor assembly in use. It was 

suspended by rreans of three elastic bams oonnected to form a 
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canpliant suspension. The shielded output cables were allowed to hang 

fairly loosely fran the cross-bar ro as to minimise the rrechanical 

coupling between the wires am the sensor. Miniature shielded cable 

l£S used to rraximise the cable canpliance. Vigorous ITDver,ent of the 

cables would produce a snaIl output in the uPKMB channel due to 

capacitative am other effects. wnen stationary, m output was 

generated am the cables in use Vlere carefully clipped to the starrl 

arrl taped at any loose p:>int which might rrove under its ONn weight. 

The upright am horizontal tart of the starrl was of aluminium tubing 

arrl was a tight push fit into a hole in the cast iron base. 

Referring now to figure 28, it shows the schematic of the three 

channel device. The outputs fran the two cables Vlere each input to 

unity gain high bnpedance buffers of linpedance 470,000 ohms in the 

twelve session study am 168 rregohms impedance in the accelerated 

start study. The impedance 'NaS dlanged l:ecause studies of the 

Yaveforms had suggested that the events were longer lasting than had 

originally been thought. The outputs fran the two buffers were fed to 

a differential amplifier stage of gain 22. The output of the 

differential stage was PC. ooupled to the followng stages, the lower 

cut off p:>int being at 10 Hz (-3dB) at 6 dB/octave. The devices used 

throughout \'lere Texas type 070 series FEr input operational 

amplifiers, used in quad form except for circuits reeding offset 

adjustment such as the digital voltmeter ani comparator circuits. 

The output fran the differential c.mplifier stage was input to a 

precision full wave rectifier stage. The output fran this stage 

cperated a oomparator which was set so as to trigger at just above the 

2 mv level. When the comparator switched it actuated a delay circuit 

which held the clock off for a fixed time interval (150 ms). The clock 

Yas of adjustable I.:'eriod fran ab:mt 10 Hz to 1 Hz. The output fran the 
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clock vas fed to the peak hold stage Ykiich received the input fran the 

rectifier stage. Tre p::xlk hold stage vas reset to zero volts by each 

clock output pulse. Tre output fran the tEak hold circuit "..as fed to 

the voltage controlled oscillator, which also had an off set control to 

enable the free running frequency of the voltage controlled oscillator 

to be adjusted. Tre output fran the voltage controlled oscillator vas 

fed to a graIl piezoelectric sounder which acted as a loudspeaker. The 

output fran the autorratically reset peak hold circuit vas fed to a 

buffer which Oltput the signal to the mart recorder (set at a 

sensitivity of 10 rnv fsd). 

Amther output fran the p:ak hold circuit was fed to a sIaN droc:p 

rate paak hold circuit which was rranually reset. The output fran this 

peak hold circuit was input to an offset control circuit which enabled 

small IX: offsets to be nulled out. Tl"e output fran this circuit vas 

input to a 200 mv fsd digital voltmeter which gave a resolution to 0.1 

IllV. 

Tre rrains m::>nitoring channel was rot intended to give an output 

linearly related to the transient rragnitude, but vas utilised to 

provide a yes/no decision criterion as to whether any significant 

departure of the rrains voltage fran romel levels had occurred. Too 

sensitivity was such that snall changes in trains voltage due to the 

srrall voltage drop occurring in response to the demarrl fran tEa vy 

current using devices could be detected in same houses. 

Tre rrains m::>nitoring channel was connected to both live am 

neutral rrains lines. Too rrains earth was connected to the internal 

ccmnon (single fOint) earth p::>int in the apparatus to which all 

circuits' ¥.ere referenced. Tl"e inputs fran the live am neutral rrains 

leads \AAere fed to resistive attenuators (of 200,000 duns resistance). 

rhe outputs fran the attenuators \AAere mixed am isolated at OC by high 
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vol tage high quality capacitors ani fed to a 50 Hz mtch filter. TtE 

output fram the mtch filter was fed to a semi logarithmic amplifier 

gi ving a range of gains fran 600 to unity, according to the signal 

amplitude input, Large signals being amplified less that small ones. 

This ron linear element vas incoq::xJrated in order to allow the very 

wide range of possible transient voltages to be accam~ted without 
) 

ser10us overloading of later stages or lack of sensitivity at law 

levels. T~ output fram the semi logarithmic amplifier was first full 

wave precision rectified and then fed to a fast peak hold stage which 

had a high droop rate but rapid response. The output fran this circuit 

was fed to a peak hold stage having a slower drcop rate but slower 

response. This stage was reset to zero volts by the clock. Tte output 

fran this stage was input to the mart recorder (at fsd sensitivity of 

1 volt). 

Tte microphone used was a crystal micrq>hone insert which ~s 

fixed to the uPKMB sensor's stam. TtE output fran the microphooe was 

input via miniature shielded cable to an amplifier of input impedance 

1 rregohm am gain of 20. Tn: output of this stage was fed to a full 

wave precision rectifier. T~ output fran this stage was input to a 

~k hold circuit which was reset to zero volts by the clock. TtE 

output fran the peak hold circuit was input to the chart recorder (at 

sensitivity of 100 rnv fsd)' 

TtE apparatus YaS used essentially unchanged for all chart 

recorded studies (the input circuit time constant YaS changed, but the 

time constant of the subsequent PC. a:mpled circuits was set to produce 

a baniwidth which W3.S 6 dB dcwn at 10 Hz am dropped at a rate of 6 dB 

'p=r octave. 

It my Ce worrlered why ro effort was Hade to calibrate the output 

of the system with known force inputs into the PZT sensor. This was 
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not attempted for three reasons. 

Ore was that support fran r:hysics based personnel was lacking arrl 

the theoretical response can b: calculated fran the rranufacturer's 

published data on the PZT strip. A rrore important reason vas that it 

was most strongly felt that while such calibrations may be reassuring 

and satisfying in the sense that they seem to produce a result whereby 

it could be claimed that the observed effects had certain physical 

IlBgnitudes, this claim is really quite spurious, because the mechanism 

of the effects remains entirely unknown. While the mechanism remains 

unidentified, calibration of the system with known forces is 

rreaningless because there are OJ grounds for assuming that the 

p:lranorrral action ~rates in any way similarly to a OJrrral force. 

This data would present the appearance of precision but would really 

be meaningless at this stage of our knowledge. 

The final I;XJint is that one can validly approach the problem of 

the unknown nature of the PK-PZT r:hysical nexus by regarding the 

apparatus as a black box, ani refrain fran naking specific assumptions 

about the rrodus q:Jerarrli of the PK, but presurre that if the same 

apparatus is used unchanged it will provide a constant rreasure which 

can be compared fran session to session arrl l::etween sub ject arrl 

subject, even if the tnysical rreaning of the effects remains unclear. 

This approach was felt to be conceptually superior to that of 

pretending that the rrode of cperation was known to be comparable with 

a given r:hysical force. 

A2. 2 The Hone Use Cev ice 

The horne use device was essentially a much simplified version of the 

device used in the twelve session series. As can l::e seen fran figure 

29 it tad two unity gain buffers feeding a x 22 differential stage 
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which had its output PC. ooupled to the precision full \tave rectifier. 

Tha input resistance to the uPKJ.\1B sensor vas 2.2 rcegohms p:r input, 

giving a total input resistance of 1.1 rregohm. Tte output fran the 

precision rectifier stage \tas input to a manually reset peak hold 

circuit. Ttl: output fran this stage fed a voltage oontrolled 

oscillator which fed its output to a small piezo electric sounder 

(miniature loudspeaker) anj also to an amplifier stage vtlich fed the 

analogue rreter which had a switched range of between 5 mv am 5 volts 

fsd. 

A2 . 3 Tn: Direct Feedback Device 

Tre direct feedback cEvice may appear to be rrore oomplex than it 

really is. Essentially the system s~ply oonsists of two amplifiers. 

Examining figure 30, it will be seen that the overall schematic sha-;s 

two units. Each unit is equipped with its a-;n microphone (electret 

capaci tor type) ani uPKMB sensor (starrlard rrodel). Ttl: units were rrade 

so that a four channel tape recorder could t:e fed with all four 

outputs fran each of the units, A or B. Tre output of all four 

mannels (PZT A ani B, microphones A ani B) \<as mixed for ea.ch set of 

OOaOphones, the mixing being fully variable, so tha t anyone or all 

four of the channels oould be tEard. Tn: connecting screened cable was 

some 20 rretres long, allowing the units to be widely spaced. 

Turning row to the detailed schematic in figure 31 it can be seen 

that the four inputs are present on the left harrl side (local PZT, 

local microphone, distant PZT distant microphone). Buffers were used 

to condition line signals ani local signals for recording in order to 

avoid problems of mains hum. this was successful, the system being 

free fran hum. Tha input fran the PZT uPKMB sensors was put through a 

s~ple capacitive-resistive radio frequency filter to ~ve possible 
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radio breakthrough. Tb: PZT input circuitry was similar to that used 

in ,previous devices and had an .impedance of 4. 7 rregohms to ground on 

each differential input, giving a total of 2.3 rregohms input 

resistance. Tb: gain of the differential amplifier was the same (22) 

ani the inputs fran the local two channels v.ere mixed separately fran 

the distant channels and fed to separate miniature power amplifiers, 

allowing the headphones to b: used in stereo rrode, with one side 

dedicated to local signals and the other to the remote signals. In 

practice it w:lS rapidly found that this dichotic arrangem:nt was 

oonfusing <:DIllpired to the mixing of all signals to produce a central 

rrcnophonic sound image which proved much easier to listen to. 

A2 . 4 The Foor Note Device 

Tb: input impedance of the PZT input was 100 rregohms. Examining figure 

32 it can be seen that the first stage is a simple'resistive

capacitive RF filter, followed by an amplifier stage. Tb: use of a 

differential secorrl stage was dropped for this and the twenty rote 

device since it was thought that this design did not offer superior 

rejection of transients or rrains hum as had tEen hq:>ed. 

Tb: output of the amplification stage was full wave precision 

rectified. It should tE noted that a higher gain front end was used 

(gain of 220) because it was required that the comparators should 

switch at well defined voltages. Too level set for the lONest level 

comparator to switch at was 20 mv, rraking the criterion identical to 

that used in the three dlannel apparatus (100 microvolts fran the PZT 

strip). Foor oornparators tM2re fed with the rectified input and each 

gated its aNn oscillator. Tb: oomparators tM2re wired so that 

conp:1rators at each level inhibited all the comparators at a lONer 

level than themselves. This procedure avoided the problem of rrore than 
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one mte being activated by uPKMB signals. 

Tre outputs fran the four oscillators were mixed am fed to a 

stage feeding the headphones. A direct input to this stage fran the 

first PZT amplifier stage w:iS pemanently wired in, thus allONing the 

direct output of the PZT strip to te heard. This feature was 

incorpora ted so that. in the absence of uPKMB signals large enouqh to 

produce mtes, the subject could still directly hear the output fran 

the PZT strip and hence still feel in touch with it. This feature 

proved very effective in practice according to the reports of, 

subjects. 

AIDther feature creating a very similar psychological effect 1;£S 

the use of a a:xnp3.rator at the botton end of the comparator chain 

which VtOuld produce a lot of jitter (" threshold noise") when fed with 

a voltage which slowly rose through its switching wirrlow. Tn: 

threshold noise produced by sub-scorir:g PK inputs enc~uraged the 

subjects Cecause it signalled that they v.ere producing PI< , even though 

rot at scoring level. 

Ttl:! facility existed to switch in the microphone input to the 

headphones but this vas mt used since the headphones were 

sufficiently acoustically transparent to allow conversation to proceed 

whilst v.earing them. 

The output of the electret capacitor micrq?hone was amplified 

(gain of 47) and recorded on one channel of the fOrtable cassette 

recorder whilst the uP&~ channel was recorded on the other. 

A2 • 5 The 'lWenty Note Device 

. Tn: twenty mte devi<?e incorporated several rn::xiifications which v.ere 

intended to allow the exper~enter to modify possibly psychologically 

relevant features of its perfonrance. Examining figure 33 it can Ce 
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seen that a sep:lrate preamplifier W3.S used. This was originally 

interrled to re used with a sensor assembly which vas to 1:e P'lysically 

integral with the preamplifier, but since subjects did mt like this 

design the starrlard sensor W3.S s:.IDsti tuted ani wired into the 

preamplifier oox. the cable oonnecting the preamplifier with the rrain 

unit vas of low mise anj high quality with a semiconductive 

polyethylene inner layer designed to minimise mise. Tl'E input to the 

min unit W3.S differentiated using a differentiator of switchable time 

oonstant (values of 50 Il5, 300 Il5, 3 seconds and 27 seconds). At the 

50 rns setting, the cEvice cannot re actuated by hani heat, 9:) that the 

PI< irrluction by artifact feature can re switched out. Tl'E other time 

oonstant settings are intended to re used in studies cEsigned to 

establish the temporal durations of signals. The output fran the 

differentiator stage is fed to a further amplifier stage, giving a 

total amplification of 1000, 9:) that the 100 1:..V signal fran the uP&"48 

sensor (equi valent to the 2 mv criterion level used in chart recorder 

studies) is amplified to a level of 100 mv. This signal is then 

precision full W3.ve rectified and the output fed to a bank of 20 

comparators. Only three oompa.rators are shewn in the diagram. The 

comparators were wired so as to inhibit the q::eration of c:x:xnparators 

set at lower reference voltages than themsel ~s, avoiding rrore than 

one rote being played at anyone time. In order to allow less gifted 

sub ject to re able to prcx:1uce as rrany notes as possible with IaN ·level 

uPKMB inputs a II span" oontrol W3.S incorporated Yklich allowed 

oontinuous oontrol of the range of voltages retween the lowest ani the 

highest which were used as reference voltage levels for the 

canparators. It should t:e roted that the bottom comp3.rator reference 

voltage vas specially arranged not to t:e affected by the span oontrol 

so that the minimum level had to t:e reached l::Efore any rote was 
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played. In order to avoid having to build twenty separate oscillators 

the outputs of the corrq;arators ~re p.lt through p:>tential dividers 

(ani steering diodes) arrl sumned in an adder stage ani the resultant 

voltage input to a single voltage controlled oscillator. An adjustable 

offset voltage can be applied to the voltage controlled oscillator to 

effect tuning to the tempered scale, although the intervals t:etween 

rotes are fixed. 

In order to allow short duration uPKMB events to produce long 

lasting ~otes a peak hold circuit can be switched into operation so 

that the input fran the front end is rot dIrectly fed to the 

comparators but is fed to the p:ak hold circuit which feeds the 

ccrnparators. this is a switchable function ("storage") arrl the rate of 

droop of the storage function is oontinuously variable by rreans of a 

potentiometer control. In addition a feature was incorporated which 

detected the switching of any of the comparators ani V¥hich inhibited 

the output of the oscillator for a selectable period, giving intervals 

of silence between rotes. This feature was incorporated so as to 

provide a possible staccato effect feature in the device. 

Similarly to the four oote device, a direct oonnection existed 

between the PZT strip an:1 the mixer amplifier stage, allowing subjects 

to hear directly the PZT strip I s output in addition to the musical 

output. The micrcphone used \\as the same type of miniature electret 

. capacitor type an:1 outputs fran the uPKMB dlannel arrl microphone - " 

" v 
dlannels were a "3.ilable for stereo recording, together with a ex: 

~ 
output from the pceamplifier stage arrl one fram the differentiator 

stage. 

A2 .6 'I'he Chart Recorder 

The chart recorder was a J.J. Lloyd nodel 553 three channel device. 
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writing ~ was specified as less than 0.4 seconds fsd, having a 

calibration accuracy of 1%, linearity of 2% am input impedance of 

100,000 duns. The chart width I,tB.S 50 ITm. An internal low tass filter 

produced an upper frequency limit of 100 Hz, but the rrakers do rnt 

claim an upper frequency limit of above 20 Hz to re successfully 

registe~ by the pen. Input sensitivity was available in decade 

ranges from 10 rnv fsd to 10 volt fsd. Chart ~ in all studies WiS 

set at I rem p:r secorrl. 
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Twelve Session Study Data . . Sooring Sessions 

Subject 

Period 

· · Phyllis w. 

1 
8/12/81 

Session Numl:::er and 
7 

26/1/82 

Date 
9 

8/2/82 
10 

16/2/82 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rl 2.4 (1) 20 (4) · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
02 5.0 (2) · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
03 4.0 (2) 

· . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N6 2.4 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Totals Per Corrlition 
· . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Near 2.4 (1) 
· .... · . . · . . . . · . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Oist 4.0 (2) 5.0 ( 2) 
· . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . · . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . · .... · . . 
Rest 2.4 ( 1) 20.0 (4) 

· .... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . 
Totals Per Session 
· . . . . . . . · . . · . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . · .... · .. 

2.4 ( 1) 6.4 (3 ) 5.0 ( 2) 20.0 (4) 
· ....... · . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . . · . . . . · ..... · . . . . 

Figure 39 
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~1 ve Session Study Data . . Scoring Sessions 

SUbject . . Phyllis w . 

Period 
12 

2/3/82 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

R3 10.0 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . 

N3 
· ..... 

R4 9.6 ( 2) 
· . . . . . · . . . 

R5 4.0 ( 1) 

Session Numt:er 
13 

9/3/822 

am. Date 
14 

23/3/82 
15 

30/3/82 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

• • • • • • D • • • • • • • • r _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

5.8 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2.4 (1) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R6 2.6 ( 1) 

· . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N6 2.2 ( 1) 

· . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sessions 14 am 15 1N'e!e self paced 

'rotals Per Corrli tion 
· .... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Near 2.2 ( 1) 5.8 (1) 
· . . . . · .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dist 
· .... · . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rest 26.2 (5 ) '2.4 (1) 12.7 (3) 2 (1) 

· .... · . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Totals Per Session 
· . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 

28.4 (6) 8.2 (2) 12.7 (3) 2 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 40 
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'!'weI ve Session Study Data . . Scoring Sessions 

Subja:t 

Period 

. . Mary H-W • 

1 
21/l2/82 

Session Nl.lrntEr 
6 

ani 
7 

10/2/82 19/12/81 

Date 
8 

17/2/82 
12 

31/3/82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rl 10.4 (3) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N1 3.2 (1) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N2 2.0 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N3 2.2 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R4 2.8 (1) · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R5 4.2 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N5 2.2 (1) · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R7 3.2 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Post Session Self Paced Trial 7.8 (2) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Totals Per Condition 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Near 3.2 (1) 2.2 (1) 2.0 (1) 2.2 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dist 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rest 7.4 (2) 10.4 (3) 2.8 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
rrota1s Per Session 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 

3.2 ( 1) 2.2 ( 1) 9.4 ( 3) 10.4 ( 3) 5.0 ( 1) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
session l2 score including self paced trial = 12.8 (3) 

Figure 41 
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iW:l ve Session Study Data 

Sub ject : Helen H. 

Period 

Rl 

3 
16/12/81 

Session Nllrnb:r 
7 

13/1/82 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

56.4 (14) 

Scoring Sessions 

am Date 
8 

20/2/82 
12 

17/2/82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

R2 2.0 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

R3 14.0 (3) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

D4 2.2 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N6 2.6' (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'rotals Per Corrli tion 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Near 2.6 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dist 2.2 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . · . . . 
Rest 2.0 (1) 56.4 (14) 14.0 (3) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'rotals Per Session . . . . . . .. 

2.0 (1) 59.0 (15) 14.0 (3) 2.2 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 42 
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'lWeI ve Session Study rata Se~f Paced Sessions 

Subject Helen H. 

Period 
· . . . . . . 
Trial 1 

Trial 2 
· . . . . . . . 
Trial 3 
· . . . . . . . 

Session 
17 

24/3/82 

Nurr1b=r a.rxi 
18 

31/3/82 

Date 
19 

21/4/82 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
20.0 (2) 164.0 (4) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

130.3 (9) 

16.4 (2) 47.1 (5) 172 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Totals Per Session 
· . . . . . . . . . . 

36.4 (4) 341.4 (18) 172 (1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 43 
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;~lve Session Study Data ScDring Sessions 

Subject : Manica B 

Period 
1 

1/12/81 

Session Number 
4 

5/1/82 

azrl Date 
6 

19/1/82 
7 

26/1/82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rl 29.8 (4) · . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
01 2.4 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R5 14.5 (4) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N5 6.5 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R6 2.4 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N6 5.0 (2) · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Totals Per COndition 

Near li.s (3) 

. . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Oist 2.4 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . 
Rest 2.4 (1) 14.5 (4) 29.8 (4) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . 
Totals Per Session 

. . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2.4 (1) 2.4 (1) 14.5 (4) 41.3 (7) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 44 
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'lWeI ve Session Study Data . . Scoring Sessions 

Subject : Monica B. 

Session Nurr1b=r am Date 
8 9 10 II 12 

Period 2/2/82 16/2/82 16/3/82 23/3/82 30/3/82 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . 
Nl 3.4 ( 1) 17.1 ( 5) 

· . . . . · . . . . . . . · . . . . • • • • • e 

N2 6.8 ( 1) 4.9 ( 2) 4.4 (2 ) 10.2 (3) 20.4 ( 6) . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . · . . . . . 
N3 3.6 ( 1) 3.0 ( 1) 18.1 (3 ) 19.9 ( 6) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . · . . . . . 
N4 2.4 ( 1) 14.2 (3) 14.0 ( 5) 
· . . · . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . · . . . . . 
NS 6.8 ( 1) 6.9 ( 1) 22.2 ( 5) 14.7 ( 3) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . .. . · . . . . . · . . . . . 
N6 14.8 (1) 22.2 ( 4) 27.3 (8) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . · ..... 
R7 2.2 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . 
Post Session Self Paced 'rrial 58.2 ( 17) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Totals Per Condition 

. . . . . 
.Nea.r 6.8 (1) 15.3 (4) 31.5 (6) 90.3 (19) 113.4 (33) 

Dist 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rest 2.2 (I) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Totals Per Session 

6.8 (1) 17.5 (5) 31.5 (6) 90.3 (19) 113.4 (33) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sesSlon U score including self paced trial = 171.6 (50) 

Figure 45 
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'lWeI ve Session Study Data Self Paced Sessions 

Subject Monica B. 

Session ~r ani Date 
13 14 15 

Period 13/4/82 22/4/82 4/5/82 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . · .... 
Trial 1 55.4 {16 } 16.3 ( 6) ? · . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . · . . . . . . 
Trial 2 21.1 ( 7) 35.4 (10 ) 6.0 ( 1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . ... · . . . . . . . . . . 
Rest 3 2.4 ( 1) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Trial 3 40.4 {ll} 73.8 (16) 12.2 (2) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Trial 4 51. 6 (II) U.2 (3) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TrialS 64.8 (14) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
first 

Totals 
trial of session 
Per Session 

15 lost 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
116.9 {34} 244.3 (58) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Twelve Session Series 

SUBJECT'S PRE-SESSIOn QUESTII)MN.~'~E 

Subject 
--~~~~~~~--- Date 17r~~~~~ 

S~ss i .~," Ti~ (~, It&J 
------~-------------------

1. How confident are you that you ~'1i 11 proGuce some PK effects thi s 
session? 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

VeT'y 
Confident 

__________ ~\-------------~--v~ 
\ Doubtful, 

How raJax~d do "ou 
I . 

f~ci at the rromer:t7 

\ 
------~\~----------------------------------- Vel~ Tense 

Have you anythi ng serious I n ycur mi n: I at the r.cmont? 

Vel"'y 
Littl,e --------------~------------------------------ Ve~d ,YUah 

Is it e3sy for you t:> Cl)\~ent rC" te roment7 

V8~ Easy 
_ Ve~d 

----------+----------------------------ViffiauLt 

Hhat is your genera I 

Very Good 

ITO,d 

----~\~------------ _v~~ Bad 

at the r.ornent? 

6. How rested do yuu feel at the moment? 

Very Well ----------------------------~·l~.----------- Ve~J Tired Rested 

7. How awake do you fes 1 .? t the ror.:cr:t 1 

----------------------------~------------ Ve~ SLeepy 

8. How keen 3re you t~ ~r~cuca PK In this o~rticular sessi~n7 

Very Xeen \ C01"!4)Zete Zu 
-------4\------------------------------------ Indiffer~t 
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Twelve Session Series 

9. How physically well db you feel at t~ moment? 

Ve1!7J [VeU I VertJ nz, 

10. If you feel in any ~/ay ul1'.-,ell, please indicate \<lh.=!t you -feel is wrong. 

11. M.P. 2 

Q~ ( 
~ 

OC/NA 

12. At what time d~ you no~11y go to slaep? 

!l.ne 2\'I.:3ke? 
------------------------~ 

--------------~~~----~--

13. Have you had any dis turbance of your n:) rlTl31 sleep p.Jttern r n the 
past two mi ghts? 

YEs/-IKr 

If YES, please answer the sleep section of the qucsti::mnalre en the 
next paga. 

14. Have you taken any ferm of alcoholic drink in the past two cays1 
.ff:S/NO 

If YES, please answer the 91coholic beverages section of the 
questionnaire on the next page. 

" 15. Have you taken 3ny form of medicati~n (inclu3ing tranquillisers and 
sleeping pills) In the past two days? 

YES/~ 

If YES, plec!!se answer the medication section of the questIonnaIre 
~n the next page. BUT if you are t~kIng mecication on a long term 
basIs, do not ans''-Ier this secti:Jn unless you hcve cMngec! your 
intake in the last two days. 
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Twelve Session Series 

SLEEP SECTION -

16. At what tIme did you go to sleep on the night before lnst? 

L A,~ I 

17. How \'Iel1 did you sleep that night? 

Vel'!J flel,Z -----------------\+\- Very BatlLy 

18. At what time did you \-Iake up yestarday? 

C(I B\\,\\ I 

19. At what time did yeu gj to slGep last night~~ 
\ I y;,\~) J 

20. How well did you steep last night? 

Ve2'Y We 7, 7, -------------------1(--- Ve:ty BooZy 

21. At what time did you wake u~ this mcrnln~? 
G I 0 f.\\'<\ . 

h 
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Twelve Session Series 

ALCOHOLIC BEVE~AGE SECTION 

22. The day before yesterday did you take ~ny form of alcoholic drink? 

YES/NO 
If YES would the amount you had represent very much for you? 

Very Much -------------------- Ve!'y Little 

23. The day before yesterday. at what time did Y0U take your last 
31 coho 1 ic drink? 

--_____ ~~_~L~._-. _ 

24. Yesterday did ycu take any for~ of nlcoholic drink? 

YES/NO 
If YES would the amount you had represent very much for you? 

Very Much ------------------------------------------ Very Little 

25. Yesterday at what time did you t~!<e your last alcohol ic drfnk? 

26. Today have you taken any form of alcoholic drink? 

YES/NO 

If YES, would the amount you have had represent very much for you? 

Verty Muah ...------------------- Very LittLe 

27. At what time did you take the last alcoholic drink? 

Figure 50 
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Twelve Session Series 

MEDICATION SECTION 

28. The day before yesterday dId you take any f~rm of medication? 

YES/~ 

If YES, please indicate what it w~s 

\J~ ~~~-I 

29. Yesterday did you take any f~nn of medication? 

YES/./i(') 

If YES, please indicate what it 

30. Today have you taken any form of medication? 

If YES, please indicate whet it was 

Figure 51 
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1. 

Twelve Session Series 

SUBJECT'S POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

How many of the PK effects happened 
on producing them? 

while you were actually concentrating 

\ 
None ------T\----------------------------------Azz 

2. How many of t e PK effects did you sense JS they happened? 

None --+-------------------------------------AZZ 

3. If you did sense any of the PK effects as they h~ppene~, how many were 
sensed:---

4. 

5. 

With your mind? 

None ------------------------------------------AZZ 

With a bodily feeling? 

None -----------------------------------------AZZ 

In.some other way? 

None -----------------------------------------AZZ 

Please explain what this other way is 1 ike:-

PK effects did you find you coul: predict just before How many of the 
they happenedl 

None ~----------------------------------------AZZ 

How do you 
completed? 

Very 
Sati8fied 

feel about your performance tn the session you have just 

~~ 
--------------------------------~----------Dissati8fied 
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6. 

7. 

Twelve Session Series 

Did you get more, or less, PK than you expected. in this session? 

Very Much 
f.bre 

\ Very Much 
------------------------------~\~-----------Le88 

How confident do you feel about producing PK in the next session? 

Vezty 
Confident 

\ Very 
___ d _______ ~\ -------- DoubtfuZ 

8. How easy did au find it to get on with the experimenter this session? 

Very Easy 
Vezty 

~-------------------------------------Difficutt 
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Twelve Session Series 

EXPER I MENTE?' S ?RE-SESS I o:·~ QUEST I ermA I P.E 

Subject 
--~----~-------------

Session 
-~----~ 

Experimenter ------------------ Oate ----------------

I. H~~ rested do you feel at the moment? 

Very WeZZ 
Re8ted ------------------------------------------ Very Tired 

2. How many experimental sessions have you conducted today so far? 

3. How relaxed do you feei at the moment? 

Very 
ReL2=ed ------------------------------------------- Ve~d Tense 

4. Have you anything serious 'on your mInd' at the moment? 

VePy 
LittZe ------------------------------- Very Much 

5. How much do you fee; like conductins this session? 

Very 
Very MUch------------------------------------------- DisincZined 

6. \ihat is your genera' rood at the rroment? 

Very Good ---------------------- Very Bad 

7. HO\·, well do you expect this subj~ct to perfor~ in·this session? 

Ve~1 WeZZ -------------------------------------.. Very Badl,y 

~. Do you expect this subJect to perform bett'3r or \:ors~ in this session 
than the lust one? 
Very lvfuch ____________________ __ 

Better' 

9. How sociable do you fe21? 

Figure 54 
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Twelve Session Series 

10. How easy do you find this subj~ct to rel~t~ to? 

Very 
Very Easy -------------------- Diffwult 

11. How keen are you that this subject should do well in this session? 

CompleteLy 
Very Keen -----------------------------------------Indiffm~ent 

12. How physically well do you feel? 

!'ery Well ------------------------------ Very III 
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Twelve Session Series 

EXPERIMENTER'S POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. How. harassed \O/ere you by technical problems in the session? 

Verty 
HaM8sed 

___________________________________________ CompLeteLv 

Un.troubLed 

2. How much rapport did you achieve \.Jith the subject? 

Very Good ----------------------------------------- Very Bad 

3. How satisfil2d \'Iere ,/au with your:J, .. m performance in facil it3ting the 
subj ect' s PK1 

Very ___________________________________________ Very 

satisfied Dissatisfied 

4. How far did the subject's PK output compare \'Iith your expectations? 

Very Much 
Above 

___________________________________________ Very ~~h 

BeLow 

5. How do you expect this subject to perform at the next session? 

Very Much 
Better 

6. How fatiguing did you find this session? 

Very f.1uch 
r';orse 

Very Not At ALL 
Fatiguing ------------------------------------------ Fatiguing 

7. How much of the subj ·act 's PK output seemed t·:) be in respJnse to 
voluntary effort? 

None --------------------- ALL 

8. H~~ far did the subject's PK output seem to ~e inhibited by distance? 

Very __________________________ Not At ALL 
GreatLy 
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Accelerated Start Study Data Sroring Sessions 
2rnv Cr iter ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Subject Judy E. 
Session Number am 

7 8 
10/3/83 11/3/83 

Date 
9 

17/3/83 
10 

25/3/83 · .... . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Tl 7.9 ( 3) 1l.4 (4) 9.7 ( 4) 5 (2) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rl 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T2 13.5 (5) 15.6 (5) 30 (5) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R2 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T3 10.0 (3) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Totals Per Condition 
· . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . 
Trial 7.9 (3) 24.9 (9) 35.3 (12) 35.0 (7) 

. . . . · . . . . . . . . . . 
Rest 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Totals Per Session 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

7.9 (3) 24.9 (9) 35.3 (l2) 35.0 (7) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 57 
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Accelerated 

Subject · · 
11 

.Judy E. 

Start 
2 

Study rata : 
mv Criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Session Number am 
12 13 

Scoring 

Date 
15 

29/3/83 8/4/83 4/4/83 5/5/83 

Sessions 

16 
11/5/83 

· . . . . · . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . ...... 
T1 4.0 ( 2) 13.5 (6) 2.1 ( 1) · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rl 
· .. · . . . . . · . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T2 31.4 (8) 7.5 (3) 43.1 ( 12) 5.7 (2) 
· . . . · . . . . · . . . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R2 42.0 ( 1) 9.7 ( 4) 

· . . . . · .... 
T3 15.1 (5) 47.3 ( 12) 5.3 ( 2) 7.7 ( 3) 
· ... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . · . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . 
R3 6.7 ( 1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . 
T4 19.7 ( 1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Totals Per Condition 
· . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . · .... 

'I' 50.5 ( 15) 7.5 ( 3) 103.9 ( 12) 13.1 ( 5) 27.4 ( 4) 

· . · . . · . . . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . 
R 42.0 ( 1) 9.7 ( 4) 6.7 ( 1) 

· . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Totals Per Session 
· . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . 

92. 5 (16) 17. 2 (7 ) 110.6 (30) 13.1 (5) 27.4 (4) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Accelerated Start Study Data · Sroring Sessions · 
lmv Criterion 
• • • • • • • e _ • • • • 

Subject · Judy E. · 
Session Number am Date 

7 8 9 10 
10/3/83 11/3/83 17/3/83 25/3/83 

· . . . . · . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . 
T1 7.9 ( 3) 16.7 ( 8) 13.4 ( 6) 8.3 (4 ) 

· . . . . · . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . . · . . . . · .... 
Rl 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . · . . . . · . . . . 
T2 14.7 ( 6) 18.4 (7) 30.0 (5 ) · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R2 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'r3 15.5 (7) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Totals Per Condition 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Trial 7.9 (3) 31.4 (14) 46.3 (20) 38.3 (9) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . 
Rest 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Totals Per Session 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . 

7.9 (3) 31.4 (14) 46.3 (20) 38.3 (9) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . 

Figure 59 
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Accelerated Start Study Data SCDring Sessions 
1 mv Criterion 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Subject Judy E. 
Session Number am. Date 

11 12 13 15 16 
29/3/83 8/4/83 4/4/83 5/5/83 11/5/83 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 

Tl 5.4 (3 ) 25.6 (16 ) 3.1 (2) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Rl 
· . . . . . . . . . · .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

T2 37.3 ( 13) 12.4 ( 6) 49.6 (16) 7.1 (3) 

· .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R2 42.0 81) 11.3 ( 5) 6.2 (5) 

· . . . . . . . . . . 
T3 60.1 (20) 7.0 (3) 20.6 (12) 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R3 6. 7 (1) 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T4 23.8 (4) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Totals Per Condition 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T 59.0 ( 22) 12.4 ( 6) 135.3 ( 52) 17.2 (8) 50.6 (21) 

· . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
R 42.0 ( 1) 11.3 (5) 6.7 ( 1) 

· . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Totals Per Session 
· . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
101.0 (23) 23. 7 (U) 142.0 (53) 17.2 (8) 50.6 (21) 
. . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Accelerated Start Study 

SU8J Eel I 5 ~RE - SES5 J O~! ('~lIEST I O~!r:t'·_1 r.E 
... ------

SUDJECT DATC 
--~. 

SESSIO~ TIME ----------------

1. How physically ~~11 do you feel at the moment? 

Very 
Wel,l, 

2. no you feel at al! tired at the ~omcr.t7 

Not at 
aLL ------------------------------------------

3. \-!hat is your genera I mood at thp. moment? 

Very 
Good 

Very 
IZl, 

Very 
Tired 

Very 
Bad 

4. How confident arc you that you will produce some PK effects in 
this session? 

Very 
Confident 

Very 
-DoubtfuL 

5. Has your sleep been disturbed to a significant degree: 

THE NIGHT BEFORE LAST? LAST NIGHT? -------- -------

6. Hcve you had a significant umount of alcchol ic drink: 

YESTERDAY? TODAY? ------- --------

Figure 61 
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Accelerated start Study 

7. H~ve you taken nny form of medicine (which is different from 
your normal intake if you are on regular medic:~ti~n): 

TODAY? -----

a. Have you had any emotional disturbance of any sort: 

YeSTERDAY? TODAY? ------- ------

9. M.P. 2 

-, 

Figure 62 
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Accelerated Start Study 

TIME: -------

1. How many work periods did you do in this se.ssion1 --------

2. Roughly how many minutes did they l~st? 
------------------------

3. Howeffortful was_your approach to·-the ?!{task In this- session? 

Very ~ __ - _______ ~~_.~ _______ CompletelJi 
Effortfu[ ~~fortless 

4. \.Jhat stra teg i es did you use in you r sess ion? 

IGNORE rr 

I/1AGINING OR VISUALIS.4TIOi'l 

OTHER APPROACHES 

V.fJLUNTARY CONTROL 

5. How do -you feel a'Cout' your~ oerformc)nce in the session you have 
just comp1eted? 

~ry ~~ 
Satisfi~ed----~------------------------------------Dissati8fied 

6. Haw much control do you feel you had over your PK7 

CompZete~ ____________________________________________ Nm1e 
ControZ-

7. Did you get more, or less PK then Y0U c;~pcctet1 this sf!ssio:17 

Veru MuC!h 
,. .~-------- --- ,-------- ~'ery ,',~ch 

More 1:es8 

Figure 63 
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Accelerated Start Study 

s. Do you think that ir:3ny way you have improved your perforl"!1c1nce 
compared to your last session? 

YES 

DON I T Kt-!O\~ 

NO 

9. If th3 experimenter was present in this session, how easy did 
you find it to get on with him? 

10. 

Ver-y 
Easy 

Very 
-----------------------------------------DifficuZt 

Rough I", how many PK pulses did you 0et this scss ion1 

NONE 

Z or 2 

;) to 5 

5 to 7,,0 

ZO to 2C 

20 to 4C 

11. \o/hen th(: PK effects happe(1ed, what were you thinking ,~r doing? 

Figure 64 
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Accelerated start study 

EX?ER I t1ENTER IS PRE-SESS I ON ~UEST formA J RE 

SUBJECT DATE ------------------
SESSION 

------------------ TIME ------------------

1. How physically well do you feel at the moment? 

Very ______________________________ -______ ~. Very 
Well ~- Il,l, 

2. 00 you feel fatigued at the moment? 

~t~ ~~ 
aLl, tir--ea-r--~------------------ Tired 

3. What is your general mood at the moment? 

Very ____________________________________ Very 

~od B~ 

4. How confident are you that the subject will produce some PK 
today? 

~~ ~~ 
ConfUk-nt~-----------------------------------fuubtfUl 

5. Will the subject's performance be better or worse than the last 
session? 

Much ,~tuah 
Better -------------------------------------------- Worse 

~,. How much do you feel 1 ike conducting this session? 

~~ ~t~ 
Much -------------------- aLl, 

Figure 65 
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Accelerated Start Study 

7. Has you sleep been disturbed 

THE NIGHT BEFORE LAST ---
LAST NIGHT 

8. Have you had a significant amount of alcohol 

YESTERDAY 

TODAI 

9. Have you taken any medicine today? 

10. Have you had any sort of emotional disturbance 

YESTERDAY 

TODAY 

Figure 66 
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Accelerated Start Study 

EXPE R I MP:TEr.. I S POST - SESS I o:~ QUEST I ~~~i~A IRE 

'·.'ere you bothered by t3chnical problems in this session? 
--~-

2. How much voluntary control did the subject exhibit? 

None ---------------------------------------------- CompZete 

3. D.id the subject produce more, or less PI( than you expected? 

Much 
----------------------------~---------------

Muah 
Less More 

!.~. How easy "las it this session to rc12te to the subject? 

Very . __________________________________ _ 

Easy 
Very --- Di,fficuZt 

5. HO\aI close do you fee 1 to th is subj ect, compC) red to the others? 

/.VEA1?ER 

AVERAGE 

FURTHER 

6. '-'that duration were their work and n~st p€riods? 

Zst w ---- 2nd r.J ---- Jrd rl 4th W ---- --- 5th W ----
Jrd R 4th R --- --- 5th R ---"lst R ---- 2nd R 

8th ~1 --- 9th W --- "lOth W ---6th r.., --- 7th ~! 

8th R .-- 9th R --- lOthR --6th R --- 7th R 

7. \I!hat strategies did thc~' use in their .,. .. ork periods: 

Figure 67 
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JUDY EVA."5 : FOUR N)TE SESSIONS DATA 

DATE EVENI'S IN rRIAL PERIOD SPONl'ANEOUS E.VENI'S 

2/8/83 41 17 

16/8/83 9 7 

25/8/83 17 0 

30/8/83 21 0 

9/9/83 33 0 

27/9/83 43 0 

Numbers given are for total number of events without nespect to 

amplitude (other than exceeding criterion). 
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KENNErH R Em'ENDED FOUR NJTE SERIES R£SULTS BY SESSION 

Scoring Values: A = 2, B = 3, C = 4, D = 5. 

Note A is lowest pitch oote. 

SESSION D~rE 3:DRE 'lO'rAL 

1 31/7/83 0 0 

2 1/8/83 0 0 

3 3/8/83 13H lA 2 + 13H 

4 4/8/83 18H 5A 18 13 + 18H 

5 9/8/83 8H 4AlB 11+ 8H 

6 10/8/83 3H 1A lB 2C 9 + 3H 

7 11/8/83 SH 1A 2 + SH 

8 12/8/83 9H. 3A lB 9 + 9H 

9 14/8/83 7H 1A (short session) 2 + 7H 

10 16/8/83 1ii 6A 1C 16 + 6H 

11 18/8/83 9H SA 1B 13+ 9H 

12 19/8/83 13H 3A lB 9 + 13H 

13 21/8/83 14H SA lD 15 + 14H 

14 23/8/83 1H SA 10 + 1H 

15 24/8/83 2H 4A 8 + 2H 

16 26/8/83 3H 3A lB 1C 13 + 3rt 

17 27/8/83 4H SA 10 + 4H 

18 31/8/83 4H 4A 8 + 4H 

19 1/9/83 1H 4A 8 + 1H 

20 2/9/83 5A2B 2C lD 29 

Figure 69 
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K&"lNE.TH R FOUR roTE EXrE."IDED SERIES RESULTS BY SESSION 

21 3/9/83 6A 3B 21 

22 4/9/83 SA 2B IC 20 

23 6/9/83 4AlB 11 

24 11/9/83 lA 4B 3C 26 

25 12/9/83 6A 68 30 

26 13/9/83 4A 3B 2C 2D 35 

................... .. lliO WEEK :BR..E.A.K ••••••••••••••••••••• 

27 28/9/83 2A 3B 2D 23 

28 29/9/83 IE 2A lB 2D 17 + lH 

Figure 70 
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A6.l Professor Wood's Criticisms of Hasted's ~ork 

After this thesis had been printed, it was realised that an om1ss10n 

had teen made which might k:e thought llnfX)rtant. It was decided to 

include the rraterial below which had inadvertently been omitted fran 

appendix one which reviews Hasted's work. 

Professor R.B. Wood has published a paper oontaining a ser1es of 

criticisms (1982) of aspects of Hasted's (Hasted & Robertson, 1979, 

1980) work. He had five criticisms, some specific, sane general. 

'The first criticism W3.S general arrl was that Hasted's published ' 

¥.Ork did not cite strain values (extension divided by original length) 

but gave results in terms of the electrical (millivolts) output fran 

the strain gauge amplifier. 

Wood acknCMledged that Hasted corrununicated a conversion 

ooefficient (fran electrical tenus to strain terrns) to him v.hen 

requested { that 1 mv = 1.6 x 10 (-7 ) strain) fran which Weed concluded 

that Haste:i's rreasurernents of effects in a thick cast metal bar (see 

section Al. 4.4) lI.el:e of effects giving strains of 1/3000 of the yield 

strain. 

F~ this he developed his second criticism which was that 

signals of this very sma.ll nagnitude would te unreliable, because 

(according to Wood) they are at the limit of strain gauge perforrrance. 

He- state:i that he would only believe such signals if a linear strain 

tending diagram could te produced as a calibration reference by rreans 

of the exertion of normal force on the b3.r. This would establish the 

accuracy of the strain gauges' response for such sma.ll values of 

strain. He cited a professor of civil Engineering who told him that 

recorded strains of less than order 10 x (-6) a::mld rot be trusted. 

dis third criticism W3.S that such sma.ll strain signals ought to 

have been elastic, am that Hasted's refX)rted signals were rot. This 
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suggested additional ro-asons to him for not trusting the result.s 

reported by Hasted for the bar.' 

His fourth criticism vas that Hasted' s rrat.~tical analysis of 

strain vectors for a circular disc \\e.S too simple - t...~t the 

assllI1l?tion of only two mutually orthogonal strain vectors was only 

valid for PJ,re shearing action (see section Al. 4.5) and that the 

action \\e.s mre complex than that, as Hasted am Robertson had stated, 

so the results of Hasted's cited calculations were incorrect (Hasted & 

Robertson 1979). 

His fifth criticism \'as that Hasted's analysis for the limits to 

the fX)ssible IDnnal strain which a Cllisted spoon could staoo l:::efore 

fracturing (Hasted & Rd::lertson 1980) \'as incorrectly based on the 

assunption that the strain involved was extensional strain, when ~n 

fact shear strain "-BS responsible, invalidating Hasted's cited 

calculations. 

Hasted's reply was published in the same t=aper. He pointed out 

that in every case information was given which CDuld allow strain 

values to be calculated, even though they were rot explicitly stated. 

He stated that linear strain diagrams were prcduced in 

calibration trials of the thick retal bar dJwn to atout 1/1000 of the 

yield strain. He CDnceded that the signals recorded therefore CDuld 

not be validated fran the results of the calibration test, although 

this did not rEcessarily invalidate the results. It just lTe3.nt that 

testing by IDrmal means CDuld not provide a calibration reference. 

However, he also pointed out that in gravitational wave research, 

strains of only 10 x (-12) were recordable with <pOd accuracy. He 

stated that it \OB.S desirable to use strain detection equipnent which 

had a noise floOr which was detenmined by ambient shock and vibration, 

rather than being electrical am stated that pz'r strain transducers 
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(which this author had introduCed to Hasted as possible uPKMB 

detection elem:nts) ~re in this respect very rruch superior to strain 

gauges am that h: had (1981) now explored their use. 

Hasted conceded that Wood's criticism of his analysis of 

behaviour of the circular disc was cnrrect in one respect in that re 

(Hasted) had erroneously stated that a single stress vector ~uld 

produce equal arx1 mutually orthogonal strain vectors of cpposite sign. 

He also conceded that the analysis of the strain for the spoon was 

incorrect, although he rraintained that control spoons tNisted rorrrally 

did not reach the degree of strain l:;efore fracture which the 

putatively p:iranormally softened am twisted spoons had, so that the 

paranorrrali ty of the effect had not teen brought into question by the 

incorrectness of the analysis. 

In evaluating Wood's criticism, this author has had the benefit 

of having discussed the criticisms with ,ooth Hasted am with another 

of his critics. Hasted concedes quite freely that Wood vas cnrrect in 

,his criticisms of his analysis of the twisted spoon strain. The 

unstated core of Wood's position, Hasted thought, might pJssibly te a 

sceptical attitude towards results which apparently a:mtradicted those 

of oonnal rrechanics. 

In ~rticular, in normal stress/strain relationships describing 

the response of rraterials to applied stresses, srrall stresses cause 

small elastic (recoverable) strains, whereas in paraoormal PKMB 

effects, the strains seem lrostly rot recoverable, even though 

the strains involved rray be very small. It rray have teen difficult for 

WcxXi to believe that non recoverable snall strains are I;Qssible in 

PKMB. 

However, the suppression of the elastic component seems to be one 

of the defining characteristics of paraoormal strains which rce.rks them 
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out fran IDrmal ones. This feature suggests that internal structural 

dlanges may prcrluce the strains, rather than the strains occurring in 

response to applied forces (which is why calibration of pz'r strain 

sensors is rreaningless since PKMB seems to operate "fran the inside" 

rather than by applying force "fran the outside" of the PK targets). 

Too fact that outputs fran PZT (lead-zirconium-titanate) ceramic 

piezoelectric transducers (ie the Mullard multimorph elanents) can 

occur in electrically shielded roans wnen ID s:mnds or vibration are 

present (as has happened frequently during Hasted's sessions with 

Stephen North at Birkbeck) suggests that strain signals fran strain 

gauges 00 represent strains. 

Additional supporting evidence comes fran the fact that 

macroscopic bendings visible to the eye correlate well with strain 

signals, curl rrost of Hasted's strain signals are large enough for th: 

calibration tests enploying exertion of IDI'Ila1 forces to apply to 

them. Further discussion of the validity of Hasted's recorded effects 

is given in sections Al. 3.1 to Al. 3. 3. 

This author's opinion is that Wood's criticisms are very much 

fEripheral to the validity of. the main l:xxly of Hasted' s ~rk. 
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